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ABSTRACT
TO GIVE AND TO RECEIVE: EXAMINING FEEDBACK IN THREE COACHING
DYADS FROM THE PERSPECTIVE OF A UNIVERSITY COACH AND
TEACH FOR AMERICA CORPS MEMBERS
by
Monica M. Alicea
Learning to teach is a complex process, especially for beginning teachers who
enter the profession with little coursework or classroom practice. Reflection, coaching,
and feedback are supports which have been demonstrated to assist new teachers in
developing expertise. However, research on the nature of feedback and enactment of that
feedback is lacking, especially in regards to teachers who are alternatively certified.
This qualitative multiple-case study examined three coaching dyads, the
feedback given by a university coach and how it was received and used by three Teach
For America corps members (CMs) within the context of their coaching courses.
Research questions guiding this study were: (1) What is the purpose of feedback?;
(2) What are the expectations of feedback?; (3) What is the nature of feedback?; and
(4) What is the use and reaction to feedback?
Data collected included: (a) semi-structured interviews of participants;
(b) artifacts; (c) monthly coaching needs assessments; (d) University Coach evaluations
completed by CMs; and (e) researcher memos. Data were analyzed using constant
comparative methods enhanced by ATLAS.ti. Trustworthiness was established through
the use of data triangulation, prolonged engagement, thick description of participants,
researcher memos, peer debriefing, member checking and an audit trail.
Feedback provided by the university coach in this study promoted: efficacy,
professionalism, teacher learning, and the problemetizing of practice. CMs responded to

feedback that was relevant to their individual needs and guided their understanding of
teaching in urban schools. CMs revealed their challenges in learning to teach while
simultaneously working towards certification, which were more difficult than expected.
This study was unique in that it examined feedback of reflective as well as classroom
practices over a full year. It is recommended that teacher educator programs provide:
(1) systematic training for university supervisors and coaches, particularly in the practice
of giving feedback, (2) more time for the field component of teacher development, and
(3) adequate resources to optimize coaching practice and acknowledge the distinctive
characteristics of alternatively certified teachers.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
Learning to teach is a complex endeavor (Berliner, 2001; Borko & Putnam,
1996; Darling-Hammond, 2003; Feiman-Nemser, 2001a; Roosevelt, 2007). In an effort
to understand this complexity, teacher education researchers have conducted myriad
studies, generated theoretical frameworks to inform the knowledge base about best
practices in teacher education, and designed assessments to gage training effectiveness
(e.g. Praxis, GACE, TPA). They have reported their findings at conferences, in journals,
books, and in teacher education research handbooks (e.g. Carroll, Featherstone,
Featherstone, Feiman-Nemser, & Roosevelt, 2007; Cochran-Smith, Feiman-Nemser, &
McIntyre, 2008; Cochran-Smith & Power, 2010; Cochran-Smith & Zeichner, 2005, 2008;
Houston, 1990). For example, in 1996 Danielson published a framework which identifies
what teachers should know and be able to carry out as they perform their jobs as teachers.
This framework consists of the four domains of planning and preparation, classroom
environment, instruction, and professional responsibilities and is aligned with the New
Teacher Assessment and Support Consortium (INTASC) standards (Danielson, 1996). A
decade later, Darling-Hammond and Bransford (2005) adopted a conceptual framework
that helps organize the information related to developing effective teachers who facilitate
learning. They argued that teachers must have knowledge of their learners, including
teaching diverse learners, knowledge of the subject matter they are teaching, pedagogical
content knowledge, and knowledge of what teaching entails. Credentialing bodies
incorporate these empirical and theoretical frameworks into a set of professional
standards which are meant to guide universities in the development of teacher education
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programs.
Traditional Education Programs
Traditional education (TE) programs are found in many colleges and
universities, some of which align their programs with state regulations and accreditation
bodies such as the National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE),
Teacher Education Accreditation Council (TEAC), and the Council for the Accreditation
of Educator Preparation (CAEP). One way to receive certification to become a teacher is
through a TE program. In most states, these programs are the primary source supplying
teachers (Lankford & Wyckoff, 2007). Data from the USDE (2010) indicated in 2008,
1,202 postsecondary institutions conferred 102,642 bachelor’s degrees in education.
TE programs are defined as programs which provide four years of
undergraduate coursework leading to a bachelor’s degree, and a pathway to certification
in teaching (Darling-Hammond, Chung, & Frelow, 2002). These programs include
foundational, pedagogical, and content based courses which could include courses in
child development with a focus on observation of children as they learn and grow in
school settings (Darling-Hammond, 2000; Zeichner, 1999), and also require field
experiences such as supervised student teaching in which preservice teachers receive
feedback from either a cooperating mentor teacher, a university supervisor, or both about
their teaching practices. Two of the most effective strategies as reported in the literature
in the development of expertise in teaching practice and also help retain teachers are
teacher reflection and social supports, including mentoring and coaching (Hammerness,
Darling-Hammond, & Bransford, 2005, Wang & Odell, 2002).
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Reflection
The practice of reflection was introduced in conjunction with teacher
development by Dewey (1933) who viewed the reflective process as a way to develop
teachers’ professionalism. Professionalism, to Dewey emerged from a reflective
approach to the educational process, when teachers systematically contemplate their
classroom experiences. Rodgers (2002a) posits that reflection, or thinking about
teaching, supports teachers in developing an understanding of the actions of their students
and reasons for those actions. Understanding students and the context in which learning
takes place permits teachers to be better prepared to articulate their needs and goals, in
addition to those of their students. Reflection allows teachers to position themselves, to
recognize and take action within and outside their classroom (Rodgers, 2002a).
Theorists have defined reflection and reflective practice variously as: (a) central
to learning causing teachers to think and act intentionally and intellectually rather than
impulsively (Dewey, 1933), (b) space for meaningful growth and learning (van Manen,
1977,1995; Zeichner & Liston, 1996), (c) dialogue of thinking and doing to become more
skilled (Schön, 1987), and (d) thinking to learn (Rogers, 2002a).
Cognitive Coaching and Clinical Supervision
Cognitive Coaching was made popular by Costa and Garmston (1994) and is
based on Goldhammer’s Clinical Supervision Model (1969). Goldhammer (1969)
created a five-stage cycle of supervision practice beginning with a planning conference
where supervisors build trust and identify teachers’ needs, followed by a classroom
observation and data collection to observe a lesson and collect objective data based on
teachers’ stated needs. The third stage is a time for analysis and strategy where the
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supervisor sorts through the data collected and plans a conference strategy. The cycle
continues with a supervisory conference providing feedback, support, and suggested
techniques and strategies, and concludes with a post-conference analysis where the
supervisor and teacher assess the strengths and weaknesses of the conference. Using
Goldhammer's (1969) CS model, Costa and Garmston (1994) expanded upon his work in
their development of Cognitive Coaching. However, Cognitive Coaching differs from
clinical supervision (CS) in two ways. (Costa & Garmston, 1994). While clinical
supervisors focus on observable behaviors of teachers in order to make changes,
Cognitive Coaches go about supporting teacher change by focusing on their underlying
thought processes. Four ways to support teachers in their development using a Cognitive
Coaching model include evaluation, collaboration, consulting, and coaching (Costa &
Garmston, 1994). When working with novice teachers, coaches often need to consult and
collaborate in order to help beginning teachers acquire the skills necessary to become
self-directed in their learning.
Glickman (2002) found that a supervisor or coach could have different roles in a
coaching relationship; that of a coach, consultant, and evaluator, if (a) there is a trusting
relationship between both parties, (b) the role of the supervisor/coach is clearly defined
when used, and (c) the roles and behaviors for that role are not combined. There are a
number of coaching models which imply a different understanding of teaching and
learning. Proponents of clinical supervision (CS) and Cognitive Coaching similarly
stress the importance of building trust, which is the primary goal of the coach and is
essential if the coaching relationship is to be focused on learning (Costa & Garmston,
1994; Goldhammer, 1969).
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Typically in teacher education, a supervisor or coach, who could be a full time
or part-time faculty member or a graduate student (Borko & Mayfield, 1995; Humphrey,
Wechsler, & Hough, 2008), visits a beginning teacher's classroom to observe teaching
practices. Support for supervisors or coaches depends on the university and ranges from
no meaningful training to a comprehensive and strategic approach (which includes fieldbased practice) with ongoing inservice sessions (Borko & Mayfield, 1995; Glickman &
Bey, 1990; Lantz, 1967).
The role of a supervisor or coach extends beyond strengthening a teacher’s
capacity to perform a specific lesson or capability to plan a successful unit by
collaborating with teachers as they grow and develop an overall expertise across all
domains of teaching (Danielson, 1996). However, this level of coaching support is not
always reached due to time and resources, which often vary depending on the number of
coachees per coach, the time coaches are able to give, and available funding to hire
enough coaches (Borko & Mayfield, 1995; Feeney, 2007; Humphrey, Wechsler, &
Hough, 2008). Supervision and coaching does not always meet the needs of beginning
teachers (Fisher, Alicea, & Meyers, 2012; Garza, 2009), as some teachers need more
scaffolding than coaches are able to provide. Sometimes support is not received and
feedback is not meaningful to participants (Borko & Mayfield, 1995; Feeney, 2007;
Fisher et. al., 2012; Humphrey et. al., 2008), while other times coaching and feedback are
regularly provided and participants find the feedback to be valuable (Fisher et. al., 2012;
Humphrey et. al., 2008; Veenman & Denessen, 2001). Other research found that
feedback can be frequently offered but not enacted by teachers (Fisher et.al, 2012).
Feeney (2007) posits that through mutual collaboration, teachers need to establish
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professional goals that are meaningful and address improved student performance.
However, he also states that quality feedback is missing and without it a teacher’s
development of meaningful goals for growth in practice are unlikely to occur (Feeney,
2007).
Defining Feedback
In the literature, feedback is defined in many ways. For example, Hattie and
Timperley (2007) state feedback is information about a person’s performance or
understanding provided by an agent (teacher, peer, self) and something that can be given
or sought. Effective feedback is described as frequent, ongoing, and relevant to
individual teachers’ needs (Wilkins-Canter, 1997), explicit and clear (Garza, 2001), and
provided in a timely manner (Scheeler, Ruhl, & McAfeem, 2004). Feedback is a
valuable tool to improve teacher effectiveness (Shantz & Ward, 2000), promote teacher
learning, (Stronge, 2002), and contribute to professional growth (Feeney, 2007; Garza,
2001). Types of feedback include oral and written, as well as formal and informal
(Feeney, 2007; Garza, 2009; Kitchen, 2006; Otienoh, 2010; Wilkins-Canter, 1997).
There are three typical scenarios in which feedback is given. In examining the research
regarding feedback to preservice or student teachers, the most prevalent of these is when
supervisors or coaches provide feedback during a CS or coaching post-observation
conference (Borko & Mayfield, 1995; Christensen, 1988; Costa & Garmston, 1994;
Feeney, 2007; Glickman, 2002; Wilkins-Canter, 1997), which is a professional discussion
between the person who observed a teaching episode (mentor, supervisor, coach) and the
person doing the teaching (student teacher, beginning teacher, experienced teacher) to
discuss what was observed, with the main purpose being to provide constructive
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objective feedback to the teacher for development of teaching practices (Goldhammer,
1969). Secondly, feedback may be given to preservice or inservice teachers about their
written reflections of their teaching (Kitchen, 2006; Otienoh, 2010). Thirdly, feedback
may be given as commentary by instructors on assignments submitted by students as part
of coursework (Hattie & Timperley, 2007).
Ideally, feedback is based on descriptive and observable data, (Costa &
Garmston, 1994; Danielson & McGreal, 2000; Goldhammer, 1969). Feedback may
provide examples of effective teaching (Marzano, Pickering, & Pollock, 2001), and has
the potential to promote reflection and self-directedness to cultivate improvements in
practice which can be seen in student learning (Glickman, 2002). It is widely recognized
that feedback is a valuable tool to assist all teachers, (preservice, student, beginning,) in
developing expertise in their practice. However, it is critically important for teachers
who are entering the field through an alternative route with little teaching experience as
they become beginning teachers of record working with students in urban schools.
Statement of the Problem
There is consensus about the value of feedback; however, teacher educators
have become increasingly alert to the challenges of providing consistent and meaningful
feedback (Borko & Mayfield, 1995; Feeney, 2007; Fisher et. al., 2012; Humphrey et. al.,
2008). This has become especially problematic in light of the proliferation of alternative
routes to certification where teachers enter the classroom with little to no supervised
practica or student teaching experiences when feedback is provided to help teachers
intentionally and critically examine their teaching practices (Garza, 2009). It is through
this giving and receiving of feedback where teacher growth has the potential to be
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nurtured and developed. Providing feedback to inexperienced teachers entering the
classroom through alternative routes due to teacher attrition, teacher shortages in urban
schools, and the mandate of placing highly qualified teachers in every classroom (No
Child Left Behind, 2001) is even more crucial as these alternative route candidates
become teachers of record with little to no teaching experience or coursework.
Impact of No Child Left Behind
In January, 2002 the No Child Left Behind Act of 2001 (NCLB) was
implemented to help close the achievement gap between least well served students and
their peers by improving public schools. One of the main features of the law is that a
highly qualified teacher be placed in every classroom by end of the 2005-2006 school
year (United States Department of Education, USDE, 2004). To be considered highly
qualified, teachers must have a bachelor’s degree, demonstrate competency of subjectmatter for each subject taught, and earn full certification. Defining highly qualified in the
past decade has remained controversial. In 2002, the USDE deemed that teachers in
training could be considered highly qualified. By 2010 a federal appeals court ruled that
the USDE was wrong in doing so and that by considering it, it weakened the standards of
teachers placed in classrooms and went against the original intent of NCLB (Hanna &
Gimbert, 2012; Heilig, Cole, & Springel, 2010). Later that year, Congress attached a
legislative Continuing Resolution to a finance bill late in 2010 which changed the
definition of a highly qualified teacher so that teachers in AC routes working towards
certification while teaching would be considered highly qualified until the end of the
2012-2013 school year (Hanna & Gimbert, 2012; Heilig, Cole, & Springel, 2010).
Alternative routes to certification, which are endorsed by the USDE, rapidly
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expanded to meet the needs of the NCLB mandate (Harvey & Gimbert, 2007). The
National Center for Alternative Certification (NCAC, www.teach-now.org, 2012) reports
that in 2010, 48 states and the District of Columbia offer alternative certification (AC)
with nearly 600 providers to AC routes. Many universities have created AC programs in
addition to already established TE programs (Johnson, Birkeland, & Peske, 2005).
Alternative Certification Programs
Feistritzer (2007) stated, “Alternative routes into the teaching profession are
becoming more and more attractive to policymakers and teacher educators as strategies
for recruiting potential teachers and tackling teacher shortages” (p. 1). Based on state
reported data to the National Center for Education Information (NCEI), it is estimated
that 59,000 persons were issued certificates to teach through AC routes in 2008-09, and
nearly 500,000 individuals have entered teaching through AC routes since the mid-1980s.
Many definitions exist for AC programs, but for the purpose of this research, I
refer to the definition given by the NCAC (2012) which defines AC as state-defined
routes through which an individual who already has at least a bachelor’s degree can
obtain certification to teach without necessarily having to go back to college and
complete a college, campus-based teacher education program. Many of these “fast-track”
programs are structured so that a college graduate can hold a full-time teaching position
without any prior education courses (Haberman, 2006) and may offer night or online
certification courses. All AC programs require a bachelor’s degree and the requirement
of demonstrating subject matter knowledge can be met by passing an exam or completing
coursework (NCAC, www.teach-now.org, 2012). Alternative certification programs hold
specific expectations about the length of time and number of courses it takes to become
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certified (Humphrey, et. al., 2008) and vary by state and program. One such program
recruiting teachers to teach in urban schools while obtaining certification is Teach For
America (TFA).
Teach For America
TFA now in its 22nd year, is one of the most widely recognized programs that
uses an alternative route for certification. It was founded by Wendy Kopp in 1991 to
produce a corps of teachers to work with underserved children in rural and urban schools
(Kopp, 2003). According to TFA corps profiles in 2011, (TFA website, 2012,
www.teachforamerica.org) TFA corps members (for the remainder of the paper will be
called CMs) had an average GPA of 3.6, average SAT scores of 1320, and most held
leadership positions while in college. Applicants from venerable universities from all
over the country, including Yale, Georgetown, Duke, Notre Dame, and Harvard compete
for acceptance, with only one in seven selected. Once chosen, a CM makes a two-year
commitment to teach at low-income schools in rural and urban areas. Recruits attend a
five-week, intensive summer institute taught by TFA leadership which includes training
in classroom management, instruction, and assessment (www.teachforamerica.org).
Generally, when CMs enter the classroom they become teachers of record (full-time
classroom teacher with sole responsibility for instruction). While teaching, they are also
supposed to be attending classes to attain certification as stipulated by NCLB (2001) to
meet the “highly qualified” teacher requirement mentioned previously (USDE, 2004).
Some CMs enroll in a certification only program, while others work to earn their master’s
degree (Costelloe, 2008; Heineke, Carter, Desimone, & Cameron, 2010) depending upon
the program.
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Research regarding the efficacy of TFA is mixed (Boyd, Grossman, Lankford,
Loeb, & Wyckoff, 2006; Darling-Hammond, Holtzman, Gatlin, & Heilig, 2005;
Glazerman, Mayer, & Decker, 2006; Kane, Rockoff, & Staiger, 2008; Laczko-Kerr &
Berliner, 2002; Raymond, Fletcher, & Luque, 2001), yet it has many proponents.
Recently, President Obama, through the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of
2009, offered state and local policymakers as well as other stakeholders in education,
opportunities to recruit great teachers to help raise the standard of teaching in
underserved schools. In 2010, TFA was awarded a $50 million Scale Up Grant by the
USDE (USDE website, 2010). In the 2011-12 school year, more than 9,000 CMs were
recruited to teach in urban and rural school districts (www.teachforamerica.org).
Teach For America partners with universities in over 43 regions across the
country. While TFA and traditional colleges of education often hold disparate views
regarding how to best prepare teachers (Boyd, Grossman, Lankford, Loeb, & Wyckoff,
2009; Heineke, Carter, Desimone, & Cameron, 2010; Hopkins, 2008; Meyers, Fisher,
Alicea, & Bloxson, 2012), Nicholson University (pseudonym) entered into a partnership
with TFA to prepare these alternatively trained teachers to teach in a large metropolitan
area. In the metropolitan area surrounding Nicholson, TFA is currently located in five
counties and CMs teach in public and charter public schools serving more than 25,000
students (www.teachforamerica.org).
Nicholson University and Teach For America Partnership
With a joint mission to prepare teachers to work in urban schools and provide
equitable educational experiences for diverse learners (Meyers et. al., 2012), TFA and
Nicholson also began a collaborative self-study into the certification program and
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practices. Understanding the strategies necessary to support teachers, Nicholson
University’s certification program was intentionally designed by faculty to support CMs
who enter their AC program without previous coursework or teaching experience. It was
developed to link theory, content, and practice across all courses and aims to be relevant,
connected, and applicable to what CMs are doing in the classroom. Each course is
intended to scaffold teachers’ development while they work to increase their reflexive
practices, gain pedagogical and content knowledge, and the ability to work in urban high
needs schools. Working to provide CMs with an effective certification program,
Nicholson implemented opportunities for CMs to reflect daily on their teaching practices
and to receive coaching and feedback on classroom observations to support CMs toward
achieving this mutual goal.
University supervisors have a dual role of education and evaluation. While the
terms mentor, coach, university supervisor, and cooperating teacher are often used
interchangeably, the faculty in the AC program at Nicholson elected to use the term
university coach (UC) prioritizing the need to provide immediate non-judgmental
coaching support. At the same time coaches are expected to provide both formative and
summative evaluative feedback as required by certification mandates. I will also use the
term UC in the context of this study.
Role of the University Coach in the Nicholson AC Program
Research supports the importance of the role of the coach in aiding teachers in
developing expertise in their practice. Daloz (1999) posits that in the experience of
learning to teach, coaches play an important role in a teacher’s development and
transformation. They do this by providing support, posing challenging tasks and
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questions, setting high expectations and standards, and acting as a mirror for the teacher’s
growth. Schön (1987) described the role of the coach as one who provides
encouragement and supportive questioning, points out strategies a teacher is familiar
with, and offers alternative models. Coaches share personal experiences of challenges
they have experienced and steps taken to overcome challenges (Daloz, 1999). Coaches
can guide learners in their reflection of their classroom experiences, so they can analyze
the experience and make choices in the strategies they use in their classrooms (Daloz,
1999; Schön, 1987).
Reflection, coaching, and feedback, in the Nicholson M.A.T. program are
strategies implemented as a way to support CMs in developing their expertise and
changes in their teaching practice (see Figure 1). The UC plays an important role in
reading reflections, observing CMs in their classrooms, and providing feedback to CMs
both on their teaching and reflective practices.

•Opportunities for
CMs to reflect
daily on their
teaching practice

• Reflection on
readings

Reflection

Coaching
• Coaches observe
CMs on their
classroom
teaching practices

• Coaches give
feedback based
on reflective
practices and
classroom
observations

Feedback

Figure 1: Strategies to Support Teacher Development in Nicholson's M.A.T. Program
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Nicholson UCs work with a CM in a coaching dyad (one UC and one CM) in
the context of the CM's classroom and in examining the CM's reflective practices. The
coaching model is a scaffolded, developmental, and responsive model which spans two
academic years. When possible faculty are also coaches in order to link content
instruction CMs are receiving in their coursework to actual pedagogical practices taking
place in their classrooms. CMs send a pre-coaching visit questionnaire to UCs prior to a
coaching visit. Typically UCs observe CMs in their classrooms a minimum of five times
per year. UCs then conduct at least a 30 minute, (but could be longer) debriefing
conference to discuss the observation. They also offer additional support by sending
CMs responsive written or digitally recorded feedback after the visit via email. CMs
compile the pre-coaching visit questionnaire, the feedback from their UC, create an
action plan based on feedback from the observation and debriefing session and then post
it on LiveText (the digital portfolio where students retrieve and submit all assignments).
The UC provides CMs with a rubric and qualitative data regarding the coaching cycle.
In addition, coaches read and give written feedback to reflections submitted by CMs on a
monthly basis throughout the academic year. This provides UCs an opportunity to gain
an understanding of what is happening in the classroom in between coaching visits. The
strategies to support teacher development which have been implemented in the M.A.T.
program are valuable tools in assisting CMs as they become teachers of record in urban
schools while simultaneously learning to teach through Nicholson’s AC program.
Study Rationale
A goal of alternative teacher education is to assist teachers in acquiring the
knowledge skills, and dispositions needed and to aid them in developing expertise in their
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practice through reflection before, during, and after these practices. Developing teacher
expertise involves constructing a teaching identity and philosophy; building a repertoire
of instruction; documenting practice with evidence, working together with colleagues in a
collaborative inquiry process, designing curricula, engaging in critical reflection of
practice; and growing as a teacher leader (Bransford, Derry, Berliner, Hammerness, &
Beckett, 2005; Danielson, 1996; Feiman-Nemser, 2001a). Teachers develop their
expertise through reflection, and with supports such as coaching and feedback. While
there is ample literature on coaching relationships, there is little recent research on the
feedback offered to teachers, especially alternatively certified teachers who become
teachers of record with little to no classroom experience or coursework.
Knowing that research supports the role of the coach in helping new teachers
develop expertise in their practice, Nicholson faculty designed and implemented a
coaching focused certification program. Nicholson faculty also initiated a series of
studies to examine its partnership with TFA and the teacher education program it created
for TFA CMs. As a member of the research team, in one study we examined the
reflective practices of CMs (Fisher et. al., 2012) and in another we studied the nature of
the partnership including data collected about coaching relationships between UCs and
CMs (Meyers et. al., 2012). In examining the reflective practices of CMs we found that
effective feedback was not always provided by UCs, and when it was, it was not always
utilized by the CMs. It also became evident that not all CMs received the feedback they
desired as one CM stated,
Observation is important for teachers and students. Teachers should be
observed frequently. Good feedback is needed so that teachers can make
changes. Good feedback is not just positive or complimentary in nature, but
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constructive and developmental. Feedback should be given by lots of different
stakeholders in education. For example, administrators, professors, co-teachers,
etc…all have viable and applicable information and suggestions to offer.
(TFA CM, Week in Review 2/6/09)
When culling the data from this study which examined the reflective practices of CMs
(Fisher, et.al., 2012), I began to consider the use and importance of feedback, which led
me to this current investigation.
Need for Feedback
Feedback is important for all teachers, but is especially important to beginning
teachers who are often faced with the challenges of planning, grading, teaching, and
becoming familiar with the culture of a new school and district. This is particularly true
of CMs who enter the classroom with only five weeks of training and with knowledge of
teaching and learning primarily informed by their experiences as a student (Lortie, 1975).
When CMs enter the classroom, they need to rely heavily on school or district based
mentors, UCs, TFA mentors called Managers of Teacher Leadership and Development
(MTLDs), and peer teachers as they navigate their way through day-to-day activities, and
like many novice teachers are focused on themselves and their teaching, and simply
trying to survive (Fuller, 1969; Hammerness et. al., 2005; Roosevelt, 2011; Simmons,
2005). Much of the knowledge, skills, and dispositions a CM attains are developed onthe-job in the classroom, as they learn curriculum content and pedagogy (Costelloe, 2008;
Porter, 2011; Veltri, 2010). These teachers need support and feedback to assist them in
developing their practices so they can focus on the needs of their students, rather than
themselves.
My personal and professional experiences with coaching and feedback, my work
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as an educator for more than 20 years, and my work as a member of a research team since
its inception in 2009 that has been studying the partnership between Nicholson University
and TFA ignited many questions which have led me to this inquiry. Nicholson
University is responsible for preparing the CMs who enter the AC program to teach in the
urban school districts surrounding the university. It is the responsibility of the faculty of
Nicholson University to reflect on the preparation and support provided to these CMs and
to consider the implementation of such supports. Knowing that Nicholson has
intentionally designed a program to certify CMs that is based on research and has put into
place strategies and supports such as reflection, coaching, and providing feedback, which
experts say are necessary for developing teachers to teach in urban classrooms, it is
important to examine the nature of feedback provided to CMs and how it is used.
Conducting this study will allow me the opportunity to delve deeper into this
phenomenon of how feedback is given and received.
Reflection, coaching, and feedback are strategies rooted in theory and based on
well-established research. Kolb's (1984) work on Experiential Learning and Mezirow's
(1991, 2000) work on Transformative Learning are particularly salient for this study
which examines the giving and receiving of feedback in a coaching dyad.
Theoretical Framework
There are several theorists who influence my work as an educator,
mentor/coach, and researcher. My views of knowledge and learning are based on the
belief that knowledge is constructed by integrating our experiences with reflection. It is
through this interaction of experience, reflection, and knowledge that we can transform
our identity and our practice. Dewey (1938) was the first to articulate the importance of
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learning by doing, explaining that learners take current experiences, connect those to
prior experiences, and thereby create conditions for further growth and learning.
Expanding the work of Dewey, Experiential Learning Theorist (ELT) David Kolb (1984)
described the process of making meaning from direct experience. Kolb’s cycle of
experiential learning includes: (a) concrete experience-CM involves self in learning
experience, (b) reflective observation-ability to use many perspectives to reflect and
observe experiences, (c) abstract conceptualization-CM uses analytical abilities to create
theories from observations, and (d) active experimentation-putting theories into practice;
ability to make decisions and solve problems based on theories formed from observation
(Kolb, 1984, p. 30). This theory aligns with the reflective practices CMs engage in to
summarize and prioritize events that occur in their classrooms (see Figure 2). CMs use
the Month in Review chart to record the What, So What, Now What (Rolfe, Freshwater, &
Jasper, 2001) of the month after examining their monthly reflective practices, previously
set goals, and the progress they have made in achieving the goals. If they are successful
in achieving the goals, and found something that worked, (which could also potentially
add to their knowledge of teaching), they record it on their Celebrations chart.
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Concrete Experience
Daily Jottings of High and Lows
Month in Review Synthesis

Active Experimentation
Have students line up in ABC order
Call one table at a time to put away
materials
What Happened? Now What? Next
Steps?

Reflective Observation
Transitions in my classroom are
always hectic.
What? Goal stated?

Abstract Conceptualization
This can cause disruption in learning
time...I need to do something about
it
So What? What is the plan?

Figure 2: How Reflective Practices Align With Experiential Learning Cycle (Kolb, 1984)

Kolb’s (1984) model of experiential learning is derived from a constructivist
theory of learning. Using this approach, the learner has a concrete experience, reflects
upon it, and constructs meaning and new knowledge after reflecting upon these
experiences. For Kolb, reflection is about cognitive processes of conceptual analysis and
eventual understanding. Kolb argues that to understand learning, it is also necessary to
understand how humans view knowledge, and how knowledge is created. Through the
process of learning, knowledge is a result of the transaction between these experiences.
Experiential learning theorists posit that ideas are not fixed or absolute, but are constantly
developed and modified through experience. Learning is a process filled with conflicts
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and tension and through this conflict and tension, we can gain knowledge and skills
(Kolb, 1984).
The concrete experiences were acknowledged in CMs' reflections when CMs
discussed an event that took place in their classroom, and then took some time for
reflective observation. Based upon a CM's classroom experience, she might ask herself:
What were my observations? What did I notice? How does this experience connect to
me? Next, the CM used insights gleaned from reflective observations to create an
abstract conceptualization often answering the questions: Why is this important? What
have I learned from this experience? What have I learned about myself or my students?
What have I learned about instruction? Finally, the CM applied the new knowledge and
understanding by setting goals and taking steps to implement a plan to try out the new
learning. Each continued to revise and reshape the learning based on what happened by
continuously experimenting with the newly acquired learning.
Kolb and other theorists maintain that although all adults are exposed to a
multitude of life experiences, not everyone learns from these experiences. It is possible
that a CM would not learn from the experience alone, as experience alone does not teach.
Learning happens only when there is reflective thought and internal ‘processing’ of that
experience by the CM, in a way that actively makes sense of the experience, that links the
experience to previous learning, and that transforms the learner’s previous
understandings in some way. If a CM is not reflecting upon experiences it is possible
that learning will not take place. One way to aid CMs in learning is through interaction
with the UC.
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Expansion of Experiential Learning
One of the criticisms of ELT is the lack of attention to the importance of
interaction between people and the context of the experience. This is especially
important in my study because in order to give and receive feedback, there must be
conversation and interaction between the UC and CMs. Mezirow (1991) stated that
educators need to keep an open mind when they encounter critiques which encourage
them to consider ways to adapt and build upon the understanding of experiential learning,
which led to his advance of the theory of Transformative Learning.
Transformative Learning Theory
Mezirow (1991) discussed the theory of transformative learning positing that
reflection, especially critical reflection on experience is necessary for learning. Mezirow
(1991) argues that when individuals reflect on their understandings which are formed by
their experiences, and question their assumptions, beliefs, values, and perspectives, they
transform these basic knowledge structures into more “inclusive, differentiating,
permeable, critically reflective, and integrative of experience” (p. 14).
Transformative learning is based on the argument that people construct a way of
seeing and living in the world and create meaning from their experiences in life. They
interpret events in their lives based on their values, beliefs, and the assumptions that
determine their behavior.
As we encounter a new experience we have predispositions that we used to sift
through when trying to understand that experience. As we learn from our experiences,
then seek to validate those experiences through our interactions with others, we develop
assumptions about what we believe, think, and feel, which become our points of view.
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These points of view are what we use to interpret our lives, becoming our frame of
reference. Mezirow (2000) contends that learning occurs in four possible ways: (a) when
we expand upon the ways we interpret our lives, (b) when we develop new interpretations
and meanings, (c) when we change our points of view, or (d) when we change our
predispositions to include new ideas and thinking. This can take place when we
encounter an alternative perspective by engaging in reflective discourse by sharing
reflections on experiences with others in order to receive feedback and their critical
reflection, which questions our existing assumptions, predispositions, and frames of
reference. In a coaching relationship, when UCs provide CMs with feedback on their
reflective and teaching practices and offer alternative perspectives and viewpoints, this
reflective conversation can help CMs make sense of perplexing dilemmas and challenges
faced in the classroom. It can also potentially lead to enactment of new ideas and
understandings that the CM has gained through the feedback provided by the UC in order
to improve their teaching practices.
According to Mezirow (2000), learning can occur in a single, striking or
disorienting event, or a gradual collective process. When we can critically examine our
beliefs which become problematic to us, reflect upon how we developed a belief,
consider an alternative, revise and try out the new belief, transformative learning can
occur. Transformative learning, as a theory of adult learning, supports the development
of reflection and inquiry in teachers and can lead to changes in teaching practices.
The coaching model and reflective practices that have been implemented were
crafted with Experiential Learning and Transformative Learning in mind. UCs at
Nicholson usually work one-on-one within the actual context of a CM's practice and can
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play a significant role in a CM's development and changes in practice by providing
support and feedback in a coaching relationship. In a coaching relationship, CMs are
completing their daily and monthly reflection on the concrete experiences in their
classrooms and UCs provide feedback to reflections that they've read and on classroom
practices through observations. The potential to problematize in a collaborative way and
introduce alternative viewpoints and perspectives exists as the coaching conversation is
intended to be that critical conversation with the other that Mezirow discusses.
As CMs encounter a concrete experience which causes them to recognize and
reflect upon it and specifically state a need for assistance, (in reflections or pre-coaching
visit questionnaire), the UC plays a role by helping them in their conceptualization of the
experience through questioning and critical conversation. The UC provides feedback in
the form of suggestions, resources, and/or strategies. CMs consider the feedback and
implement what they think might work for them based on their individual needs (active
experimentation), then consider what to keep and what needs to be discarded, which
leads to the continued cycle. The inner circles in Figure 3 represent Kolb's (1984) ELT
cycle, while the outer boxes represent the way in which coaching and feedback serve as
critical conversations (Mezirow) to support transformation through the promotion of the
potential for CMs to consider alternative strategies suggested by the UC and to
problematize their practice (see Figure 3).
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• UC reads
reflections
about concrete
experiences of
CMs

• How did it work?
• Would you try these
strategies again?
• What about...?

• What can you do?
• What strategies can you
try?
• How does that compare
to what you are learning
in courses?

Active
Experimentation

Concrete
Experience

Abstract
Conceptualiztion

Reflective
Observation
•Why is this a
problem?

Figure 3: Intersection of Kolb (1984) and Mezirow (1991, 2000) in Coaching
Feedback

Many teachers learn on the job while learning to teach (Costelloe, 2008;
Hopkins, 2008; Veltri, 2008, 2010). Kolb’s (1984) ELT provides a framework which
aids in understanding how CMs learn from experience. In addition, Mezirow’s (1991,
2000) Transformative Learning Theory is valuable when examining how coaching and
feedback assist CMs in developing and changing in their teaching practice.
Study Significance
This study will add to the current body of literature in several ways. The
popularity, notoriety, and success TFA has gained, creates the need for more research
regarding the support and preparation of CMs and how, if at all, this support has an
impact upon teaching practices. Wyckoff (2010) posits the need for research that focuses
on components of alternative or traditional teaching programs that create effective
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classroom teaching practices rather than comparing the programs. This study meets that
challenge by investigating specific components of Nicholson’s alternative program that
have been implemented.
In a recent review of the literature Thurlings, Vermeulen, Bastiaens, and Stijnen
(2012) noted that few studies have focused on effective feedback to teachers. While
literature is available regarding feedback to preservice teachers in post-observation
conferences, little research has been conducted on feedback to inservice or alternatively
certified teachers. In addition, few studies were found regarding feedback provided on
the reflective practices of teachers. A unique feature of this study is that I will examine
feedback on reflective practices of CMs in addition to feedback provided to CMs based
on classroom observations and post-observation debriefings, which includes written and
verbal feedback, where other studies have looked at one or the other. I will also seek to
examine how UCs and CMs experience feedback within the context of coaching
relationships.
Research is also available on the content and process of feedback, but there is
scant research examining how feedback is utilized by teachers and how it encourages
changes in their teaching practices (Thurlings, et. al., 2012). In this study I analyzed
feedback provided throughout an academic school year including feedback on teaching
practices based on classroom observations and feedback on reflective practices, as well as
investigated how teachers utilized the feedback provided.
Since the ways that coaching and feedback are used to support novice teachers
in urban schools (particularly teachers who come from an AC pathway such as TFA) is
under-examined, studying how coaches conceptualize and offer feedback and how
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beginning teachers of record conceptualize, accept, and use feedback may provide
important information regarding supports needed to assist beginning AC teachers in their
practice. This study has the potential to inform Nicholson University faculty about
practices of supporting CMs and also offer findings and implications that may benefit
other universities who partner with TFA and those who offer alternatively certified
programs.
Research Questions
1. What is the purpose of feedback?
(a.) What do TFA CMs state is the purpose of feedback?
(b.) What does a UC state is the purpose of feedback?
2. What are the expectations of feedback?
(a.) What do TFA CMs expect from the UC in regards to the feedback provided
on reflective practices and classroom observations?
(b.) What does the UC expect from TFA CMs in regards to the feedback provided
on reflective practices and classroom observations?
3. What is the nature of feedback?
(a.) What is the process of the feedback given by the UC?
(b.) What is the content of feedback given by the UC?
4. What is the use and reaction to feedback?
(a) What do TFA CMs report about their use of and reaction to feedback provided
by a UC?
(b) What does a UC report about TFA CMs’ use of and reaction to feedback
provided?
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Defining of Terms
Alternatively Certified (AC): Those who enter teaching generally with a degree in
something other than education and must work towards certification while teaching.
Corps member (CM): Corps members are active members of the Teach For America
corps in the first or second year of their teaching commitment.
Coaching dyad: The relationship of one university coach (UC) and one TFA CM.
Least well-served student: Least well-served students are those students traditionally
underserved by the school system including African American and Hispanic/Latino
students (The Education Trust, 2003).
Teach For America (TFA): Teach For America is an organization that purposefully
selects and trains academically talented college graduates who are commit for two years
teach for two years in hard-to-staff schools. TFA’s ultimate mission is to ensure that all
children have access to an equitable education, placing newly recruited teachers in
diverse areas across the United States. (www.teachforamerica.org)
University Coach (UC): A faculty member or doctoral student who reads CM reflections
and gives feedback. In addition, the UC observes CMs in their classrooms and provide
feedback on teaching practices. UCs evaluate using a rubric.
ATLAS.ti Terms
Codes Primary Document Table: a table which can be created to show the frequency
of codes across documents.
The Co-occurrence Explorer: Using this you can ask ATLAS.ti which codes co-occur
in the margin area.
Families: A way to form clusters of Primary documents (PDs), codes, and memos for
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easier handling of groups of codes, memos, and PDs. For example, I created a family
called RQ4 for research question 4 and moved the following codes which answer RQ4
into one family: FEEDBACK_REACTION TO/USE OF_CM reaction to;
FEEDBACK_REACTION TO/USE OF_CM_use of_FEEDBACK_REACTION
TO/USE OF_CM_UC states to form one cluster.
Hermeneutic Unit (HU): This provides the data structure for my project in ATLAS.ti.
It holds all my documents and memos. I worked within the HU.
Network Views: This tool allows me to connect similar elements together in a visual
diagram to express relationships between codes, quotations, and memos.
Primary Documents (PD): These are all the documents I collected (reflections, pre-visit
coaching questionnaires, rubrics, transcribed interviews, etc... and added to an ATLAS.ti
project. These PDs make up the HU and all coding took place on the PDs.
Query Tool: This tool is used to formulate search requests that are based on
combinations of codes. For example I used the query tool to search for each CMs
answers to the research questions.
Scope of Query: Allows a researcher to search only the PDs requested. For example in
this dissertation when I wanted to determine the feedback given over time I created three
PD families of the documents for September , October, and November; January and
February; and March and April so that I could examine each group of documents
separately.
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CHAPTER TWO
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
This chapter provides an overview of the relevant literature that informed my
research. The first part examines the literature regarding the expectations of beginning
teachers and challenges novice teachers face in their first years of teaching as illuminated
by respected scholars in the field (Ball & Tyson, Banks, Berliner, Cochran-Smith,
Danielson, Darling-Hammond, Feiman-Nemser, Gay, Gutierrez, Mull, Sleeter, etc.) who
have written many peer-reviewed articles, chapters, and books on the topic. This section
includes the literature regarding the challenges of TFA CMs. Next, I discuss the research
on induction processes which support teacher development including teacher reflection,
coaching, and feedback offered to novice teachers. Finally, I will provide the literature
which supports using ATLAS.ti in qualitative research.
Part One: Expectations and Challenges of Beginning Teachers
Expectations of Beginning Teachers
Teacher development programs throughout the country generally agree about
what teachers need to know, what they should be able to do, and what they should care
about (Feiman-Nemser, 2003). Many build upon the standards developed by National
Board for Professional Standards (1989) and the Interstate New Teacher Assessment
Support Consortium (1992) which categorize and extend the scope of good teaching, into
their program learning. Most teacher educators also believe that it is the responsibility of
school professionals to “prepare all students for equitable participation in a democratic
society” (Darling-Hammond & Bransford, 2005, p. 11). However, the evaluation of
many prospective teachers in these preparation programs lend themselves to a greater
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emphasis on their lesson plans, instructional practices, and classroom management rather
than on the children they teach (Roosevelt, 2007).
Danielson (1996) published a framework for the professional practice of
teaching to serve as a guide for educators. Her framework is divided into four domains:
planning and preparation; the classroom environment; instruction; and professional
responsibilities. Domain 1, planning and preparation includes knowledge of content and
pedagogy, students, resources, instructional goals, designing instruction, and assessing
student learning. Domain 2, classroom environment entails designing a classroom that is
an organized space where learning can take place, procedures are established, and
respect and rapport are present. Instruction is the third domain and includes accurately
communicating information, engaging students in learning, using questioning and
discussion techniques, flexibility in lessons, and providing students with feedback.
Communicating with families, keeping accurate records, professional development,
advocating for students, and contributing to school and district encompass Domain 4.
Danielson (1996) argues that this framework which is based on empirical research and
grounded in a constructivist approach to teaching provides a common language for the
profession of teaching. She believed that these domains and their components are things
a teacher should know and do and should strive to be proficient in each domain.
Danielson's (1996) framework is one example of the organization of the expectations of
teachers. Another framework which encompasses similar expectations is DarlingHammond and Bransford's framework for the preparation of teachers.
Darling-Hammond and Bransford (2005) adopted a conceptual framework that
helps organize the information related to effective teaching and learning. There are three
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general areas of knowledge, skills, and dispositions that are important for prospective
teachers to acquire. The first is knowledge of their learners and how they develop in their
social contexts. This includes how students learn and develop, including their language
development. Knowledge of students and their development requires the teacher to know
what is meant by learning; how children learn; how they develop emotionally, socially,
and cognitively; how instruction helps support the development of learners; and how to
help support students’ learning and development (Darling-Hammond & Baratz-Snowden,
2005). Secondly, teachers need to have knowledge of subject matter and curriculum
goals including knowing the skills, content and subject matter which needs to be taught,
along with the purpose for teaching these. This also includes understanding state
standards and how to plan curriculum using the important concepts. Finally, they also
need to have knowledge of teaching. This includes what is needed to teach subject
matter, being able to meet the needs of all learners, knowing what to assess and how to
assess it, using assessment to drive instruction, and how to manage a classroom
(Bransford, Darling-Hammond, & LePage, 2005). Knowledge of learners, knowledge of
subject matter, and knowledge of teaching are a main focus in teacher education
programs today. These views are shared by other experts and its importance is widely
recognized that teachers need knowledge of their subject matter, curriculum, and
understanding of teaching and learning (Borko, 2004; Feiman-Nemser, 2001; Kennedy,
2002). The literature regarding the expectations of beginning teachers is important to my
study as my participants do not enter into teaching with method courses or field
experiences. They will need to acquire this knowledge of their learners, subject matter,
and teaching quickly. I aimed to capture if and how feedback supports CMs in attaining
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this knowledge while they are beginning teachers of record and simultaneously in the
Nicholson M.A.T. program. In addition to the expectations and capabilities expected of
all beginning teachers; these beginning teachers of record who are beginning to think
about these questions while they are working in their own classrooms, will face many
additional challenges.
Beginning Teacher Challenges
Based on the literature on the challenges faced by beginning teachers during
their induction year, researchers are in agreement that this is a perplexing time in a novice
teacher’s career (Feiman-Nemser, 2001a; Wang, Odell, & Schwille, 2008). Veenman
(1984) completed a comprehensive review of over 80 studies on such beginning teacher
challenges and named the following top eight: classroom discipline, student motivation,
differentiation for student differences, student assessments, parent-teacher relationships,
management of class work, lack of supplies or materials for teaching, and dealing with
student problems. Other challenges include heavy teaching loads, lack of planning time,
school policies and procedures, managing instruction, and using effective teaching
methods (Feiman-Nemser, Schwille, Carver, & Yusko, 1999; Gordon & Maxey, 2000;
Odell, 1989; Renard, 2003;). In addition, teachers are expected to handle the same
responsibilities and duties as colleagues who have been teaching for years. FeimanNemser (2003) stated that teachers need three or four years to reach competency in the
teaching profession, and several more to reach proficiency. TFA CMs make a two year
commitment to teach, which does not provide them the time Feiman-Nemser says is
needed to become a competent teacher and little is known about ways to assist CMs in
developing competency. Therefore, my study will help to fill this gap in the research on
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the challenges faced by AC teachers and how coaching and feedback supports them in
these challenges. TFA is known for recruiting high achieving and successful students as
CMs, which poses another challenge as some of them enter the classroom to teach.
Brock and Grady (2001) suggest that beginning teachers enjoyed being students,
have typically been successful, and have entered teaching because they enjoyed learning.
First year teachers begin the year with enthusiasm, but as they face the many challenges
of first-year teaching they often become discouraged seeing these challenges as personal
failures (Brock & Grady, 2001). In addition, when many novice teachers enter the
classroom they often experience reality shock. Veenman (1984) defined reality shock as
“the collapse of the missionary ideals formed during teacher training by the harsh and
rude reality of classroom life” (p. 143). Katz (1972) also speaks of beginning teachers
being in a survival stage during their first year of teaching because their expectations
based on their undergraduate work were not the realities in their classrooms. These
challenges that beginning teachers face are likely to be more exacerbated for CMs who
are entering the classrooms without previous support experiences such as student
teaching and coursework.
What is missing from the literature is how CMs face these first-year challenges
and reality shock as they come in with high aspirations to work towards closing the
achievement gap (Donaldson & Johnson, 2011) and how they use the supports provided
in their certification coursework. These novice CMs lack the scaffolded, supervised
training preservice teachers gain, pedagogical content knowledge, and the beginning
experiences of learning what it is to be a teacher, for example classroom management
skills, assessing students, and writing lesson plans; therefore, they are not able to focus
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on their students and pedagogy because they are grappling with learning these basics to
survive (Feiman-Nemser, 2003; Roosevelt, 2011). While studies suggest that novice
teachers face many challenges as they make the transition from being a student learning
to teach to becoming a teacher, little information is available regarding how CMs
experience being teachers of record while they are also learning to teach. In each
individual case portrait, I include each CMs expectations of teaching, the realities of
learning to teach while going to school, their experiences as a beginning teacher, and
their experiences in the M.A.T. program. Another challenge CMs face is that they need
to understand teaching and how it is different from what they observed their teachers
doing when they were students. Lortie (1975) calls this the apprenticeship-ofobservation in that they have been observing teaching for many years while they were
students. The only knowledge they have of teaching is what they have seen from their
own teachers. If they have had exceptionally good teachers, it might give them the false
impression of teaching being easy. They do not always see the behind-the-scene
activities for which teachers are responsible. This is especially true of my participants
who come into teaching with no classroom experience.
Teach For America
The majority of the literature regarding TFA (Boyd, Grossman, Lankford, Loeb,
& Wyckoff, 2006; Darling-Hammond, Holtzman, Gatlin, & Heilig, 2005; Glazerman,
Meyer, & Decker, 2006; Kane, Rockoff, & Staiger, 2008; Laczko-Kerr and Berliner,
2002; Raymond, Fletcher, & Luque, 2001) is related to TFA and teacher effectiveness.
The literature reviewed for my study is based on the experiences of TFA CMs and
supports offered to CMs, which is limited. In my search I found one study which
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examined the experiences of CMs (Veltri, 2008) and two studies regarding supports for
CMs (Costelloe, 2008; Heineke, Carter, Desimone, & Cameron, 2010) which indicates
further investigation is needed.
Teach For America beginning teacher experiences. In a longitudinal,
qualitative study conducted to determine what realities a TFA CM faced, many CMs
stated they did not feel prepared to teach (Veltri, 2008). Veltri analyzed audio-taped
interviews through phenomenological, interpretivist frames and used grounded theory to
analyze her data which included one-on-one interviews, teacher researcher field notes,
emails, and class journals collected 1999-2007. Veltri's study "offers a temporal glimpse
into the 'real-time' reflections of more than 300 TFA teachers" (pg. 539). TFA CMs in
grades K-8 , alumni who were trainers, and administrators. Veltri (2008) found that
teachers were unprepared for: (a) realities of the urban schools in which they taught;
(b) expectations TFA had to raise test scores by up to two years based on a gradeequivalent score; (c) differences between urban schools CMs taught in and the school
CMs attended; (d) relationships of parent and students; (e) challenges students faced in
their homes; and (f) understandings of political context and school policies (Veltri, 2008).
CMs were not aware that teaching was more than preparing content-based lesson plans.
Veltri stated CMs began to blame “students, cultural mores, site-based factors, other
teachers, or all of the above for the problems they experienced” (Veltri, 2008, p. 522).
Veltri concluded that the training for CMs is inadequate and included her
recommendations: (a) eliminate the AmeriCorps stipend (funds given to CMs each year
of their commitment), but reinstate after two years of teaching if CM signs on for two
more years; (b) offer educational vouchers to non-TFAers who attend programs that
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specialize in urban education and make a five-year commitment to teach in urban
schools; and (c) give stipends to teachers who serve a coach or mentor to CMs. Since
many CMs need the stipend to help pay for certification coursework, it may reduce the
number of high quality applicants. Veltri's findings are important to my study as I
documented CMs' perspectives on their experiences in learning to teach in urban schools
and how prepared they felt to becoming teachers of record with limited training. Veltri
examined CMs beliefs about their preparedness to teach; however, she did not look at the
supports or feedback that CMs were given during their program. My study extends the
literature in that I investigated the supports of coaching and feedback and how they were
used by CMs in their first year of teaching.
Teach For America and supports. Arizona State University (ASU) and TFA
have been partnering institutions since 2007, working on how best to support teachers. In
research examining the partnership between TFA and ASU (Heineke et. al., 2010) the
authors share the changes they have made in their alternative teacher education program
in response to the needs of the CMs who are teachers of record in urban schools teaching
with and intern certificate in Phoenix. Each CM is assigned two supervisors who have
experience teaching in urban schools, an ASU clinical instructor (CI) who is non-tenure
full-time faculty and a TFA program director (now called MTLD).
The researchers note four changes ASU has made in their teacher preparation
program to meet the needs of CMs: school-site support, initial coursework, applied
coursework, and action research. These changes included: (a) support from ASU CIs,
including one-one-one observations and debriefs, in which feedback is given regarding
teacher performance based on the Arizona Professional Teaching Standards; (b) initial
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coursework designed to meet the immediate needs of CMs, created in conjunction with
TFA’s Round Zero; (c) implementing applied coursework to allow CMs to receive their
master’s degree within the two years they are committed to TFA, with half of the classes
online; and (d) embedded action research in coursework during CMs second year. While
this study discusses the way a university certification program works with TFA to
support CMs, it does not specifically examine the coaching relationship, feedback given
to CMs, or how these supports impact CMs development and changes in practice as
beginning teachers in urban schools. My study specifically examined how coaching and
feedback support CMs in their development as beginning teachers within the context of
their field based coursework.
In another study Costelloe (2008) investigated new, uncertified TFA teachers
and the support they received from the university partnership and the local school system
in which they were placed. The researcher examined the challenges CMs faced, the
preparation and supports provided to science, math, and special education teachers, how
the teachers viewed the supports, and how the characteristics of the provider of the
support influence participants’ perceptions of supports and the extent to which they
access particular supports.
Costelloe used a mixed-methods approach asking close-ended questions using a
survey design, and open-ended interview questions. Various reviews of documents were
included in data collection such as TFA program materials, training guides, and
publications. Surveys were completed by 97 participants in fall, 2005 and 97 in May of
2006. In the winter, 27 (26 who were part of the original survey groups) CMs
participated in a structured interview with open-ended questions, with follow-up
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interviews in June through August. Interviews also included eight new teacher coaches,
five TFA program directors, three special education certification instructors, one math
certification instructor, two adolescent development certification instructors, one science
certification instructor, and two schools in society certification instructors.
Costelloe (2008) found that CMs reported many of the challenges all beginning
teachers face, even with the supports which were readily available to them. These
challenges included the professional responsibilities the teachers faced in an urban
classroom, the lack of curriculum materials or guidance from the schools in order to
implement mandated curriculum or standards, difficulties in learning and acquiring all the
instructional strategies and pedagogical knowledge needed for teaching, and balancing
the demands of teaching and being a student at the university. The researcher made
several recommendations which included a greater collaboration between the university,
Teach For America, and the local school district in order to help CMs and provide them
with ongoing support. Costelloe (2008) also recommends further research regarding the
structure and collaboration of the stakeholders involved in these partnerships. My study
builds upon Costelloe’s (2008) study and the two studies on the partnership between TFA
and Nicholson (Meyers, Fisher, Alicea, & Bloxon, 2012) and the reflective practices of
CMs (Fisher, Alicea, & Meyers, 2012) conducted by Nicholson University by looking at
specific components of supportive feedback within the AC program provided by
Nicholson.
Part Two-Induction Processes and Supports
In part two of this review, I examine the literature pertaining to the supports that
assist teachers in their development of expertise. These include teacher reflection,
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coaching, and feedback. These supports are often intricately intertwined that sometimes
the studies discuss more than one (i.e. coaching to support reflection, feedback on
reflection).
Putnam and Borko (2000) posit that teachers are learners in the context of their
schools and learning should be “grounded in some aspect of their teaching practice” (p.
12). Feiman-Nemser (2001b) similarly argues that teachers learn from the work they do
as a teacher including planning, teaching, assessing student learning, and reflecting on
teaching. She also states that learning to teach is a “complex, lengthy undertaking,” and
needs “connected learning opportunities” as teachers are learning to teach through
induction experiences and professional development (p. 1048) and suggests that teachers
need support to help them during this ongoing learning. Reflection on teaching and
developing teaching practices is part of this ongoing learning process.
Reflection
Experts in the field of education agree about the importance of reflection (Davis,
2006; Hatton & Smith, 1995; Rodgers, 2002a, 2002b; Zeichner & Liston, 1996) which is
the process of purposefully thinking about an event or action. Dewey (1933) was the first
to introduce the concept of reflection in education and stated that when teachers
systematically reflect on their teaching practice it builds their expertise. Dewey (1933)
posited reflection was an “active, persistent, and careful consideration of any belief or
supposed form of knowledge in light of the grounds that support it and the future
conclusions to which it leads” (p. 70) and suggested that teachers begin to reflect when
they have experienced a difficulty in their practice. Reflecting upon experiences and
connecting those to prior experiences, would thus create conditions for further growth,
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learning, and the ability to develop steps and changes in actions (Dewey, 1933).
Donald Schön (1987) has been a significant contributor to understanding of
experience and reflection in workplace learning. Schön posited that people face many
uncertainties and work in a world of complexity, instability, and value conflict, (much
like what teachers face in a classroom). They are often faced with the task of dealing
with problems for which they have no learned theory, formal training, or past experience
to apply. Schön was most interested in how reflection impacted the continuous learning
of professionals in their practice. He posited that learning occurs when people notice and
outline problems that interest them in specific ways, and then they question and try out
solutions. Similar to Dewey, Schön (1987) suggested that in the lives of teachers, the
reflective process begins when they encounter discomfort or surprise, and their
knowledge is constructed through reflection during and after some experimental action
on some problem in the classroom or in their teaching practice. When teachers are faced
with problems or situations that come with an element of surprise, they are prompted to
reflect-in-action by coming up with an instantaneous experimentation, thinking up and
testing out and refining and retesting various solutions for the problem. Schön says we
can also reflect-on-action after the problem or episode, thereby examining what we did,
how we did it, and what alternatives are possible.
Schön (1987) posits that critical reflection is more than simply reflecting-in or
reflecting-on action. When people engage in critical reflection they question the way
they framed the problem in the first place; Problemetizing what might be, what might
have been done differently, and what beliefs inform practice.
When teachers reflect on their practice, it encourages them to examine
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instructional experiences and deepen the creation of meaning (Matanzo & Harris, 1999;
Schön, 1987) resulting in professional growth (Posner, 2005). For instruction to improve,
it is crucial that teachers reflect upon their practice in order to identify strengths and what
is working in the classroom, consider new and different strategies when necessary, and
evaluate teaching practices. Scaffolds can be provided to encourage or enhance selfreflection, with reflection leading to changes in practice. Because I am studying the
reflective practices of CMs as part of a coaching cycle, it was important to also research
the literature on reflective practices; therefore, several studies are included that examine
reflection on teaching practices.
In a qualitative study conducted by Risko, Roskos, and Vukelich (2002), the
researchers examined the reflections of 30 preservice teachers across three university
teacher education programs enrolled in a literacy methods course. They specifically
looked at the perceptions and strategies they used to teach reading. This study used
double entry journals to study mental processes used by preservice teachers in their
reflections to guide their reflections on course content and field-based teaching
experiences. The journals consisted of two-page reflections; one page included a
summary of their reactions to weekly learning, and the second page had written
impressions, reflections, and reactions. Risko et. al. (2002) also conducted interviews at
the end of the semester to further investigate reflective practices. The journals were
analyzed in an effort to identify preservice teachers’ patterns in their reflections and to
track “developmental tendencies and changes across the semester” (Risko, Roskos, &
Vukelich, 2002, p. 156). Several main categories emerged when reflections were
analyzed: teachers used subjective reasoning rather than procedural, storytelling, problem
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solving, and knowledge strategies in their reflections. Students did not vary the strategies
they used throughout the semester. “For the most part, students across sites directed their
attention to personal experiences, beliefs and values to guide their analysis of course
information” (Risko et al., p.164). The researchers drew several conclusions from the
study: (1) teachers had preconceived notions about teaching and learning which were
very powerful; (2) teachers need time to develop a change in perceptions and
understanding; (3) guided instruction is critical to enhancing the potential impact of
teacher education coursework on transforming the thought processes of prospective
teachers. Risko et al. (2002) posit that teacher educators need to provide scaffolding to
support teachers in their reflective practices so that new knowledge can occur. This
finding is similar to other studies on reflection.
In an attempt to understand how preservice teachers reflected, Davis (2006)
analyzed the journal entries of 25 preservice elementary teachers. During the third
semester of a teacher preparation program which was four semesters in length, Davis
collected 70 journal entries which was a requirement in the methods and field practicum
coursework the preservice teachers were enrolled in order to promote teacher learning
and “provide a window to their thinking” (Davis, 2006, p. 284). Davis analyzed the
journal entries specifically looking at how preservice teachers integrated ideas and
content and how analytical they were in their reflective practices. Davis quantitatively
ranked journal entries using a one-four scale to determine if participants reflected upon
specific aspects of teaching: learners and learning, assessment, instruction, and
knowledge of subject matter. The author found that none of the preservice teachers’
journal entries included all four aspects of teaching. She then went on to qualitatively
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examine seven participants’ written reflection that had comparable content in order to
delve deeper into the content of their reflections. Davis looked for specific characteristics
of reflective practices including, “rationales for decisions, providing evidence for claims,
generating alternatives, questioning assumptions, identifying the results of one’s own
teaching and evaluating rather than judging” (Davis, 2006, p. 288). Davis found that
teachers were productive or unproductive in their reflective practices. She defines
productive reflection as writing that connects the four aspects of teaching and gives
justification and support for the reasons given in reflections, while also questioning
assumptions, and coming up with alternatives, and the ability to recognize the results of
teaching decisions. Unproductive reflection is described as descriptive ideas which are
listed rather than analyzed or connected.
The main conclusion derived from this study is that preservice teachers need
support and scaffolding in order to assist them in becoming increasingly reflective in
their practice. Davis posits that preservice teachers should be supported in their reflective
practices and that teacher educators should not expect preservice teachers to reflect as
deeply as experts. Support can lead to more effective and expert reflections. My study
examined how feedback from a UC can provide that scaffolding that Davis and Risko, et.
al. recommend to move CMs to be more intentional in reflecting on their teaching
practices, providing more context about what happened, so that they can recognize
patterns to determine the causes of events and to move beyond a descriptive level of
reflection. The criteria listed on the rubric the UC uses to evaluate CMs on their
reflective practices calls for CMs reflections to analyze, make connections between what
they are learning in their courses to the experiences in their classroom. I did not
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specifically examine the interconnectedness of the four aspects of teaching that Davis did
as I began to note that CMs’ needs and experiences were different than those of the
preservice teachers in Davis' study.
Other studies also point to the need for mediation and scaffolding in order to
encourage meaningful reflective practices. Amobi (2005) studied the reflective practices
of 31 preservice teachers in a university clinic setting and found that teachers who were
reflective tended to self-correct their teaching skills, but many would not risk their
reflections and practices being examined, even though course grading was meant to
encourage reflection. Dechert (2007) conducted a study in a university reading clinic to
examine the role of reflection in teacher learning. Dechert investigated the reflective
practices of two beginning teachers and found that through a cognitive apprenticeship by
peers and a supervisor who was in the role of a coach, reflection was mediated. Through
the use of DVD recordings of tutorial sessions, teachers were able to observe themselves
and reflect upon their practices. Written reflections also enabled teachers to use a
flexible responsive method in their decisions regarding instruction. The mediation of
reflective practice through coaching is important to my study as I will be looking at
something similar; however, I will not be using recordings, but will look at the written
feedback of reflective practices provided to CMs in addition to a rubric which was
created to emphasize the importance of encouraging interconnectedness and analysis of
teaching practices. Dechert (2007) specifically looked at two beginning traditionally
certified teachers who were teaching reading in a university reading clinic which
investigates a completely different setting and context from CMs who are beginning
teachers of record in urban schools while simultaneously attending courses to attain their
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certification.
In a qualitative study using descriptive statistics which built upon Davis’ work,
(Fisher, Alicea, & Meyers, 2012), examined the reflective practices over the course of the
2009-2010 school year of 45 TFA CMs enrolled in an alternative certification program,
specifically looking at how often CMs reflected, what they reflected about, and what
value they placed on reflection. The researchers wanted to build upon Davis’ (2006)
productive reflection construct and consider enacted reflection, or indications that CMs
were recognizing a need for action due to a concern stated in reflections, acting upon that
concern, and providing evidence that they took action to address those concerns as well
as indication of the impact of those actions on their practice. Findings revealed two
categories of reflectors, frequent reflector and infrequent reflector. When examining the
content of the reflections eight illustrative cases were illuminated. Three categories were
derived from within the frequent reflectors category: compliant without enactment,
prolific with enactment, and converted reflectors. Compliant without enactment reflectors
engaged in the required reflective practices seemingly to check off the requirement while
it did not lead to changes in teaching practices. Prolific with enactment are reflectors
who consistently reflected, recognized needs for changes in practice, took action on those
needs, and noted success. Converted reflectors were those that did not see value in
reflection in the beginning, but as they read more and learned more, they began to see
value and reflected more deeply.
One interesting finding was that three CMs who were in the compliant without
enactment category were also grappling with their practice. It led the researchers to
wonder if the type of feedback offered in the coaching course encouraged reflection and
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whether or not it focused on the development of reflective practices. This study did not
look at the types, quality, or frequency of coaching feedback and recommended that it be
further explored in future research. These findings led me to question the feedback
offered and why if these CMs reflected daily about their classroom challenges they
continued to struggle in their classrooms. My study will build upon this study and aims
to fill a gap in the literature related to the content of feedback offered and how CMs react
to and use feedback.
The implication of these studies is that there is a need for mediation and
scaffolding of teachers’ reflections and feedback needs to be provided in order to support
teacher change. While these studies examined the reflective practices of teachers, none
investigated the role coaching and feedback has on reflective practices. My study will
specifically examine feedback given to CMs on their reflective practices as well as on
classroom visits, and how they used the feedback offered. One way to provide mediation
and scaffolding to assist CMs in developing reflective practices is through coaching.
Coaching
Amobi’s (2005) and Dechert’s (2007) studies mentioned above suggest that
coaching can enhance reflective practice. Coaching helps to guide teachers through the
metacognitive processes in order to adapt and apply what they are learning to differing
contexts. Literature discussing support for new teachers stresses the need to consider
teachers as learners. An outcome of continuous teacher learning and development is
improved teacher quality, which can lead to greater student achievement (FeimanNemser, 1998; Hargreaves & Fullan, 2000). Research proposes that teachers who receive
induction support such as mentoring or coaching are more likely to stay in teaching and
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are found to be more effective (Darling-Hammond & Baratz-Snowden, 2005; FeimanNemser, 2001b; Hargreaves & Fullan, 2000). Mentoring and coaching are often used
interchangeably in the literature and strategies used as a mentor can also be used as a
coach.
Clinical Supervision. Goldhammer's (1969) clinical supervision (CS) is a cycle
in which a teacher is observed, data is gathered, analyzed, and shared, and next steps are
planned. This five-stage cycle of supervision practice begins with a planning conference
where supervisors build trust and identify teachers’ needs by establishing a contracted
goal of what the supervisor will observe. It is followed by a classroom observation and
data collection where the supervisor observes a lesson and collects objective data based
on teachers’ stated needs. Some examples of data collection are selective verbatim and
seating chart observation records. Selective verbatim is when a supervisor writes
everything said by the teacher depending upon the contracted goal. For example, if the
supervisor is observing a teacher's questioning techniques, he/she would write down
every question asked word-for-word. Seating chart observation records are used for
several types of data collection. It can be used to record when students are on-task, to
measure teacher talk vs. student talk and how often a teacher uses praise. The next step
in the cycle is analysis and strategy where the supervisor sorts through the data collected
and plans a conference strategy. This is followed by a supervisory conference where the
supervisor provides feedback based on the data collected, support, and suggests
techniques and strategies. Finally, it concludes with a post-conference analysis where the
supervisor and teacher assess the strengths and weaknesses of the conference.
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Table 1
Supervisory Styles (Blumberg, 1974)
Style A

Style B

HIGH DIRECT

HIGH DIRECT

HIGH INDIRECT

LOW INDIRECT

Style C

Style D

LOW DIRECT

LOW DIRECT

HIGH INDIRECT

LOW INDIRECT

Blumberg (1974) noted problems in supervisory relationships which happened
in classroom observations. His research involved the relationships between supervisors
and teachers in order to understand how they interacted with each other. He found that
supervisors used for styles of supervision (see Table 1). The top word represents the
supervisor and the bottom word represents the teacher. Style A is considered the most
productive and teachers are able to learn about themselves. The supervisor does a lot of
talking (Blumberg uses the word criticizing) and the teacher asks a lot of questions. In
Style B, a high direct/low indirect conference, the supervisor or coach needs to do more
telling, giving strategies, rather than asking questions to see if a teacher can figure out
what to do on her own. Low direct/high indirect, Style C, allows a supervisor or coach to
emphasize asking questions, listening, and refer back to the thoughts and ideas the
teacher is sharing during a conference. Teachers felt supported and supervisors were
empathetic when using this style. Finally, Style D, low direct/low indirect is the least
productive. Very little feedback is given and very little talking or asking questions by the
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teacher. The UC who is a participant in this study was trained in Goldhammer's (1969)
CS and Blumberg's (1974) supervisory styles. Therefore, I felt it was necessary to
provide information about each. I noted above that Blumberg uses the word criticizing
when he explains the high direct supervisory style, but the UC uses constructive feedback
and does not criticize as will be shown in Chapter Four. Costa and Garmston (1994)
extended Goldhammer's model of CS in their development of Cognitive Coaching.
Cognitive Coaching. Costa and Garmston (1994) developed the Cognitive
Coaching model with the goal of those coached to be “self-directed persons with the
cognitive capacity for high performance both independently and as members of a
community” (p. 16). Their theory expanded upon Goldhammer’s (1969) CS model with
the addition of cognition theories and humanistic psychology (Costa & Garmston, 1994).
Cognitive Coaching includes building trust, teacher learning, and developing autonomy.
The role of a Cognitive Coach is to provide nonjudgmental support to “help
another person to take action towards his or her goals while simultaneously helping that
person to develop expertise in planning, reflecting, problem solving and decision
making” (Costa & Garmston, 1994, p. 13). The goal of coaching is to help teachers move
forward in their practice based on their individual articulated needs (Costa & Garmston,
1994). When Cognitive Coaching techniques are employed, teachers and coaches engage
in a planning conference, an observation, and a reflecting conference. Costa and
Garmston (1994) state that ideally a coach would complete each phase of a complete
cycle if time permitted. Coaching provides teachers the opportunity to work in a
collaborative environment and can support change in teachers’ practice (Costa &
Garmston, 1994; Joyce & Showers, 1996). Through conversations and observations,
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coaches are able to encourage teachers to reflect on their own sense of their practice,
learning more about teachers’ concerns and developing the ability for continual selfreflection (Costa & Garmston, 1994).
Within a coaching relationship, it is important to establish and maintain trust.
Trust can be established through building rapport by spending time with the coachee in a
non-related coaching activity, showing empathy, and withholding praise (Costa &
Garmston, 1994). Withholding praise is important because it signifies a value judgment,
which is not the intent of Cognitive Coaching (Costa & Garmston, 1994). In addition,
coaches need to be transparent about the goals and intents of coaching conversations in
order to establish an understanding of the purposes and structure of the coaching cycle.
The coach assists the novice teacher in taking charge of his or her own learning through
the use of coaching techniques such as questioning, reflection, and paraphrasing (Costa &
Garmston, 1994). Several studies I have included examine how coaching assists teachers
in developing their practice.
Borko & Mayfield (1995) conducted a study investigating guided teaching
relationships, which are the shared responsibility of university supervisors and
cooperating teachers with student teachers, from the perspectives of the student teachers,
cooperating teachers, and university supervisors. The authors examine the pre and post
observation conferences (Glickman, 2002) between the student teachers and their
cooperating teachers and student teachers and their university supervisors. Participants
were four student teachers in their senior year of an undergraduate teaching program who
were part of a cohort model, three university supervisors, and three cooperating teachers.
The university supervisors were graduate students in the College of Education at the
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university attended by the student teachers. Cooperating teachers were chosen by the
district’s associate superintendent and school principals. The primary data sources for
this study were interviews and classroom and conference observations. The authors
found that classroom management was the aspect of pedagogy which was discussed the
most. Also included in the conference discussions were lesson plans, objectives, and
differentiation. Paperwork was one of the key themes which occurred in conferences,
mostly lesson plans and observations forms, and guided the post conferences.
From the university supervisors’ perspectives, practice was important to learning
to teach, as well as providing feedback as important for improvement of teaching.
Student teachers also believed that learning to be a teacher came from experience,
practice, and making mistakes. They believed that the university supervisors had little
influence on their teaching. University supervisors communicated their frustration with
time constraints when supervising student teachers and stated it left little time to lend
support in addition to the three visits for each placement. Student teachers reported that
supervisors did not visit their classrooms enough and that they had little knowledge about
their teaching. They were disappointed with the amount of time allotted for conferences
and did not feel the feedback supervisors provided based on a short visit was helpful.
While they had hoped for ideas and feedback, they had to settle for little that was offered.
Another finding was that the university supervisors, cooperating teachers, or the student
teachers did not want conferences to be confrontational.
There were several implications the researchers discussed. One was the
importance of university supervisors’ and cooperating teachers’ active participation in the
student teaching relationship such as modeling new forms of pedagogy. Another was that
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university supervisors and cooperating teachers need to focus less on emphasizing
positive interactions in order to encourage student teachers to take risks and try out new
teaching strategies. The authors also noted that there is no way supervisors can be in the
classrooms with student teachers as much as cooperating teachers, they cannot be a part
of the daily conversations between cooperating teachers and student teachers, and the fact
that university supervisors assign grades, student teachers will be more likely to see them
as in an assessment role and not someone who can assist them in their teaching. Borko &
Mayfield's (1995) study examined observations of student teachers by supervisors who
were graduate students from the university. My study examines a UC who is trained in
coaching, taught a teacher development course that worked with experienced classroom
teachers who were learning to become mentors to preservice or inservice teachers. She is
also a full time faculty member who teaches in the M.A.T. program. In addition, the
observations and feedback are not focused on evaluation but are responsive to specific
needs at a specific point in time in order to help CMs grow in their practice. Borko and
Mayfield (1995) did not examine how student teachers used the feedback they were
offered, which is a missing piece in the literature available today that my study fills.
In a study regarding mentoring alternatively certified (AC) teachers in urban
schools, Yendol-Hoppey, Jacobs, & Dana (2009) used purposeful sampling in choosing
the Urban Mentoring Program (UMP) which was found in a large northeastern school
district as the place for the context of their qualitative study. Private funds support this
mentoring program which includes a coordinator whose responsibility is to oversee the
mentoring program, including supervising mentor work, communication with principals,
and evaluating mentors’ performance. Schools with critical need are given full-time
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mentors who spend three and a half days per week coaching beginning teachers who
enter teaching through alternative paths to teaching.
The researchers examined the mentoring experiences of three mentor cases
derived from narrowing their data set from 12 mentors to three. They found four ways
mentors conceptualized their work with beginning AC teachers: novice teacher survival,
novice teacher success, onus of responsibility, and a social justice stance. Looking at the
data in more depth, specifically at the personal narratives of the three mentors, the
authors to discover how the four concepts interacted to demonstrate three assertions of
mentors. Assertion 1: Mentors must negotiate tensions between helping mentees survive
their first years of teaching in a challenging context, ensuring that their mentees
successfully focus on student learning, and helping their mentees accept responsibility for
their own professional learning. Assertion 2: Fostering a commitment to and passion for
social justice help the mentor and mentee navigate the tensions that exist between
survival (responding to the bureaucracy and micropolitics of teaching in an urban school)
and success (focus on all students’ learning and their own professional learning).
Assertion 3: If teacher retention and development is the goal, mentors must work with
school leadership to actively nurture a learning culture within the school.
This study illuminates the experiences of mentoring in an urban context and
mentors who had a passion for teaching and social justice. It is in contrast to Borko and
Mayfield's study which stated that supervisors and student teachers both said there was
not enough time or resources. The mentors in this study have the capability of spending
more time in the school than the UC who participated in my study. The assertions found
by the authors of this study are important to compare when examining what the UC
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experienced in working with CMs who are likewise AC teachers working in urban
schools. This study warrants further investigation as it does not examine the feedback the
mentors used and whether or not changes in their mentoring were necessary to move
mentees for example from survival to success. The authors called for additional research
that examines mentoring of beginning teachers in urban schools. My study meets this
call as I examine coaching and feedback with TFA CMs who are teachers of record in
urban schools.
Collet (2012) in a mixed-method study examined how coaching, instructional
support, and feedback influenced teachers’ decision making. Participants included three
coaches (Collet being one) who were professors and doctoral students, 46 teachers who
tutored in the university clinic over the course of three semesters who were inservice and
preservice teachers. Data collection included observations, interviews, and examination
of artifacts (e.g. emails, teacher lesson plans, reflections, recommendations by coaches).
Coaches observed teachers working one-on-one tutoring students in a reading clinic twice
a week for four months. Coaches were interviewed regarding their coaching practices
close to the end of the semester. Collet found that as the semester progressed coaches
changed the support they provided teachers; decreasing support as teachers increased
their competence. She found that the support coaches provided went through five stages:
modeling, making recommendations, posing questions, providing affirmation, and
offering praise. Collet stated that literacy teachers demonstrated application of new
strategies and transformed their learning about literacy instruction. Collet's (2012) study
examined how the supports of coaching and feedback influenced teacher change in
literacy teachers. Similar to my study, she examined teacher reflections and comments
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from coaches and investigated how supports were helpful; however, her study is with
inservice and preservice teachers who have coursework and experience in teaching. In
addition, Collet examined literacy teachers in one-on-one teaching episodes. Issues such
as classroom management, differentiation with many students in one classroom, and
being responsible for teaching and assessing the learning of multiple students in multiple
subject areas may have been less likely to be a factor in their ability to make changes in
teaching practices. My three participants had different situations which demonstrated
different needs for coaching and feedback.
The studies I examined on coaching looked solely at teaching practices. None
of them examine both reflective and teaching practices. In addition, the only study that
investigated AC teachers, some of whom in the original data set were TFA, was the
Yendol-Hoppey, et. al. study. However, her study was grant funded and teachers were
able to receive more than usual support from their mentors. While Collet examined
teacher reflections and comments from coaches and investigated how supports were
helpful, the situation and context were much different than what a CM experiences in her
first year of teaching entering the classroom with little teaching experience or
coursework. The studies demonstrated that scaffolding and supports helped teachers
grow in their practice. My study fills a gap in the literature as it examined a coaching
program that is set up to provide scaffolding and supports, but also how the CMs react to
and use feedback offered on both reflective and teaching practices.
Feedback
Feedback on teacher reflection and teaching practices is imperative for change
in teaching practices to occur (Feeney, 2007; Garza, 2009; Goldhammer, 1969; Morris,
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2003; Wilkins-Canter, 1997). Morris (2003) posits that dialogue between a coach and a
teacher aids in understanding about teaching practices. Furthermore, he explains that
through coaching and feedback, teachers are able to make connections between theory
and practice. While teachers are working with a coach and trying out new strategies, it
allows for dialogue including questions and concerns about the outcomes and encourages
teachers to reflect on their practices. In this section I have included studies which
examine feedback on reflective practices and feedback in post-observation conferences.
Feedback on reflective practices. Kitchen (2006) reviewed the written
feedback given to 150 preservice teachers over a five year period, coding 300 pages of
comments in order to look for patterns in responses. The author identified eight types of
responses of written feedback given to preservice teachers: validating, echoing,
questioning, analyzing, cautioning, exploring possibilities, sharing, and improving
reflective practice. Validating feedback included recognizing the knowledge of the
preservice teacher and willingness to reflect. Echoing feedback was given when the
author made connections within the preservice teachers’ reflections and wanted to make
those connections transparent to the preservice teacher. When the author felt it necessary
to probe for deeper reflections and considerations of practice questioning feedback was
used. Kitchen modeled critical analysis through feedback given to preservice teachers in
order to encourage them to use critical analysis in their reflections. Cautioning feedback
was used when the author felt it was necessary to warn preservice teachers of pitfalls they
may encounter. Encouraging the preservice teachers to explore possibilities of ideas to
broaden their skills was another type of feedback used. Sharing personal experiences of
feedback the author used to show empathy, model practice, or guide the preservice
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teacher’s practice. Finally, Kitchen used feedback to explicitly comment about
reflections in order to help preservice teachers improve their reflective practice. Kitchen
states that the way to take full advantage of the impact of reflection is to improve and
develop the quality of feedback offered by instructors. My study examined the feedback
provided on reflections and teaching practices. This study will be important to compare
with my findings, especially when looking at the content of the feedback the UC gave to
CMs on their reflections. In addition, the author discusses the type of feedback she used
to help the preservice teachers improve their reflective practices, but she does not share
how they used her feedback. My study will extend the literature by examining how CMs
use the feedback the UC offers.
In a hermeneutic, phenomenological study of participants of a Certificate in
Education Programme at Aga Khan University in Tanzania, to answer the question: what
are teachers’ experiences of feedback on their journal entries, the researcher chose eight
teachers to be a part of this research and four Professional Development Teachers (PDTs)
who read reflective journals and gave feedback to the teachers. Otienoh (2010)
conducted semi-structured interviews to examine the teachers’ experiences of feedback
on their reflective journal writing. She found that the PDTs felt comfortable with what
they thought were guiding feedback to assist teachers in altering their entries and to write
deeper reflections. While literature supports the idea that feedback should motivate
teachers and promote deeper levels of reflection (Samuels & Betts, 2008), the author had
different findings. The feedback discouraged teachers and did not lead to motivations for
deeper reflection. Teachers felt they were not confident in their abilities to journal and
felt threatened, which did not lead to deeper levels of reflection. The author recommends
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that feedback be given in a way to assist teachers in feeling successful and motivated and
in ways to promote deeper reflection, moving beyond the descriptive level of feedback
towards the analytical level. The findings of this study can be used to compare to my
study's findings in regards to how feedback did or did not promote more analytical
reflections by CMs. Kitchen (2006) and Otienoh (2010) examined feedback provided to
teachers on their reflective practices. While their studies examine feedback as something
which could support or hinder the growth of teachers in their reflective practices, they do
not investigate how feedback provided could promote the growth of teaching practices.
The following studies investigated feedback given on teaching practices.
Feedback on classroom observations. A persistent theme in mentoring and
coaching literature is the important role of providing feedback to novice teachers. In
order for teachers to grow in their profession, it is essential that feedback given is
specific. Wilkins-Canter (1997) examined the nature and effectiveness of feedback six
cooperating teachers (CT) provided to six student teachers (ST) in a 16-week period.
Data collected included time logs, bi-weekly questionnaires, and interviews. The time
logs contained student teachers' comments regarding the quality and nature of feedback
provided to them specifically, the frequency of feedback, topics, where and when
feedback took place, and the number of hours CT spent with ST. The bi-weekly
questionnaires asked CT and ST to describe feedback (given or received), what was most
and least helpful, how often, and under what conditions feedback was provided.
Individual interviews were conducted twice during the data collection period. WilkinsCanter (1997) found that daily feedback of about five minutes in both oral and written
form was given, usually occurring at the end of the day in the classroom. However, she
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found that the CT gave more verbal feedback and only gave specific written feedback
when the university supervisor was present in two visits. The researcher also found that
both the CT and ST felt that verbal feedback was more helpful because it was immediate,
unstructured, and they could be more open and honest with each other. They also felt
that written feedback could lead to misunderstandings. Wilkins-Canter (1997) realized
there was a gap between recommended supervisory feedback practices and what was
happening in the field and that CS was not correctly implemented, and that objective data
collection during classroom observations is important to use during the pre- and postobservation conferences. She recommended that CTs need more training and they be
given release time for supervisory training. More modeling by the university supervisor
was another suggestion. While this study examines the content and the nature of
feedback, there are several reasons further research is warranted. This study examines
feedback from a CT to a ST who are together in the classroom every day, whereas the UC
in my study had three scheduled coaching visits during the fall and two during the spring.
Wilkins-Canter (1997) recommended that CT receive more training for CS strategies in
order to implement the model, which she says will be beneficial to ST. My research will
further the literature by examining a UC who has been trained in CS and the giving and
receiving of feedback in a coaching dyad.
Christensen (1988) conducted a study investigating the nature of feedback
(content and process) nine university supervisors gave 20 student teachers in postobservation conferences and the difference (if any) in the description of the feedback and
the actual feedback. Data included audiotaped conferences, interviews, and written
reflections reactions after each conference. She examined teacher talk vs. student teacher
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talk in conferences, the types of feedback offered, and the content of the feedback.
Christensen (1988) found that two categories most discussed were teaching and
organization of student teaching. In addition she found that content sometimes included
items not related to teaching or student teaching. Christensen (1988) found that the
process of feedback indicated that supervisors talked approximately 62% of the time and
student teachers talked about 38% of the time. Supervisors encouraged reflection,
problem-solving, and decision making by asking the ST to talk about their teaching and
how they felt the lesson progressed, so they could take control of their learning. The
supervisor used evaluative feedback 69% of the time, but also offered supportive
feedback, specific feedback, and suggested alternative strategies. Both the supervisors
and STs felt feedback was an important part of the STs experience. Christensen's (1988)
study is relevant to my study as it examines the process and content of feedback.
However, she specifically examined the oral debriefs to compare how the participants
describe the feedback, and what feedback was actually given. The author does not
investigate the enactment of feedback and calls for further research regarding the
influence of feedback on how a teacher performs when experiencing feedback. My study
fulfills this need by examining how CMs enact the feedback offered by the UC.
Tang and Chow (2007) examined the content and nature of feedback in postobservation conferences. Participants included 16 supervisors of teachers and 21
supervisees. Data collected and analyzed included interviews with all participants,
written feedback provided at the post-observation conference, and audio recordings of
supervisory conferences. The supervisors used an observation form to aid them in
providing feedback. The authors found four main themes: (1) distribution of feedback;
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(2) “learning oriented” assessment; (p. 1073) (3) learner self-evaluation of performance;
and (4) target setting. Tang and Chow (2007) stated the supervisor and supervisee valued
the collaboration and that the supervisory practices aided in the teachers construction of
professional knowledge. The supervisors encouraged the teachers to analyze their own
teaching practices by posing questions, but when making judgments, the supervisors
provided clear evidence. The observation form supervisors used aided in communicating
with the supervisee, but both stated it was important that they have a shared
understanding of what criteria was used for assessment. The authors in this study cite the
research on supervision which describes supervision cycle as a pre-observation
conference, observation, and a debriefing/post-observation conference, yet their study
indicates that the supervision cycle was limited to an observation and post-observation
conference. This is important as in CS or Cognitive Coaching, the pre-observation
conference is critical in establishing the contracted goal of what a supervisor or coach
should be observing. In my study, the UC does not have a pre-observation conference,
but CMs do submit a pre-coaching visit questionnaire which alerts the UC of a CM's
needs. The authors discuss the supervisors using a feedback form, which lists specific
categories, which lends to the supervisor observing what he/she deems important for
growth and may not meet the needs of the teacher. My study is warranted as there is a
need for empirical research that examines the process and content of feedback coaches
provide to teachers who are entering the profession through an alternative route such as
TFA, using a coaching cycle which includes a contracted goal, and how feedback is
enacted.
Garza (2009) was the only study I found regarding feedback to AC teachers. He
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found that “when mentors provide beginning teachers with written feedback about their
teaching behaviors, a concrete image becomes known” (p. 324). Teachers are able to
make modifications on teaching practices based on feedback given. Garza (2009)
conducted a study examining the written feedback mentors and supervisors provided to
beginning AC teachers. Participants included 20 beginning AC teachers enrolled in a
training program in the south who were all in the same school district. In a qualitative
study, Garza (2009) investigated the nature of feedback given to novice teachers, what
feedback was useful to novice teachers, and what teaching behaviors mentors mentioned
in their written feedback. Data sources included classroom observations, mentor written
feedback, and focus group interview. Data were analyzed using qualitative methods.
Garza (2009) found that mentors provided feedback on instructional strategies, classroom
management, positive reinforcement, classroom climate, and rules, procedures, and
routines. Garza (2009) found that written feedback was not provided to some novice
teachers and some received limited written feedback. He also found that most of the
feedback that was provided was functional feedback meaning “written comments that
extend beyond the mentor’s classroom experience to theory and pedagogical knowledge
relevant to instruction" (p. 9). Garza (2009) posits it is crucial to use precise and accurate
feedback in facilitating the growth of novice teachers. He noted that different quantity
and types of feedback were offered based on the mentor. Garza (2009) calls for more
research to investigate why some mentors provide more feedback than others, what
factors influence the amount and type of feedback offered, and what feedback is useful to
novice teachers. Garza (2009) examined what mentors were discussing in the feedback
they provided teachers, yet he did not say how teachers used the feedback that was
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provided. My study fulfills Garza's call for more research as I examined the type of
feedback the UC offered and CMs described what was most useful to them, as well as
how they used the feedback offered. In addition, my study examined written and verbal
feedback on reflections and teaching practices based on observations.
What is continuously lacking in the literature is that studies do not examine a
complete coaching cycle, which includes a pre-observation conference, observation, and
post-observation conference. Costa & Garmston (1994) state that using the complete
cycle is most effective if time allows. The university adapted the cycle by having CMs
fill out a pre-coaching visit questionnaire to respond to questions that could possibly be
asked in a pre-observation conference. While I am not present at the observation, I have
data from the coaching visit that enables me to determine what the coach observed, the
feedback she provided, and what was discussed in the debriefing conference. In addition,
there are no current studies that examine feedback on reflective AND teaching practices,
written and verbal, and how teachers utilized or enacted feedback provided, which I
examined in my study. Only one of these studies related to feedback was conducted with
AC teachers and none were with TFA CMs. In the Collet study mentioned in the
coaching section, she examined feedback over time for a period of 11 weeks. I examined
feedback over time for an entire school year. One more thing to note is that many of the
studies I found are dated. Tang & Chow (2007) and Yendol-Hoppey, et.al., (2009) both
discuss the need for current research as the studies on the content and process of feedback
given in post-observation conferences have decreased since the 1990s, which indicates a
further need for my study.
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Part Three-ATLAS
ATLAS.ti is one of the many types of computer-aided qualitative data analysis
(CAQDAS) software programs available to support qualitative data analysis (Friese,
2012). The program stores the data, but it is still the responsibility of the researcher to
assign meaning to the data by the use of codes (Konopasek, 2007). What makes the
program useful is that is performs tasks more effectively and efficiently than a researcher
manually organizing and sifting through large data sets (Friese, 2012). I found this to be
true in my project. In previous work on research teams I have coded Microsoft Word
documents using comment boxes. Then I had to tally items, create a chart, and constantly
look for things I coded within the various documents. With ATLAS.ti, I could click on
one code and find all the quotes that I had coded with that one code. Everything was
done systematically, which increased the validity of the project, "especially at the
conceptual stage of analysis" (Friese, 2012, p. 1).
Lewins and Silver (2007) argue that using software could influence the
expectations of researchers, but Friese (2012) states that it permits qualitative researchers
to rename codes and modify codes, ask questions of the data, and find the data to create
an output of the results. With ATLAS.ti when I needed to rename a code, I opened the
list of codes and changed the name. It changed the code in every document where it was
located. I would not have been able to do that without the program.
The model used for analyzing data through the use of CAQDAS is called
“noticing things, collecting things, and thinking about things,” (NCT) which was
introduced by Seidel (1998). It is not a simple cycle, but rather it moves back and forth
between the three. When I began the project I was noticing things. During this stage I
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was reading through the data and capturing segments and coding them. As I continued to
examine the data I would look to see which codes were similar so I could rename them or
combine them. At this stage I was collecting the codes. Strauss and Corbin (1998)
explain:
As the researcher moves along with analysis, each incident is compared with the
other incidents for similarities and differences. Incidents found to be
conceptually similar are grouped together under a higher-level descriptive
concept. (p. 73)
With NCT it is not necessary to use any one specific way of coding or one method of
analysis (Friese, 2012), for example, (a) descriptive or topic coding (Miles & Huberman,
1994; Saldaña, 2003; Wolcott, 1994), (b) initial or open coding (Charmaz, 2006); and
narrative coding (Cortazzi, 1993; Riessman, 2008). A researcher can combine methods,
such as beginning with open coding, but then switch to topic coding. However, the
software cannot determine the level of codes, which is the job of the researcher.
In ATLAS.ti, the code is just an object; it is up to the researcher to apply the
analysis tools to help make sense of the data (Friese, 2012). The analysis stage can
continue with examining the data again, specifically looking at the data that can answer
the research questions and consider the theoretical framework. ATLAS.ti was useful in
helping me systematically analyze my data in these two ways.
In conclusion, the literature reviewed in the first section included the relevant
literature regarding new teacher expectations and challenges. The next section reviewed
the literature about the induction supports for new teachers including reflection,
coaching, and feedback. Finally, I included research related to the use of ATLAS.ti in
qualitative data analysis.
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CHAPTER THREE
METHODOLOGY
The goal of my investigation was to examine the nature of feedback between a
university coach (UC) and three Teach For America (TFA) corps members (CMs) who
are part of Nicholson University’s program to certify teachers as they begin teaching in
urban schools. I conducted a multiple-case study to specifically examine participants’
understandings of the nature and importance of feedback. My study has developed from
and is nested in a larger study from which I have been a principal researcher since its
inception in 2009. I begin the chapter with a presentation of the research questions and
design, followed with a description of the context, participants, data sources, procedures,
data analysis, and a concluding section delineating the trustworthy features of the study.
The nature of qualitative research is that it is flexible and iterative exposing
emergent phenomenon as the study progresses (Creswell, 2007; Merriam, 2009). The
data and participants informed my subsequent steps and ignited additional questions. I
have carefully detailed each step of the research process as it unfolded.
Research Questions
1. What is the purpose of feedback?
(a.) What do TFA CMs state is the purpose of feedback?
(b.) What does a UC state is the purpose of feedback?
2. What are the expectations of feedback?
(a.) What do TFA CMs expect from the UC in regards to the process and content
of feedback provided on reflective practices and classroom observations?
(b.) What does the UC expect from TFA CMs in regards to the feedback
provided on reflective practices and classroom observations?
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3. What is the nature of feedback?
(a.) What is the process of giving feedback by the UC?
(b.) What is the content of feedback given by the UC?
4. What is the use and reaction to feedback?
(a.) What do TFA CMs report about their use of and reaction to feedback
provided by a UC?
(b.) What does a UC report about TFA CMs’ use of and reaction to feedback
provided?
Design
My investigation used a multiple-case study design (Merriam, 2009; Yin, 2009).
The critical aspects that are unique to case studies are they: (a) investigate contemporary
experience within the participants' personal context, (b) use many types of evidence in
data collection, (c) examine a bounded system, and (d) study particularistic, descriptive,
and heuristic cases (Merriam, 2009; Yin, 2009). To gain an understanding of the
contemporary phenomenon of coaching and feedback within a real-life context of a
coaching dyad (the relationship of one UC and one CM) as part of university coursework
(Merriam, 2009; Yin, 2009), I examined multiple aspects of the coaching relationship in
order to add to the current information about coaching and feedback in the context of
Nicholson University's coaching program. I collected multiple sources of evidence (Yin,
2009) including interviews, artifacts (e.g. written reflections, course assignments, course
syllabi, rubrics,) and written and digitally recorded verbal feedback. My study
represented a bounded system (Merriam, 2009; Yin, 2009) of three coaching dyads (one
UC and three CMs) which took place within the 2011-2012 school year in the context of
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coaching courses crafted specifically for CMs. I used thick descriptions to describe
participants and information about the phenomenon of coaching and feedback gleaned
from all data sources (Merriam, 2009). Table 2 demonstrates a summary of the
characteristics of case study design as used in my study.

Table 2
Case Study Design and Proposed Study
Case Study Characteristics

Application to Study

An empirical inquiry which looks at
phenomena that are contemporary in
nature and the investigation is in-depth
and deals with real-life situations or
contexts (Yin, 2009).

Investigated UCs and CMs in the context
of a coaching relationship embedded in
field based work to capture the
contemporary phenomena of the nature
and understanding of feedback.

Case study methodology uses multiple
data collection methods. (Yin, 2009).

Multiple data sources to answer the
research questions: interviews, written
reflection, course assignments, rubrics,
written and digitally recorded feedback
from classroom observations.

A case study is a bounded system, single
unit (Merriam, 2009; Yin, 2009)

Consisted of three coaching dyad cases
bounded by context (part of coaching
course embedded in coursework) and time
(2011-2012 school year).

Case studies are particularistic,
descriptive, and heuristic (Merriam,
2009).

Focused particularly on feedback of
coaching dyad; holistic, rich, thick
descriptive study that captured the
meaning of feedback from multiple
perspectives.
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Multiple-case studies have certain advantages in comparison to single-case
studies (Yin, 2009) and the evidence collected is considered to be more convincing and
the study more robust (Herriott & Firestone, 1983) because there is more than one case to
compare and analyze. The main purpose for using a multiple-case design is to either,
"(a) predict similar results or (b) predict contrasting results but for anticipatable reasons"
(Yin, 2009, p. 54). The three coaching dyads were chosen to illustrate their
commonalities and differences. For example, all of the CMs were first-year teachers in
urban schools and were part of a coaching dyad with the same UC. Differences include
the grade levels each CM taught, the context of the classrooms, and the feedback given to
each CM based on individual needs. I considered each dyad its own case and each was
analyzed separately to gather within case findings. During the final phase of analysis I
conducted a cross-case analysis.
Context of the Study
Nicholson University and TFA Partner to Certify Corps Members
This investigation took place in an urban research university; housing more than
250 degree programs with 100 fields of study offered at the bachelor’s, Master’s,
specialist, and doctoral levels. In the fall of 2011, approximately 32,000 students were
enrolled in undergraduate and graduate programs. The focus of this study is one of the
degree programs offered in the College of Education, where there are eight degree
programs; one of which is an alternative certification program the Masters of Arts in
Teaching (M.A.T.). Nicholson University entered into a partnership for the certification
of teachers with TFA in the fall of 2009. It is the responsibility of TFA to ensure all of
their CMs are in the process of obtaining certification. Nicholson University agreed to
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be TFA's partnering institution for the certification, instruction, and coaching of CMs
who are assigned to a metropolitan area school as beginning teachers of record (full time
classroom teachers responsible for instruction).
Each year, newly recruited CMs enter the classroom with a minimum of an
undergraduate degree (generally in an area other than education) and a five-week,
intensive summer institute taught by TFA leadership. The summer institute includes
training in classroom management, instruction, and assessment
(www.teachforamerica.org). The majority of CMs' professional development takes place
while they are already full time teachers.
Nicholson's M.A.T. Program
Coursework. During the 2011-2012 academic year, Nicholson University
implemented the M.A.T program that was co-designed with TFA, which is a fivesemester program that requires 44 credit hours to complete (see Appendix A). CMs may
either receive the certification only or complete nine additional credit hours to complete
the Master’s Degree, and work to complete successfully, all coursework and program
requirements indicated for their programmatic track. CMs attend classes one or two
nights per week in the fall and spring with one additional night per month for monthly
seminars. They also meet with collaborative study groups at a time and place arranged
by the group.
Coaching Beginning Teachers of Record as Reflective Practitioners I and II are
two hour field experience courses taken during CMs first year of teaching. In order to
facilitate communication, faculty and students utilize the online course support structures
of LiveText. LiveText is an online digital portfolio and a space where CMs retrieve,
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submit, and archive all assignments, the course syllabi, and rubrics (explained in this
chapter). In addition, it is a place where instructors post resources to support CMs in
their practice. UCs provide feedback on reflections, assignments, and coaching
observations, which are also housed in the digital portfolio. The pre-coaching visit
questionnaire, feedback, and an action plan written by CMs describing their next steps
and what, if any, future support is needed are also posted. Monthly written feedback on
daily and monthly reflective practices is also provided by the UC. These courses utilize a
coaching model to provide CMs support as they take on the various roles of a beginning
teacher such as the creation of student centered and personally relevant curriculum and
instruction. The model is meant to be guided coaching where the coach provides
professional development in collaboration with the CM and is driven by the CM’s stated
needs as they strive to develop their teaching practices in their individual classrooms.
These courses emphasize the development of reflective practices for teacher growth and
student learning (Course Syllabus, Fall, 2011 & Spring, 2012). Embedded in these
courses, is a process of daily reflection and retrospective analyses of personal growth and
development across the months. Through these reflective practices, CMs raise and
consider questions of practice that emerge directly from their own daily pedagogical
events.
Recognizing the many challenges beginning teachers face when they first begin
teaching, the creators of this alternative certification program considered the research on
teacher induction (Athanases & Achinstein, 2003; Feiman-Nemser, 2001a, 2001b;
Veenman, 1984). In order to provide a connection between theory and practice (i.e. CMs
university coursework and classroom teaching), the creators of the program purposefully
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aimed to have coaches who were also the instructors of the content courses in which CMs
were enrolled. However, in this M.A.T. program like so many other teacher education
programs, often coaches are chosen based on availability and sometimes are previously
untrained in the area of coaching (Borko & Mayfield, 1995; Feeney, 2007). In the 20112012 school year, three of the coaches in this program were clinical professors, one was a
part-time instructor, and two were doctoral students. These six coaches were responsible
for coaching 55 CMs and were supported across the year in monthly coaching support
sessions. In addition to supporting CMs in their growth, UCs evaluate CMs based on
their growth in their reflection and teaching practices.
Coaching model. Nicholson University’s coaching processes include assigning
a UC to each CM, classroom observations and debriefing sessions followed by written
and/or digitally recorded feedback by the UC, and reading and providing feedback to
CMs' reflective practices (see Figure 4). In addition, coaches respond to CMs’ written
responses to readings and seminar reflections. The coaching program is intentionally
designed to implement a combination of coaching models to build upon theory learned in
coursework in order to connect it to practices in CMs classroom which include: (a)
cognitive coaching (Costa & Garmston, 2002), and (b) content-focused coaching (West
& Staub, 2003). Cognitive coaching is a method which supports CMs as they think and
reflect about their practices through self-analysis, self-evaluation, and self-monitoring
(Costa & Garmston, 1994). Content-focused coaching (West & Staub, 2003) is when the
UC focuses on a CM’s understanding and instruction of content, for example how to
teach guided reading.
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Assigning coaches. Each CM is assigned a UC at the beginning of the fall
semester who engages with him/her in a coaching model based on each CM’s individual
needs. The UCs and CMs engage in cognitive coaching practices through CMs focus on
daily and monthly reflections on practice where they set goals, articulate current needs
and future actions, and ask for specific support. For example, a CM may reflect daily
that she is having trouble with transitions in her classroom. Having reflected upon the
need, she may ask the coach to pay attention to transitions when coming to observe
(articulating a need) on her pre-coaching visit questionnaire (described below). In
content-focused coaching (West & Staub, 2003) the coach may assist a CM with
particular instruction by modeling a guided reading lesson, or how to teach a specific
concept in a math lesson, focusing on instruction.
Observations. UCs observed CMs three times in the fall semester and twice in
the spring semester. The CMs are required to send a coaching pre-visit questionnaire via
email to his or her UC at least 24 hours prior to a scheduled observation to inform UCs of
what lesson will take place in the classroom while he/she is observing, what the CM
states as a goal and focus area, what, if any, student(s) to observe, and to what
specifically a UC should pay attention (see Appendix B for complete list of questions).
University coaches complete a classroom observation cycle which is typically 60-90
minutes in length. Nicholson’s faculty elected to use the Classroom Assessment Scoring
System (CLASS) observation tool (Pianta, Paro, & Hamre, 2008). The focus for this
instrument is the interactions teachers (in this case CMs) have with the students and how
they use the materials they have in these interactions. The CLASS dimensions are based
on developmental theory and research which suggests that the primary mechanism for
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student development and learning is that of the interactions between adults and students.
This observation tool is used for the first 20 minutes of the observation. The remainder
of time UCs focus on the CM’s own questions of practice stated in the coaching pre-visit
questionnaire, which also provides a guiding framework for the post observation
conference immediately following the observation.
Post observation conference/debriefing session. During the post observation
conference/debriefing session, the UC give CMs verbal feedback discussing the
observation which focused on the CMs stated needs in the pre-coaching questionnaire.
The post-observation conference or debriefing lasts approximately 30 minutes, but could
last longer. Each CM must arrange coverage for his or her classroom in order to meet
with the UC; although sometimes meetings can take place in other locations where CMs
feel comfortable.
Feedback builds upon what the UC said in the debriefing conversation and could
include CLASS scores, verbatim notes, recommendation of resources, suggestions for
teaching strategies, and anecdotal comments. After the post observation/debriefing
session, written or recorded digital feedback is sent to CMs via email.
Action plans. After the post observation/debriefing session, written or digitally
recorded feedback is sent to CMs via email. CMs create an action plan based on the
debriefing session and feedback provided by the UC. The action plan describes CMs'
next steps and what, if any, future support is needed. The pre-coaching visit
questionnaire, feedback from UC, and action plan are then posted to LiveText by the CM.
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The monthly reflections and coaching visits are both important parts of the coaching
cycle. The coaching visit is the pivotal point where reflections and teaching practice
come together (see Figure 4).

Daily Hi/Low
Monthly
Reflections

Written or
Digitally Recorded
Feedback

Action Plan
Coaching Visit
Debriefing

Coaching Rubric
Written
Feedback

Reflective Practice
Rubric
Written Feedback

Pre-Coaching
Visit
Questionnaire

Figure 4. Reflection/Coaching and Feedback Cycle
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The left side represents the reflection cycle, while the right side represents the
coaching cycle. The coaching visit is in the center as it is the space for UCs to provide
verbal feedback on written reflections and coaching visit.
To begin the reflection cycle, CMs reflect daily on their highs and lows. During
some point in the month, CMs are visited by their coach. The arrow leaving the monthly
reflection practices descends to the rubric which is used by UCs provide monthly, written
feedback of reflective practices. Through this rubric, the UC reads and provides
feedback on the reflective practices, a process which informs the classroom visit and
debrief (indicated by the arrow). Additionally, in these conversations the UC can give
verbal feedback based on the stated needs in the reflections. After the classroom visit,
the CM continues to reflect for the month. These reflective practices are often informed
in content and direction by the visit and debrief. The arrow leaving the coaching visit
indicates that CMs could possibly reflect on something discussed in the coaching visit
and debriefing session.
While simultaneously reflecting, each CM fills out a pre-coaching visit
questionnaire and sends it to her coach 24 hours prior to the coaching visit. This previsit
informs and guides the interactions during the coaching visit in which the UC observes
the CM, holds a debriefing session, and provides verbal feedback. After the visit and
debrief, the UC sends the CM written/digitally recorded feedback. Informed by the
debrief and feedback, the CM creates an action plan which tells how she be altering her
practices based on these conversations and how she will enact the feedback and insights
she has developed through the process. The action, plan along with other documents
from the coaching cycle are submitted to the UC on Livetext and the UC provides
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feedback via the coaching rubric and additional qualitative comments. Then the cycles
on each side continue.
It is important to note that CMs could reflect on many things throughout the
month. They could also receive feedback on several items in one coaching visit. In
addition, they could continue to reflect upon and need feedback on the same topic over
several months. There is also a possibility that something they reflected upon was not
necessarily what they asked the UC to observe, but because the coaching visit is that
opportunity to talk about reflective and teaching practices, it might be something the
coach would address in a coaching debriefing session. Finally, there may be something
that comes up while a coach is observing that needs to be discussed, but the CM never
mentioned it in reflections.
Monthly seminars. Based on both CM needs and UCs observations, coaches
arranged a monthly seminar to provide resources to CMs to address those needs.
Teachers enact something they learned in the seminar and reflect upon the activity. In
September and October, CMs submitted responses to questions posed by UCs and
included how they implemented something they learned in the seminar. In the following
months, CMs included the seminar strategies they planned to try on their pre-coaching
visit questionnaire in response to this question that was added after October, (h) What
ideas from seminars might we look for in the context of this visit?.
Participants
Sampling Procedures
The unit of analysis in this multiple-case study is a coaching dyad which
consists of one UC and one CM. Pseudonyms are used for all participants. I examined
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three dyads using the same UC with three different CMs. Purposeful sampling was used
to select the UC. Patton’s (2002) guidelines for purposeful selection of participants based
on the amount of information that they could provide about the coaching relationship and
feedback directed the process of selecting the UC. It was important to have a faculty
participant knowledgeable and experienced in coaching and providing feedback;
therefore, Penelope was chosen as she was trained and had experience in supervision and
coaching.
Purposeful sampling was used in the beginning process of the participant
selection of CMs. Once Penelope was purposefully chosen as the UC, I received a list of
the names of CMs she coached. At that time, Penelope was coaching 12 CMs. Of these
12, nine were in their first year of teaching. I wanted to look specifically at feedback
with first year CMs who had never been coached before. I emailed all of them and
reintroduced myself (as they had met me at previous meetings and attended the seminar
session I taught on differentiated instruction where I asked about participation in our
larger study). In the email I explained my study, gave them my research questions,
explained the data I would be collecting and analyzing and the timeline for collecting the
data, and asked if they were willing to participate. Three CMs, Claudia, Ellie, and Jean
were willing to participate in the study. Individual portraits which provide rich
descriptions of each participant are included in chapter four.
Data Collection
Data Sources
As part of Nicholson's larger study, each year we continue to collect data
regarding all aspects of the university partnership with TFA. Some of the data for my
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study are derived from assignments and rubrics which I helped to craft through our
iterative study. As part of the research team, I had IRB approval and access to the
archival data which was embedded in the fall and spring coursework, as well as
interviews of UCs which had been conducted in the fall of 2011. Additional interviews
were conducted in June-December as I was simultaneously analyzing an array of other
data described below.
Yin (2009) stresses the importance of using multiple sources of evidence as
were used in this study, and data must be triangulated. The data sources I examined for
my study included (a) semi-structured interviews of participants, (b) artifacts, and (c)
researcher memos (see Table 3). Each of the instruments will be described in detail in
the next section.
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Table 3
Data Sources and Research Questions
Research Question
1. What is the purpose of feedback?
(a) What do CMs state is the purpose
of feedback?
(b) What does a UC state is the
purpose of feedback?
2. What are the expectations of
feedback?
3. (a) What do TFA CMs expect from the
UC in regards to the feedback
provided on reflective practices and
classroom observations?
4. (b)What does the UC expect from
TFA CMs in regards to the feedback
provided on reflective practices and
classroom observations?
3. What is the nature of feedback?
4. (a) What is the process of giving
feedback by UC?
(b) What is the content of the feedback
given by UC?

5. What is the use and reaction to
feedback?
(a) What do CMs report about their
use of and reaction to UC feedback?
(b) What does UC report about the
CMs use of and reaction to feedback
provided?

Data Sources: I=Interview; A=Artifacts;
RM=Researcher Memo (n=listed once)
 I -CMs
n=6; one initial & 1 follow-up per
CM (Ellie's 2nd via email)
















I- UC
n=4; 2 initial 2 follow-ups
A-Syllabi
I - CMs
A-Reflections (n=21; 7 per school year for
each CM-September-November & JanuaryApril)
A-Pre-coaching visit questionnaires with
Written/digitally recorded feedback (n=14; 5
visits-Claudia & Ellie, 4-Jean)
I- UC
A- Rubrics & feedback provided to CMs on
daily, and monthly reflections (n=21; 7 per
school year for each CM-SeptemberNovember & January-April)
A-Rubrics & feedback provided to CMs on
coaching observations (n=14; 5 visitsClaudia & Ellie, 4-Jean)
I-UC & CMs
I-CMs
A-Daily reflection and Month in Review,
Synthesis, and Goal Setting, Prioritization,
and Progress Chart- Celebration Chart, CM
action plans
A-Retrospective Self-Reflections (n=6; 2 per
CM-fall & spring)
I-UC, Feedback provided to CMs based on
reflections and coaching observations
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Interviews.
Interviews are an essential data source in this multiple case study (Yin, 2009) as
they enabled me to collect information about the participants’ feelings, opinions,
emotions, or ways of making sense of the particular phenomenon of coaching and giving
and receiving feedback (Blumer, 1969; Patton, 2002). Interviews were flexible and
follow-up questions were adjusted based on each participant’s responses (Rubin & Rubin,
2005) in order to allow participants to share facts, as well as provide opinions and
personal insight about coaching and feedback.
I used a responsive interviewing model (Rubin & Rubin, 2005) to gain the
participants’ views of their experiences and interpretations regarding the nature of
feedback, coaching, and being coached. Sample questions for both the UCs and CMs
began with broad questions, such as, "Tell me about yourself?" “Can you describe your
experiences in your coaching relationship?” “How would you describe feedback?” They
continued with more specific questions which included, “What do you believe are the
purposes of feedback?” Some important probes in order to obtain a more in-depth
understanding are, “Can you elaborate?” “What does that look like?” (see Appendix C).
The interviews took place at a time and location that assured confidentiality and that was
convenient to each participant. Interviews were audiotaped using a digital recorder and
my work computer which has recording capabilities. Recordings were placed in an
electronic folder on my computer and a backup copy on my external hardrive, both of
which are password protected.
University coach. In the fall of 2011, Penelope was one of the four UCs
interviewed as part of Nicholson's larger study. This interview provided background
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information about Penelope including her schooling, experiences she had being coached
or mentored, and her expectations for the 2011-2012 school year. Three additional
interviews were conducted with Penelope during the course of my study. I conducted
and transcribed an open-ended, 45-minute interview with Penelope in June, 2012. This
interview was collected to gather general information about how Penelope perceived the
nature and importance of feedback and to assist in answering questions about her
coaching and feedback with all the CMs she coached. In July, 2012, I interviewed
Penelope via Elluminate, a web collaboration system offered by the university which
provides the opportunity for real-time virtual communication. The Elluminate session
allowed Penelope to talk specifically about Claudia, the feedback offered, and how she
viewed the use and reaction to feedback by the CM. Using Elluminate allowed me to talk
with Penelope during the session and present a PowerPoint displaying specific quotes
from Claudia's reflections and the feedback she provided so that she could respond to
follow-up questions. A subsequent in-person interview took place at Penelope's home in
December, 2012, allowing Penelope to specifically talk about Ellie's reflections and the
feedback she offered Ellie and then Jean's reflections and the feedback she offered Jean in
addition to answering follow-up questions.
Corps members. Five CM interviews were conducted and transcribed and one
email interview (for the convenience of the participant) took place during the course of
the study. One open-ended individual interview of each CM was conducted prior to
examining any of the archival data located in the digital portfolio on LiveText. The
purpose of this interview was to elicit background information, discuss how CMs viewed
their coaching experiences, and to describe the feedback they received and how they
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reacted to and used the feedback. After reading and coding all of the archival data
(reflections, pre-coaching visit questionnaire, etc...described below) for each CM, a
second interview was conducted with Claudia and Jean. At the second interview I was
able to ask CMs about specific data (feedback on reflections or classroom practices,
rubric scores, etc...described below) that was being analyzed and questions I had noted in
my researcher memos. Ellie was not able to meet in person, talk on the phone, or hold a
Skype follow-up interview. I had been attempting to reach her, and finally sent her a text
message. She stated in a text message to me that she was "struggling with [Nicholson],
TFA, and teaching." She agreed to answer questions through email, so I emailed her my
follow-up questions and she responded.
Artifacts
In addition to interviews, I retrospectively analyzed a variety of artifacts. Some
of the artifacts were housed in LiveText (CMs digital portfolio). While assignments for
all courses are located on LiveText, I retrospectively analyzed data described below
which were embedded in the Coaching Beginning Teachers of Record as Reflective
Practitioners I and II courses and housed in the digital portfolio. Artifacts which were
analyzed include: (a) daily and monthly reflections; (b) monthly reflective practice
rubrics; (c) pre-coaching visit questionnaire and action plan; (d) coaching visit rubrics;
(e) Square Triangle Circle (STC) reflection and feedback from UC; (f) seminar extension
reflections and feedback from UC; (g) fall and spring retrospective self-reflections; (h)
spring retrospective self-reflection rubric; (i) coaching summative assessment; (j)
coaching course syllabi; (k) monthly coaching needs assessments; (l) UC evaluations
completed by CMs; and (m) researcher memos.
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Daily and monthly reflections. As part of their coursework, CMs are asked to
briefly note their daily high (highlight) and low (challenge) experiences that were
significant in their work (see Appendix D). CMs use these daily reflections to set
incremental and achievable goals. The goals CMs have set, and how they are making
progress towards meeting the goals are then added to the Month in Review (MIR) chart
(see Appendix E). When a goal has been reached, CMs record the achievement on the
Celebrations chart (see Appendix F). At the end of the month, CMs complete a threeparagraph synthesis of their growth and progress during the previous month and specific
needs for support (see Appendix G). For example, if a CM reflected as a daily low about
students being noisy during transitions, then set a goal to call students one table at a time
to put materials away, that goal could be placed on the MIR chart. Once the goal had
been reached and transitions were running smoothly, the CM could record that on the
Celebrations chart. The purpose of these reflection assignments was to encourage CMs
to be more cognizant and self-directed in their goal setting, growth, and practice. By
completing these reflections CMs were able to look across their reflections over the
course of a month, identify patterns in their teaching, synthesize their growth over the
month's time, and plan their next steps for the following month. These assignments were
all posted to LiveText and Penelope provided monthly qualitative feedback not only as
supportive commentary, but also to encourage development of their reflective practices.
The rubric Penelope used for feedback is described below.
I used these assignments as data to examine: (a) what each CM reflected upon
regarding her teaching practices, as well as stated needs for coaching support; (b) content
and process of the feedback provided to CMs; and (c) what action each CM reported she
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took based on the feedback provided by Penelope. These artifacts provided insight into
the daily classroom lives and experiences of the CMs, her successes and struggles, and
the role of coaching and feedback within the context of these experiences.
Monthly reflective practice rubrics. Penelope provided CMs with monthly
feedback on their reflective practices using the M.A.T. program's Reflective Practice
Rubric (see Appendix G). This rubric was co-created with TFA, based on research on
reflective practice, and draws significantly from the TFA Teaching As Leadership
Framework (Farr, 2010). Monthly feedback was provided on reflective practices in order
to offer CMs some guidelines about characteristics of productive (Davis, 2006) and
enacted (Fisher, et. al.,, 2012) reflection. These rubrics were growth-based, a guide CMs
could use to develop in their reflective practice. This rubric was used monthly and was
meant to encourage CMs to focus on the practice of becoming more intentionally
reflective across time. In this rubric faculty asked CMs to consider: (a) the relevance of
the experience of which they were reflecting about; (b) the analysis of the experience
from a variety of perspectives (personal, professional, political, philosophical) and how
the experience reflected upon contributed to CMs understanding of self, others, and
course concepts; (c) the interconnectedness between the experience and readings,
courses, past experiences, or personal goals; (d) the causes of actions they took and goals
they set based on their reflections and self-questioning; and (e) the process of changes in
their teaching practice based on their critical self-evaluation of their learning experience.
While rubrics are growth based, CMs are evaluated in the coaching class and must show
growth in their reflections and practice. UCs continue to grapple with this construct as
they work to support CMs who often need immediate support as they become effective
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teachers of record in urban schools.
Penelope also provided additional qualitative feedback to support CMs as they
developed in their self-directed learning and goal setting abilities. The rubrics were used
monthly beginning in October so that CMs could have the first month to view the rubric
expectations before it was used as a tool.
Coaching observation cycle data set. The coaching observation cycle consists
of a pre-coaching visit questionnaire, observation, debriefing visit, feedback, and action
plan. While these are each individually significant, they are all compiled into one
submission space on LiveText. Therefore, I examined each in the order they appear
below and happened chronologically as one data set for each visit.
Pre-coaching visit questionnaire. Prior to each coaching visit, each CM
completed a pre-coaching visit questionnaire (see Appendix B) in order to prepare
Penelope for the coaching visit, specifically to aid her in what to look for during the
observation based on the each CM’s stated needs. This included specific aspects of
teaching practice, focus students, and any other concerns shared by the CMs.
Feedback. Written or digitally recorded feedback provided by Penelope after
the observation could include CLASS scores, observation data collected (e.g. verbatim
notes), suggestions and resources.
Action plan. Each CM created an action plan based on the feedback Penelope
provided in the feedback from the classroom observation and debriefing session. CMs
specifically discussed their next steps and set goals to work towards based on the
feedback from Penelope.
The purpose of using the coaching cycle data set was to determine: (a) what
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each CM stated as specific needs for coaching support; (b) the content and process of the
feedback provided to CMs, including whether or not Penelope addressed the needs the
CM articulated on the pre-coaching visit questionnaire in addition to when she provided
feedback about issues or successes that were noted in their observable practice; and (c)
what action CMs stated they would take based on the feedback provided by Penelope.
Coaching visit rubrics. Penelope used the M.A.T. program's Coaching Visit
Rubric (see Appendix I) which encourages growth. The rubric was designed to
encourage CMs to consider not only their engagement in the coaching cycle, but also the
interconnectedness between their reflections, coursework, and their work in the
classroom. The rubric provided CMs with guidelines for engagement in the coaching
process which included: (a) preparing for the coaching visit by completing pre-visit
questionnaire and setting aside time for debriefing session, (b) being open and responsive
to feedback; (c) considering/enacting recommendations and suggestions based on
feedback from UC; (d) demonstrating thoughtful attempts of working towards
professional and personal growth; and (e) creating action plans which were based on
feedback and discussions from the coach in order to improve teaching practice. The
rubric was used as data to determine the content of the feedback Penelope provided, how
Penelope viewed the engagement of the CMs, and how she stated CMs enacted the
feedback provided.
STC and feedback from coach. The Square, Triangle, Circle (STC) (see
Appendix J) assignment asked CMs to respond to Strieb's (1993) Journaling: Visiting and
Revisiting Trees from Inside/Outside: Teacher research and knowledge (Cochran-Smith
& Lytle, 1993) and Campano's (2009) Teacher Research as a Collective Struggle for
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Humanization from Inquiry as Stance (Cochran-Smith & Lytle, 2009), readings that
related to reflective practices. CMs responded to these readings sharing what insights
they gained about the practice of written reflection and the power of teacher self-study
using the STC format discussing what paralleled with their previous thinking, what
pointed their thinking in new directions, and what questions were lingering at the end of
the reading (Course Syllabus, Fall, 2011). Penelope provided each CM with written
feedback on the STC reflection and connections CM made to reflective and classroom
practices. The response to readings and feedback served as a valuable data source
providing me with context of how CMs viewed the purpose of reflection, connections
they made to their individual classrooms.
Seminar extension reflections and feedback from coach. CMs were expected
to participate in monthly seminars. The purpose of these seminars was to provide CMs
another form of support through structured workshops in order to help them navigate the
challenging micropolitical context they faced in their classrooms and to support them
through the cognitive and emotional dissonances they experience (Course Syllabus, Fall,
2011 & Spring, 2012). Seminars were an opportunity for CMs to collaborate with each
other in flexible groups based topics that were chosen in response to CM articulated
needs and those observed by the UC.
CMs were expected to try out an aspect (e.g. strategy, learning approach,
curricular method) from at least one presentation (e.g. Internet teaching resources, big
books, differentiated instruction) from each of the monthly seminars. In September and
October CMs responded to the seminars on separate documents. As UCs continued to
consider the structures of support that could be combined and collapsed to lighten the
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load for CMs, they included a question on the pre-coaching visit questionnaire about the
new practices CMs were trying out from the seminars.
Retrospective self-reflections. As part of their coursework, CMs reflected on
their practices at the end of each term (November, 2011 and April, 2012) completing
retrospective self-reflections where CMs had the opportunity to look back across the
semester at their coursework, readings, reflections, coaching sessions, and feedback in
order to metacognitively think about and reflect upon the challenges and growth in their
practice using examples of previous reflections, coaching visits, and coursework, what
they thought at the time and how their thinking changed (or did not change) across time.
The purpose of the retrospective self-reflections was to provide CMs with the opportunity
to observe and report on their individual development, but also to provide the UCs with
feedback so that they could be responsive to CMs needs (Course Syllabus, Fall, 2011 &
Spring, 2012). These assignments are also located in the digital portfolios on LiveText.
Examining these retrospective self-reflections aided in answering the research questions
and allowed me the opportunity to determine: (a) what each CM found as salient and
important in her development; (b) what each CM stated they enacted from Penelope's
feedback, and (c) what/if any connections CMs reported between feedback and the
growth, progress, and possible changes of teaching beliefs, pedagogy, and/or practices.
Spring retrospective self-reflection rubric. The Retrospective Self-Reflection
Rubric was used in the spring (see Appendix K). The rubric provided guidelines for CMs
and encouraged CMs to: (a) be thoughtful in their analyzed growth trajectory; (b)
demonstrate responsiveness; and (c) articulate explicit areas for future growth. Penelope
also provided written feedback attached to the rubric. The rubric was used as data to
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determine the content of the feedback Penelope provided.
Coaching summative rubric. Penelope utilized the M.A.T. program's Coaching
Summative Rubric in November, 2011 and April, 2012 (see Appendix L). This rubric
looked across the semester at the combined coaching experiences including reflective
practices, collaboration with coach , and collaboration with colleagues. In collaboration
with coach, preparation for coaching visits, responsiveness to feedback, and enactment of
feedback were reviewed. Collaborating with peers at monthly seminars and evidence of
enactment of information and material presented at seminars and professional
development of the CM was noted on the rubric. This data source aided in answering the
research questions, corroborated written feedback provided to each CM, and served as
triangulation of data.
Course syllabi. The course syllabi provided teachers with a roadmap of the
course expectations and information about assignments, grading, and feedback. It was
important to examine the course syllabi as context for the study, but also to determine if
CMs felt that the coaching and feedback provided met their expectations based on the
information provided in the syllabi.
Monthly coaching needs assessment. The monthly coaching needs assessment
was designed to help UCs think through what was going well in their coaching
experiences and what support coaches needed in their work with CMs. This was
submitted monthly to the M.A.T. program coordinator. The questions UCs answered
were: (a) What is working well; what are you grappling with that is not working as well
as you would hope?; (b) What questions do you have?; and (c) What support do you
need? The purpose of using this artifact in my analysis was to learn more about Penelope
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and her needs as a coach. In addition to assisting me in understanding Penelope's
thinking and needs over the course of the semester, it was used to supplement and
complement the interviews and written and digital feedback and served as a triangulation
of the data collected.
UC evaluations completed by CMs. CMs were asked to complete an
evaluation of their coach. Evaluations play an important role in shaping the education
program at Nicholson. These evaluations gave me a broad view of what CMs stated
about Penelope. In my June 22nd interview, Penelope gave me permission to use the
evaluations in my study. Evaluations were useful in helping me get a sense of how all of
her coachees viewed Penelope. They also supplemented and complemented CMs'
reflections, interviews, and served as a triangulation of the data collected.
Researcher memos. Throughout the analysis process, I wrote memos which
indicate the reflexive process taking place in order to capture my thoughts, comparisons,
and connections (Charmaz, 2006). Memoing helped me make sense of the data I was
analyzing, generate questions, and led to further data collection. For example, when
reading and coding reflections and feedback to reflective practices on ATLAS.ti, I
attached memos with questions and wonderings. I created a PowerPoint of CM reflection
quotes and feedback to present to each CM and Penelope during follow-up interviews.
Procedure
I submitted an IRB requesting examination of the partnership, coaching
relationships, and all CM coursework which was approved January of 2010 with
renewals approved January, 2011, January, 2012, and January, 2013. Five of the six UCs
signed consent forms and four were interviewed in the fall of 2011 as part of the larger
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study being conducted at Nicholson (see Table 4 for timeline). These interviews
provided background information about the teaching and coaching experiences of each
UC. At the January 23, 2012 seminar session CMs were (a) given an overview of
Nicholson’s longitudinal investigation, as well as my interest in coaching and feedback;
(b) invited to participate in the investigation, (c) informed that they were free to withdraw
at any time if they preferred not to participate; and (d) given a consent form to sign.
Twenty-two CMs signed consent forms that evening. In June, 2012, one of the UCs
invited CMs to participate if they had not previously consented. An additional 13 CMs
signed consent forms for a total of 35.
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Table 4
Research Timeline

Date
Fall, 2011-Spring, 2012
(IRB approval current)
Fall, 2011
January, 2012
May, 2012
June, 2012

July, 2012

August-September, 2012

Action



CMs enrolled in coaching courses-submitted
assignments each month on LiveText (artifacts)
Interviewed 4 UCs as part of the larger Nicholson
study to investigate partnership
Invited CMs to participate in larger Nicholson study to
investigate partnership (Obtained consent)
Defend prospectus
Purposeful Sample-Penelope-obtained consent
Interviewed Penelope (UC)-general coaching
experiences
Interviewed Claudia (CM)
Interviewed Ellie (CM)
(Jean was out of town for summer)
Retrieved artifacts from LiveText-Upload to ATLAS.ti
(monthly reflections, rubrics, coaching cycle
documents, seminar reflections, STC, retrospective
reflections, and all feedback attached to artifacts)
Coded five of Claudia's data-created beginning coding
manual
Peer reviewed codes-revised coding manual
Coded remaining of Claudia's data
Transcribed and coded Penelope & Claudia's
interviews
Member checking-sent email to Claudia and Penelope
to ask questions missing from interview and clarify
Coded Ellie's data-added codes as needed
Transcribed and coded Ellie's interview
Member checking-sent email to Ellie with questions
regarding background information and clarification of
responses
Peer reviewed codes-updated coding manual
Interviewed Penelope-focus on Claudia
Transcribed and coded Penelope's interview
Interviewed Claudia-to discussed data and feedback
Transcribed and coded Claudia's 2nd interview
Interviewed Jean (CM)
Transcribed and coded Jean's data-added codes as
needed
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October-December, 2012

January-February, 2013

March, 2013

Member checking-sent Jean email for missing
information
Peer reviewed codes-updated coding manual
Interviewed Jean-discussed data and feedback
Transcribed and coded Jean's 2nd interview
Analyzed data using ATLAS.ti analysis tools
Peer reviewed codes-updated coding manual
Interviewed Penelope-focus on Ellie and Jean
Transcribed and coded Penelope's interview
Member Checking-sent email to Penelope for
clarification of interview data
Email interview with Ellie
Coded Ellie's email interview
Conceptual Analysis
Cross Case Analysis
Met weekly with committee chair
Reviewed codes and themes with committee chair
Wrote Findings
Final member checking-sent individual cases to each
participant
Defend Dissertation

Data sources described in the previous section were part of the coaching class
coursework and during the 2011-2012 school year were submitted and stored in
LiveText, the online data base that CMs use to retrieve and submit assignments. I
contacted Penelope, Claudia, Ellie, and Jean by email to inquire if they were still willing
to participate in my dissertation research project. I interviewed Penelope three times
between June and December, 2012. This is in addition to the extant interview from the
fall of 2011. Each CM was interviewed twice, although Ellie's second interview was via
email. Interviews were recorded and transcribed, verbatim. Descriptive interview notes
and reflections were written immediately or recorded into my digital recorder following
each interview, which allowed me to monitor the process of data collections as well as
begin to analyze my data (Merriam, 2009).
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In June, 2012 I conducted an interview with Penelope to discuss her 2011-2012
coaching experiences in general in the M.A.T. program. I conducted an interview with
Claudia and Ellie in June to ask them general questions about their coaching and
feedback experiences. Jean was out of town for the summer, so I conducted an interview
with her in August. During the interviews I asked all participants for current phone
numbers and email addresses so that I could conduct follow up interviews after I read all
of the archived data I retrieved from LiveText (reflections, coaching cycles, feedback,
etc.) I also wanted to be able to contact them for ongoing member checking to get their
interpretation if I did not understand something I read and to send their cases once I
completed my analysis for final member checking.
In June I converted all the documents to rich text files or pdf documents and
uploaded them into ATLAS.ti. All of my coding, analyzing, and memoing took place in
ATLAS.ti (explained in analysis section). I examined all of Claudia's documents in
chronological order from the September, 2011 reflection through spring (see Appendix N
for list of documents). I initiated a follow-up interview with Penelope in July and
Claudia in August to share questions I had about Claudia's data and the feedback
provided. Member checking took place once I transcribed and coded these interviews. I
emailed Penelope and Claudia to clarify answers to questions and to gather information I
was missing from the interviews.
I emailed Ellie the end of June. I sent her an email for member checking to
enquire more specific information that was missing from the interview. I then examined
all of Ellie's documents in chronological order. I attempted to contact Ellie for a second
interview, but was not able to reach her. I continued to contact Ellie, but she was not able
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to conduct a follow-up interview in person, by Skype, or by phone. I was able to reach
Ellie through a text message and she relayed that feedback is important to her and she felt
it needed to be studied and she would be able to respond to the interview questions via
email. I emailed her my follow-up questions, which she answered and returned to me in
February, 2013.
I conducted my first interview with Jean in August. I sent an email for member
checking to obtain clarification about an interview response and more information about
her schooling. I examined all of Jean's documents in chronological order beginning in
August. I met with Jean for a second interview in November, 2012 to discuss her data
and feedback. I sent another member checking email for more specific information about
her expectations of feedback.
Penelope was interviewed in the fall of 2011 and June, July, and December of
2012. I transcribed and coded Penelope's interviews within two weeks from the
interview dates, After the June, July, and December interviews I sent member checking
emails to Penelope to ask for more specific details regarding responses, clarification of
information, and additional information I had forgotten to obtain.
Throughout the analytical process I conducted member checking described
above and wrote my findings While analyzing data, I worked with a peer reviewer to
examine and discuss codes (described in trustworthy section) and created a coding
manual (See Appendix O for sample). In the final stages of analysis I conducted a crosscase analysis examining all the data across cases.
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Data Analysis
Data analysis in qualitative research is how researchers make meaning from the
data collected (Charmaz, 2006; Merriam, 2009). Using a computer assisted qualitative
data analysis system (CAQDAS) and the approach of noticing, collecting, and thinking
(NCT) (Seidel, 1998), I used ATLAS.ti to store all of my data. Each piece of data is
uploaded into ATLAS.ti and is called a primary document (PD). All of the primary
documents form a hermeneutic unit (HU).
NCT is a cyclical process, so while I was noticing interesting things in the data,
I also wrote memos. Prior to beginning coding, I created memos so that as I was coding I
could begin the process of collecting (Friese, 2012). This process of attaching memos to
my codes allowed me to "...draw and fill out analytic properties of the descriptive data"
(Glaser, 1978, p. 84). These memos included a: (a) researcher memo where I was able to
keep follow-up questions I wanted to ask my participants (e.g. I need to ask CMs how
they felt about rubrics as a form of feedback.), notes on changes made in analysis (e.g.
when I merged codes that had the same meaning); (b) theoretical framework memo so I
could link any quotes and codes to my theoretical framework (e.g. I linked
Transformative Learning memo when Claudia, Ellie, or Jean were making changes in
their practice based on critical conversations with Penelope.); (c) literature memo so I
could link quotes and codes I noticed in the data that related to the literature about
reflection, coaching, feedback, and experiences of TFA CMs (e.g. Penelope discussed in
her interview that she didn't have the time and resources, which matched the literature,
Borko & Mayfield, 1995); and (d) research question memo for each of my research
questions so that I could link quotes and codes that related to each research question.
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Stage One
Using ATLAS.ti, I began noticing things, or finding interesting things in the
data as I was reading through reflections, transcripts, and feedback provided. In
ATLAS.ti quotations are referenced using a quotation ID (the primary document where
the quote is found) in addition to the location of the quote within the document
(paragraph numbers of the start of the quote). ATLAS.ti does not use line numbers as
they recognize each break as a new segment. I began coding interesting things I noticed
using open coding segment-by-segment examining the data by each segment as
designated on the document in ATLAS.ti and breaking it into categories (Charmaz, 2006;
Strauss & Corbin, 1998) beginning with Claudia's data and the feedback Penelope
provided within that data in chronological order. While I was open coding, I was also
"qualifying those concepts in terms of their properties and dimensions" (Strauss &
Corbin, 2008, p. 195). Therefore, I created an initial coding manual which included the
major concepts and codes found in the documents. ATLAS.ti makes it possible to
produce a report of all codes with all quotes and comments attached to the codes. This
allowed me to pull the code with exemplar quotes for each code, and the specified
location for each quote. After coding Claudia's first five documents, I met with my
colleague from work who is a fellow doctoral student in another university to review
codes. I then applied the coding manual to the remaining data, adding new codes when I
began coding Ellie and then Jean, which also led me to revisit previously coded
documents as I began to think about and define those codes within the context of each
participant. I added the new codes and exemplar quotes for each code across all three
coaching dyads to the coding manual (see Appendix O for sample). I met with my
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colleague to review codes two additional times; once after coding Ellie's documents and
once after coding Jean's documents. When I began to apply existing codes to the
remaining data, I knew I had reached my first point of saturation (Friese, 2011; Saldaña,
2009).
In ATLAS.ti, researchers code the primary documents and codes are located in
the margin area. The software has the capability of tallying the frequency of each code
and relationships between different codes. This was helpful when noticing codes that
were applied often, I realized it was possible to merge codes under one heading or
category and create subcategories. I printed a list of all the codes and quotes associated
with each code so I could examine them closely. By examining the coded segments, I
realized that I could merge codes that contained similar content under one label (e.g. I
used the code uses resources and enacted resources, so I merged them together to
enacted resources).
Explanation of ATLAS.ti symbols. In order to understand the symbols in
ATLAS.ti, I refer to Figure 5. The code FEEDBACK is written next a quotation bar in
the margin of a primary document and is designated by the yellow diamond symbol. The
first number next to the code shows the frequency (how often the code has been applied)
at that point in the analysis process. In ATLAS.ti this is also called groundedness, or
how relevant it is to the data. At this point in analyzing the data, I used FEEDBACK as a
code for 181 quotes that mentioned any aspect of feedback. In the example below (see
Figure 5), the number following the hyphen, or number one, means that I linked one other
item (code) to the code name of FEEDBACK. In this case, that code was support. This
linking of a new code to the extant code is called density. The tilde character "~" and the
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index card figure on the yellow diamond represents that a comment was attached to the
code. Comments were used when I noticed something interesting directly related to the
specific code, for example:
07/13/2012 10:14:42 AM
UC responds to CM's frustration and conflict with co-teacher first by asking CM
to think of ways to work things out with her co-teacher. However, she does
suggest if things don't work out, mediation may be necessary. I think this is
important as it shows she is supportive of her CM.

In the following section I will delineate the steps of analysis using the theme of
Feedback for Support and Encouragement. In open coding, I initially coded anything I
noticed that was related to feedback using the code FEEDBACK (See Figure 5).
The comment I attached to the code was as follows:
07/13/2012 09:09:22 AM Re: October seminar refection-CM notes that UC
suggests resources to help her with learning about the social and emotional
growth of her students. I am noting a variety of reasons for feedback.

Figure 5. Open coding in ATLAS.ti (FEEDBACK)
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Stage Two
As I noticed that Penelope gave a variety of types of feedback (e.g. emotional
support, to support learning, to provide resources, and to promote reflection), I attached
another comment:
08/01/2012 11:51:02 AM renamed this code to begin with FEEDBACK as a
main category, since the code is directly related to feedback and began adding
subcategories as I am noticing them.
In the process of developing categories and subcategories, I created the category of
FEEDBACK and various subcategories (see Figure 6). FEEDBACK became the main
heading, followed by the subcategories. I then reexamined each quote and moved the
181 quotes that were attached to the code of FEEDBACK into the appropriate
subcategories. Sometimes a quote would fit more than one subcategory, so I would link
the quote to both subcategory codes. At this stage, codes were still overlapping.

Figure 6. Building subcategories (FEEDBACK)
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As I continued to examine the data, I noticed that a major category was
FEEDBACK_SUPPORT/ENCOURAGEMENT and subcategories included affirming
and validating, emotional support, empathy, encouragement, and praise for implementing
strategies (see Figure 7).

Figure 7. Structured code system for main category:
FEEDBACK_SUPPORT/ENCOURAGEMENT
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Stage Three
In the next stage of analysis, I was able to use ATLAS.ti analysis tool functions
in order to find codes that occurred together, to examine codes and quotes that were
specifically connected to my research questions, theoretical framework, and literature,
and to create visuals of interrelated results. For example, because (as stated earlier) I
created memos at the beginning of the project, I was able to use a drag and drop function
to link memos regarding my theoretical frameworks of Kolb (1984) and Mezirow (1991,
2000) to specific quotes related to these frameworks within the primary documents by
dragging it right on to a quote. I will also demonstrate an example of using an ATLAS.ti
query tool in this conceptual stage of analysis in answering research question 2 (RQ2). In
ATLAS.ti it is possible to create code families and document families. Using the codes
in Figure 8, I created a code family to move all the codes into one family called RQ2. All
the quotes associated with these codes are retrieved and moved into the code family also.
The code family is designated in Figure 8 the word Families and the code list is below
the word Codes in Figure 9.

Figure 8: Codes for Category and Subcategories: FEEDBACK_EXPECTATIONS OF
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Figure 9. Use of Query Tool

In the second column you will notice I queried "FEEDBACK_RQ2" to include all
quotations used in the code family regarding the expectations of feedback. Notice in the
bottom left-hand corner it resulted in 70 quotes. Knowing that I would be examining
coaching dyads, I created document families to include all the documents for each dyad:
Claudia/Penelope, Ellie/Penelope, and Jean/Penelope. I used the scope tool to include
only the Claudia/Penelope document family (see Figure 10), which resulted in 30 quotes.
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Figure 10. Using the Scope Tool

I printed the results so that I could closely examine the quotes to determine Claudia's
needs and expectations for feedback. I recorded my results and interpretations on my
RQ2 memo, which also serves as part of my audit trail. I removed the filter (the specific
data I was querying) of Dyad 1 in the scope and followed the same procedures for the
remaining two dyads.
Cross-Case Analysis
After reviewing all the data of the coaching dyads: Claudia/Penelope,
Ellie/Penelope, and Jean/Penelope, I looked across cases to determine if there were crosscase similarities as I sought to "build abstractions across cases" (Merriam, 2009, p. 121)
In ATLAS.ti one way to do that is using the cross tabulations of codes by documents
analysis tool. This allowed me to see which codes were consistent across the dyads. It is
also possible to create a primary document family. I was able to group all of Claudia's
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coaching visit documents in a family with Ellie and Jean's coaching visit documents
along with Penelope's documents. This allowed me to examine the feedback of coaching
visits across the dyads. Using the capabilities of the analysis tools available in ATLAS.ti
allowed me to compare and contrast the cases, which revealed several nuances among the
cases that are described in Chapter Four.
Trustworthiness
Trustworthiness is used to determine the quality of a study and results from
research may be considered trustworthy when the researcher was rigorous and ethical in
carrying out the study (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). Since qualitative researchers work under
different assumptions and worldviews (beliefs that guide our actions) from quantitative
researchers, the terms we use for determining trustworthiness of a study also differ. The
criteria I used to establish trustworthiness were credibility, transferability, and
dependability. Using ATLAS.ti, my entire analysis process is transparent as every step is
documented along the way, thus adding to credibility, transferability, and dependability.
Credibility
Credibility (Lincoln & Guba, 1985) means that there are multiple constructions
of how people come to understand a particular phenomenon or certain process. It regards
the research as credible or believable from the research participants' perspective (Friese,
2011). In this study, when I examined the relationship between Penelope and each CM
and the understanding of feedback provided by Penelope, each participant brought her
individual experiences; therefore, there is no single reality. I established credibility
using strategies such as: (a) data triangulation; (b) peer debriefing; and (c) member
checking which will be explained in detail in the next section.
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Transferability
Transferability is the degree to which findings may be applicable to other
situations, or other researchers. Lincoln and Guba (1985) posit that you can enhance the
possibility of transferability by using strategies such as thick description and keeping an
audit trail. To establish transferability, I provided thick description of the data and
context, including quotes from participant interviews, CMs reflections, feedback
provided by the Penelope, and artifacts. Every document, code, decision, analysis query,
and interpretation is documented on ATLAS.ti which serves as my audit trail.
Dependability
To establish dependability, (Lincoln & Guba, 1985) I must visibly define my
research process and be prepared for examination of my research design from others, and
my findings must be “consistent with the data collected” (Merriam, 2009, p. 221). I
established dependability (Lincoln & Guba, 1985) by using strategies such as
triangulation, peer debriefing, making known my researcher positions, and keeping an
audit trail (Charmaz, 2006; Merriam, 2009 ). This is clearly evidenced in ATLAS.ti and
my research process is transparent. These are explained in detail below.
Strategies to Ensure Trustworthiness
Triangulation
Triangulation occurs when more than one data source provides supporting
evidence of emerging themes and perspectives (Creswell, 2007). Triangulation is one
method of ensuring consistency and dependability of a research study (Merriam, 2009)
and can include data triangulation, investigator triangulation, methodological
triangulation, and theoretical triangulation. I achieved data triangulation by using
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multiple data sources including interview transcriptions, researcher memos, artifacts in
the digital portfolios, evaluations of Penelope by her CMS, monthly coach's needs
assessment, and Penelope’s feedback of observations and reflections to help establish
trustworthiness; however the inclusion of multiple data sources is not adequate for
triangulation (Yin, 2009). I compared the data sources and cross-checked to ensure that
patterns and themes were consistent across the data sources.
Thick Description
I used thick description (Lincoln & Guba 1985) as a way of supporting
trustworthiness. I provided rich, thick descriptions of the experiences of each participant
they participated in coaching relationships within the context of the university
coursework. By describing a phenomenon in ample detail I was able to begin to assess
the degree to which the results and findings drawn are transferable to other people,
situations, and settings. Thick description involves clearly describing and interpreting
social actions within the appropriate context in which the social action takes place, while
capturing the thoughts, emotions, and web of social interaction among participants in
their operating context. For example, I interviewed each CM prior to reading any of their
reflections. I then read all of Claudia's reflections, interviewed Penelope to talk with her
about the reflections, the coaching visits, and the feedback she provided. I then
interviewed Claudia to talk with her about her reflections, coaching visits, and feedback
provided. This process allowed me to create a rich thick description of Claudia's
experiences as beginning teacher in an urban classroom as well as the experiences of
being coached and receiving feedback within a coaching dyad. I then used the same
process with Ellie and Jean's data. By providing thick description, readers will be able to
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associate with the information and determine if they are able to transfer the findings to
their own situations (Creswell, 2007).
Prolonged Engagement
I have been involved in research involving TFA and Nicholson University since
the fall of 2009. In the 2011-2012 school year, I attended several meetings, sat in on
class sessions, attended seminar sessions, and taught a seminar session. CMs have seen
me around and recognize me as a doctoral student and researcher. This prolonged
engagement allowed me a measure of familiarity so that when I met with the participants
they recognized me and our conversation was comfortable. In addition, I also sat in on a
coaching meeting and reviewed and gave feedback on some of the documents used in the
program. This helped me to gain a better understanding of the context in which this
research was situated. In attending meetings and seminars, as well as my longevity on
the research team, I have made an effort to gain and understanding of what CMs
encounter in the program. This has allowed me to decrease my researcher distance
(Blumer, 1969; Charmaz, 2006).
Peer Debriefings
Peer debriefing aids the researcher in providing outside checks of the research
process. During the research process, I continuously engaged in peer debriefings with a
colleague who is a doctoral student in another program/university. Chris is trained in
mentoring and coaching and has an understanding of the coaching process. In June, after
I had coded several documents, I reviewed my coding manual which I printed using
ATLAS.ti. We reviewed the codes and quotes separately and highlighted exemplars. We
convened and discussed the codes until we came to a consensus. This led to new codes
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being formed and some being merged. We did this again after I had coded all of
Claudia's documents. When I coded Ellie and Jean and found new codes emerging, we
repeated the process.
When I began my final stages of coding, I met with my committee chairperson
and shared my themes, how I arrived at my themes, and reviewed my findings. We met
at least once a month from August through January. In February we met weekly.
Reviewer feedback facilitated my research in the areas of transcription analysis, coding
methods, and analysis methods (Creswell, 2007).
Audit Trail
In qualitative research one way to contribute to a study’s dependability is
through an audit trail (Merriam, 2009). An audit trail is a detailed record of how data
was collected, coded, and analyzed throughout the entire study. Using ATLAS.ti, I kept
a researcher journal and recorded reflections, questions, problems, and decisions as a
necessary way to support the dependability, consistency, and trustworthiness of my study.
I had already begun a researcher journal as part of the larger study in which I am
involved. When beginning the data analysis process on ATLAS.ti, I continued to keep a
researcher memo in which I documented each step of the research process. Each piece of
data collected was noted in specific detail in order to establish a chain of evidence (Yin,
2009). Decisions I made in regards to the study, in addition to reflections, ponderings,
and interactions with the data were recorded in my ATLAS.ti researcher memo. For
example, I realized I needed to ask follow-up questions after reviewing the data. This is
the memo I entered:
07/20/2012 03:36:05 PM: I am seeing throughout the academic year that
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there is not a lot of feedback on the actual rubrics? What are the purpose
of the rubrics? Does the coach feel they are necessary? Does the CM? Are they
helpful forms of feedback?
The second example is a memo that involved a reorganization of codes was:
08/01/2012 11:40:21 AM: In a second read I am seeing that I had several
synonyms and didn't differentiate which quotes were specifically based on
feedback. Reorganizing and restructuring the codes will help me to see the
commonalities.
Finally, another type of memos are comments attached to codes which includes any time
a code was merged:
*** Merged Comment from: Confusion to Addresses Misconceptions (2012-0803T10:36:33) ***"
All data was stored on my laptop and external hardrive, which are password protected.
Hard copy materials were kept in a locked filing cabinet in my home.
Participant Member Checking
Member checking took place throughout the analytical process. As I read the
data, I would make a note on my researcher memo of any clarifications I needed, or if I
had forgotten to ask a question in an interview. For example, I forgot to ask Ellie to selfidentify her race and age. In July I sent her an email to ask her those specific questions,
to which she responded. In September I emailed Penelope to ask her what courses she
taught in her first year in the M.A.T. program in addition to coaching and to clarify her
job title. I continued this throughout my analytical process. I also offered participants
drafts of their individual cases to read to be sure I was sharing their views and they were
represented in a way that is true to them (Creswell, 2007; Lincoln & Guba, 1985). I
asked them to feel free to track changes or use comment boxes on any part of the
document I sent. My three CM participants responded (see Chapter Four).
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Role of the Researcher
In qualitative research, the role of the researcher is the primary data collection
instrument; and therefore, it is necessary to identify personal values, assumptions, and
biases at the beginning of a study (Charmaz, 2006; Creswell, 2007). I am an experienced
teacher having taught for 21 years. Obtaining mentor training in two states, in addition to
peer coaching training, has afforded me the opportunities to supervise, mentor, and coach
many preservice, beginning, and experienced teachers in the past 19 years. I have had
both positive and challenging experiences. My perceptions of the meaning and
importance of feedback have been shaped by my personal experiences as a mentor,
coach, and teacher. Because of my previous experiences, I bring certain biases to the
study. The first year of teaching is critical, and I value the importance of reflective
practice, coaching, and feedback. I found myself asking questions about whether or not
Penelope addressed specific reflections in her feedback to CMs. In order to be certain
that I was not judging or imposing my views, I utilized the follow-up interviews to ask
Penelope if and how she gave feedback about specific reflections.
Another thing I grappled with was the way in which Penelope used the rubrics.
As someone who reviewed and discussed the purpose of the rubrics with the program
coordinator, I had a perception of the value of the rubrics in promoting growth in
reflective and classroom practices. As a teacher, when I use rubrics, I highlight a
segment and write comments to indicate why a student scored on that level. My
preconceived notions about how I think a rubric should be used led me to ask Penelope in
one of the interviews about using the rubric as a form of feedback without revealing my
thoughts or feelings. My beliefs also prompted me to ask Claudia, Ellie, and Jean their
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feelings about the rubrics as a form of feedback.
As a member of the research team on the partnership between Nicholson
University and TFA since its inception in 2009, I have been actively involved in working
with CMs, as well as the faculty and coaches of Nicholson University. I have
participated in coaching planning meetings, edited the syllabus, helped to create rubrics,
taught one of the seminars on Differentiated Instruction provided to CMs based on their
stated needs as ascertained in daily and monthly reflections, and provided materials and
resources for coaching and mentoring as well as teaching resources for CMs. I have also
attended several TFA introductory meetings, class sessions, and Thursday night seminars.
To the extent which was possible, I have been actively involved in the activities of my
participants and have made an effort to gain an understanding of their experiences in the
M.A.T. program and coaching relationship of their lives from their point of view which
demonstrates how a researcher shows respect for participants (Blumer, 1969; Charmaz,
2006).
As a principal member of the research team studying Nicholson University’s
partnership with TFA, I have developed opinions about TFA in general. In our research
we have seen the lack of preparation TFA provides, not only for teaching in an urban
school, but also for the expectations of attaining certification, which I find unprofessional
and frustrating. While I admire TFAs mission to close the achievement gap, I am
astonished that they truly believe they can do this using individuals, who while (based on
their website reports) may be intelligent, motivated, and leaders have no coursework or
experience in teaching in a classroom. It minimizes the profession of teaching and gives
the impression that teaching is easy and anyone can do it. I think it is unfair to students
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and schools (based on research) that the majority of TFA CMs leave after their two year
commitment is completed. When there are no other alternatives in a district and the
classrooms would be filled with substitutes, I would agree that a CM would be a viable
option. However, in the current state, teachers are being cut and CMs are filling positions
where certified teachers could be teaching.
As a researcher, it is important that I make every effort to ensure objectivity,
although my biases may shape the way I view and understand the data that I collect and
the way in which it is interpreted. Rubin & Rubin (2005) stress the importance of
personality, style, and beliefs. As I read reflections and feedback, interviewed and
interacted with the participants in this study, it was imperative that I not impose my own
biases, opinions, or definitions. I constantly reminded myself of my role as a researcher
in this study and not compare or prejudice my findings based on my insider knowledge as
a researcher of TFA or as a coach with 19 years of experience.
This chapter provided a research framework for a qualitative multiple-case study
examining the coaching relationship between Penelope, the UC, and Claudia, Ellie, and
Jean, three CMs and their understandings of the nature and importance of feedback. The
chapter included the design, theoretical framework, methodology, procedures, and ways I
established trustworthiness.
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CHAPTER FOUR
FINDINGS AND INTERPRETATIONS
In this qualitative multiple case study, I examined the nature of feedback in a
coaching relationship. Specifically, my overarching research questions as stated by the
CM and UC were: (1) What is the purpose of feedback?; (2) What are the expectations of
feedback?; (3) What is the nature of feedback?; and (4) What is the use and reaction to
feedback?
Three coaching dyads which included four participants Penelope, the UC, and
Claudia, Ellie, and Jean, the CMs, were chosen to examine and answer the research
questions. Multiple data sources were used in my investigation. After systematic
analysis using ATLAS.ti, six salient themes emerged across all the research questions;
classroom culture, instructional strategies, support, knowledge of students, teacher
socialization, and teacher supports. Each theme occurred across a minimum of three data
sources per participant. As I conducted each within-case analysis, I used the themes and
subthemes from each dyad to compare and contrast during cross-case analysis.
This chapter presents the findings and interpretations for within-case and crosscase analyses. I begin reporting the within-case analysis starting with the individual
portrait of each participant, leading with Penelope, the UC, followed by Claudia, Ellie,
and Jean, the CMs. This will include a personal narrative and continue with answers to
research questions one through three. In addition to answering the research questions, I
provided a diagram which represents the reflection/coaching and feedback cycle (see
Figures 11, 12, and 13). I then included a dyadic portrait of each case, and answers to
research question four. I ended each case with a summary of the with-in case findings
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and included responses to final member checking and the trajectory of each CM. Finally,
I provided findings of cross-case similarities and differences, as well as reported
connections to my theoretical framework of Kolb (1984) and Mezirow (1991, 2001).
Each theme and its subthemes are supported with exemplar quotes from each
participant's raw data which provide the details and voice of each participant. In
ATLAS.ti quotations are referenced using a quotation ID (the primary document where
the quote is found) in addition to the location of the quote within the document
(paragraph numbers of the start of the quote). ATLAS.ti does not use line numbers as
they recognize each break as a new paragraph. I will reference all quotes beginning with
the primary document (PD) it came from, followed by the paragraph number to show
where it is located within the document (e.g. 33:14 represents PD33, paragraph 14).
Interviews will be indicated using I-followed by the month and year of the interview.
Reflections will be indicated with an R-followed by the month of the reflection.
Coaching cycle visits will be indicated by a CV-followed by the visit that occurred (1-5)
as sometimes the date of the visit was not recorded by Penelope or the CM. Other
documents will be indicated by the name of the document and when it was written for the
coaching course (e.g. Retrospective reflection, rubric, etc...). For a complete list of
documents used in this study see Appendix N.
In ATLAS.ti I was able to calculate the frequency (f) and percentage of themes
within and across cases. In this way it was possible to illustrate what Claudia, Ellie, and
Jean reflected as being the most important areas for feedback from Penelope. The
frequency and percentages of themes are shown in Table 5. In answering the research
questions and representing the themes found in the data, there were many illustrative
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stories from which to choose. The stories included in this chapter were not always
examples from themes with the highest frequency for feedback, but were chosen because
they were salient stories discussed in: reflections, interviews with each CM, interviews
with Penelope, and within the coaching cycle data.
Penelope-University Coach
Penelope is a self-identified White woman in her mid-thirties. She grew up in
the north where she attended public schools in a mixed-income and mixed demographic
area. Her mom was a teacher, so education was important to her. Penelope was
responsible for doing her homework and managing her after school activities. She
received scholarships based on being an involved student, not the "top" student and
received awards such as Most Outstanding Student and Most Outstanding Volunteer, but
did not necessarily have the highest grades in her class.
Penelope received her degree in psychology and worked in the corporate world
for three years as a technical recruiter. She then decided to become a teacher and
received certification in an alternative route similar, but different from TFA. In her
program she had to take courses while she was a teacher of record in her classroom;
however, she did not belong to an organization like TFA that had additional trainings and
expectations. She taught third through fifth grades in an urban public school system in a
Southeastern school district for four years. When discussing Penelope's experiences of
being mentored in the classroom she stated she had a retired teacher who visited her
classroom who was supportive, but did not help her grow as a teacher. In addition,
Penelope also had college supervisors who worked with her. Penelope described,
I had a retired teacher who came in, but she didn't really do anything to help me.
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I didn't really get any constructive feedback. It was always like...you're doing a
good job, but it wasn't really anything for me to work on. And then my
supervisors from the college it was like the same thing, you know, you're doing
a great job, but there was not really any constructive feedback. It was the same
thing you're doing a great job, but corrections would be like make sure you're
using the black Expo markers because my black Expo markers had run out
and I was using red and green and so you know they faulted me on that or had
too much of a southern I [long i] when I said words like high and five, so it
wasn't really pedagogical, so that wasn't very helpful. (33: 8; I-Fall, 2011)
Penelope shared that there were some things that were lacking in her mentoring
experiences as a beginning teacher learning to teach while attending courses to receive
her certification, which also influenced her coaching style. She stated her mentors
always told her she was doing a good job, but did not challenge her, and she wanted to do
more for the teachers she was coaching, particularly these TFA CMs, She shared,
I think that's why I am so inspired to be in this particular program because I
feel like I have to make up for all the stuff that people didn't give me and I
wished for and was yearning for. It's like I didn't even know where to look for
resources, I didn't know where you know I didn't have the questions or the
teacher names of things ...just teacher talk. I didn't have that and I needed
someone to guide me through that and challenge me instead of just saying you're
doing a good job, you're doing a good job, you're doing a great job. It didn't
provide direction, it didn't provide a challenge. Sure it was good for my ego, but
there needs to be more. (33:14; I-Fall, 2011)
Penelope shared that she had teachers at her school who recognized her desire for
professional development and "took an interest in her" inviting her to observe them
teaching, provided her with materials and resources, and helped her set up her classroom.
Penelope's classroom became a model classroom for readers' workshop, which she
attributes to their help.
Penelope became a full time doctoral student at Nicholson University after four
years of teaching, focusing on multicultural education and teacher development in her
degree program. While in the doctoral program she was a university supervisor to
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teacher candidates in the undergraduate early childhood program. She was trained in and
taught Teacher Development, a course for the Educational Specialist (Ed.S.) program.
This course provides training and instruction to experienced teachers learning to work as
supervisors, mentors or coaches in their school districts. Teachers are able to earn a
mentoring endorsement. Penelope has experience as a mentor, supervisor, and university
coach. She has also worked closely with other teacher development professors while
supervising and coaching. She describes her university mentors in the Ph. D. program as
those who would "ask [her] the questions that will make [her] think deeper because
otherwise [she's] not growing." (33:14; I-Fall, 2011) She described one of her mentors,
Rose, (pseudonym) as someone who is the "epitome of how coaching should be...really
good at reflective questioning." (33:8; I-Fall, 2011)
Penelope's mentors at Nicholson were instrumental in helping her grow as she
continued her education. Penelope graduated from Nicholson University in December,
2010. She began working as a Clinical Assistant Professor in the spring of 2011,
teaching Cultural Foundations of Education to undergraduate students and Teacher
Development to graduate students, as well as coaching students in the TFA cohort.
During the 2011-2012 school year, Penelope taught Culturally Relevant Pedagogy and
coached in the M.A.T. program for TFA CMs and Teacher Development in the Ed. S
program.
Penelope confided that the greatest influences on her coaching style were: her
supervision experiences in the undergraduate program that provided many opportunities
for professional development, and the clinical supervision techniques she learned during
her Teacher Development course, first as a student, and later co-teaching with Rose. She
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stated she was, "really trying to figure out how to balance those two and how to take
pieces from both of them." (33:10; I-Fall, 2011) She shared, "it's not always easy
because...coaching is a lot more time intensive and has a lot more pieces to it and...I am
definitely learning, even just recently." Working with Rose in the Ed. S. program and
reviewing coaching videos [ASCD clinical supervision videos] used for instruction "has
really reminded me of a few things that I need to be making sure that I'm doing." (33:14;
I-Fall, 2011) Penelope noted that coaching CMs was different than supervising
undergraduates, which influenced her coaching style, but could also present challenges.
One of the challenges Penelope faced coaching CMs as compared to other
university students she has coached is that the other students (preservice teachers) had
taken their pedagogical courses, some methods courses, and had some classroom
experiences as part of their coursework. With the preservice teachers, Penelope could
enact a less structured or indirect style whereas with CMs she typically reverted to a more
structured or direct style, especially in the early months (Blumberg, 1974). Penelope
shared,
When coaching [CMs], they don't have that tool kit until much later, so the style
of coaching has to be a bit more high direct/low indirect, practical, and point to
resources and options that they can choose from in the beginning. (103:16;
Member checking email-2/15/13)
Penelope's knowledge and experience as a coach due to her work in the Teacher
Development course afforded her the understanding of when to make adjustments in her
style based on the individual needs of her coachees. She believed the tools she learned in
her coursework and through her experiences were valuable. When discussing Penelope's
coaching training and background, Penelope said that it was important as a coach to have
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the tools needed to be an effective coach and her experiences and coursework in teacher
development aided her in gaining the necessary tools. She did not believe that coaching
was instinctive. She stated,
It's like anything you need to have the tools...and really show how they're used
and in what situation because you know I don't think it's instinctive. I think
most people would just take general notes [when observing], but they won't
think about doing a seating chart, or writing down all the questions, or watching
where they stand and things like that, so I think as many tools as we can give our
coaches and explaining the whys and the whens and being explicit about that is
the most important thing. (33:12; I-Fall, 2011)
Knowledge of the tools used in coaching, such as types of observation evidence,
conference skills, and effective feedback were important and helpful to Penelope in
coaching in the M.A.T. program. Her training and experience also included trustbuilding activities. Penelope felt it is imperative to build trust and support in a coaching
relationship so that CMs would feel comfortable enough to ask for feedback in areas
where they grappled. She found,
When you have that trust and you have that relationship built, then it's more
effective and they trust you enough to ask you to really help them with
something they are struggling with and are more willing to accept feedback.
(33:10; I-Fall, 2011)
Having and using the tools she was taught, and building trust and rapport were an
important part of her coaching experiences with the 2011-2012 TFA cohort. However,
sometimes her experience, using the tools, and building relationships were not always
enough.
General Coaching Experiences for 2011-2012
In the 2011-2012 school year, Penelope was coaching and teaching in the
M.A.T. program. She was a critical member of the M.A.T. faculty, helping to restructure
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the program. At monthly coaching meetings, Penelope continuously questioned the
relevancy of the assignments required of CMs and looked for ways to help streamline
activities and assignments. Penelope describes her coaching experiences as varied during
the school year depending upon several factors: "the person, personal situation, their
school context, their ability to handle stress, and whether or not they see teaching as a
career for them." (34:4; I-June, 2012) She had students who were growing in their
practice and some that struggled. She describes,
I saw some people really grow and develop and reflect on their experiences, and
make really solid movement forward. And then I saw others start to push back
and resist a little bit. I think it was pretty exciting to see the growth of some
people where they started to make those aah ha-s from things that we talked
about in class to the actual implementation in [their] classroom. And a lot of
what I saw was that some of the people that had the hardest time, they just
weren't able to understand that they had to make choices about other things. So
they were planning weddings, and they were still very involved in their church,
and they were still very involved in their community, and doing all these things,
but at some point something's going to break. And they wanted everything to
stay exactly the way it was. In the first year as a teacher you're really struggling
just to hang on especially as an alternate route person. And you're asked to do all
these things and you have to make choices about what you're going to do and
what you're going to focus on. So some people just weren't interested or able
to make those choices so they had to drop out. The ones who were most resistant
to reflection were also the ones that did not move forward the most, and they
really struggled because they struggled in relationships with their kids, they
struggled in relationships with their coaches, and they ended up dropping out or
just having really difficult situations. (34:4; I-June, 2012)
In her general coaching experiences for the year, some of the CMs she was coaching
were not very successful and she found those relationships to be challenging. She
continuously worked to find ways of connecting with them. Penelope believes that part
of the reason for these challenging relationships is that the CMs were, "not really
investing in what they want me to look for [in their teaching practices]...they don't have
ownership...they just wanted me to point out everything and I [told them] I can't do that."
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(33:16; I-Fall, 2011) She also thinks that this is partially due to them,
"...coming into the program resistant and angry [due to being misinformed by
TFA about certification requirements], so it's been a strained
relationship...[they] don't really care for my feedback and I'm hoping those
relationships change... hopefully I will be able to win them over and...it goes
into the next step away from the triage and into the bigger, deeper teaching
issues. (33:16; I-Fall, 2011)
Not all of Penelope's relationships were challenging. Penelope also had some
relationships which were "positive and they [CMs] were really on the
ball...reflecting...asking good questions. She said of these CMs,
"They're moving into that second stage where it's not so much triage and here are some
resources so they are thinking about bigger equity issues...that's a very small group."
(33:16; I-Fall, 2011) In this second stage Penelope refers to, CMs are able to focus more
on teaching students rather than particular subjects in order to meet students’ needs (Katz,
1972). Her hopes were for that group to increase so that more CMs would move beyond
the how tos such as setting up centers and writer's workshop, managing time, and move
towards thinking about instructional strategies such as differentiating for students.
During the second half of the year some of the coaching dyads were
reorganized. Penelope gained and lost a CM. She transferred one student to another
coach because she was not able to build the necessary trust and rapport. During an
observation of the CM, Penelope used verbatim notes, (one of the tools of data collection)
to write down everything she saw and heard in the classroom. Penelope heard the CM
say something negative to a child, and while she wanted to bring it to the attention of the
CM; she was not making it the entire focus of the debriefing session. Penelope
explained,
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She had a very negative classroom and I was writing everything down that she
said, and I heard her lean over and say something [negative] to one of her
students and she wanted to debate with me about that,... 'I heard you say it I'm
not making this up. I'm taking down word for word what you're saying'...it was
included in my notes and I didn't focus on it but that was what she wanted to
focus on. But she didn't really want to take ownership for ...what she was doing
[that was negative to students] like giving silent lunch. So we had to switch out
because she was just not ever going to get past that and so the relationship was
gone...that's the sad thing because she had a tough start and I went above and
beyond I think trying to help her out... set up her classroom because she had a
[family crisis] so I really tried to go above and beyond in terms of what we said
we would do as coaches in setting up classrooms and the physical piece of
it, but I said I would do it for her. I gave her supplies you know but...she was
so angry about that [earlier conversation]. (34: 43; I-June, 2012)
While Penelope was experienced and formally trained in supervision and coaching, had
an understanding of the coaching process, and used her training and tools in her coaching
relationships, sometimes it was difficult to reach all CMs who were her coachees.
Penelope also explained that there were some people in the Nicholson M.A.T. program
who were not able to return to the program because they were not able to manage all the
responsibilities of a first year teacher while attending classes for their teacher
certification. Not only did the CMs have numerous responsibilities, coaches did as well.
Penelope found that coaching and teaching the TFA cohort in the M.A.T. program could
often be challenging with all the embedded responsibilities. It was something she
discussed in monthly coaching meetings and caused her to personally reflect,
That first semester was so crazy, I mean I was hanging on by my fingernails
trying to keep up with the amount of work that we were expecting them [CMs]
to do, plus teaching, plus the coaching load. It was way too big for this type of
coaching and it didn't get the attention I think that it deserved. And I think we
realized that...having 12 coachees where you're giving an hour's worth of
feedback. It was just astronomical. (34: 19-I; June, 2012)
Penelope initiated conversation about the number of structures put into place in the
M.A.T. program in September, November, and December at the monthly coaching
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meetings she attended. She also questioned the possibility of having more flexibility in
the coaching cycle as she was working to schedule her observations and finding there
never seemed to be enough time in the month. Time constraints and lack of resources
could often lead to the inability to follow through with each step of the complete
coaching cycle as explained in the syllabus. Penelope explains,
I can't say that I was very authentic to the entire [coaching] cycle the entire
time...We don't have the time or the resources to do things that ideally it would
have been, that it was a cycle and that you are using everything that they wrote,
and it was spiraling and things like that, but I can't say that I always did that.
Ideally it would be great to do that. (34:21; I-June, 2012)
The goal of the program was for the coaches to read reflections so they would know what
CMs were experiencing in the classroom when they visited. Penelope stated she was
challenged by the amount of time and responsibilities of teaching and coaching. Yet,
based on evaluations of Penelope (see Appendix M) submitted by eight of the twelve
CMs she coached, Penelope was available and responsive to their questions and/or
concerns (six strongly agreed and two agreed). So while she may not have been authentic
to the coaching cycle, she was "very easy to contact, always responsive, very responsive
to phone calls, emails, and meeting in person." (36:12; Coaching evaluations) The lack
of time and resources was only one challenge Penelope faced in her coaching experiences
for the year.
Another challenge stemmed from the fact that TFA CMs came into the program
with little teaching experience or education coursework. While they were beginning to
learn about children and teaching in their M.A.T. courses, there was often an immediate
need for assistance, which is often the case with teachers learning to teach while taking
courses to gain the understanding needed to meet the needs of children. Penelope
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compared coaching in the M.A.T. program to her supervision experiences in the
undergraduate program. She shared,
Well, I think that the most interesting piece of it and the hardest part I think for
me is that with the [undergraduate students]...you really know that they're going
to...be working on all the things in terms of development. In TFA it is a little
more urgency you know in the classroom-it is my third month and I still don't
know how to do transitions...it's like not having any text to draw on or classes to
draw on...I can't say think about your classroom management, what were some
techniques you used then, what did you observe in other classrooms because
they don't have that context...it's like a struggle to really develop because they're
the same as an [undergraduate student] because they are so new yet it's more
urgent and it's more triage. (33:26; I-Fall, 2011)
Penelope had varied experiences coaching in the M.A.T. program based on each
individual CM and the unique context each brought to the coaching dyad. While she was
trained and experienced in coaching, used the tools she learned in her training, and
worked to build trust and rapport, not all her coaching relationships had positive
outcomes. Sometimes she grappled with the lack of time and resources and found herself
unable to remain authentic to the coaching cycle as established in the course syllabus.
Penelope continuously discussed in coaches meetings the need to streamline assignments
and program structures to make coaching more manageable because she understood the
purpose for feedback in a coaching relationship.
Purpose of Feedback: RQ1
Penelope provided CMs feedback on their reflective practices, teaching
practices, and assignments in coursework for the coaching class, for example the STC
described earlier. She felt the purpose of feedback was to move CMs forward in their
practice, deconstruct misconceptions about teaching, and should be relevant to their
individual needs.
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Move CMs forward in their practice. Penelope wanted to move CMs towards
implementing teaching strategies that were best practices. She felt it was important in
her feedback to encourage them to think about what was happening in their classrooms
and how the teaching strategies and instructional practices they used affected what was
happening in their classrooms. When discussing feedback after reading CMs reflections,
Penelope stated,
One purpose is to move them in directions of particular best practices you know,
and getting them to think. When you read the reflections and then see their
lows, or that they were crying, I think trying to get them to think deeper about
why and especially with the first round of monthly feedback...saying what's the
context, what triggered it, why were you crying, what was happening around
that, before that, what was specific about that high, what was specific about that
lesson that made it a high, what was the specific about that low that made that
kid punch another kid...so getting them to think about that the things all have a
context and they are responsible for a lot of the context and to see how they
connect. They don't always connect the...student’s behavior with what they as
teachers are doing. They see a kid acting out and see that as isolated and not
necessarily something that they are providing for or not providing for the kids.
(33:21; I-Fall, 2011)
In order to help CMs move forward in their practice, Penelope worked to help them
consider the context of events each time they occurred so they could then recognize the
patterns in their practice that caused experiences they were encountering. Her feedback
promoted more critical reflection rather than naming the event so that CMs could figure
out the whys behind the event. Penelope's belief that one purpose of feedback was to
move teachers forward in their practice and encourage them to think about and question it
was not only limited to their reflections. It also included feedback on assignments CMs
submitted in the coaching class. Penelope explains,
In terms of feedback on assignments, that was to extend their thinking a little bit
more, to get them to dig deeper, to question and complicate some of the rhetoric
that they use to get them to think about what they're saying and whether or not
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what they're doing in practice is matching up to what they're saying that they do
and what they believe they should do and to kind of help and tease out the
congruence. So for example you're saying you want social justice for all your
kids, but you're not giving the [access to the] curriculum to all of your students,
or you're just giving them worksheets, so how might that not be congruent with
what your overall goal of equity and social justice is. So I think that it's more
of...helping them tease out some of the things that they say what is it that they
want. Are they trying to tell me what they think I want to hear, or are they
trying to think about… their own stuff, (34:13; I-June, 2012)
This purpose of feedback to move CMs forward in their practice, to think deeply, and
make connections serves to promote their growth and learning as teachers. Penelope did
this through feedback on reflections, observations, and course assignments. Penelope
realized that CMs often needed examples of what is meant by best practices. Sometimes,
they did not have enough knowledge or understanding about what best practices were
since they came to teaching with only five weeks training from TFA. However, at other
times, what they thought were examples of best practices were not necessarily accurate.
This was sometimes problematic as they had some misconceptions about teaching.
Deconstruct misconceptions about teaching. Penelope believed a second
purpose of feedback was to deconstruct misconceptions about teaching. She felt it was
important to use feedback as an opportunity to provide an alternative way of thinking
about teaching, especially when what they have been taught could be incongruent with
best practices. Claudia, Ellie, and Jean had all been taught at TFA's Round Zero, (TFA
training they receive in the summer) that students should be 100% compliant 100% of the
time. Penelope said,
My job is to deconstruct some of their misconceptions about what a teacher's job
is and is not and what TFA training is, and because I saw what TFA training
looks like in Round Zero last year I have been very... conscious about
constantly deconstructing what they are told and what they learned, and so I
think sometimes the things that they are taught are taken out of context. (34:23;
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I-June, 2012)
When CMs enter the classroom with only five weeks of any type of instruction about
teaching such as TFA provides at Round Zero, they do not have time to raise questions
about what they are being taught. Penelope explained that sometimes the knowledge
CMs did have was troublesome and the purpose of her feedback was to encourage them
to think about what is most important. She explains,
It's not necessarily that they have no knowledge, it's that some of it is
worrisome...if you're spending your entire time correcting someone for not
staring at you, that's problematic. You're not teaching, so I have to deconstruct
that...does that really matter to you or is that what somebody told you should
matter...so part of it is I'm undoing something they've been taught. (33:27; IFall, 2011)
The CMs needed to figure out what was truly important to them. In this and many other
instances Penelope encouraged values and tension. One example is when Claudia, in
light of what she understood from her training at institute, reflected about TFA's
explanation about the use of praise. Claudia reflected,
...my child that I’ve been working with all month, walked around the classroom
today calling herself “ugly” and “stupid”. I’m really concerned, because I know
that developing a positive self image is not only one of the standards for Pre-K,
but this is essential for a child’s overall learning behavior. Also, this situation
confuses me, because I know I’m not supposed to comment on whether a child
is beautiful or smart unless they’ve done something to earn it or deserve
it. TFA training has told me that you have to give children praise in the form of
effort, but [this student] hadn’t made an effort to do anything, and she was just
saying mean stuff about herself. I couldn’t stop myself, however, from telling
her the opposite, which I think is what she wanted to hear, but I feel low because
this impulsive act of kindness may have not given her the right work ethic for
school. (20:6; R-February, 2012)
In feedback on the reflective practice rubric, I noticed that Penelope did not address this,
so I asked her about it in our July interview when we were looking specifically at
feedback she gave Claudia. Penelope revealed that she did address this misconception in
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her next visit with Claudia. Her feedback to Claudia was,
[Claudia] had taken this so concretely and so out of context...I told her, you're
not supposed to say good job, great job, you're supposed to narrate the specific
behavior. So I think that was taken out of context and I tried to help her
understand that this is not what is meant, that it is not just something
isolated...you can challenge a child to think more positively of themselves by
modeling, by pointing out specifics, by reading books about themselves. (34:23;
I-June, 2012)
CMs often enter the M.A.T. program with preconceived notions about what teaching is
and what they should do as teachers based on the limited training provided by TFA and
Penelope felt it was a purpose of feedback to address these misconceptions. Each CM
had shaped their understandings based on their own experiences. Their misconceptions
were based on their individual understandings and context. Claudia, Ellie, and Jean each
had individual needs for feedback based on the context of their personal classroom and
experiences. These individual needs provided another purpose for feedback.
Relevant to their individual needs. Penelope described a third purpose of
feedback was specifically related to what a CM asked her to look at in a classroom visit
based on what they wrote in their pre-coaching visit questionnaire or needs that each CM
stated in reflections. Penelope's coaching training taught her that there is a contracted
goal, and her purpose was to give feedback based on that goal. She explained,
Its purpose would be...I see feedback as directly related to what they asked me
to look for so if they asked me to look for something, then that is what I'm
giving them feedback on so if there was a particular pedagogical issue, or
classroom management issue, or child development issue that they wanted me to
focus on, then that is the role of that feedback. (33:12; I-Fall, 2011)
This feedback that is relevant to each CM’s individual needs was important in promoting
growth and learning in their practice. However, Penelope acknowledged that sometimes
it was necessary to "mention one or two things else that [I] saw that are very key… and
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then answer any questions that they may have." (102:52; I-December, 2012) Penelope
was aware that each CM would need feedback based on their individual needs. She
valued their experiences and attended to their needs because it is based on what they
asked for. Her expertise in coaching aided in her understanding of the purpose of
feedback. This expertise also gave her a unique perspective in her expectations of how
CMs would respond to the feedback she provided.
Expectations of Feedback-RQ2
There were often many visitors who entered Claudia, Ellie, and Jean's
classrooms. They are each given feedback from Penelope, their TFA MTLD, school
mentors, and county mentors. Penelope understood that CMs could get overloaded with
suggestions and feedback from so many sources and knew that it challenged them on
what they should use and try. It was her hopes that they, "take [the feedback I provide]
into consideration when they are planning and making choices." (33:16; I-Fall, 2011)
Penelope did not think it was necessary for CMs "to take everything I'm saying hook,
line, and sinker," but she thought they should "take in the feedback, figure out how it
mixes with what they are thinking and...their particular situation." (33:15; I-Fall, 2011)
Penelope expected CMs to be open to feedback she provides, yet decide what is best for
them and their classroom situations. She stated,
I have to trust that as a professional they would sift through all [the
feedback]that they're getting feedback from many types of people...involved in
their practice, so I don't want them to tell me something that they're going to do
and they don't really own it, that they don't really want to do that. I try to align
all my feedback with best practices so some of it is very specific and practical
and other times it is very question oriented. (33:16; I-Fall, 2011)
Penelope expected that CMs would filter through all of the feedback they are given,
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consider what would work for their individual situations, and try what they feel would
work for them. She reiterated this in her December, 2012 interview adding that she
knows that sometimes the feedback they receive is not based on best practices and some
of the MTLDs only had two years of teaching experience before joining TFA and the
CMs "were trying to figure out who does know what they are talking about and...[she had
to] build that credibility with them in the beginning." (102:70; I-December, 2012)
Penelope established that credibility with her coachees, and having been in their situation,
trying to learn to teach while teaching full time, the content of her feedback was useful
and something they would be able to implement right away.
Nature of Feedback-RQ3
Penelope provided feedback to CMs throughout the coaching cycle described in
chapter three. The process of feedback was embedded within the coaching cycle.
Process of feedback. Penelope stated that she used a variety of types of
feedback including "face-to-face debrief…written feedback...and it came in informal
conversations outside of class when they wanted feedback on things." (34:10; I-June,
2012) CMs would select the date and time of an observation. They would send the
completed pre-coaching visit questionnaire the day before the scheduled visit. This
would give Penelope time to review what CMs wanted her to focus on during the visit.
She described the coaching and feedback process,
I would set up and depending on what they were asking me to do was kind of
geared towards what...my role was at that moment, but I tended to not do the
CLASS right away because I wanted to situate myself in the context, so I tended
to just take notes on what they were asking and then just taking selective
verbatim notes because I found that to be very helpful in giving feedback and I
would write a lot of questions alongside to help guide our debriefs. And then
after I situated myself I took 20 min. to do the CLASS. And then I would finish
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up with the rest of the notes and so being in there for a good hour and then
debriefing. And I would always try to debrief right after, but it didn't always
work out that way. But I always try to send the feedback pretty quickly. (33:23;
I-Fall, 2011)
Typically, Penelope provided CMs with verbal feedback during the debriefing session.
She also sent typed written feedback to them after each session. These would include the
verbatim notes she took with comments and suggestions she had in bold. After the first
semester, coaches decided to switch to digitally recorded feedback, so Penelope
continued to hold the debriefing session and would follow up with her feedback including
suggestions and comments on a digital recording which she sent to CMs. The process of
feedback included other instruments such as rubrics, emails, and informal discussions
sometimes after class at Nicholson.
Penelope also provided monthly feedback in the form of rubrics on reflective
practices and the coaching visit. The coaching visit rubric was sent after CMs submitted
their action plans on LiveText. Written qualitative comments were often added to the
rubric. Penelope completed the rubrics because they were part of the structure
established in the coaching class, but she did not like the rubrics. She shared,
I honestly despise the rubrics. I think they are not reflective... at all of the type of
work we're trying to do...because virtually we're not really grading...but a lot of
them are just...changing one word or the number of things that they did, and I
really struggled every time I had to use them. I really think they are painful to
create and painful to use...I think that is something that we're going to have to
re-evaluate as a faculty because we just always ran into problems with the
rubrics. As much as we tried, as hard as we tried to use the rubrics, we just
always had a problem...I just I think we're going to have to come up with a
different system. And none of the systems we've come up with have been
helpful...we were doing pluses and minuses and checks...and it just didn't work.
So I think that is going to have to be a major, major conversation that we [the
coaches] have. So yeah, I am not a fan of the rubrics. (35:50; I-July, 2012)
As a process for providing feedback, Penelope found it challenging in using the
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rubrics. She did not equate the purpose of the rubric, which while meant to encourage
growth, it is ultimately evaluative, with the work of coaching. To Penelope, the giving
and receiving of feedback through conversation is the process she considered more
valuable. Penelope stated that she preferred the debriefing sessions and verbal feedback
because she had the opportunity to talk with them immediately about what they asked her
to look for, but also because her "strength was in the back and forth in the relationship."
(34:10; I-June, 2012) She enjoyed the "questioning and challenging of ideas" that
emerged from the verbal feedback. However, verbal feedback was not always the most
useful with all CMs. For example, sometimes verbal feedback was not effective with
Claudia who Penelope said "was the hardest because a lot of times she saw our verbal
feedback as a venting session about [Nicholson] and I had to really re-route her a lot to
talk about what happened in the classroom." (35:31; I-July, 2012) While written
feedback gave her "more of a chance to say what [she] wanted to say...[she] really
[didn't] like to give such challenging feedback or...the tough love...type of feedback in
written form because it doesn't always come across as you intend it to" as was the case
with Claudia, Ellie, and Jean. (35:31; I-July, 2012) Penelope also said she liked when
coaches switched from the process of written feedback to digitally recorded feedback
because she was able to record her thoughts and comments directly after visiting with
CMs. In addition to examining the process of feedback Penelope provided, I also
examined the content of her feedback.
Content of feedback. The content of Penelope's feedback was practical and
based on the contracted goal or what CMs discussed in their reflection. Penelope stated
that she provides CMs with specific strategies that they can, "do tomorrow" because that
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is what she had hoped for when she was coached. She describes the content of her
feedback as,
...specific and I think doable like something that they could take and do the next
day. I'm very pragmatic about it...I feel like all the other [information] at
[Nicholson] can be theoretical...but they are here for such a short amount of time
and they're pulled in so many directions between [Nicholson], TFA, their
schools...and then in TFA they are pulled in so many directions...they don't have
time to whittle through what I have to say or my suggestions so I am more to the
point and here are the concrete steps. (102: 53; I-December, 2012)
The CMs reported that Penelope's feedback was relevant to each CM’s individual needs
as illustrated in the cases below. CMs also articulated their needs on the pre-coaching
visit questionnaire and in their reflections which Penelope used to assist her with the
content of her feedback to ensure she was providing them with feedback that was unique
to their individual classroom, context, and situation. While there were major themes
carried across all three CMs, which I will discuss in the cross-case analysis below,
Claudia, Ellie, and Jean each had unique experiences and contexts. In the next section I
will share the findings of each CM and provide more specific content of feedback
Penelope provided Claudia, Ellie, and Jean.
Individual Portrait: Claudia-Pre-K Teacher
Claudia is a self-identified White woman in her mid-twenties. She grew up in a
middle class neighborhood in Colorado. She had parents who "adored her and would do
anything for her." (32:46; I-August, 2012) Her parents valued education and Claudia said
she had a good education growing up and said she loved school, but also stated she was
good at it, which was why she thought she may have loved it. Her parents set boundaries
and expectations for her.
Claudia attended college in Washington, D.C. where she was a double major in
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history and international relations. Claudia was drawn to TFA because in her home state
she worked at the YMCA as a summer camp counselor where she first became aware of
the educational inequality taking place where she lived. In the YMCA program, she was
responsible for teaching literacy and science activities as part of a learning always focus.
When she would talk with her kids about reading and tell them how much she loved
reading, loved to learn, and how much she enjoyed college, her students shared that they
hated reading. She realized that she had a lot of kids who said they were bad at reading,
really did struggle with reading, and she thought that was unfair. She also noticed that
these same students who struggled with reading were the same kids who were on the
scholarship program. Several of her students spoke with incorrect grammar compared to
other kids their age and she stated, "they formed questions strangely, instead of asking
questions in the right order, they would ask it like 'outside we go' or something very
strange." (31:2; I-June, 2012) She talked with her mom who worked in education for
years with an educational publishing company that worked with reading recovery
programs and her mom told Claudia that the children were probably not being talked to at
home. Claudia talked with her mom about educational inequity and how that correlates
to poverty and her mom recommended that she check out Teach For America. Claudia
stated she was frustrated in college so she wanted to join Teach For America because:
I love kids, I love people, I am a very caring person, obviously; and I thought
that...what I learned about in school and what I've seen in my experiences were
terrible situations. It breaks my heart that it happens in my country where you
know that there is this great dream where you shouldn't have to do that, and I
want to make that dream true for people. I hate that the American Dream is a
farce for so many people. I think it's a great thing and it can happen for
everybody, and I want to be part of the solution and not the problem. So that's
why I came to Teach For America. (31:2; I-June, 2012)
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Claudia felt that as a CM in the TFA organization she could make a difference in
children's lives. She wanted to "learn and experience communities different from the one
[she] grew up in." (28:4; Spring retrospective self-reflection) Claudia thought she was
going to be placed in high school because of her double major in history and international
studies. She thinks that because she worked with young children in her summer job TFA
placed her in early childhood, yet this is not what she would have chosen. She shares,
"I was told to teach Pre-K. If I had the choice, I would have chosen middle
school or high school, where the certification option was less intensive, less
invasive, and less expensive, and where I had genuine joy for the subject."
(28:17, Spring retrospective self-reflection)
Claudia learned to enjoy working with her pre-k students, but said she never had a love of
the curriculum or subject matter in the same way she loved history. In addition to her
surprise of being placed in a pre-k class, she was also surprised that she was not placed in
her own classroom.
Claudia was placed in a co-taught classroom with 20 pre-kindergarten students
in a [federally funded pre-k program]. The classroom demographics were 13 boys and
seven girls. Eighteen students were African American and two were Hispanic. She
shared teaching responsibilities with her co-teacher; alternating planning each month.
Claudia did not expect to be placed in a co-taught classroom, which she described as a
mix-up by TFA. She explained,
Teach For America did not negotiate my contract very well and when we first
got to our position, our placement site, they [the pre-k center] told us we were
going to be the assistant teachers to these other teachers and obviously it's not in
our contract, it says very specifically lead teacher in a pre-k classroom because
Teach For America's whole thing is that you have ownership of your classroom.
(31:37; I-June, 2012)
Claudia said she was disappointed that TFA did not appropriately place her and that
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being placed in a classroom with a co-teacher brought many challenges. Claudia's
relationship with her co-teacher was something she grappled with and would reflect about
often. One effect of her co-teaching experience was that she often felt that she was not
treated as a professional because others, including the pre-k center manager, viewed her
as an assistant. This frustrated Claudia because it happened several times, particularly in
the month of March. One of her reflections, a daily low, stated,
My low today was that the center manager referred to me as an assistant teacher.
We had the tech lady come in today to fix something with our internet, and she
said I wasn’t authorized to get onto the computer so I shouldn’t be. When I
asked her why, she said it was only lead teachers who can access computers. I
told her that I was a co-lead teacher. Then when I brought it up to the center
manager she just said she forgot and said I wasn’t the lead. Considering the
amount of work I do, I really hope that she doesn’t forget often, or maybe I need
to take more leadership initiative so that no one forgets that I am a lead teacher
too. (23:10; R-March, 2012)
An outcome of being placed with a co-teacher was a feeling of a "lack of empowerment"
as others did not recognize Claudia as a lead teacher. (28:21, Spring retrospective selfreflection) Claudia also spoke of this in her August, 2012 interview and stated she was
hoping things would be different in the 2012-2013 school year. This experience with the
center manager and the relationship with her co-teacher were not what she expected in
teaching.
Expectations of Teaching
The only experiences Claudia had with teaching were those as a student and
working at a YMCA camp while in college. She envisioned becoming a college
professor, but thought that might be because she "mostly just wanted to still be around
school, because it was all I had ever done." (4:27; STC, September, 2011) Working at
the YMCA camp, she "romanticized [teaching], a lot. I knew that I had always loved to
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read and to learn, and this appeared to be my gift to share with children." (4:32; STC,
September, 2011) However, when she entered the classroom she realized teaching was
not always what she thought it would be. She shared,
I pictured teaching as a fairly exciting job, where you got to do all the things that
I had so much enjoyed from childhood every day, as well as give children a joy
of learning that I still find myself in the midst of. Most of all, I pictured myself
as unflappable. (4:32; STC, September, 2011)
One of the reasons Claudia had these expectations was because of her own experiences as
a student and the teacher she had in kindergarten. Claudia used the word unflappable
several times in her reflections and also in interviews. When I asked Claudia what she
meant by unflappable, she described her kindergarten teacher who she had recently
visited as part of a TFA requirement. Describing the scene of the classroom, Claudia
said,
That was my kindergarten teacher... Just watching her when I went to visit her in
the classroom...for a couple of days, nothing could phase her. She really was
unflappable. She had an inclusion classroom including several children with
very high learning disabilities. She didn't tell me exactly what [the disabilities]
were, but they would throw a tantrum in the room. They would rip some stuff
apart and the other kids didn't notice; and they were like, whatever, Joe
(pseudonym) does that. The other kids didn't notice because (a) they were
taught well by her and their parents and then (b) she was like here come sit in
my lap. She didn't think twice about it. (32:6; I-August, 2012)
Claudia shared that her kindergarten teacher made it look so natural and that was her
expectations for her classroom. Other words Claudia used to describe what she thought
of good teaching and what a teacher should be able to do were "dedicated to their kids;
they worked hard to plan out the day and make sure all the kids got what they need."
(15:4; Fall retrospective self-reflection) She thought a teacher should be "able to
adapt...to what your students need or to what your job requirements are asking you to
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do." (15:5; Fall retrospective self-reflection)
When it came to her expectations of what the students would be like, she
thought they would be similar to the way she was when she grew up, or even those she
taught at the YMCA camp. She stated that even those who had some difficulties "they
were never inappropriate...they still followed the rules. When you told them to do
something, they did it." (32:19; I-August, 2012) She also thought that in pre-K her
students would be more naive and carefree and would "like to make princess wings and
pretend they were racecar drivers." (32:30; I-August, 2012) Claudia found that many
aspects that encompassed what it meant to be a teacher in the classroom differed from
what she expected, especially "coming straight from Teach For America Institute where
[she] received a terrifying crash course in children under 5." (15:1; Fall retrospective selfreflection) At Institute she worked with a group of four-year olds and after three weeks a
group of three-year old children entered the center where she was working. She observed
others and was not happy with the discipline methods they used. She reflected that those
she was working with suggested when she had her own classroom her students would be
different with her. Claudia found that her students did not respond to her immediately.
She also discovered her expectations of teaching were not necessarily her realities.
Realities of Teaching While Learning to Teach
The realities of teaching were much different than expected as Claudia had a
challenging year trying to balance the expectations and responsibilities of her teaching
job and those of being a student in Nicholson's M.A.T. program which also met the
requirements for teacher certification. She also lived close to an hour from campus and
the school where she taught. She often reflected that she was overwhelmed and
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summarizes her thoughts here,
I’ve said a million times, I could do either my classroom or class at [Nicholson].
I can’t do both. Coming up with a plan to do everything for class as well as
trying to get bulletin boards up, as well as teaching, as well as doing
homework outside of class, is becoming unmanageable. I’m doing the best I can
but I worry that this is all happening with a cost, and the people I love are
bearing the brunt of that. I know I can’t go home for spring break because I will
have to do work for [Nicholson], and my parents really need me to come home
to help them move because they just sold their house, but I literally don’t have
the time. (23:36; R-March, 2012)
Claudia struggled with the time and work it took to receive her certification while
simultaneously learning to teach. This was compounded by the fact that she was
misinformed. This was not what she expected as TFA told her "the certification was you
know a breeze." (31:52; I-June, 2012) Based on her experiences, Claudia was not a
proponent of joining TFA to teach while having to become certified. Further, she says
she would discourage others in trying to do both stating,
This is by far the most difficult thing I’ve ever done, and I think that there’s got
to be a better way to learn to be a teacher. I don’t think I would recommend this
method to anyone, and instead I would urge them to learn to be a teacher in a
traditional way, then apply for Teach For America. (23:5; R-March, 2012)
Claudia's challenges with learning to teach and the realities of her first year of teaching
were often an impetus for her reflections. She also shared her frustrations about the TFA
organization. In February, Claudia questioned the rationale behind TFA recruiting
teachers who are not certified knowing they would have to attain certification while
learning to teach. She reflected,
It troubles me that programs like TFA are asking so much of people. I feel like
they treat this journey like it is some kind of trial. If we wanted to be really
supportive and truly facilitate change in under-[privileged] communities, why
wouldn’t we make it easier on people once they started to teach here? Why
make it a trial by fire? (20:50; R-February, 2012)
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At times, the challenges and frustrations Claudia felt were overwhelming. The
responsibilities of being a student in the M.A.T. program, a teacher in her school district,
and a corps member in the TFA organization caused Claudia to reconsider her
commitment. Claudia was considering leaving stating, "This semester has been
incredibly difficult for me. I have, at numerous times, contemplated quitting either Teach
For America, [Nicholson], my job, or the combination of the three." (28:1; Spring
retrospective self-reflection) Claudia grappled with the daily realities of the M.A.T.
program, the requirements of the pre-K center where she taught, and her commitment to
remaining a CM for two years. When she felt she was unable to meet these expectations,
requirements, and commitments, she considered quitting. She knew first-hand the
challenges in attempting to learn to teach while attending classes, including learning to
navigate the norms and mores of working in a school and district for the first time.
Experiences as a Beginning Teacher
Claudia encountered a myriad of unexpected challenges in learning to be a
teacher. Claudia had no experience working with young children prior to starting as a
pre-K teacher. She reflected throughout the year about not understanding what socially
and emotionally appropriate behavior was for the students she was responsible for
teaching, which I will discuss in RQ3. She was also surprised by the behavior some
children exhibited. She shared,
I have had a lot of experiences here, and it's not just me it was children all over
the school, when an adult tells them to do something they just it's like "no" they
do something else. [In the past], I really only met one or two kids who would
willingly make the decision not to do something you told them to, especially
kids this young. You know when you're this young, adults were the world, you
listened to them. [My students] were also just so much older in the way that
they viewed me, in the way they viewed the world, and in the way they viewed
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each other. (32:19-20, I-August, 2012)
She reflected often about classroom management and worked consistently throughout the
year to find strategies that helped her run her classroom smoothly. In addition to learning
about managing her classroom, her experiences included many of the responsibilities
teaching entails.
As a pre-K teacher, Claudia had a tremendous amount of paperwork that needed
to be completed in addition to lesson plans, bulletin boards, and constant trainings to
attend which she tried to balance, "I struggle to complete my classwork, work paperwork,
and stuff for creating materials, because it is just a lot to do!" (20:283; R-February,
2012) Claudia began to realize that the responsibilities of a teacher involved more than
educating students. Claudia learned,
...a lot of being a teacher is dealing with bureaucracy...I think all the “other”
aspects to being a teacher really hit home for me in October and November. The
Work Sampling Online system, which is used for Pre-K to track our students,
had some things due, and my co-teacher and I spent a lot of time catching up
and re-doing our work sampling things. In addition, because I work at a
[federally funded pre-K program], there’s a lot more paperwork involved than
usual. (15:11; Fall retrospective self-reflection)
The challenges of the responsibilities and paperwork involved in being a pre-K teacher
were not the only ones Claudia faced. She also experienced challenges in learning the
expectations of her school, district, and working with colleagues. Some of the rules she
encountered were the hours she was permitted to be at her school building and the use of
the basic equipment teachers need to create materials which help perform daily activities.
Claudia explains,
They're very stiff on the time from 7:15 to 3:30...I've been told both not to leave
early and not to leave late; exactly at 3:30. (32:78) ...And it's like a weird trust
thing between [federally funded pre-K program] central and the teachers that I
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noticed several times. I don't often feel like a real professional at this job
because I am not treated like a professional here. I'm treated like a child that
can't do anything. I'm not allowed to use the copier to make my own copies.
We're not allowed to use the laminator machine unless an administrator is
there and she never wants to. There's a die cut machine that we're not allowed to
use. (32:74, I-August, 2012)
These rules that were established at her school had an impact on Claudia's ability to
create and prepare activities for her students. This inability to carry out tasks that helped
her do her job more effectively contributed to being treated unprofessionally. These
experiences with the lack of professional behavior were surprising to Claudia. She was
learning that it was not only about the use of materials and equipment. Claudia was also
astonished by the unprofessionalism of co-workers and her building management. She
described a chaotic staff meeting,
We had a staff meeting today that was OUT of control. It basically ended in
shouting and a long discussion about how when the literacy coach comes, she
tells on them using their cell phones. She told the meeting that people don’t even
get off their phones when she comes in. Then, people started to yell that she
doesn’t even work in administration and that she’s not their boss. It was totally
unprofessional, and I never want to see anything like it again. The point is not
about cell phones… the point is to obtain the highest standard of learning for
these kids!! (23:109; R-March, 2012)
Claudia reflected about her experiences as a faculty member at her school. She felt the
overall atmosphere at the center was one that did not value teachers, "It really frustrates
me to feel like no one listens or acts on what I need...that’s just how things at the center
happen…it gives the attitude that teachers and their jobs aren’t really all that important."
(20:69; R-February, 2012) Classroom management, understanding how young children
learn, and the bureaucracy involved in teaching are a few of the experiences Claudia
encountered in her first year of teaching. Learning to teach is fraught with many
challenges; learning to teach while attending Nicolson's M.A.T. program compounds
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those challenges.
Experiences as a Nicholson M.A.T. Student
Claudia was consistently grappling with the amount of work required to obtain
her certification while she was learning to teach, especially since TFA had not prepared
her for what would be expected of her when she was recruited.
I really struggled with [Nicholson] this year. I was really frustrated by the way
we were handled as a group. It's not that I felt disrespected, I just felt like
a lot of the times I had a lot of anxiety about...coming to school, because I
felt like every time I came to school I would hear, "Oh you have this huge
assignment you have to do," and it felt unbearable. I honestly didn't feel like
a member of Teach For America until this spring. I very rarely did stuff for
Teach For America and I was always doing stuff for [Nicholson]. (31:8; IJune, 2012)
Claudia felt frustrated and overwhelmed throughout the year in the M.A.T. program and
often felt some of the assignments were tedious or not valuable. One aspect of the
coaching class that Claudia said was most time-consuming and one that she did not value
was the written daily reflections. Claudia shared that she was a natural reflector and did
reflect on what was happening in her classroom daily. She stated,
A reflector is who I am as a person. I could see the benefit of writing reflections
if you're not a person who reflects naturally, but naturally that is what I do. I
consistently mull over things all the time. I've done that since I was really little
(32:22; I-August, 2012)
Claudia thought that when people reflect naturally, it is not always necessary to write
everything down. She felt that reflection was something that was meant to help the
reflector. Claudia felt that written reflections could be tiresome when it is meant for
someone else to read. She reasoned,
I self-reflect constantly it's not something I have to write down...so when I use
the new resource I say okay this didn't work the first time...I do the process and I
think I complained about this to them I do the process in my head and so writing
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it down just make the tedious for me. Again if reflection is something that is
made to help me then I feel like I should do it the way it helps me and the only
reason I changed the way I reflect was in order to receive better feedback from
them. (32:21; I-August, 2012)
Claudia shared that through the cognitive reflection process she used helped her to make
connections between what she was doing in her classroom to what was working well or
needed to be changed. She did not see the reason for writing it down. So while Claudia
did not value the practice of written reflection, she did value reflection and its importance
in helping her to learn and grow as a teacher. Claudia shares, "Being a reflective teacher
is incredibly important. Not only do I understand why, but I see that doing our jobs well
is impossible without being reflective." (28:67; Spring retrospective self-reflection)
Claudia recognized the importance of reflection in the work of a teacher. She felt that
writing it down daily was taking time away from her teaching and planning. In her
August interview Claudia said that being able to record her reflections might be more
helpful because she could maximize her time since she had to drive an hour to and from
her school. This is something coaches have implemented for second year CMs, but not
first year.
The pressures of teaching, going to school, and being a TFA CM were
surmounting, and Claudia began to recognize the impact it had on her well-being and her
students' learning. She reflected,
I work so hard at school, then go to [Nicholson] or TFA events, or go home and
do work for either, that I barely have time to stay healthy. So sometimes I get
sick and I need to stay home. But when I stay home sick my kids aren’t learning
anything, but if I go in to teach them I can’t teach them anything because I’m
not at my best. I truly think that I’m working so hard on non-teaching things that
my teaching is suffering… as well as my health. (20:144; R-February, 2012)
Claudia was out sick in February and when she returned she was not sure what her
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students had been taught. She associated her work in the M.A.T. program as one of the
non-teaching things that was impacting her teaching and her health. She was not able, at
this point in time, to make the connection that her coursework was something that was
meant to assist her in her teaching. It is important to note that February was a particularly
challenging month for Claudia. There were many things she was grappling with during
this time. She was struggling with her assignments in the M.A.T. program which she
reflected as a low on the ninth stating,
My low tonight was going to class at [Nicholson]. I feel like I’m consistently
given more work to do, instead of being taught how to more efficiently do the
work I already have. Also, no matter how often I talk to professors about how
difficult it is to do a full time student program while also working full time, all I
get for a response is “Yes. It is hard.” I wish there was an option for people who
didn’t want to continue teaching to just receive professional development
instead of being required to do this whole track. (20:46; R-February, 2012)
Claudia continuously struggled with the amount of work and responsibilities associated
with the M.A.T. program and felt there should be other options for TFAers who were not
staying in teaching. February was also the month where she made the decision that she
would finish her commitment to TFA and teaching for one more year, which was her
high on the 15th. Her low on that same day was that she felt, "like a failure admitting to
myself that I might not have the personality to teach." (20:72: R-February, 2012)
Claudia consistently reflected upon the difficulties of Nicholson's program, yet
she also consistently stated that her coaching class and having a coach was beneficial to
her. She realized that attending Nicholson "obviously helped us...I honestly have learned
more from [Nicholson], especially with the coaching class. And it has helped me as a
teacher, but it was hard for me." (31:12; I-June, 2012) Claudia also understood the
purpose of Penelope's feedback as part of the coaching class. Below is an example of one
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aspect of the reflection and coaching cycle (see Figure 11). This example is taken from
Claudia's October reflections and coaching visit-2.
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Written/Digital Feedback
Daily Hi/Low Monthly
Reflections
"I want to plan lessons
that will be effective for
my students."

Space bubble (logical consequence) of hand/eye
issue. Good teachable moment... Morning routine is
established
Predict how many blows in balloon and what
size. Models, predictions, etc... Helper letters…his name
begins with the letter K or the sound Uh…. Good link to
students Helpers are leaders. If your favorite animal is a
dog, line up… Boys walked back to class like quiet
sneaky superheroes which was a great strategy….you
could also ask them how they want to walk back to the
classroom
CV-2 (Example-Verbatim notes)

Action Plan

Coaching Visit & Debriefing
[Penelope] said my class wasn't
really out of line.
[Penelope] I need to develop
teacher voice...recommended
books

Reflective Practice Rubric
Written Feedback
Developing Reflector
"I think you are really getting
your teacher legs and I am so
excited for you. You are really
advocating for your students,
social-emotional, and physical
development."

My action plan from my visit is to
first read the books recommended
to me... I want to find a way to
have my students respect me that
doesn't involve a lot of yelling. "

Coaching RubricWritten
Feedback
"Sounds good,[Claudia]. I think
Yardsticks and Teaching With
Love and Logic will be quite
beneficial for you. Looking
forward to seeing what you think
and putting it into practice. :)"
CV-2
Pre-Coaching Visit
Questionnaire

"I would like it if my
coach could give me
specific strategies to
manage my classroom a
little better."

Figure 11: Reflection/Coaching and Feedback Cycle-Penelope/Claudia
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Purpose of Feedback: RQ1
Claudia stated she had a good relationship with Penelope and felt that having a
coach was very helpful. She thought Penelope brought a different perspective into what
was happening in her classroom, "especially if you're overwhelmed." (31:50; I-June,
2012) She felt the purpose of feedback was to "enhance [her] teaching" and "aid [her] in
becoming a teacher." (31:50; I-June, 2012) Claudia said another purpose was that
Penelope would provide feedback on her teaching practices and "offer suggestions on
how to improve." (15:20; Fall retrospective self-reflection)
Feedback also served the purpose of helping Claudia with specific problems she
needed help with. She said, "I can read in a book about the psychology of things, I can
piece together a lot of the puzzles by myself and come to my conclusions, but...feedback
was to help me with this [specific] problem because I don't know how to fix it so please
help me." (32:57; I-August, 2012) Claudia understood the purpose of feedback was to
help her develop as a teacher. She also shared that in order to grow in her practice she
would need feedback from Penelope. Claudia had specific expectations about feedback
and how it could help her develop in her practice.
Expectations of Feedback: RQ2
Claudia revealed her expectations of feedback during our two discussions, but
also in her reflections and the pre-coaching visit questionnaires she filled out prior to
Penelope's visits. Her expectations were for Penelope to provide her with feedback
regarding her instructional strategies, strategies to manage her classroom and build
classroom culture, and strategies for understanding the social and emotional development
of pre-K students. Claudia also said sometimes she just needed feedback that was
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supportive and encouraging as there were times when she "just wanted someone to tell
me that it is really hard and that it is okay, that it is really hard." (31:17; I-June, 2012)
Claudia expected feedback that gave "specific actions to take." (31:52; I-June,
2012) She also said it was helpful if feedback was relevant to her individual needs, and
not general. In addition to expecting feedback that was specific and relevant to her
unique context, Claudia stated the need for Penelope's recommendation of resources.
Feedback in the form of resources was requested by Claudia in order to help her with
some of the specific situations in her classroom. Penelope responded to Claudia's
expectations for feedback in a variety of processes and with content that was tailored to
Claudia's expectations. Below I will share the findings of the process and content of the
feedback provided, which will also demonstrate if Penelope provided the feedback
Claudia expected.
Nature of Feedback: RQ3
Claudia's daily reflections regarding classroom issues covered a variety of
topics. The areas Claudia discussed the most were: classroom culture, instructional
strategies, the social and emotional growth of her students, and the relationship with her
co-teacher. In addition to classroom issues, Claudia also reflected on the challenges she
faced in the Nicholson University M.A.T. program. She described the process of
feedback much the same way as Penelope.
Process of feedback. Penelope provided Claudia with feedback that included:
verbal, written, digitally recorded, and rubrics. Claudia stated that Penelope provided her
with written feedback on her reflective practices. She said she also received verbal
feedback after Claudia came to observe during their debriefing session. She was given
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some notes Penelope took while she was observing, which gave her specific data on what
she was saying and doing when Penelope came to observe, as well as what her students
were doing as evidenced in the monthly coaching visits. Written feedback was emailed
to Claudia so that she could then write an action plan to discuss how she would use the
feedback. Penelope began sending digital feedback to CMs instead of written feedback.
Claudia explains, "towards the end of the year she did a lot of [digital] feedback that she
recorded on her phone and that was more difficult for me because I couldn't go back and
reference it, so that was definitely helpful for me when she did the written feedback."
(31:21; I-June, 2012) Another process of feedback was when Penelope would then send
Claudia feedback regarding her action plan. Other processes included rubrics attached to
her monthly reflections and coaching visits, as well as informal feedback when Penelope
would talk with Claudia between classes. These processes of giving feedback as part of
the coaching cycle in the M.A.T. program provided ways for Penelope to respond to
Claudia's stated needs for feedback. These stated needs provided the context for
Penelope and the content of feedback she gave.
Content of feedback. Penelope provided feedback to Claudia on her written
reflections and her teaching practices as part of the coaching cycle. Claudia stated that
Penelope was, "ever positive about feedback, and she was especially helpful in thinking
of and developing Pre-K appropriate activities." (28:28; Spring retrospective selfreflection) ATLAS.ti allowed me to examine the frequency (f) and percentages of what
Claudia reflected as her needs for feedback to which Penelope responded. The numbers
represent the amount of times Claudia reflected about a theme for which she was given
feedback. If I noted a stated need for feedback that was not addressed in the data, I asked
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Penelope if she offered feedback regarding the stated need during the July interview
where I asked Penelope questions specific to her coaching and feedback with Claudia.
Penelope's feedback was relevant and responsive to Claudia's specific and stated
needs regarding several main themes including: classroom culture (f=66; 18%);
instructional strategies (f=43; 12%); support (f=57; 15%); knowledge of students (f=78;
21%); teacher socialization (f=105; 28%); and teacher supports (f=21; 6%) (see Table 5).
These frequencies are based on the number of times Claudia discussed one of the themes
or subthemes in any of the data sources to which Penelope offered feedback.
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Table 5
Cross-Case Themes: Claudia, Ellie, Jean
Cross-Case Themes
CLASSROOM CULTURE
Build/disrupt
Classroom management
Suggests resources
Suggests specific actions to take
INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES
Provides alternative strategies
Suggests resources
Suggests specific actions to take
SUPPORT
Affirms
Emotional support
Encouragement
KNOWLEDGE OF STUDENTS
Concern for students
Developmentally appropriate
Social emotional growth of students
Student achievement
Student engagement
TEACHER SOCIALIZATION
Locus of Control
Learns role
Relationship with co-workers
Responsibilities
School/district rules
Survival/pressure
Unexpected realities
TEACHER SUPPORTS
DRC group helpful
Peer
Resources helpful
School/district
Seminars helpful
TFA
TOTALS:

Jean Cross-Case
f
Totals:

Claudia
f

Ellie
f

13
13
18
22
66

19
18
6
7
50

62
13
14
16
105

6
16
21
43

4
11
33
48

5
12
31
48

18
19
20
57

30
4
16
50

20
9
23
52

17
16
30
11
4
78

6
21
4
25
14
70

22
24
15
41
21
123

271-22%

3
12
41
13
5
13
18
105

7
27
7
52
14
19
5
131

6
15
6
35
2
24
23
111

16
54
54
100
21
56
46
347-28%

3
3
4
4
2
5
21
370

3
10
11
11
0
4
39
388

3
11
9
3
2
0
28
467

9
24
24
18
4
9
88-8%
1225

94
44
38
45
221-18%
15
39
85
139-11%
68
32
59
159-13%
45
61
49
77
39
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Relationship with co-teacher. Claudia's data revealed that teacher socialization
was noted as a stated need for which she received feedback more than any other theme,
with the sub-theme of relationship with co-worker as the most prevalent. Relationship
with co-worker is defined as working with others in the school; could be co-teacher, team
member, administrator, etc... and could be discussed as a positive or negative
relationship. Claudia reflected about the challenges she had in trying to develop a
professional relationship with her co-teacher. In November, Claudia summarized the first
half of the year,
Another recurring theme has been my co-teacher, and my relationship with her.
As can be seen from my first STC, and in all of my coaching visits, I’ve been
very confused about how to navigate our relationship...[she] and I have very
different views on our jobs. As became apparent during the month of November,
my co-teacher strives to just do what is required of her for her job, not for the
kids. She fills out Work Sampling in order to avoid reprimand, as opposed to as
a tool for examining student growth. We are, in so many way, the antithesis of
each other… she’s been teaching for years, this is my first year. She’s loud, I’m
quiet. She’s authoritarian, I’m very democratic. These differences have made
our relationship very difficult to navigate at times. (15:18; Fall retrospective
self reflection)
Claudia described Penelope's feedback, "But you know [my coach] came in; she was
great with my co-teacher, which I was appreciative of because I had kind of a unique
situation there." (31:21; I; June, 2012) At her first coaching visit, Penelope also
recommended to Claudia,
Continue getting buy in from your co-teacher by asking her opinion, working
together and using your diplomatic approach. It is definitely a form of leadership
to learn from people who have more experience than you in these situations.
(3:17; CV-1)
Penelope consistently gave Claudia strategies and suggestions to help her in ways to
build a relationship with her co-teacher. In addition to needing recommendations of the
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best way to develop a cohesive relationship with her co-teacher, Claudia also needed
supportive feedback.
Supportive feedback. Penelope provided Claudia with supportive feedback
throughout the school year. Her feedback was affirming, she provided emotional
support, and offered encouragement. Claudia often stated supportive feedback was
helpful and something she did not receive from her TFA MTLD. Claudia stated, "I liked
it when she was supportive" (31:45; I-June, 2012) and,
That was way more helpful than...my MTLD who when I told her, I think both
of them visited around the same time when I was having a lot of struggles in
January and my MTLD said I want you to reflect on your actions and see what
you're doing to make him do that [student crying for missing his mother]. And I
wanted to freak out, and I wanted someone to give me a hug; to say here's what
you can do. That's what [Penelope] did she gave me a hug and told me
everything is going to be okay here's a strategy and that's what I needed. (32:31;
I-August, 2012)
Penelope was supportive to Claudia's needs, even when it sometimes meant reassuring
Claudia that things would work out. Supportive feedback was reassuring as well as
affirming. Affirming feedback is defined as acknowledging when CMs used a strategy or
technique that was best practices. It could be various strategies including an instructional
strategy, classroom management strategy, using developmentally appropriate lessons and
materials, and/or building classroom culture. Penelope gave affirming feedback by
letting Claudia know that she was successfully implementing instructional strategies, for
example,
[Penelope] came in to visit today, and she was really helpful for me. She told me
that my instructional activities and my read-aloud were good. I was very worried
about this, because [Penelope] and my TFA coach have never seen me actually
do any kind of instructional activity, but I’m very pleased that it worked out
well. (11:38; R-November, 2011)
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This affirming feedback was valuable to Claudia and helped her to feel more successful
in her teaching practices as sometimes she reflected her concerns about her teaching
strategies. On a pre-coaching visit questionnaire Claudia stated this need,
Personally, I’ve just never had my coach come for a very instructional time
before, so I would like to see her observe me during this time. I am focusing on
trying to create rigorous academic work for my kids, as well as being able to
manage the group. (13:13; CV-3)
Claudia wanted to be sure she was developing a classroom that was meaningful and
challenging for her students and where students could work together to learn. She said
that when Penelope affirmed her teaching or classroom management strategies it let her
know she was developing as a teacher. The content of Penelope's feedback which was
supportive was not only affirming. Claudia also needed encouragement.
Claudia often shared concerns with Penelope about challenges she had with
Nicholson, her co-teacher, and her students' behavior. Penelope often showed her
support and encouragement during these stressful and emotional times. Claudia describes
one particular instance,
The most challenging moment was the day in November that my coach came.
Because I’d already been having a difficult week, with both behavior and with
feeling like I was struggling with my co-teacher, I was near tears when we met
together. However, she really helped me through it, and during our discussion
said some really encouraging things to me, which she repeated in the feedback
by saying, [Claudia]- It’s clear that you have grown so much over the past 3
months in your understanding of the children that you are teaching. The lady
who didn’t know anything about 4 year olds is now really “getting” them! You
have really worked hard to learn by reading recommended readings, asking
questions, learning from others, being honest and vulnerable etc. You’ve come
so far. You are working at developing your co teaching relationship while
advocating for your students and what you are learning are best practices.
Challenge the status quo, be your authentic self, be a positive role model for
your students. Keep truckin! [Penelope] (15:22; Fall retrospective selfreflection)
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Claudia appreciated having someone to listen to her and support her when she just needed
to talk about things that were stressful for her, "I also talked to my [Nicholson] coach
about how I was really feeling about classes and teaching, and that felt pretty good. I still
feel very stressed, but it was good to have someone hear me." (16:103; R-January, 2012)
This support and encouragement in the content of Penelope's feedback was
sometimes related to Claudia's need to learn more about her students and what she
needed to do in order to provide meaningful activities.
Knowledge of students. Another area that was a key factor in Claudia's
classroom was learning about four-year old children. While she had worked with
elementary students in the YMCA program, she had never worked with children this
young and in her STC reflection written in September she asked, “How do I find a way to
reach my four year olds?” (4:11; STC, September, 2011) She consistently requested
feedback and resources to help her learn about her students. Penelope offered feedback
in this area, particularly in the form of suggesting resources such as books and websites
that would help Claudia learn more about the social and emotional growth of four-year
olds and what is developmentally appropriate for them.
Dyadic Portrait: Penelope/Claudia
Penelope and Claudia had some challenges in their coaching relationship.
Claudia was frustrated with the amount of work required in the M.A.T. program and
reflected about it often. She also lived over an hour from Nicholson and her school.
Penelope thought that sometimes these outside challenges were a barrier in the coaching
relationship. Penelope shared,
...she struggled a lot with her...with her co-teacher who had been doing this for
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like 20 years...she had a very different personality and philosophy... she was a
very assertive woman...she was very frustrated with the [Nicholson] program
and she thought she had too much work to do...she was also very upset because
she was commuting so far from [home] which took over an hour each way, so a
lot of her concerns were focused on that in our debriefs, and so it was a struggle
to get her to talk about the things that actually were academic and communitybased in her classroom. I think all these peripheral things really kind of
challenged our work together. (35:4-7; I-July, 2012)
Claudia wanted to "vent" and Penelope wanted to give her that space and "be that ear for
her" which Claudia perceived as supportive feedback as discussed above.
At times, Penelope and Claudia had different interpretations of the feedback
Penelope provided. Penelope stated that sometimes Claudia was "very sensitive about
feedback." (34:49; I-June, 2012) Claudia agreed stating, “It was hard for me to take
criticism from her, but it is hard for me to take criticism period...so I didn't take it
personally, I just know that it's one of my weaknesses." (32:45; I-August, 2012)
Penelope did not view her feedback as criticism, but as something constructive that
Claudia could use to move forward in her practice. An example of the difference in the
interpretation was after Penelope read Claudia's spring retrospective self-reflection.
Claudia was reflecting on a question about assessment over the year and stated,
Although I was reprimanded by my coach once for not having a camera on
hand, I did rectify that in the months afterward, and my students are reflecting
their growth goals at the end of my data tracker for the year. (28:122; Spring
retrospective self-reflection)
However, in her coaching visit action plan to which the above quote was referring,
Claudia seemed to understand that Penelope was putting forth a suggestion as she wrote
in her reflection,
My coach also suggested (not related to individual students) that I always have a
camera and a clipboard on me to document my student's assessments and work.
This is generally true... I keep a camera on me most of the time, because I know
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a photo op for learning can pop up very unexpectedly (like [student] making an
ABCDEF pattern at small groups!) but having a visitor/being sick/being in
personal turmoil over this program was throwing off my groove. Also, when it is
my month to plan I try to make sure that I print out a matrix for each small
group, so I can take notes on it and use it for WSO. However, [co-teacher] does
not always have her small groups coincide with the lesson plan, and today she
brought the stuff in for small groups on the day of, so I didn't really have time to
create my matrix. I rely more on photos and anecdotal notes when she plans. I
will definitely keep my clipboard on me at all times now though, because I agree
with my coach that the best opportunities for assessment in a pre-k classroom
happen constantly, not just when they turn something in. (25:31; CV-5)
In addition to the statement of being reprimanded, Claudia's spring retrospective selfreflection was filled with two views of how her year went. She reflected about her
coursework and how difficult it was, the amount of reflection that was required, the
redundancy of assignments, but then also reflected how she is a more responsive teacher
because of her courses, she is doing things that are more developmentally appropriate for
her students, and the books she read were very helpful for her. Claudia also reflected
about the useful and helpful feedback Penelope provided on her teaching practices.
In Penelope's qualitative feedback attached to the spring retrospective selfreflection rubric of Claudia's spring retrospective self-reflection; she gave what she calls
"tough love" feedback. (I-July, 2012) In the feedback, Penelope was empathetic to
Claudia's challenges, but also pointed out the positives and places where the M.A.T.
program was beneficial in Claudia's growth as a teacher. Penelope's feedback was:
I found this to be such an interesting read. On one hand you really hate the time
commitment that goes into teaching certification, yet on the other hand, have
found most of it to be transformative (professional readings, DRC, literacy and
math class, etc). I think several parts of your particular situation make it more
difficult for you. I can't imagine driving to and from [home]...that's a good two
hours out of your day that could be going towards planning, [Nicholson] work,
relaxing with your dog or fiancé, etc. That must be very difficult for you. Also
being [over an hour away] makes it extremely challenging for you to meet with
your groups, tutor older children since your situation is pre-k only, etc. Are there
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ways to meet this challenge along with the technology?...While it may seem you
are reflecting ad nauseum, the forced reflections on planning and your daily
highs require the new teacher to stop, think, evaluate, and make changes or
celebrate changes, which is so hard to do that first year when life seems
impossible. For instance, by daily reflecting on highs and lows, if done
properly, the highs and lows show you patterns in your day...ie. transitions are a
challenge and creating an action plan. We must stop and self identify our goals,
so we can improve and not stay the same. In addition, while I know you struggle
when things are not related to Pk, you have to remember that certification is not
just for your grade that you are in right now. It says you are certified to teach
any child aged p-5. We can't just give you experiences that are related to your
grade or we would not be allowed to certify teachers...teaching is very hard as
you know and learning to teach while teaching is EXTREMELY hard and
crushing, especially to those of us who had such positive experiences in school
and school (and many areas of life) may have been relatively easy. Feeling
unsuccessful can really break one's spirit and push one to the brink of giving
up...
...As I've told you many times in person and in feedback, you are a good
teacher and have worked hard to learn more for your students. While I think that
it is easy to blame the [Nicholson] program for being the bane of your existence
:), if you look back at your reflection, you will see that many parts were
transformative to you and your teaching. I also would like to point out that as
your coach, I never "reprimanded" you for anything, but I pointed out what you
could tweak. Having a camera to document such an important milestone as that
one kid making a really cool pattern was a major accomplishment for both of
you and should be documented for all to see. :) If you look back at the feedback
I gave you, it was all very positive with only a few "tweaks" and no major
issues. With many people involved in your practice it can be hard and
vulnerable, but I tried to stay positive. I'm sorry if you felt reprimanded as that
is definitely not my style... (29:7; Rubric-Spring retrospective self-reflection)
In my follow-up interviews with both Claudia and Penelope, I showed them Penelope's
feedback and asked them to tell me any thoughts they had. Claudia shared,
I was just so in my own head. And that's again who I am. I'm hardheaded and I
have to get over things. She obviously made some very true and personal points.
But because I was like personally grumpy I didn't take it into account because I
was like whatever I don't care. Because I was just so bitter and angry I just
didn't want to agree with her that all my work has helped me. But that was just
me. (32:80; I-August, 2012)
When Claudia received the written feedback attached to her spring retrospective selfreflection, her frustration with the M.A.T. program and the work necessary to receive her
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certification sometimes hindered her receptiveness to Penelope's feedback and her
understanding that while difficult, the program did help her in her teaching practices.
Penelope was trying to help Claudia make that connection. In reviewing the feedback
with Penelope in our July conversation she shared that she felt she needed to address the
reflection stating,
I just couldn't let her say these things without understanding, without putting
them in context and without her seeing that there is a reason for the things that
we do and that while she was very frustrated with all these other dimensions she
just wanted to take it out on [Nicholson]. (35:25; I-July, 2012)
Despite the challenges and different interpretations of feedback, Claudia and Penelope
found positives in the dyad. Penelope recognized Claudia's growth as a teacher and
knew, "that she loves her kids she is really great with the kids, she absolutely, she really
found herself." (35:8; I-July, 2012) In my final interview with Claudia she stated, "I am
glad I had [Penelope] as a coach. I loved having her as a coach; I really and truly loved
having her as a coach. I adored her as a coach. I requested her again." (32:121; I-August,
2012) Claudia valued her coaching relationship with Penelope. She also appreciated the
feedback Penelope gave her to assist her in developing her teaching. Claudia's said her
reaction to and use of the feedback depended upon the feedback that was given.
Reaction to and Use of Feedback: RQ4
Claudia reflected throughout the school year that Penelope provided her with
valuable feedback that helped her in understanding her students, classroom management,
and her relationship with her co-teacher, as well as supportive feedback. When asked
about her use of feedback, Claudia stated she,
...used the feedback she gave me most of the time if I felt it was going to work.
There really wasn't much feedback I didn't use. I may not have used it
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consistently, like I may not have maybe done a feature in my classroom, but you
know when I tried it, it would work, so that was really on me to uphold that.
(31:27; I-June, 2012)
Claudia used the feedback Penelope offered that was beneficial to her in the classroom.
In addition she appreciated the feedback in the form of resources. Penelope
recommended a variety of resources such as books, articles, and videos that would help
Claudia, which she found to be very useful. She often mentioned them stating,
...the resources and all the classes like the technical classes we've taken have
really helped me immensely, I am a much better teacher because of those...the
resources are what helped me the most and I think [Penelope] caught on to that
after a while because she always gave me the best resources, or the best advice,
or the best tools to use and that was the most helpful to me. (32:27-28; IAugust, 2012)
Claudia reflected that the books and resources Penelope recommended in her feedback
were things she used because they helped her understand the needs of her students. This
also allowed her to better meet those needs. She reflected about Penelope's feedback,
She always suggests extra reading or activities to do, which I incorporate in my
teaching. Her reading recommendations, of the Yardsticks book and Teaching
with Love and Logic have really helped me in my classroom and to evolve my
idea of what a teacher should be. This ties into being reflective and responsive
as well. My coach really helps me be responsive to my students. (15:26; Fall
retrospective self-reflection)
Claudia also said that "reading Conscious Discipline has given me a much more relaxed
attitude about my kids and their reactions to things. This has made me think of my kids
in a really different way, and I think this will change how I teach them." (20:243; RFebruary, 2012) Claudia reiterated in her August interview with me that the books really
helped her understand her children and their developmental needs and that she did use the
feedback Penelope recommended. She stated,
I did read the book Yardsticks. It helped a lot because my classroom
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management issues were chiefly with the fact that I had never worked with kids
this young, so I felt like 99% of the time I was talking with aliens because they
were like what, what I don't understand what you're saying so it really was for
me a lack of knowledge about what the kids, where they are at psychologically
what they were doing, what their needs are physically and developmentally,
because I just didn't know how to meet those needs. I'm sure a lot of my
classroom management issues was that. (32:30; I-August, 2012)
The books and resources which Penelope suggested in her feedback were relevant to
Claudia's needs. Claudia said she used the feedback Penelope gave her when she felt it
would be useful. Penelope confirmed Claudia's use of feedback. Penelope recognized in
her observations that Claudia read the books she recommended and noticed the difference
in her classroom. She shared,
At the time in terms of, in the very beginning I had recommended...to read the
books Yardsticks, Conscious Discipline and Teaching with Love and Logic and
she was incredibly grateful for that...she was very happy about that, and she
really loved the books, and she was really trying to do all that and incorporate
that. So that was based on knowing that she really didn't understand kids and
how they were operating and she really delved into those books, and really
started to use them in her practice so that was the beginning. So I think she used
that feedback very well. (35:11-12; I-July, 2012)
While Claudia may have sometimes resisted the feedback Penelope presented, for the
most part she implemented suggestions Penelope made from each coaching visit.
Claudia recognized that Penelope's feedback often stemmed from her knowledge of
children who were similar to the children in Claudia's classroom. The expertise Penelope
had in coaching was important to Claudia when it came to using the feedback Penelope
offered.
Claudia shared that is was really helpful that Penelope knew her children. When
she would visit, Penelope would talk with Claudia's students and get to know them. In
one particular visit, Penelope noticed that one student was sad about being away from his
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mom. Penelope recommended that Claudia create a "mommy pack,"
...she had me ask his mom for little things to bring in that would remind him of
her for when he was having a really tough time. And he did and he could like
consult them and it would make him feel better. And that was like the perfect
solution for him. It might not have worked for every child but it worked for him
and it was because she knew him and she knew children that were like that and
she was able to give me that tool and a strategy to me and that was wonderful.
(32:30; I-August, 2012)
Penelope's knowledge of child development and what children need to feel safe and
comfortable in a classroom was valuable feedback for Claudia as she was learning about
four year olds and their needs. Penelope helped Claudia to grow in her knowledge and
understanding by giving her specific actions to take in her classroom. Claudia mentioned
in her reflections that she started celebrating when her students were polite to each other
or showed social and emotional growth. She stated that she was given feedback to
"explicitly teach it and celebrate it" and so she continued to do that. (32:53; I-August,
2012)
The written feedback Penelope gave Claudia on her monthly reflections would
offer suggestions, resources, pose questions, and recognized the effort when Claudia
authentically engaged in the reflective practice by adding details and analysis in her
reflections, yet would also ask for "a little more details and context so you can begin to
see patterns as to WHEN and WHY a high or low occurs." (2:1; Rubric-September
reflective practices) While Claudia struggled with the purpose of written reflection
when she considered herself a natural reflector, Penelope explained why reflection was
important to her,
Well the thing with the reflections is that I hated reflecting during my program
too. I remember hating it and being annoyed and like why am I doing this, why
am I not learning about it, but I think part of what helps me as a coach is that I'm
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only there three times during the semester, but if I can see in your day-to-day
what is going on then that helps me contextualize it more and also I will be
like oh wait, I see this is happening with this kid I want to go look even if they
don't tell me to look at that kid I'm going to look, or during math I'm gonna look
during that time. (102:75; I-December, 2012)
Penelope discussed the lack of time for coaching and the fact that she is only able to visit
CMs three times per semester. Reflections are an important part of the coaching cycle
because it helps Penelope see what is happening in the classroom, when there are
patterns, who are the children who are struggling, and which children are making strides
both academically and in their social emotional growth. In that way when she visits the
classroom, she can speak to the students and give Claudia feedback based on what
Claudia was discussing in her reflections. It gives Penelope a window into the day-today worlds of the students and teacher. Claudia valued the fact that Penelope really knew
her children. She may not have made the connection that one reason was because
Penelope had read all her reflections, so when she would visit, she would know what
Claudia had been reflecting about and could address those concerns. In addition,
Penelope could speak with students in the classroom with some knowledge of who they
were based on reading Claudia's reflections. Maybe if Claudia had made that connection,
she may have placed more value on the written reflections and in addition it might have
alleviated some of her frustrations with the requirements in the M.A.T. program.
Summary of With-in Case Finding-Penelope/Claudia
Penelope valued the process of coaching and feedback. She continuously strove
to give feedback that was relevant to Claudia's needs with specific strategies she could
implement in her classroom. Claudia valued Penelope's feedback and appreciated the
support Penelope provided with the many challenges with which she grappled. She used
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the feedback that she felt would best help her students. A common factor for both
Penelope and Claudia in the coaching relationship was what was best for children.
Penelope provided feedback to help Claudia better understand the needs of her four year
old children. Claudia made a conscious effort to participate more fully in Nicholson's
program, and she said it made the rest of the year better. In reflecting over the year she
stated,
The only time that it has really gotten better was from March on, when I had a
pivotal moment...and have chosen to be a part of [Nicholson]. I think that this
is an important aspect for me. I didn’t choose my placement. I didn’t choose
my certification partner. But, I know that in order to have access to careers
in my future that lead me out of teaching, I need this Master’s degree. That
choice has made the program better, because I’ve made the choice to be here.
Just like with the kids, when I’m allowed a choice, I’m more invested than when
I’m being forced to do something that I am struggling with. (27:18; Spring
retrospective self-reflection)
In the interview I had with Claudia in August after I had read all of her reflections we
talked about her months when she was struggling and had contemplated quitting. I
referred her to this reflection where she talked about being there and I asked her what led
her to make that decision. She referred back to the feedback she had received from
Penelope in February which Penelope had given her the "tough love" feedback mentioned
earlier. She said it came in that "whatever" moment that she spoke of earlier. She shared,
I do genuinely love my kids I always love teaching them things, it's all the adult
things that I don't like. The point for me came when remember earlier when I
told you that when I had read the feedback in February and I was like, whatever.
It came at that whatever moment that I thought like I am going to prioritize. I'm
going to prioritize my students. You guys [Nicholson] can tell me whatever you
want, I'm going to be a smart student about it, I'm going to write down what I
know you want hear. What I do know, it's not like I'm not making it up, it's stuff
that I know. It's not that I'm making it up or fictionalizing it anyway. It's just
like it's not generally how I would reflect, it's just that it's what I know they want
to hear and it's stuff that I know that I've done, so I'm just going to display it and
it has worked. If that's what the certification board wants to see me doing and I
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have it done, then yes I'll do it. And if I haven't done it yet that I will man up and
do it. It was that whatever moment that I said I'm not going to let that bother me
anymore. I've always been like super student my whole life. I graduated magna
cum laude because I didn't want to do anything wrong. But I decided to choose
my students over everybody else. (32:111-113; I-August, 2012)
Throughout Claudia's year she reflected on the challenges of being a beginning teacher of
record while at the same time learning to teach. She said for much of the time she felt
frustrated and overwhelmed. Despite the amount of work and the challenges of learning
to teach while teaching, she felt that coaching was the best part of the Nicholson program
and she was very grateful to have Penelope as a coach.
Final Member Checking and Trajectory
I sent Claudia her individual case for final member checking asking her if I
represented her case well. Claudia responded, "Yes, it was wonderful!!" (103:11;
response to member checking 4/7/13). I had also invited her to track changes, make
corrections, or make additions to what I had written. She did not return anything written
or changed.
In speaking with Penelope, she said that Claudia is continuing to grow. She has
not really discussed any more about Nicholson or the M.A.T. program with Penelope. In
a visit earlier in the current school year (2012-2013) Penelope said she was able to do
more of the questioning to promote reflection in her debrief. Penelope said Claudia came
to the, "same conclusions and ideas that I had...she really did do the work that I had asked
her to do; she really did take the time to reflect and think about it and it just made the
conversation so much better." (102:55; I-December, 2012) Penelope also stated,
[Claudia] has come so far. She just told me that she read another book that she
found very helpful...the pre-K version of Conscious Discipline, and so she's very
excited. So she's finding resources for herself now...so I think that shows
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that...these two books she read [last year] had such a profound revelation for her
that she can keep finding those resources. (103:40; Member checking)
When asked what she wanted to do after her two year commitment to TFA,
Claudia said she was going to try to apply for all types of teaching jobs in her home state
in elementary, middle school, and high school, and see what happens. Since she will
have attained a master's degree, she will also apply at her local community college where
it is possible to teach with a master's degree. She is interested in teaching a social studies
class for educators.
Individual Portrait: Ellie-First Grade Teacher
Ellie is a self-identified Caucasian, married female in her mid-twenties. She
grew up in a suburb of the metropolitan city where she is currently teaching. She
attended elementary, middle, and high school in her upper income neighborhood. Ellie
shared that her mother read to her from the time she was born, especially bedtime stories
which were a nightly routine. She said that at some point she became obsessed with
reading and that aided her in becoming a successful student in school. She said, "I still
believe that if you can read and read well, you can pass anything besides math with at
least a c, and more likely a B." (63:79; I-June, 2012)
Ellie was expected to excel in school and "B's were scarcely tolerated." (63:80;
I-June, 2012) She only received two Bs prior to attending college. Ellie said there are
two things that were significant in her life. The first was that her mom was divorced and
was not a very good disciplinarian. She stated,
When we didn't do what she wanted, she got angry but rarely punished us. This
means the only real threat for not doing well at school was angering Mom and
not looking as smart as my friends; that was motivation enough. (63:80; I-June,
2012)
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The second was that her mother made her do Literary Guild at school, which the
elementary school where she is currently teaching does not have. Literary Guild was a
reading program which contained four levels of 50 books per level with multiple
categories of books. When a student read a book from a category, took a quiz, and
passed it, they proceeded to the next level. "It was irrationally important to my mother
that I finish this, so I was one of three kids in my grade to leave elementary school having
finished all four levels of Literary Guild." (63:81; I-June, 2012)
Ellie graduated from a state university in 2009 in the same state where she grew
up, went to school, and is currently living and teaching. She was an English major and an
early childhood double major for a little bit, but she said she hated the early childhood
classes so she finished with a degree in English. She applied for TFA in 2009, but was
not accepted, so she worked for an educational consulting firm that worked primarily
with kids with disabilities, mostly autism and language processing disorders from 20092010. It was during this time that she decided she wanted to teach public school and she
knew she wanted to teach at a lower-income public school, so she applied to Nicholson
University's other alternative certification program, a private university's M.A.T. program
for early childhood, and again applied for TFA. She was accepted in the private
university's M.A.T. program and decided that was where she would attend. Then she
heard from TFA and withdrew from the private university to join TFA as she knew it was
a route to teaching in a lower income school, which was what she wanted.
Ellie was placed in a first grade classroom in an urban elementary school which
is made up of 100% African American students, until two months before the end of the
school year when one White girl enrolled. Ellie started the year with 20 students;
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however, her enrollment fluctuated. She explained that a first grade teacher on her team
who had previous experience in middle school and fourth grade was moved from fourth
grade to first and was not "well-equipped" to be a first grade teacher, so her class was
split in half and administration gave half of the students to Ellie and half to the other first
grade teacher. This gave Ellie 30 students, and she did not receive a co-teacher for
support.
Ellie was assigned as the team leader for her grade level, which she thought was
not sensible since she was only a first year teacher. Eventually, the administration
removed some of the additional students from Ellie's class, so for the last three months of
school she had 24 students with 15 girls and nine boys.
Expectations of Teaching
Ellie did not really know what to expect from teaching. She knew it would be
different from her experiences in school. She also reflected that her expectations of what
her first graders could do, was not in line with what they were actually able to
accomplish. She often commented that she did not know how to respond to some of the
things she encountered like students telling her "so" in a negative way. She expected that
students would listen to what teachers had to say. Her realities were different than
expectations.
Realities of Teaching While Learning to Teach
Ellie, like most beginning teachers faced a variety of challenging experiences.
To compound what most beginning teachers face, she began teaching with only five
weeks of training provided by TFA in the summer. In addition, she had to balance
attending Nicholson's M.A.T. program in order to receive her certification, which she
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found demanding. She stated,
I know that because...teachers have to be highly qualified [in this state] and
we have to be doing coursework while we work in teaching, but I think
[Nicholson] as a whole this year... I just think it was too much for teachers who
don't know what they're doing. (63:72; I-June, 2012)
The realities of learning to teach, while at the same time teaching was a lot for Ellie. She
had other pressing responsibilities as well. Furthermore, Ellie had personal changes in
her life. This, in addition to the responsibilities of teaching, acting as team leader, and
going to school was challenging.
Ellie was placed in a school where based on the 2009-2010 state test scores, she
said, "according to those statistics out of 1176 public elementary schools in [this state],
my school is ranked 1176." (63:18; I-June, 2011) Her school used Success for All
(SFA), a scripted reading program, which brought an additional set of unexpected
situations. Ellie did not have all of her own students in her SFA class and was very
surprised by the behavior of one of her students. She described,
A boy in my SFA class called me an “ugly white bitch” today for taking his cell
phone away. As it turned out, the only number the school has on file for him
was that of the cell phone in his possession; he was suspended for two days,
which seems like a pointless consequence. He’s six. (56:74; R-March, 2012)
And later that month he,
...hit, punched and pushed me today. The trigger incident was his breaking a
brand new pencil. I asked him why, in what I felt was actually a merely
conversational way, and he called me a liar, told me I was dumb, etc. He then
proceeded to move through the room knocking things down, trying to go in the
reading helper’s purse and then making a break for the door. When the helper
and I told him we were going to wait together for his homeroom teacher to come
to discuss his behavior, he launched himself at my back, which I’d turned to
him. It was very, very frustrating. I had a conference scheduled with his
grandmother today about his reading level, which we still had, but it was
negated by the morning’s incident. The grandmother kept telling me he did not
break the pencil, she didn’t believe he’d hit me, etc. The entire afternoon was a
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great exercise in professionalism, especially since I watched the young man
break the pencil (not a big deal! It’s a PENCIL!) and he is on tape pushing and
hitting me. (56:139; R-March, 2012)
These incidents would be difficult for experienced teachers, let alone a new teacher. This
type of behavior was not a reality she envisioned. These episodes happened in March
after Ellie had her homeroom classroom management in a good place based on her
reflections and any of the feedback from her coach, which at this point in the year was
not mentioned. This was due to the fact that earlier in the school year Ellie made
classroom management a priority.
Ellie focused on classroom management in her room in the beginning of the
year. One of the misconceptions she had about how first graders should behave was due
to the fact that TFA had a "very different...perception of obedience from...[Nicholson].
And so most of us wanted 100% compliance 100% of the time and most of us were
frustrated when we didn't get it." (63:47; I-June, 2012) Ellie interpreted that to mean,
I think they meant when you asked your kids to do something they were doing
what you asked them to do, rather than being off task or I don't know doing
something else. I think that there's a way to do it that is not quite as militant.
Like 100% compliance 100% of the time sounds very militant...I feel as if the
way TFA put it off, it came off to a lot of people as being much more
regimented or militant and that was the frustrating thing. (63:51; I-June, 2012)
Ellie gradually shifted her views of TFA's call for obedience. As Ellie went through her
coaching class and learned more about what is developmentally appropriate for the
children she was teaching, her vision of what was appropriate behavior changed.
Experiences as a Beginning Teacher
Ellie had a multitude of challenges as well as successes as a beginning teacher.
One of the things she struggled with was not only the amount of paperwork she was
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required to complete, but that often she was not given enough notice of when it was due,
or the due date would change. She reflected,
I am leaving school today with myriad things due on Monday. I get so
overwhelmed by the deadlines my school sets up, and with so little warning. I
have the weekend to prepare myself, but the upcoming deadlines, which were
announced yesterday, mean that I will spend significant chunks of my weekend
not planning but getting ready for these deadlines. (48:34; R-January, 2012)
She would often stay at school late, but also said she would work late at night at home
and "still didn’t finish what needed to be done.” (37:74; R-September, 2011) In addition
to the amount of work she had, Ellie also experienced the lack of accurate
communication from administrators. Ellie struggled with the lack of professionalism that
occurred at her school and felt it was something her school did not foster. She said,
Meetings are constantly changed; tasks crop up without an email or with an
email sent either the morning the task is due or the day before it is due;
individuals yell throughout the building; there are not behavior referrals for
students and generally very little front office support; etc. I know this is the case
with many schools, but it is often a struggle to close the door to my classroom
and feel incubated from the loud voices echoing through the halls or close my
mind to the fact that a bulletin board is suddenly due tomorrow. (61:5; Spring
retrospective self-reflection)
The constant last minute requirements were a constant frustration to Ellie. Ellie worked
in an environment and culture which was wrought with many challenges. One such
challenge was being required to work with others who did not hold the same work ethics
as Ellie. One of her teammates continuously did not fulfill the responsibilities of her job
and it often affected Ellie. For example she said,
One of the other first grade teachers, with whom I constantly struggle both
professionally and, increasingly, personally, did not turn in any lesson plans this
week. She also did not show up this morning, or call a substitute. She left no
substitute plans and her students are being placed in my classroom. I feel
resentful; perhaps she is very, very sick, but she telephoned the other first grade
teacher last night to tell her she didn’t write lesson plans last week and doesn’t
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plan to write them this week, either. Apparently, this call was made “just so we
knew” to write them. If she were carrying her weight, in general, I might not be
so resentful, but I’m quite furious, at the moment. (48:17; R-January, 2012)
This incident led Ellie to make the decision to talk with her principal about her teammate.
She reflected, "It was hard for me to go and speak to the principal, but I am immensely
frustrated by the ways in which her shrugging off her duties are affecting mine." (48:104;
R- January, 2012) Ellie's challenging experiences in her first year of teaching were not
always about her co-workers. Sometimes it was about issues such as scheduling time for
meaningful instruction.
Ellie worked to create a schedule which would maximize the learning time in
her classroom. She advocated for herself and her students by proposing a change in the
schedule so that students could have a 75 minute block of time for writing and literacy
centers. This was important to Ellie who spent a good part of the year focusing on
improving her Writer's Workshop in her classroom. In January her principal approved
her proposal, which Ellie wrote about in her daily high,
This afternoon, my reading coach told me that a significant schedule change I
proposed has been approved! My request was to teach EITHER science or
social studies each week, with one week on and one week off, directly after
lunch, in the very limited 35 – 50 minute block between SFA and lunch. This
was the space reserved for ELA AND writing. However, I proposed to have
science or social studies in that slot and, after math, use the 75 minutes being
devoted to science and social studies in the afternoon as a block for Writers’
Workshop and literacy centers. This is a big deal in terms of my principal
allowing me some freedom – she vetoed similar proposals, both from me, twice
already this year. This means, however, that I have more responsibility to make
the changes work for my students. I need not squander a golden opportunity to
make their days and their instruction more efficient! (48:134; R-January, 2012)
While Ellie's principal did not approve her original requests for changes in a schedule,
there were often times that Ellie did feel supported by her principal. She felt comfortable
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enough when she had to speak with her about her teammate. Her principal recognized
Ellie's strengths as a teacher, which Ellie appreciated. In March Ellie reflected,
My principal told a very flattering story about me to our Annie E. Casey
Foundation partners. I appreciate knowing that she feels confident in what I am
doing this first year in the classroom. (60:58; R-April, 2012)
In addition to recognition from her principal to school stakeholders, Ellie was chosen as
"Teacher of the Month" in March. This was also the month she began to feel more
comfortable with teaching stating,
I am finally starting to feel a bit more grounded in my profession! I feel like I
am “learning the ropes” and getting to the real business of teaching. It’s quite
late in the year, and it’s a constant point of frustration that I haven’t done more
this year, but I feel like the pieces are finally “clicking. (56:227; R-March, 2012)
Ellie's experiences in her classroom and school were those in which she was constantly
learning all that teaching entailed. During this time she was also learning what it meant
to teach while concurrently learning to be a teacher in Nicholson's M.A.T. program.
Experiences as a Nicholson M.A.T. Student
Ellie found that Nicholson's M.A.T. program was "overwhelming" to take while
simultaneously learning to teach. She did not discuss Nicholson or the M.A.T. program
in any of her fall monthly reflection practices. It was not until January that Ellie began
discussing the pressures related to the program; however, it was a concern mentioned in
her daily lows each month after that.
Her first reflection was a daily low which was written on the same day she had
many teaching responsibilities and deadlines. She reflected, "Also, Nicholson restarts
tonight, and I can’t help but feel strained by all of the professional and personal
obligations that seem to be nipping at my heels." (48:50; R-January, 2012) In February
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she discussed, "We had to complete two [DRC] processes tonight. I do not enjoy a full
school day and then two [DRCs]; I don’t feel as committed to the conversations, which
isn’t fair to anyone involved." (52:121; R-February, 2012) The requirement of when to
meet for the Descriptive Review of the Child (DRC) process is determined by each
group. Ellie did not discuss why her group decided to complete two processes in one
night. However, she did reflect about her dissatisfaction of having to work in groups as
not all members share the same commitment.
March proved challenging in the program and Ellie shared her frustration s with
working in groups in her reflections,
The Praxis group project for [Nicholson] has really been difficult for our group.
I am beginning to feel that one of our group members is really a dead weight,
and am finding it difficult to remain professional when certain instances occur.
(56:44; R-March, 2012)
In addition to the disappointments of individual group members meeting the expectations
of the group, Ellie reflected about the time and commitment needed in the program. One
particular week she had to meet three times in one week, which she found gave her
limited time to prepare for her classroom. She stated,
Honestly, the group projects and outside meetings required by [Nicholson] for
Praxis group projects, DRCs and book clubs are really affecting my morale
regarding the program. This is the first of two weeks during which I will have
[Nicholson] on Monday and then a meeting with a [Nicholson] project group on
at least two other days during the week. It feels draining and I can’t shake that
all of this time spent finishing tasks is detracting from classroom effectiveness
merely because of time resources. (56:69; R-March, 2012)
Ellie continued to feel drained trying to balance teaching, school, and her personal life
and in April she shared, "I am completely sleep-deprived from staying up to finish
compiling my Instructional Case Studies." (60:84; R-April, 2012) Several of these
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assignments are not part of the coaching class. However, she also said she didn't value
all of the coaching class assignments. Ellie felt that one of the least helpful requirements
in the program was writing the daily highs and lows. She said,
They were not a helpful process for me. I know what they were intended for, but
I know that a lot of people toward the end of the month said oh my gosh
my highs and lows and then just tried to remember things to get them done. So
you know I understand why they put them in place, but I don't think they were
as effective as [Nicholson] would like for it to be. (63:35; I-June, 2012)
She said that she could understand why they might seem valuable, but the monthly
reflections, "a lot of the time it just felt like one more thing that was going on." (63:35; IJune, 2012) The one part of the reflections Ellie did feel she appreciated was the month
in review chart where CMs prioritized their goals and put forth suggestions to achieve
them. She shared, "This was probably the most helpful part of that exercise; the goal
stated, the priority, the results because it made you look at what am I going to do have to
do to make it happen. It was manageable." (63:40; I-June, 2012)
While Ellie had many things she grappled with in the M.A.T. program, she did
share that the coaching process was helpful and meaningful. Below is an example of one
aspect of Ellie's reflection, coaching and feedback cycle (see Figure 12)
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Monthly Reflections
My instruction has improved,
through the use of songs and
gestures to reinforce
concepts, although I still have
a great deal of improvement
to make in maximizing
instructional time. R-10/2011

Written/Digital Feedback
Who thinks they are ready to sing this… 3
kids got to sing it and lead the class.
maybe add hand movements on to it to
Subtract means take away.
Awesome! You added the hand
signals!!!!!!! (Sample verbatim notes
comments)

Coaching Visit & Debrief Verbal Feedback

[Penelope] and I had a conversation...at
coffee shop...to discuss specific aspects
of...teaching practice...can be improved
...scripting lessons...anticipate student
behaviors...strategic grouping of
students...bring community members
and friends into classroom...CV-2

Action Plan
Read Conscious Discipline
Move students desks
Research centers Invite mystery
readers "create a week of lesson
plans that will incorporate centers and
anticipate student behaviors
throughout lessons" CV-2

UC Feedback to Action Plan

awesome job ...incorporating
many items from... action
plan...really working hard at
incorporating coaching
feedback as well as tweaking
on your own

Reflective Practice Rubric and
Written Feedback
Rubric: Exemplary Reflector

"Remember with centers, writing,
etc. start SMALL and work your way
up...that way it is more manageable,
sustainable, and doable. Let me
know how I can help." (10/2011)

Precoaching Visit Questionnaire
I would like for [Penelope] to pay
specific attention to my interactions
with students and to my instruction.
I am also trying to foster a sense of
community; I would like [her] to
observe...whether or not my intrinsic
motivation is manifesting itself.

Figure 12: Reflection/Coaching and Feedback Cycle-Penelope/Ellie
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Purpose of Feedback: RQ1
Ellie shared with me that feedback is very important in learning to teach. Of all
the aspects of the Nicholson program, she found her coaching class and the feedback
Penelope provided to be the most valuable aspect. When discussing the purpose of
feedback Ellie shared,
I think it is an impetus for self-reflection and hopefully changes in behavior.
And if not a change of behavior then at least it's probably to defend what you're
doing or defend the way you're doing it or figure out if you have a reason for
doing it. That way, and if you can't defend what you're doing then you probably
need to alter that. (63:26; I-June, 2012)
Ellie felt feedback was a way to get her to think about what she was doing and why she
was doing it. She also shared another purpose was something "structured with an
intended outcome." (63:7; I-June, 2012) Feedback should give her something to use to
work from to reflect, improve, and change to better ones practices. (63:8; I-June, 2012)
Expectations of Feedback: RQ2
When Ellie first found out about having a coach from Nicholson, she said she
really didn't expect much. She says she just remembers feeling very overwhelmed and
that it was just one more thing added to her plate at the beginning. She stated,
So in the beginning I was very wary of it, you know, I was like this is just
another thing to do. I'm sure she's not going to tell me anything that is very
helpful. I don't think I was expecting a very supportive coach or a very
effective...I don't think I was expecting it to be very helpful. I really felt adrift
at the beginning of the year. (63:28; I-June, 2012)
Ellie's expectations of feedback and coaching were that they would be ineffective. She
didn't see how it would be valuable. However, she knew if she was going to receive
feedback, which types would benefit her. Ellie revealed that feedback that was more
concrete would be more effective than general feedback. She stated,
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I thrive the most when people tell me, even if you gave me two options of
different things but a very big open statement like kids should be writing more,
like what should they be writing, what should they be doing? (63:44; I-June,
2012)
In Ellie's reflections and previsit coaching questionnaires, she indicated expectations for
feedback to things she needed assistance with, such as her interactions with students and
her instructional strategies; particularly centers, guided reading, and writing. Feedback
that would best support Ellie was concrete, to the point, and relevant to her needs.
Nature of Feedback: RQ3
Process. Ellie describes the coaching cycle and the feedback which took place.
She would do her monthly reflections including the daily highs and lows and the three
paragraphs to summarize what she reflected. Penelope would provide feedback on her
reflections. She said, "I was able to email her and she was very responsive. I would ask
her a couple of questions after class...she was very responsive, she e-mailed me back an
answer." (63:70; I-June, 2012) Ellie also shared that Penelope was very prompt in her
feedback.
Ellie said that Penelope provided feedback at coaching visits. She would send
her pre-coaching visit questionnaire to Penelope, 24 hours before Penelope was
scheduled to visit her classroom. Then Penelope would observe. Then they would
debrief and talk about what Penelope observed. This was the most valuable form of
feedback to Ellie. She shared,
The most effective feedback I think was when she actually got to come in and
see my class. And I know they have so many people on their plate that I don't
think it is feasible for them to get in more times than they already do. But that
was the most relevant feedback versus feedback on reflections. (63:56; I-June,
2012)
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Ellie valued the process of verbal feedback in coaching visits. She also received a rubric
and written feedback on her reflections, which she did not value as much. Ellie said she
received after she completed her action plans from the feedback given after a coaching
visit. Of all the processes used by Penelope, she valued the verbal feedback. She also
said the content of feedback was what was most important.
Content. Throughout the coaching cycle, Ellie received feedback from
Penelope on her reflective practices and coaching visits. Ellie felt fortunate to have
Penelope as her coach. She shared, "I think I was lucky in getting [Penelope] because
she is pretty to the point and has very concrete suggestions and what she shares is
founded on personal experience or research, or a combination of the two." (63:28; IJune, 2012) Penelope provided Ellie with specific feedback relevant to her specific and
stated needs regarding several main themes including: classroom culture (f=50; 13%);
instructional strategies (f=48; 12%); support (f=50; 13%); knowledge of students (f=70;
18%); teacher socialization (f=131; 34%); and teacher supports (f=39; 10%). (see Table
5)
Teacher socialization. Teacher socialization was a major theme Ellie discussed
as a need for feedback and which Penelope offered feedback. Ellie consistently reflected
about the amount of paperwork, progress reports every two weeks, report cards, and
keeping up with grading papers. In the written feedback on a monthly reflective practice
rubric, Penelope offered this feedback,
...in terms of grading, I would figure out how you can immediately have
students grade their own work in crayon because THAT immediate feedback is
what is going to teach them what they did wrong when you discuss each answer
together. (57:6; Rubric-monthly reflections, March, 2012)
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Penelope provided Ellie suggestions and strategies to use to manage some of the
responsibilities that were overwhelming her. In addition to the paperwork required, Ellie
had many other responsibilities as part of her job. Added responsibilities to paperwork
and teaching included acting as grade level chair and Local School Council
representative. She was also asked to attend professional development sessions which
required her to create plans for a substitute teacher. Additionally, school mandates could
also add to Ellie's many responsibilities.
The school where Ellie taught required her to send out progress reports and
report cards, with the report card needing to be completed using a specific computerized
program. She often reflected about the amount of responsibilities she had, which
Penelope recognized. Penelope noted this in the written feedback attached to Ellie's
January reflective practices rubric:
[Ellie]-Just wanted to respond to a few things in your fantastic, critical self
reflection...1) Wow, I'm so proud of you for advocating for you and your
students by proposing your schedule change for writing! Excellent work! You
also talked with the administration about the other 1st grade teacher that is not
pulling her [weight]. The administration definitely needs to address this, and as a
grade level chair, you should be a part of this. 2 words: paper trail! Each time
she doesn't do something, send an email to administration so it is in writing
simply stating the issue. They will have to address it as our emails for state and
local schools are public record and with [school district] being audited...you
know (49:2; Rubric-monthly reflections, January, 2012)
While Ellie was grappling with the myriad of responsibilities her job required, Penelope
noted the positive changes she was making in her classroom and school. Penelope also
addressed Ellie’s concerns about the professionalism, and sometimes the lack of it, in her
school, in her feedback as exampled above.
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Classroom culture. In Ellie's September reflective practices, as well as in her
first pre-coaching visit Ellie asked Penelope for feedback on her classroom culture,
specifically she, asked [Penelope] to observe the ratio of positive disciplinary measures to
negative disciplinary measures in [her] classroom." (37:41; R-September, 2011) Ellie
stated that Penelope's feedback was very "direct" but it was what she needed. "I was not
doing a good job and she let me know I was not doing a good job, and everything she
said made perfect sense." (63:12; I-June, 2012) In her September reflections, Ellie
wrote, "[Penelope] did her first classroom observation... I was devastated by her
observations." (37:43; R-September, 2011) During the debriefing session, Penelope did
not discuss her observations immediately. In our June interview, Penelope recalled
Ellie's first observation during our conversation. She shared,
I remember once with [Ellie] in the beginning, her first time I was coming up to
visit her and it was a very negative climate and she was completely stressed out.
She was just very negative in her verbal communication. She had asked me to
look at her classroom environment and had asked me to look at what her climate
was like, so I just took down all the notes and before I gave it to her I said,
"When you go home I want you to pour yourself a big glass of wine and then
read these notes, and it's going to be hard, and you're probably going to cry and
then call me." And she read them and she sent me a long e-mail saying thank
you so much.
(34:29; I-June, 2012)
When Penelope read Ellie's reflection at the end of September about being devastated by
her feedback, Penelope responded, "I have to admit, I hated reading how you were
devastated by my first visit's observations based on your desire to know about pos/neg
feedback...I know it was the most powerful thing you could ask me to observe for you."
(38:2; Rubric-September reflections)
The content of the feedback included verbatim notes of everything Ellie said
during the observation. This feedback was very long as it included the verbatim notes,
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feedback on the instructional strategies, the developmentally appropriateness of her
teaching, and resource suggestions. I have provided a sample of the content:
You got a little upset that they were excited about what they were
learning…isn’t this the goal of teaching that they are excited and engaged in
what you are showing them/teaching them?? You should work for that gasp and
not suppress it. Learning should be fun and interesting. (39:104; CV-1)
Note: from 12:30-2:03 they were sitting in their chairs…. This is not
developmentally appropriate pedagogically, cognitively, behaviorally, etc and
this has multiple ramifications that are working against you including, not being
able to absorb information, getting antsy/acting out, etc. Think in 20-30 minute
segments. 2-5 minutes opening/mini lesson/read aloud/video, 20 minute work
time (centers/partners/groups/moving around, doing a task related to opening
and unit etc) and 2-5 minute closing. (39:239:238; CV-1)
In terms of your concerns about negative feedback, I think if you spend more
time/energy on your lessons and make them more creative, student focused, and
more focused on moving, singing, doing, watching rather than teacher focused,
you will have more energy on your part (to find fun resources), less disruptions
on their part, faster learning. (39:239; CV-1)
Please read section in book Yardsticks that deals with ages of children in your
room, so you can understand what your children are supposed to be doing at this
age. This will help you understand their normal behaviors, so you know what to
attend to and what to ignore because it’s just them being normal kids. J This
should cut down on the negative feedback. I would also recommend Conscious
Discipline...You can get a cheap used copy…see the 28 positive reviews from
parents and educators. Keep up what you are doing well and tweak where you
can. (39:241-244; CV-1)
The content of Penelope's feedback was specific and relevant to Ellie's needs. In the next
section I will discuss Ellie's reaction and use of the feedback provided by Penelope to
answer research question four. Ellie continued to solicit Penelope's feedback regarding
classroom culture when needed, but most of her future needs were based on her
instructional strategies.
Instructional strategies. Ellie was continuously seeking strategies to help her
improve her instruction. One of the things Ellie struggled with was setting up centers and
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guided reading. Ellie said Penelope offered helpful suggestions,
We had Success For All (SFA-a scripted reading program) and were very
closely monitored in our adherence to the program and [Penelope's]
suggestions were always very helpful...very focused and like here is a great
website to use for centers make them as easy as you can. Not as easy as you
can but like, pick five centers and those will be your five centers and then you
just rotate your materials, you know change out your materials every two
weeks, but don't kill yourself make it something you can manage. (63:1415; I-June, 2012)
In her third coaching visit, Penelope offered Ellie eight suggestions for guided reading
which included websites, YouTube videos, and another CM who was doing a good job
implementing guided reading.
Another focus for Ellie was to implement a block of time for Writer's Workshop
because she felt her children needed to write more. Ellie did find the time in her schedule
to put into practice daily writing time. She reflected that it wasn't going as well as
expected during share time. Ellie had a share time on Fridays in the form of Author's
Chair where students were able to share their writing and take three questions or
comments from fellow students and one from Ellie. In response, Penelope,
...suggested conducting Authors' Chair daily. This, at face value, seemed like
too great an investment of daily instructional time, but [Penelope] said that daily
Authors' Chair would provide feedback to authors, allow students to be inspired
by and observe other students' writing, allow me to model appropriate language
for discussing writing, and generally build a sense of community during
Authors' Chair and Writers' Workshop, as daily structures. (58:30; CV-5)
Penelope provided Ellie with concrete suggestions with sound reasoning as to why Ellie
should consider enacting the feedback offered. The content of Penelope's feedback
continued to change as Ellie's needs changed.
Dyadic Portrait: Penelope/Ellie
Ellie stated in her expectations of feedback that she originally did not think that
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coaching or the feedback provided would be very helpful for her. After the first coaching
visit, Ellie realized that Penelope and the feedback she provided was immensely helpful
to her teaching practice. One of the things Ellie appreciated about Penelope's feedback is
that it was "constructive...feasible, and concrete." (63:41; I-June, 2012) The suggestions
Penelope offered were things Ellie could implement immediately.
Ellie received suggestions from many sources and often became overwhelmed
with all the suggestions. She reflected,
I feel like, as a new teacher, I hear so much conflicting wisdom. Everyone
seems to have great ideas for how to run my classroom, but the implementation
of all of all of these things makes my head spin. It is extremely difficult for me
to try to balance what I think a good teacher should be and looks like with
where I currently feel that I am. (48:55;R-January, 2012)
Ellie was receiving information from so many different people, she was not sure what to
use and what to ignore. She was not the only one who noticed her struggles. Penelope
recognized that Ellie "tried EVERYTHING that anybody told her and...it was just often
too much...she did not know how to filter out what would work for her...[and I told her]
to start with one thing...and focus on that. (102:38; I-December, 2012)
Based on the feedback Penelope gave her, Ellie said that after her first coaching
visit she was really devastated by the realization that she was using negative language to
her students. She stated,
My direct response to [Penelope's] feedback is that I need to be more cognizant
of the model I am presenting to my students. I stress positive behaviors, but I
am using negative discipline far more than I realized. Words, phrases and
gestures that I did not realize were “negative” actually are; they are not things I
would like to see my students using and they are certainly not words, phrases
and gestures that I would appreciate having directed toward me. (39:247; CV-1)
Penelope said the school where Ellie teaches was "one where negative shameful talk to
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kids happened everywhere... you have got to push against that you have got to close your
door and be you." (102:42; I-December, 2012) Both Ellie and Penelope said that the
first coaching visit and the feedback provided made a complete difference in Ellie's
classroom culture and how she related to her children. Penelope says,
And now I don't even remember what that day was like because she is the
epitome of how you should talk to children and how you should treat them. She
is, and sometimes that hard feedback is just what you need, you know, but she is
textbook Conscious Discipline. She just does it, she gets down on the level of
the kids, she works with them, she talked to them and she works things out, she
modeled it. (102:44; I-December, 2012)
Penelope said she was really amazed that Ellie could implement Conscious Discipline in
a district that is "such a behavioristic type of system as [this district] is, and TFA is..."
(102:45; I-December, 2012)
Penelope and Ellie had a relationship of trust and respect. Ellie was very
conscientious in taking the feedback Penelope gave her and enacting as much as possible.
Her action plans usually responded to each suggestion Penelope put forth. Penelope
recognized it, not only in Ellie's reflections and action plans, but also when she would
visit her classroom.
Reaction to and Use of Feedback: RQ4
Ellie wholeheartedly enacted the feedback Penelope offered. After each
coaching visit Ellie reflected upon Penelope's feedback and wrote a detailed action plan
for each point Penelope mentioned and Penelope noted those changes taking place in the
classroom. After Ellie's fall retrospective self-reflection Penelope wrote,
You really pinpointed some pivotal moments in your classroom practice, which
I'm glad you could see (DRC, etc). I have to admit though, I was surprised that
you beat yourself up so much in your reflection. Yes, are there things you are
working on..absolutely, BUT and this is a huge BUT you transformed your
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classroom overnight after that first coaching feedback. You immediately started
doing things you said you would do: movement, interesting lessons, positive
climate, conflict management, etc. THAT"S HUGE! In this reflection you
focused on all the things you are still working on and frustrated that you haven't
done yet, but I want you to stop and celebrate so many things that you ARE
doing well. Your use of student to student talk, partner work, manipulatives, etc
is impressive and you should note that! I saw huge amounts of growth in you
and your students this semester and I want you to know that it is ok and GOOD
for you to acknowledge those proudly and loudly. Centers and guided reading
are going to come along. Don't beat yourself up that you didn't have them yet,
you were working on other goals and working towards older and new goals in
chunks. I have faith that you will continue to strive toward these goals and make
them a reality. I can't wait to see your centers and you as a facilitator.
Breathe...pat yourself on the back. It's well deserved. :) (46:116; Fall
retrospective self-reflection)
Ellie did discuss that she needed to work on not being so hard on herself and that she
should celebrate the things she was doing well in the classroom. These celebrations came
as Ellie began noting success in her classroom.
Ellie regularly implemented the feedback Penelope provided. For example,
Penelope suggested Ellie have Author's Chair daily so that more students would have
time to share their writing and students could learn from each other and Ellie. Ellie's
action plan included the implementation of this suggestion after Penelope's visit. She
wrote,
We began Authors' Chair the Monday after [Penelope's] visit; I simply made a
poster with the kids' names written on either side of it, took two clothespins
placed them by the first authors to share and we now move those clips daily, so
that two students share each day. This has IMMENSELY improved Writers'
Workshop! The authors love being the center of attention! The other students
listen to their peers work and, after each individual author, have a chance to ask
questions or make observations. To make sure the time is effective, since it's at
the end of the day, each author takes/answers three questions or comments from
a peer and one from me. I am able to observe things like one author being
careful to share her illustrations with us while sharing; the next day, and every
day since, every author has been sure to share his or her illustrations. After
[student] used sound words in a story, which was the day's mini-lesson, other
kids began using sound words. Dialogue is being shown in bubbles above
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characters' heads; some students are beginning to use quotation marks. (58:31; CV-5)
Ellie valued the feedback Penelope provided and was willing to try new strategies and
suggestions. Penelope acknowledged how Ellie used her feedback. In her written
feedback attached to the coaching rubric, Penelope wrote:
I appreciate how you so carefully think through our discussions and choose what
will work for you and your students and implement it and evaluate its success. I
definitely understand your initial concerns with daily author's chair, but it is
such an exciting teaching tool. Kids will pick up so many writers’ tools from
each other and think how they can use it in their own writing. You've seen this
already and it will continue to be a huge learning tool in addition to your mini
lessons. :) I also like how you have the 3 questions and your question/comment.
Great modeling. This also helps get at speaking standards, empowering selfesteem, etc. Beautiful! (59:3; Rubric, CV-5)
Penelope stated that her expectations of how CMs use the feedback she offered was that
they consider it and determine what would work for them and what they could use. Here
she recognizes that Ellie does that. In addition to the suggestions and strategies Penelope
provided in her feedback, she also recommended several resources to Ellie to assist her in
developing as a teacher. Ellie purchased and read the books, referring to them in her
reflections. She continued to refer to them throughout the year when needed. Ellie also
watched the videos Penelope suggested and visited the websites.
Summary With-in Case Analysis: Penelope/Ellie
Ellie was skeptical of the feedback she would receive at the beginning of the
school year. When sharing her expectations of feedback she did not think it would be
helpful or valuable. However, she quickly discovered that Penelope could provide her
feedback that helped her in making changes in her classroom, learn more about what is
developmentally appropriate for her children, and implement teaching strategies that
were more engaging for her students. Penelope was supportive and encouraging
throughout the process. In a coaching relationship, or at least a successful one, it takes
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the giving and receiving of feedback. Ellie enacted the majority of the feedback
Penelope offered, not just mentioning it in her action plans, but fully implementing it in
her classroom. Ellie valued the coaching relationship and the feedback from Penelope.
In my conversation with her, Ellie said, "[Penelope] was the most essential part this
year...for me... the coaching and the feedback from [Penelope] was the most helpful thing
out of [Nicholson]...the most valuable part of this program. I do think the [Penelope] was
very effective." (63:72-73; I-June, 2012)
Final Member Checking and Trajectory
Ellie said the feedback Penelope gave her last year and continues to give her this
year was vital to her first year of teaching. Ellie describes herself as a "much calmer
teacher" and excited about teaching this year (email correspondence, March, 2013). Last
year Penelope gave her feedback to implement centers and involve parents in her
classroom. Ellie shared she has implemented centers on a daily basis and is able to work
more closely with parents as her class is much smaller; 15 students compared to 28 last
year. She says of last year that teaching,
...felt like work and I couldn't understand how people stay in this work for years.
I am still considering how long I will teach, but this year showed me that
teaching can be an enjoyable experience. I think the fact that I'm not pregnant
[this year]and that our school has more systemic administrative organization has
a lot to do with this, but coaching had played a significant role in my
development. (64: 34-Email interview, February, 2013)
Ellie said she would like to remain in elementary school and continue teaching in the
general education classroom for two to three more years then possibly pursue becoming a
reading specialist. She shared that she valued reading and writing as part of a student's
education in school. She is investigating schools outside her district and will either
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remain at her school or teach in another school.
In February I sent Ellie my interpretation of her individual case and requested
she make any edits to the case that she felt did not represent her experiences. She replied,
"Thanks for your patience. I feel as though you represented me adequately." (email
correspondence, 2/24/13)
Penelope said Ellie's class is running smoothly, even though she was not there
for the first ten weeks. She said the students, "know what to do, they have rituals and
routines, jobs... She's really good about her kids having a lot of autonomy and a lot of
jobs," which is an area in which she has progressed since the end of last year when she
was given feedback to let her children take on more responsibility. (102: 44-45; IDecember, 2012) Ellie continues to grow in her teaching.
Individual Portrait: Jean-Third Grade Teacher
Jean is a self-identified White woman who is twenty-three years old. She grew
up and went to school in a suburb approximately 45 minutes from the metropolitan city
where she is currently teaching. The elementary, middle, and high schools she attended
consisted of mostly White students (approximately 80%) who were from middle to
upper-middle socioeconomic families. Her parents were very involved in her schooling;
providing help for projects, homework, and assignments. They attended parent
conferences, PTA meetings, and other school functions. They had high expectations for
her, expecting her to be an A/B student and to attend college; leaving her no doubt that
she would go to college. She stated, "There was never a thought of 'if' I go to college, it
was always 'when' I go to college." (93:65; I-August, 2012)
Jean shared that school was always put first, although it did not come extremely
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easy to her and she always had to work hard for good grades and success. She was very
involved in extra-curricular activities and sports.
Jean received a scholarship and went to a small, private university in North
Carolina. In her freshmen year, she took a sociology class which was a service learning
class. One of the choices for an assignment was to volunteer in an afterschool program in
the community, which was a lower income community, and she said she really enjoyed it.
She volunteered three to four times a week, helping students with their homework. Her
professor mentioned Teach For America to her and told her that if she enjoyed the
afterschool program and tutoring the kids, TFA might be something she would want to
investigate. Jean ended up majoring in sociology and minored in psychology. In her
junior year she looked in to Teach For America. Her friend had joined TFA and spoke
very highly about it. Her friend encouraged her to try it and told her she would be very
good at it. Jean applied for TFA and got in. She wanted to return to the urban city close
to her home town because she, "really wanted to come back and make an impact close to
home." (93:7; I-August, 2012)
Jean was placed at an urban elementary school in a third grade classroom. She
started the year with 20 students. By the end of the year she had 10 boys and four girls.
All of her students were African-American. She was assigned an inclusion class which
means she had students with disabilities and Individual Education Plans (IEPs), so she
was given a co-teacher for 40 minutes each day. She had a positive relationship with her
co-teacher and felt she was helpful. She stated,
...she did come in for math and it was helpful because especially with students I
was challenged by and like I said the students they would do better with a small
group and she was able to pull a smaller group and I was able to focus on those
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students [students I was challenged by]. (94: 21; I-November, 2012)
Whenever she reflected about her co-teacher, it was always in a positive light. For
example,
Today my co-teacher and I tried parallel teaching for the first time, and I think it
was very successful. We were able to give each student more attention, yet we
still taught the same concept to all of the students. We were being observed, and
got great feedback! (79:51; R-January, 2012)
Jean also stated that she had the opportunity to observe her co-teacher during a math
lesson and she was able to collect data that would help her plan instruction for future
lessons.
Expectations of Teaching
Jean had hopeful expectations for what she would be able to accomplish as a
teacher. She had strong relationships with most of her teachers and college professors.
In her September STC she reflected, "I came into the school year thinking that I was
going to change the world, one classroom at a time." (69:3; STC, September, 2011) She
thought her students would be open to her teaching methods. She reflected, "At the
beginning of the year I expected all of my students to be responsive to what I wanted and
exactly what I expected. (77:15; Fall retrospective self-reflection) She also felt that
based on her own experiences in school she expected teaching to be more teacher driven
where the teacher would, "give you the information, you practice it, and I assess you on
your knowledge." (94:46; I-November, 2012)
Jean realized that school today is much different and students behave differently,
stating, "I think I expected that when a teacher said something, kids would listen."
(94:39; I-November, 2012)) From attending TFA institute in the summer she had an idea
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that teaching in an urban school would be challenging, but she said,
I expected at least for the majority of, for the most part for them to follow
directions because they were the students and I was the teacher because when I
grew up it would never have crossed my mind to not listen to the teacher.
(94:39; I-November, 2012)
Jean came into teaching with the expectation that students would listen and follow
directions simply because she was the teacher. This is very similar to what many
beginning teachers believe because they relate teaching to what they experienced as a
student. However, like many teachers, Jean found teaching today is not what she
thought. Jean soon learned that her expectations did not align with what she was
observing in her classroom. In her fall retrospective self-reflection she discussed her
thoughts:
As I look back on my previous/initial thoughts, views, beliefs, and expectations
of what it means to be a teacher, I realize that there are some aspects about
teaching that can never be explained or understood until one has actually
experienced it. And even now that I have experienced teaching, I still find my
own understandings of teaching changing daily. At the beginning of the
semester/school year, I understood that getting to know my students was
important, but I did not realize that it would be THE most important and
beneficial aspect of my teaching. (77:5; Fall retrospective self-reflection)
In addition to her expectations regarding student behavior, Jean thought she understood
what teaching entailed. Jean had good relationships with her teachers and knew she
would want to learn about her students also. However, she discovered that aspect of
teaching was critical. Jean’s realities of teaching were that of a challenging environment
where she had to quickly take action to build a classroom community where learning
could occur.
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Realities of Teaching While Learning to Teach
Jean was surprised by what she encountered in the first few months of teaching,
especially in regards to the behavior of her students which really "shocked" her. She
describes,
At the beginning of the year I was so overwhelmed with the bullying, fighting,
and negativity my students had toward each other that I admit sometimes I
would look the other way because I just did not know what to do. Ignoring even
the smallest conflicts between students was probably [one] of the biggest and
most detrimental mistakes I have made as a teacher so far. (77:13; Fall
retrospective self-reflection)
These behaviors were not what she expected. She came into teaching with only her TFA
training and was not prepared for what she was observing in her classroom. The five
week institute TFA requires CMs to attend in the summer was not enough to help her
with what she encountered upon entering her classroom. She said,
I was trained with minor behaviors; for this behavior you get a consequence for
this behavior you get a reward that's kind of how I was trained at institute with
Teach For America and what I didn't know how to deal with were the extreme
cases I saw where my students were hitting and screaming and crying and
throwing things across the room and I think it was; that was when it was very,
very difficult for me at the beginning of the year in my classroom. (94:2; INovember, 2012)
This lack of preparation for the realities of teaching in a classroom such as what Jean
describes made it very challenging for her. When Jean first began teaching she did not
have any courses in classroom management, she only had what TFA taught her which
was that students need to be “100% compliant 100% of the time” which she soon learned
was an unrealistic expectation. She shared,
Not only did this ingrained expectation that all students would follow all of my
directions exactly as I gave them ALL THE TIME (example: hands folded, eyes
on me, sitting up straight- who is comfortable sitting like that anyway??) distract
my focus from what was really important in the classroom, but it was also
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detrimental to my relationships with my students as I would grow frustrated with
them easily. In actuality, I was demanding my students to do something (sit in
active listening position all the time) that was not only developmentally
inappropriate for them, but also difficult to expect even from adults. (77:16; Fall
Retrospective)
In the realities of teaching, Jean understood that what TFA taught her was not working,
which led her to feel frustrated. Jean realized that focusing on TFAs rules of compliance
with her students was diverting her from what was most important. In addition to her
lack of preparation in managing a classroom, Jean was also unprepared for the reality of
all that teaching entails.
When it comes to the amount of time required as a teacher, Jean realized that
what she expected when she began teaching was not the same as the realities of teaching
itself. For the first part of the year Jean was "trying to survive each day, one lesson at a
time. Though I knew there would be long work hours and stress, I never could have
anticipated seventy plus hour work week I am currently trying to survive." (69:3; STCSeptember, 2011) Like so many beginning teachers, Jean was not aware of all the
responsibilities that go with teaching. However, paperwork was not the most challenging
aspect of her job.
One of the most surprising realities of teaching Jean was not expecting were the
living conditions and home situations of many of her students. Several of her students
became homeless because their apartment complex closed, so they had to move to a
homeless shelter. Some of her students would write about their lives in their journals
which Jean began because her students wanted to share so much about their lives and it
was taking away from her instructional time. Jean stated,
One of the problems I was dealing with was that I have all these kids and they
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want to tell me everything that is going on in their lives and it was emotionally
hard for me, it was emotionally difficult for me to deal with because I got
attached to them and I got to learn about all this stuff going on outside of school,
and I can't do all that and get instruction in. And I can't handle all the problems
of the world. (94:17; I-November, 2012)
Jean was not prepared for some of the emotional feelings she would experience when
learning of the many needs of her students. She said, "It was all I could do not to cry
when... my students were writing about what they “needed” and their responses were: a
dad, a mom, a home." (75:84; R-November, 2011) Jean brought a Thanksgiving basket
to one of her students, which was the high of her day, but then the low of her day was
"seeing the conditions Charles (pseudonym) lives in." (75:91: R-November, 2011)
Another student Jean worked with to build a relationship, Charles stayed after school for
tutoring. Jean would take him home from school so that he would be able to stay. One
day when she took him home, "his mom expressed that they had no food for dinner…
although I am trying to focus on my locus of control, it is hard for me to distance myself
and my emotions from [Charles'] unstable home life." (89:54; R-April, 2012) All of
these were emotionally challenging for Jean as a first-year teacher who was also learning
to be a teacher at the same time.
Experiences as a Beginning Teacher
Jean experienced challenges and successes during her first year of teaching. Her
challenges included the negative culture of her classroom, time management and
organization, and knowledge of her students, especially what was developmentally
appropriate for nine year olds. Through implementing strategies and suggestions from
her coach, hard work, and perseverance she was able to turn these challenges into
successes.
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Her first challenge was her classroom culture and managing the behaviors in her
classroom. She often reflected on the negativity of her students and not knowing how to
handle it. She described,
I really struggled a lot in the classroom with classroom management like I said,
but one of the things that I think helped me the most was having [Penelope] in
my room and providing me with feedback and being there for support, and
acknowledging when things in my room were getting better. That was really
motivating for me and it made me feel good about myself, you know I wasn't
sure if I was doing the right thing. (93:54; I-August, 2012)
Jean recognized her struggles in the classroom and was motivated by the support she
received. She dedicated herself to consistently working toward building relationships
with her students to help to improve her classroom culture. In the beginning, she spent
much of her time on building her classroom culture, which disrupted the schedule she
created to carry out instruction.
Time management and organization were often things Jean reflected as an area
where she needed improvement. She seemed to run out of time for her lessons, and
grading papers and returning work to students with feedback was a continuous struggle.
In September she reflected, "In the article, “Phases of First Year Teaching”, I felt as if it
was describing my own life perfectly. As a new teacher, I am most certainly in the
survival phase, if not already entering into the disillusionment phase." (69:3; STC,
September, 2011) Throughout the year she worked to manage her class time so she could
complete more of the curriculum. She stated, "We didn’t get through near what I wanted
for the day- I need to be better at time management." (70:54; R-October, 2011) She
began setting a timer to help her stay on track. Finding the time to organize her room
proved difficult. She reflected about this often, and in February she stated,
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I am struggling with organization within my classroom still. At the end of the
school day I am usually tutoring, in a meeting, going to class, or just exhausted!
I really need to do a little organization each day- I will do this by concentrating
on one area (i.e. filing, cabinet organization, etc). (83:74; R-February, 2012)
Jean was happy that finally later that month she was able to use a full planning day to
work on organization and not have to attend meetings which she often said were,"
inefficient and ineffective." (87:64; R-March, 2012) In addition to organization and time
management, Jean grappled with understanding how to meet the needs of her students,
especially at the beginning of the school year.
Jean did not have any coursework in child development before she began
teaching. In the beginning of the year she reflected about not knowing what teaching
strategies were developmentally appropriate for her nine year old students. For example,
how much time should be teacher-talk versus student talk, how long students should be
seated, and pacing of her lessons. She shared, "as far as instruction goes at the beginning
of the year...I wasn't really sure what was developmentally appropriate for my students,
but without anyone else saying anything." (93:46; I-August, 2012)) Jean started to
realize that she needed to tighten her lessons, provide movement times, and give the
students more time to talk. As the months progressed Jean reflected that her lessons
became more developmentally appropriate for her students. She reflected,
I find my practice has become more developmentally appropriate in a few ways.
First, I have learned to let go of the expectation that my students are going to be,
or should be, which is what I came into the year believing. Before reading
Yardsticks, I had no idea what was developmentally appropriate for nine year
olds. Now that I am more informed about that to expect from nine year olds, I
have altered my lessons to meet them developmentally. (77:25; Fall
retrospective self-reflection)
She began to plan lessons to which the students could attend. She also learned that she
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needed to differentiate the instruction to meet all her students' needs and so that all of her
students could learn.
Other challenges Jean shared were the pressure of the state test that was given in
April. She began reflecting about it in March and questioning whether or not she was
doing everything necessary to prepare her students for the test. In a daily low she
reflected, "I am feeling the stress and pressure of the upcoming [state test]! I am also
realizing what I could have done and what and how I should’ve taught certain skills… I
guess I will know better for next year." (87:109; R-March, 2012) This was Jean's first
experience as a teacher required to administer a state test.
Jean also reflected about being overwhelmed with grading papers, frustration
when technology didn't work and she had planned to use it, and being "exhausted" not
having time for her personal life. (87:104; R-March, 2012) Fortunately, Jean worked at
a school that was supportive and recognized the effort she was putting into her teaching
and her classroom. Jean found supports in many ways at her school and sought them out
in order to assist her students. For example, Charles, one student who she was really
struggling with at the beginning of the year and was working to build a relationship with
worked well with the band teacher. Jean explains,
[Charles]...responds to him in a way that he does not respond to me. So,
sometimes I will let him go to the band room to complete his work and talk to
[the band teacher] as long as he completes his work. (77:32; Fall retrospective
self-reflection)
Jean used the resources, including her colleagues, she had at school to help her with
challenges she faced. In addition to recruiting the band teacher, Jean found a
kindergarten teacher who shared a website which helped her meet the needs of one of her
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students. This student needed assignments which were differentiated, so he could feel
confident in his work. Not only did Jean have colleagues who were helpful, she also
worked with a principal who was supportive, which Jean appreciated. She reflected,
I had a great chat with my principal today about my learning experiences thus
far and where I would like to go and improve from here. I realize how lucky I
am to have such a wonderful and supportive principal. (83:48; R-February,
2012)
The February faculty meeting was an extension of that support. Jean shared, "I was
announced Teacher of the Month!! It is a great feeling to know that the administration
supports my teaching practice." (83:143; R-February, 2012) This feeling of support
continued in Jean's March reflections as she shares how her principal recognized her
efforts,
My [principal] called me into her office today just to let me know how “proud
she was of me”..it helps to have a supportive administrator who believes in what
you are doing. I am so thankful for [my principal] and all of her support.
Sometimes I just feel like I am putting all of this work into my classroom, but I
am not sure if I am even doing anything right. Encouraging conversations from
others mean the world right now. (87:28; R-March, 2012)
Jean appreciated working in a school that supported her work. She recognized the
resources available and utilized them. In addition to the resources available at her school,
Jean found there were many resources in Nicholson's M.A.T. program.
Experiences as a Nicholson M.A.T. Student
Jean was very positive in her discussion about the courses, readings, reflections,
and coaching class. In all of her reflections, Jean never once had a negative thing to say
about the M.A.T. program. In my conversation with her she admitted that she sometimes
felt "overwhelmed, and there was too much work, and I can't even focus on my own
students and my own classroom because I am doing all this work." (94:45; I-November,
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2012) However, she also said she realized that the work was intentional and purposeful
for her growth. She stated,
...this wasn't just extra work, that it was actually benefitting me and it was what I
needed, but I did feel overwhelmed a lot at the beginning,...but now, most
of the things that I learned besides from my own experience of seeing what
worked and what didn't worked, and besides the very little bit of training I got
from Teach For America, pretty much everything I learned has been because of
the [Nicholson] classes. (94: 45; I-November, 2012)
In one of Jean's other classes, she created a semiotic representation of her first year in the
Nicholson program as well as a teacher in her classroom. She described her experience
in her spring retrospective self-reflection as that of a,
...seed that needed resources to help me grow into a reflective and responsive
teacher and student [on orientation night]. With the help of my coach,
professors, and other speakers and mentors at [Nicholson], I have been watered
and have grown tremendously since my first days in the classroom of
[Nicholson] and in my own classroom. (90:142; Spring retrospective selfreflection)
Jean recognized the importance of the courses, most especially her coaching course and
her work with Penelope. The feedback Penelope gave her about her classroom teaching
and reflective practice helped Jean grow in her teaching practice and to develop who she
is as a teacher today. At the end of the school year Jean reflected,
My understandings of teaching have certainly shifted since the beginning of the
year based on my experiences as a teacher at [school] and as a student at
[Nicholson]. Most importantly I have truly understood the meaning of “one size
does not fit all” when it comes to teaching styles and learning styles. As a first
year teacher it is easy to try on the persona of others in an attempt to find
something that “works”, but I have learned that being anything but your
authentic self does not “work” for the students nor yourself. (90:7; Spring
retrospective self reflection)
Penelope often talked with her coachees about being authentic in their practice and felt
that was one of the reasons they needed to "sift" through the feedback she provided them
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to be sure it worked for them as individuals developing their identities as teachers.
Jean said she had a, "great experience with [Penelope]" (93:15; I-August, 2012) and
valued her feedback.
Below is a diagram of one aspect of Jean and Penelope's coaching/feedback
cycle, which also aids in answering three of the research questions (see Figure 13). Jean
struggled with resolving conflicts in her classroom. She identified a need for assistance
in building relationships and had previously discussed with Penelope the desire to use a
team theme to create team spirit and an environment where students worked together.
The giving and receiving of feedback is exhibited in Figure 13.
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Monthly Reflections "I...need
support and assistance with
classroom management,
because it has been very
difficult to get through all of
the material and lessons I
have planned because of
fighting and defiance."

Written or Digitally Recorded
Feedback
You can link this type of video to
teaching/learning and being a good
teammate in the classroom
http://www.youtube.com/watch?=o9uE
9PbSrp4

Action Plan

Coaching Visit & Debrief Feedback
"...girls in back need conflict
resolution...you mentioned there is
bullying, fighting, etc. Really play up
your team/teammate concept with this

" emphasize the TEAM theme by
having "team meetings" once a week
to discuss team goals- what we need
to work on- what we are doing well
watch video suggested by [coach]
about what it means to be a TEAM"

Coaching Rubric & Written
Feedback
"Your action plan hits on
various pieces that will
really make a big
difference over time."

Reflective Practice Rubric &
Written Feedback
"What was the context, pedagogy,
subject, grouping, etc...more
details...will help you identify
patterns that will help you see
where you can make changes"

Precoaching Visit
Questionnaire
I would like my coach to pay special
attention to my management
strategies and the level of
engagement of my students. These
have been two areas that I am
struggling in.

Figure 13: Reflection/Coaching and Feedback Cycle-Penelope/Jean
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Purpose of Feedback-RQ1
Jean shared that her first year at Nicholson has been a good experience and the
coaching class and feedback were beneficial. She did not know in the beginning what to
expect about the coaching class, visits from Penelope, or feedback.
Jean describes the purpose of feedback as "suggestions and ideas to become a
better teacher." (93:20; I-August, 2012) She recognized that she had areas of strengths
and weaknesses and felt Penelope would help her figure out what those were and share
some strategies to help her improve her teaching.
Expectations of Feedback-RQ2
Jean was not sure what to expect from Penelope's feedback at first. She knew
that her TFA MTLD would also be visiting, so she wasn't sure if that was similar to
Penelope. She stated,
I guess at first I wasn't really sure how the coaching would be different than let's
say the TFA MTLD role, so I didn't really know if it was going to be the exact
same or different, but I basically envisioned my coach coming in and just
helping me figure out what was the strengths of my classroom the strengths and
weaknesses of my instruction and then providing me with feedback. (93:18; IAugust, 2012)
Jean expected feedback would help her improve her teaching practices. She expected her
coach to be helpful and relevant to her needs. One way Penelope was able to provide
feedback that is relevant was through the coaching cycle. Jean expected feedback to
include ideas and suggestions so that she could become a better teacher. She said,
At first I just thought that she would just come in kind of giving me ways to
improve on my teaching since this was my first year and I came in with no prior
experience. I kind of assumed...that she would just come in and make
suggestions and provide ways that I could do things better or differently, things
like that. (93:22; I-August, 2012)
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Jean shared that she expected Penelope would give her specific feedback she would need
based on her pre-coaching visit questionnaire and reflections. Jean's stated needs for
feedback in both her reflections and coaching visits involved her classroom culture,
which included the fighting and negative language in the classroom, and how to create an
environment where students could learn and work together. Building classroom
community was the primary focus for Jean for more than half the year.
Nature of Feedback-RQ3
Process of feedback. Jean said she received a variety of types of feedback
including verbal feedback at her debrief session after Penelope would visit. She would
also receive written feedback and sometimes, "she would send me an audio recording of
her feedback." (93:26; I-August, 2012) On the written feedback Penelope would write
notes about what was happening in the classroom. Jean explains,
...I would say [feedback] was ongoing, but the main times that I really got her
feedback was when she came into my classroom and then we would verbally
debrief and then she would send me what she saw and what we talked about and
I would send her back action items that I was going to work on. And other times
were, would be my reflective practices, but even going to classes and seeing her
she would ask about certain students or ask me for updates and then I might talk
to her in between our coaching visits or... me turning in my reflective practices
and there were definitely conversations we would have in between those
different assignments. (93:40; I-August, 2012)
Jean describes the feedback processes put into place in the M.A.T. program. She also
describes that Penelope would send written feedback on her monthly reflective practice
rubrics. Jean stated the rubrics were not necessarily a helpful form of feedback because,
"...I didn't really understand what each level meant. So I would kind of look at
them, but I really didn't understand what each part was, and maybe it was just
because I didn't have enough experience as a teacher that much so I do not really
understand okay so what does the exemplar section look like? What does a 5
look like versus a 2? I think that was one of the issues with the rubric, that I
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wasn't really sure what the number looked like. So okay I'm here, but how
would it look if I was at a different place on the rubric and I really didn't know
what each section meant or what that really meant for me in my practice. (93:52;
I-August, 2012)
The rubrics were not a clear form of feedback for Jean. She did not understand the
difference in the categories for assessing and how they impacted her teaching or
reflection practice. What she valued the most was the feedback from the coaching visits.
Jean said she really liked when Penelope visited her classroom.
Jean described the process of feedback as helpful and felt the verbal feedback
was what she needed to assist her in improving her teaching. In addition the coaching
visits were a space where Penelope provided support and helped Jean feel more confident
in her teaching. Jean valued the content of feedback she received in those conversations.
Content of feedback. Jean shared that the feedback that Penelope gave her
"would always start with positive things...[which] I loved about it...she would say the
things that she saw in my classroom that were positive..." (93:26; I-August, 2012) She
also said that the feedback Penelope provided was always relevant to her needs. Jean
reflected often and received feedback about classroom culture (f=105; 22%);
instructional strategies (f=48; 10%); support (f=52; 11%); knowledge of students (f=123;
26%); teacher socialization (f=111; 24%); and teacher supports (f=28; 6%) with three out
of her six categories having been mentioned at least 100 times each (see Table 5).
While not her highest reflected theme for which she was offered feedback, Jean
needed the most guidance in building classroom community to improve her classroom
culture so that it was a place where everyone could learn. In the first and middle part of
the school year this is something she reflected upon daily. She recalls the beginning of
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the year sharing,
...our first coaching visit when she came in and right away she noticed that there
was a lot of conflict going on between my students you know while I was
teaching, things that I wouldn't see you know students whispering not nice
things to each other and things like that and one of the issues was we thought I
was just trying to push through content and not really trying to address those
issues. So that was kind of our goal throughout the year… One of my issues is
that I don't know when I am supposed to do all that I have all this content to
teach. And I said aah, I'm not sure when I'm supposed to be fitting in the
teambuilding and things like. And so she gave me a lot of ideas for when and
how to do that. So she would say let's start something at lunch where you pull a
couple of students and you really sit down and talk to them and discuss how to
be a friend and really kind of help me figure out ways throughout the day for me
to pull my students individually and talk to them about how they were feeling
how they were feeling about other students in the classroom and things like that
and when she would come in and she would kind of like I guess look for that,
look for students who she thought were having problems with each other
and we would sit down and try to figure out ways that I can build more
community in the classroom. (93:30; I-August, 2012)
In the first set of monthly reflections and in the first pre-coaching visit questionnaire,
Jean's stated needs were regarding her classroom culture and needing guidance to assist
her with strategies. After observing Jean's classroom, Penelope debriefed with Jean and
also sent this written feedback,
*** girls in the back group---they need some conflict resolution and community
building exercises….try pulling the three of them for lunch to get to know them
and talk with them, see what they have in common, try and get them to see each
other as allies, etc. They are keeping each other from learning. Perhaps separate
them for now until you can develop that relationship with them and with each
other. You definitely need some community building time set aside each day.
Be very explicit with your community building techniques. Teach them
how/why to give and receive a compliment. (ask them for ideas on what this
would look/sound like, write it up on piece of chart paper). Also, you
mentioned there is bullying, fighting, etc. Really play up your team/teammate
concept with this. You can link this type of video to teaching/learning and being
a good teammate in the classroom
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o9uE9PbSrp4 . (You can talk about
this in terms of nouns, verbs, and adjectives and put it up on your wall in the
form of a concept map/graphic organizer. Check out Conscious Discipline,
Teaching with Love and Logic, and Yardsticks to help with all of this. It will
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really help you with getting and keeping their attention, solving conflicts before
they start because this will all snowball throughout the year if you don’t address
it now. (68: 92; CV-1)
Jean created an action plan that addressed all of Penelope's feedback (discussed in RQ4).
Penelope recognized Jean's efforts and in addition to giving specific strategies and
recommending resources, she also gave Jean encouraging feedback. For example,

I really enjoyed being in your classroom. I know you feel a little frustrated right
now, but please keep your amazing disposition and teaching style. You have a
lot of good things going on right now and you are tweaking things to make it
smoother. Your action plan hits on various pieces that will really make a big
difference over time. Be consistent and stick with your items and it will pay off.
Your team will be successful!...:) Keep your chin up...this is all a process and
you are in a good place. I know you don't feel like it, but you are. I look forward
to seeing you soon. Best, [Penelope] (68:80; CV-1)
Penelope encouraged Jean and helped to build her confidence by letting her know the
things she is doing well. Jean appreciated Penelope's encouragement.
As mentioned earlier, Jean worked to develop a relationship with Charles, which
was at times difficult for her because she would take him home from school and his
mother would tell Jean they did not have food. I did not see Penelope's response or
feedback to this in any of the data, so I asked her about it in our December interview.
Penelope shared that she did provide feedback and offer suggestions to Jean to help her
with her feelings of not being able to help,
[Jean] was constantly being asked by parents for money or things and I told her
that that's just not something she is able to do. She can give her time and her
love and her care to [Charles] and...when I had kids I just made my classroom
the place to come in the morning...I had puzzles they could do whatever games,
they could stay, after when kids got in trouble they could come to my classroom
and I explained that to her because if you're exhibiting that love, that care...kids
will want to be there and that's half the battle having them be there and to know
that you care. So I explained that that is how I handled the situation. You could
do other things like raise money for different things, but I mean she was totally
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strapped in all parts of her life...I just wanted her to focus on what she could do
in these moments, and that was to love and care on him and give him a safe
place before school and after school to come and that's what he needed the most.
There are places to get food...it was about having him come to school so he
could get breakfast and lunch and so that he could be safe, for me that's what it
was about. (102:28; I-December, 2012)
Penelope shared her experiences of teaching in urban schools. She suggested ways Jean
could show her love and support of her students while they were in school. Penelope's
authentic feedback encouraged and supported Jean in a challenging situation.
Penelope recommended resources to help Jean build her classroom community
and develop classroom management strategies. Jean stated the resources were very
helpful. She shared,
They were great! It is one thing for me to talk about being a teammate and
what being a team means, but when they watch the videos and just hear it
from a sports player that they know like that, and so they really connected to the
videos and that was really helpful. She also recommended that I read, we had to
read it anyways later, but she recommended that I read "Love and Logic" and it
was great! I read it before it was required and it definitely helped me. When
she recommended it at first I was like oh my gosh when do I have time to do
that, but I was really glad that I did take the time because it wasn't a waste of
time and it definitely made my life easier. It really helped me out.
Jean explained that Penelope's feedback helped her focus on the things she was doing
well and not only on the negatives, which also helped her stay positive throughout the
year. She said,
I think that [Penelope] was very good about just keeping me calm and having
me focus on the little things that I was doing right or the things that were going
right in my classroom...so a lot of the feedback I got was well, you were
focusing on this negative and you're upset or frustrated about that, but I saw soand-so helping so-and-so over here, being an extra set of eyes, and just helping
me to look at the little things and celebrate the small positives in pointing out
things that I wouldn't notice or that are just more difficult to notice when I am
teaching and trying to observe all at the same time so pointing out small
positives and celebrations in my classroom helped me to stay positive. (94:7;
I-November, 2012)
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She was grateful for Penelope's feedback and support, which also helped Jean move
forward in her practice. Towards the end of the year Jean's focus moved from classroom
culture and classroom management to instructional practices. The content of Penelope's
feedback Penelope to Jean in her fourth and fifth coaching visits was related to things
Jean could do to enhance her teaching. In coaching visit four Penelope's feedback was
affirming when she demonstrated the use of best practices, "You had a great community
sense in there...I love that you had the sticky notes throughout the read aloud to
help…you remember what questions to ask what things to point out...great strategy."
(81:24; CV-4)
Penelope also provided Jean with specific actions to take in regards to
instructional practices stating, "making sure that you have a closing of some sort so
things are so important to kind of have the take away and to just say what did you learn
about summarizing tell us something that you learned today." (81: 26; CV-4) Another
teaching strategy Penelope recommended was for Jean to, "try partners using elbow
partners to either tell each other who knits in their families, who goes to church, or those
types of things." (81:28; CV-4) Jean's practice had moved from one that focused on
managing her classroom to one that focused on working towards using best teaching
practices.
Jean was grateful for Penelope's feedback, especially in addressing the issues of
her classroom culture. She reflected,
When looking at the feedback from my coach, I am thankful. I am mostly
thankful that my coach made it clear that I needed to address some of the
negative relationships, comments, fighting, etc...right away every time it
happened. (77:9; Fall retrospective self reflection)
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Jean addressed the issues and implemented strategies that Penelope suggested and they
proved to be successful. Jean began to trust and value Penelope's feedback and the
coaching relationship.
Dyadic Portrait: Penelope/Jean
Jean stated she had a really good relationship with Penelope and when Penelope
would visit her classroom she established that she was there to support and help, not to
"evaluate you and tell you all the things you're doing wrong, "which made Jean feel very
comfortable. (93:15;I-August, 2012) Jean began the year in a very challenging situation
with students who were fighting, mean to each other, some lost their homes because their
apartment building closed, one boy was frustrated because he struggled with the work.
She stated,
Focusing on building community in my classroom has definitely been the
number one most challenging, rewarding, and beneficial aspect of my teaching
practice and for student learning this year. Building community and
relationships with my students has been the most helpful with behavior
management, student investment, and academic achievement. (90:94; Spring
retrospective self-reflection)
For the first and middle part of the year, Jean struggled with how to manage her
classroom and effectively teach the curriculum she was required to teach. Penelope was
supportive, encouraging her while at the same time providing Jean with resources and
specific strategies to assist her in moving forward in her practice. Jean thoughtfully
reflected on her practice, which Penelope recognized, stating in her feedback, "What a
powerful reflection, [Jean]. I appreciate your honest reflection and application to your
own teaching and students." (69:19; STC-Fall, 2011)
As Jean's classroom culture improved, she began to reflect less on classroom
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behavior and more on teaching strategies. In addition, Jean had reflected several times
about wanting to advocate for her children. The more Jean got to know her children, the
more she was able to advocate for their needs. As she became more confident she began
to solicit support from parents and other teachers to help her meet the needs of her
children including the band teacher, her co-teacher, and her student's SFA teacher. Jean
was growing in her professionalism.
Reaction to and Use of Feedback-RQ4
Jean was unsure of her capabilities as a teacher in the beginning of the year and
was not sure if she was performing well. When she thinks back to how she reacted or
used feedback she stated,
I don't think I had a negative reaction, but I don't think I was like I didn't love
hearing about things that I needed to do better, or I didn't love hearing about
things I needed to improve on. But the more I developed a relationship with her
the more I was...asking her for her suggestions. Now I'm getting what I need to
do better. The more I developed a relationship with [Penelope] and the more she
was in my room, the more I would really actually be asking for her feedback
rather than just her giving it to me. (93:7; I-August, 2011).
Both Penelope and Jean agree that Jean enacted the feedback Penelope provided.
Penelope provided Jean with resources such as videos, books, and websites. Jean read
the books before they were assigned in her coursework and was very glad she did. One
book that helped her was the book, "Yardsticks" by Chip Wood. Jean reflected,
As I engaged in the Yardsticks text, I became knowledgeable of the behavior of
most 8 and 9 year olds. I realized that the “short attention spans and
restlessness” that my students had was developmentally average. I have learned
that it is important to give my students frequent breaks, and let them move
around and talk to each other more often. (90:12; Spring retrospective selfreflection)
While Jean would have read these books in the M.A.T. program, she was willing to read
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them sooner to help her get a better understanding of her students. This assisted her in
her teaching and planning appropriate lessons for her students. In addition to using
Penelope's feedback regarding understanding appropriate lessons for her students, Jean
also used feedback regarding her classroom culture. Jean describes the feedback
Penelope presented to her regarding the negative climate in her classroom. She said,
One of my problems, I was having...my kids were being mean...to each other. I
was seeing all these things and I didn't know how to, I think I was telling them
"stop" and one of the things [Penelope] told me was "you need to give them
other words to say" because I didn't realize that. I didn't realize that when I
would tell them "say something nice" that they didn't know what that meant. So
then I would literally give them specific examples and you know I would write t
he class compliments and put them in the bucket and then they would read mine
and kind of get the language. I modeled the expectations and I got
better at that. (94:37; I-November, 2012)
Penelope supplied Jean with specific actions to take based on her stated needs. Jean was
not aware that she should model exactly what she wanted her children to do. Jean valued
Penelope's feedback and would utilize the strategies, resources, and suggestions in order
to help her make changes in her classroom. Whenever Penelope would visit and give
feedback, Jean always created a thoughtful action plan. As mentioned previously,
Penelope recommended Jean keep one of her most challenging students after school in
order to build a relationship with him. Jean received the feedback and created an action
plan. She wrote,
Channeling [Charles]' classroom influence in a positive way- In order to change
[Charles'] leadership role in our classroom to a positive one, I will ask his mom
if he is able to stay afterschool with me a few days a week in order for us to
build our relationship. During this time I will specifically discuss "leadership"
with [him]- what it is, what it means, how to be a leader, and offer "deal" with
him that will give him opportunities to be my "Helper" in the room, etc. During
this time I will also ask [student] about what motivate and interests him, as I am
still struggling to figure this out. (73:40-41; CV-3)
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Jean carried out the stated goals on the action plan and began to develop a relationship
with Charles. He stayed with Jean after school several days a week. She said,
He ended up staying after school with me. It was a little more complicated than I
would have liked because he did not have transportation so on the days that he
would stay I would take him home. I was a little nervous and then it just got to
be an all the time thing because he loves staying after school and I love him
staying after school too, but it was getting like he wanted to stay all the time
and I was taking him home a lot. But really him staying after school really did
help our relationship a lot and also he would come with me at lunch and that
was another thing. So if he couldn't stay a certain day he would work with me
one-on-one and we would just kind of talk and he would stay with me during
lunch sometimes. (94:9; I-November, 2012)
Jean used the feedback from Penelope and found it aided her in developing a relationship
with Charles, which also helped to improve her classroom culture. Penelope recognized
that Jean used the feedback she offered. She describes Jean's work with her students,
[Jean] was making phenomenal gains in building relationships with her kids last
year...really getting to know her kids, really working with kids that lived in very
challenging situations, and really going above and beyond in working with them
and I was very proud of her with that. (102:18; I-December, 2012)
Through implementing the feedback Penelope gave, Jean developed a classroom where
all her students could learn. Her fourth and fifth action plans based on Penelope's
feedback were about instructional strategies such as implementing more read alouds,
differentiating instruction for her students, and releasing control of lessons to less teacher
talk and more student talk. In April Jean reflected upon her growth as a teacher,
From looking at coaching feedback, I notice that my focus shifted from behavior
management and community building at the beginning and middle of the year to
instructional practice toward the end of the year. Now that I feel I have a much
better handle on behavior management techniques from Love and Logic and
Conscious Discipline, I feel better prepared to experiment with a variety of
instructional activities and styles. (90:107; Spring retrospective self-reflection)
Jean attributes her shifts in her classroom to the feedback Penelope offered. By trying
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out some of the strategies Penelope suggested, Jean was able to have more structure in
her classroom, which allowed her to focus on instruction. Penelope also recognized
Jean's growth in her feedback to Jean's spring retrospective self-reflection. Penelope
commented,
What a year it has been. I've enjoyed watching you grow. Your commitment to
your students and classroom community has been a joy to watch. You did not
give up on any of your students. It's wonderful to see the growth that has
occurred by you and them. I'm hoping next year sees more centers, guided
reading, and guided math, so that you are more of a facilitator. I think
empowering your students through jobs and including them on the grading will
help bolster their work. As they see what they missed and go over each
problem, they will learn more instead of just getting a grade back. In addition,
trying out new pedagogical strategies and remembering to stay true to your
authentic teaching self has been a really important part of your growth. You
were not in an easy position, but you authentically conquered your problems
with reflection, love, and caring. I truly admire this about you and it shows
in your growth. :) (91:1; Rubric-Spring retrospective self-reflection)
Penelope reiterated this in her interview with me saying,
[Jean] she made some great gains in seeing the need for culturally responsive
teaching and understanding her students as individuals...she had a tough
situation and she really did a beautiful job connecting with her students and she
did a phenomenal job...building relationships and getting a tough group of
students to respect her, to want to do the work, to want to build community she
really, she was the star in that I think. (34:35; I-June, 2012)
While Jean may not have been fully able to implement centers and was still working on
her teaching strategies, she worked relentlessly to build relationships with her students
and improve the culture of her classroom.
Summary With-in Case Analysis
The feedback Penelope provided and Jean enacted enabled Jean to build a
welcoming classroom environment where her students wanted to be and had the desire to
learn. Jean transformed her practice by enacting the verbal and written feedback
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Penelope gave her regarding her classroom culture recommending specific strategies to
use, recommending resources, and providing her with support and encouragement. Jean
shared with me,
I haven't had anyone else in my room to be...as helpful as [Penelope], like
including administration, Teach For America, anybody that comes in my room.
I think I got the most authentic, true, and meaningful feedback from [Penelope]
and [Nicholson] and I think it is because [Penelope] really knew my students.
She would come in and she would actually talk to them. And I think that was
helpful too, because then she was like, when I would write in my reflective
practices or when I would see her or talk to her in classes she asked me about
my classroom and my kids. She wouldn't just write back to me or about my
assignments, you know she would ask, how is [Charles] doing, and every time I
saw her she would ask about him. And that helped. When you know someone
knows your kids and cares about your kids and has been in your room like it's
not just once a semester or not once a year, and they are trying to give you
feedback, so I think it was easier for me to take the feedback and it meant more
to me than people who would just come in and look at my quantitative data and
talked to me about that. (94:45; I-November, 2012)
Jean truly understood the interrelatedness and purpose of the coaching cycle: reflections,
stated needs, coaching visit, action plan, and feedback, and how it connected to
everything she was learning in the M.A.T. program. She made the connection that
Penelope spoke of about the importance of reflection so that she could see what was
happening in the classroom in between coaching visits, and how it would provide deeper
context for her coaching visit. While the feedback Penelope provided was important to
Jean's growth and learning as a teacher, Jean's willingness to receive, consider, and enact
the feedback is equally important.
Final Member Checking and Trajectory
Jean shared that things are going really well in her classroom this year. She
moved from third grade to second grade because her school split into a primary and
intermediate school. She shared that her classroom culture is going well because she was
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able to start from the first day of school with expectations and building her classroom
culture based on the feedback she received last year. She shared,
I'm still working on the small things, but it's nothing like the stress that I felt
last year. I'm not as overwhelmed, my culture in my class is better, my kids are
on task and are more engaged. That has a lot to do with the way I've changed
too, it's not so much whole group..centers and small group...are the things that I
am focusing on this year...from [Penelope's] feedback last year. (103: 30;
Member checking, January, 2013)
When asked what she planned to do after she finished her commitment to TFA, Jean
stated that she planned on staying a third year at her placement school. She also stated
she was definitely going to stay in teaching and that she wanted to stay in education as a
lifelong career.
Penelope confirmed what Jean said about her classroom practices this year. She
shared how excited she was by Jean's progress,
I saw it and all the kids had stuff that they were doing and working on. And I
went around to each group and I said what are you working on, tell me about
what game you're playing, why are you playing this, what are you learning while
you're playing this, and I just was asking them questions and they loved
explaining the games to me and they were learning and they were sorting and
they were talking to each other...and then they had an early finishers center, and
she was working with a group and everybody was working and it was beautiful.
And I literally just went over to her and I hugged her and I cried a little bit and I
said you're doing it! And she said I know I'm doing it and she has just been so
proud of that and it's been this huge accomplishment. And she said you just kept
telling me to do it and I just finally did it and I love coming to school now and I
love going to work. And she's going to teach another year and she's just, she's
very happy. And it's been amazing. (103:33, Member checking-December,
2012)
Jean shared in an email with me, "I expected teaching to be very fulfilling and rewarding,
which it most certainly is...but it is also the most challenging experience of my life."
(email correspondence, 2/19/13) Jean continues to check on Charles to see how he is
progressing. He is now at the intermediate school, but she sees him when she takes her
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students to the bus. She built a lasting relationship with him.
In February I sent Jean a copy of her case and asked if she felt her case was
represented the way she experienced the year. She shared, "I have looked at my case and
it looks accurate. Thank you for sending it over to me!" (email correspondence, 4/7/13)
I also asked her to feel free to track changes, make comments, or add anything she felt I
missed. She did not make any changes.
Cross-Case Analysis
In the section above, I shared the findings from each individual participant in
answering research questions one through three. When answering research question four,
I included the coaching dyads, as this question involved the giving of feedback and how
it was received and used. Illustrating the three individual cases allowed me to document
how each case was unique in terms of: (1) context of teaching; (2) purpose of feedback;
(3) expectations of feedback; and (4) the type of feedback each was offered and used or
not used.
The cross-case analysis allows me to discuss the themes and subthemes that
were present across all three cases. Through examining each case independently, I was
able to draw connections across the cases which revealed that the feedback given by
Penelope promoted: (a) efficacy, (b) professionalism, (c) teacher learning, and (d)
problemetizing teaching practices.
Feedback Similarities and Differences Across Cases
Support. Penelope provided Claudia, Ellie, and Jean with individualized
feedback based on observations and expressed needs of CMs. Feedback to support, was
given almost equally when you look at the main theme (see Table 5). However, Claudia
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received more emotional support than her peers; (f=19) receiving two times more than
Jean (f=9) and almost four times more than Ellie (f=4). In addition to her challenges with
living far away and the stress of Nicholson's program, she,
...had a tough situation with her co-teacher, so most of that was...the confidence
and the colleague and the administration thing because I thought her teaching
was fine and she was, once she figured out what four-year-olds were like, which
was a huge learning curve, she actually did well and with that. You know she
was very developmentally appropriate. It was very great for kids. It was that
being able to stand up to her co-teacher and her administration. (102:62-63; IDecember, 2012)
Penelope listened and provided emotional support when Claudia needed to talk about
issues that were outside the immediate realm of her classroom. Emotional support is
defined as times Penelope demonstrated empathy, listened when CMs needed to discuss
events not related to classroom teaching (e.g. personal issues, family matters, etc...),
and/or showed care and concern. In January, many of Claudia's reflections were about
issues other than what was happening in her classroom. In addition, she also discussed
these issues with Penelope in their coaching debrief. Claudia was grateful that her coach
was supportive and cared about her. She shared,
I also talked to my [Nicholson] coach about how I was really feeling about
classes and teaching, and that felt pretty good. I still feel very stressed, but it was
good to have someone hear me. (16:103; R-January, 2012)
Penelope also recognized that Claudia needed time to share her frustrations and wanted to
provide her emotional support. In her written feedback on Claudia's January reflective
practices rubric, Penelope wrote,
I know you have been feeling stressed about your work this semester in terms of
the literacy class, etc It is tough that you are living in [city], as that is quite
the commute. Are there ways to use that time to your benefit? Can you talk to
your sister or mom on the way home? Could you record yourself on your iPhone
or iPad brainstorming lessons or recording your assessment ideas or highs and
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lows, so it is easier later? Just some thoughts or listening to a fun book on tape
to relax you. I like your idea of trying to do more of the planning, etc. Let me
know how it goes... :) (17:2; Rubric-January reflective practices)
Penelope was empathetic and understanding to Claudia's situation and suggested ways
Claudia could use her time in the car productively, which in turn could help reduce her
stress.
Feedback to support was sometimes given in relation to the other themes that
emerged. For example, prior to reading the books Penelope recommended, Claudia
reflected about not knowing how to relate to her four-year olds. Penelope gave her
supportive feedback that encouraged Claudia, as well as suggested resources so she
would learn more about her children. Claudia reflected:
They cannot tell me. If they’re tired, they can’t tell me. If they’re mad, they
can’t tell me. They don’t have the words yet. They haven’t been given the
words. What I see two year olds able to express in wealthy areas, my four year
olds cannot... How do I tell them that [it's] going to be alright, that they are safe
here and no one is going to hurt them, that they don’t have to claw for attention
or act up or hit each other? It is made all the worse by the razor edge I walk,
because I become so frustrated with them, and I don’t want to start out as the
system that fails them. There is no common ground between a four year old and
I, not yet, because I am neither their mother nor their father, the two adults in
their life they love, nor am I even the same color. How do I find a way to reach
my four year olds? (4:11; STC, September, 2011)
Claudia grappled with understanding her students, their needs, and how to reach them.
She reflected that she did not know what she could contribute to their learning. Penelope
helped Claudia to see that she was a valuable and critical person in the lives of these
children. In her written feedback on Claudia's STC Penelope encouraged Claudia saying,
You are a MAJOR person in their lives regardless of blood or color of your skin.
You spend more time with them than most people in their lives. All the more
reason to listen, love, and plan amazing lessons they can connect to. (4:13;
STC, September, 2011)
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Supportive feedback was sometimes given in conjunction with other themes. Claudia
needed supportive feedback that encouraged her when she was reflecting about
knowledge of her students (or lack of). Penelope could also give supportive feedback to
encourage independently of other themes. Jean had a very challenging classroom at the
beginning of the year and really had to build relationships in her classroom to improve
her classroom culture. She received supportive feedback in the form of encouragement
more than the others (f=23). Feedback to encourage was when Penelope said something
that inspired CMs, lifted their spirits, or boosted their confidence. For example,
I've seen a lot of growth in your classroom community, which is in turn
positively influencing their academics! How proud you must be!...Congrats on
Teacher of the Month! You've come a long way! Keep up the good work and
creating center time. (84:6; Rubric, February reflections )
Jean often felt as if she was struggling and valued the encouraging feedback Penelope
gave her. She mentions that it was very helpful and encouraging when Penelope
reminded her of the things that were going well in her classroom. In addition to
supportive feedback that provided emotional support and feedback to encourage,
Penelope also shared supportive feedback that was affirming. Ellie received the most
supportive feedback that affirms from Penelope (f=30). Feedback that affirms is when
Penelope acknowledged that a CM was using a strategy that was best practices. After
Ellie's first coaching visit, the focus of her reflections and stated needs in her precoaching visit questionnaire were regarding her instructional strategies. Penelope noted,
awesome job with incorporating many items from your action plan. You are
really working hard at incorporating coaching feedback as well as tweaking on
your own. You have a lot of neat and unique things going on in your room. I
love the partner and group talk, your movement, singing, and videos etc!!!
Excellent. (42:73; Fall summative coaching rubric )
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In this feedback, Penelope gave affirming feedback because Ellie was using instructional
strategies that they had discussed in coaching visits which Penelope considered best
practices. For example the partner and group talk, movement and singing (which is
developmentally appropriate for first graders), and videos that went with her curriculum.
Because Ellie was able to focus more on instruction in her reflections, she received more
supportive feedback that affirmed what she was doing.
Claudia, Ellie, and Jean all stated that Penelope was a supportive and helpful
coach, which was demonstrated in her feedback. Penelope provided supportive feedback
to each of them, yet the type of supportive feedback; affirming, emotional support, or
encouragement was based on their individual needs and situations.
Teacher Socialization. The theme of teacher socialization emerged from all
three CMs data. Claudia, Ellie, and Jean all reflected and requested feedback in the area
of teacher socialization higher than any other theme; however, their subthemes varied in
number (see Table 5). Teacher Socialization is defined as times when CMs or Penelope
discuss/demonstrate they are learning about the norms, values, behaviors, and social
skills that are needed in the job of a teacher.
Relationship with co-workers. Claudia reflected about the relationship with her
co-teacher throughout the entire school year, as well as other co-workers' unprofessional
behavior at work. Penelope offered her strategies to help move the relationship forward.
However, Claudia still struggled throughout the year. Penelope asked Claudia if she
needed Penelope to mediate for her, but Claudia said she did not want that.
Learns role. Penelope provided feedback to CMs on how they could involve
parents in their classrooms and advocate for their students. Learns the Role is defined as
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times when CMs are self-directed in their role as a teacher. For example they begin
initiating conferences, advocating for students, and seeking out resources such as books,
materials, but also parents, friends, and other teachers. It also included exhibiting
leadership in their schools.
Claudia grew in her ability to involve parents in her classroom. While Claudia
struggled to form a cohesive relationship with her co-teacher, she was finding success in
working with parents. She wrote,
In my relational practices, I went through some setbacks with my co workers,
but I really connected to a parent of a child that I’ve struggled to reach in the
past. Having my conversation with [his] dad on the 12th was really good for both
of us, because I was able to turn a possible negative interaction into a positive
one, and connect with [his] dad. These aspects of growth show that I’ve come a
long way this semester. (27:272; R-April, 2012)
Claudia recognized her growth in learning that one of the roles of a teacher is to include
parents in the education of students. Penelope encouraged CMs to get parents involved
as it was another level of support for students. Penelope also recommended to Ellie that
she try to get parents involved in her classroom in ways such as inviting a mystery reader.
In addition, Ellie read articles about using children's families as resources. Ellie reflected,
A very definite way to professionalize myself as a teacher is to tap into my
students’ parents and treat them as I would a business contact. That degree of
professionalism will further our relationship, allowing my students’ parents to
feel respected and enabling me to access information that only my students’
parents can provide, which will strengthen their education. (46:15; Fall
retrospective self-reflection)
Ellie recognized the importance of involving families in her classroom. Ellie was also a
team leader, was chosen to attend several professional development sessions to build her
knowledge, served on the school council, and was assigned a student teacher. In her first
year of teaching, Ellie was learning the role of being a teacher leader.
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Jean worked to build relationships in her classroom. As Jean got to know her
students more, she began advocating for them. She sought the help of co-workers.
Penelope recommended to Jean that she try out new teaching strategies to help engage
her students. She responded to Penelope's suggestions reflecting,
I am trying new teaching styles and strategies. I am working with colleagues to
create the best learning environment for my students. My co-teacher and I have
recently been parallel teaching, having our students perform raps to remember
math strategies, and have been collecting purposeful data. I have had the
opportunity to observe veteran teachers with meaningful debriefs, as well as
share resources with teachers from multiple schools and grade levels (in order to
differentiate for my students who are on a variety of learning levels). (90:82;
Spring retrospective self-reflection)
Jean enacted Penelope's feedback and began trying new ideas and teaching strategies to
help engage her students more. Penelope recognized Jean's efforts stating "...trying out
new pedagogical strategies and remembering to stay true to your authentic teaching self
has been a really important part of your growth." (91:145; Rubric-spring retrospective)
Penelope provided feedback that encouraged CMs to grow in their teaching practices.
Responsibilities. There are many responsibilities of a teacher, most of them
performed simultaneously. Examples of responsibilities include lesson plans, grading
papers, assessing students (DRA, benchmarks, teacher made tests, etc...), bulletin boards,
meetings, etc... All three CMs reflected about keeping up with grading, DRAs, and
recording grades in their TFA trackers. Penelope recommended Ellie and Jean allow
students to grade their own work, thereby providing them with instantaneous feedback on
their learning. Jean and Ellie did implement the suggestion which helped them and
benefitted their students.
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Knowledge of students. Penelope offered feedback to Claudia, Ellie, and Jean
about the knowledge of their students. Knowledge of students is defined as the
understanding/or lack of understanding about student needs. Claudia, Ellie, and Jean
each grappled with understanding how to meet the needs of their students. Penelope
continuously suggested resources, suggested specific actions to take, and posed
alternative strategies. Penelope recommended three books to each CM, Yardsticks,
Conscious Discipline, and Teaching with Love and Logic. Claudia, Ellie, and Jean each
reflected how reading these books helped them improve their classroom environment,
helped them to better understand their students and what is developmentally appropriate
for them, and allowed them to focus more on their instruction (including planning
appropriate lessons). These books are all resources used in the M.A.T. program;
however, Claudia, Ellie, and Jean read the books prior to when they were assigned in
their coursework in order to meet the needs of their students as soon as was possible.
The themes in this study were carried across all three of the CMs' data.
However, each CM had individual needs within each theme. Penelope offered feedback
individually to each CM based on their needs. Feedback was not the same all the time as
Penelope had to change her feedback based on the changes CMs made over time.
Feedback Across Time
Penelope said she offered and Claudia, Ellie, and Jean said they received
feedback that was relevant to their individual needs. This was supported through
evidence of feedback that was given over time across the entire school year (see Tables 6,
7, and 8). Claudia reflected about her relationship with her co-teacher slightly more in
the first half of the year than the second half of the year. Her reflections regarding
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knowledge of her students, especially of what was developmentally appropriate lessened
towards the end of the school year when she felt more comfortable and had a better
understanding of what her students could do. (see Table 6)
Table 6
Feedback Over Time_Claudia
Claudia-Feedback Over Time
CLASSROOM CULTURE
Build/disrupt
Classroom management
Suggests resources
Suggests specific actions to take
INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES
Provides alternative strategies
Suggests resources
Suggests specific actions to take
SUPPORT
Affirms
Emotional support
Encouragement
KNOWLEDGE OF STUDENTS
Concern for students
Developmentally appropriate
Social emotional growth of students
Student achievement
Student engagement
TEACHER SOCIALIZATION
Locus of Control
Learns role
Relationship with co-workers
Responsibilities
School/district rules
Survival/pressure
Unexpected realities
TEACHER SUPPORTS
DRC group helpful
Peer
Resources_helpful
School/district
Seminars helpful
TFA

Sep

Oct

Nov

Jan

Feb Mar Apr

2
4
7
6

2
2
4
6

0
4
2
4

5
2
2
2

3
1
0
1

1
0
0
0

0
1
3
3

3
9
9

1
3
3

1
1
2

1
2
6

0
0
1

0
0
0

0
1
0

5
7
6

2
1
4

4
2
5

6
4
3

1
3
1

0
1
0

0
1
1

1
3
4
1
0

1
7
7
2
2

1
3
2
1
1

3
2
9
1
0

2
0
3
0
0

6
0
2
4
1

3
1
3
2
0

0
1
11
1
1
4
9

0
0
4
0
2
0
1

0
4
9
5
1
0
0

0
2
4
0
0
3
3

2
3
3
3
1
2
0

1
1
4
3
0
4
2

0
1
6
1
0
0
3

1
1
2
0
1
1

0
1
1
2
1
0

0
0
0
0
0
1

0
0
0
0
0
0

1
0
0
1
0
0

0
1
0
1
0
0

1
0
1
0
0
3
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Ellie reflected about teacher responsibilities throughout the year including
school council member, team leader, and being chosen to attend workshops. With these
responsibilities came development as a teacher as she learned from these workshops, she
began to write her own units and advocating for her team.
Table 7
Feedback Over Time_Ellie
Ellie- Feedback Over Time
CLASSROOM CULTURE
Build/disrupts
Classroom management
Suggests resources
Suggests specific actions to take
INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES
Provides alternative strategies
Suggests resources
Suggests specific actions to take
SUPPORT
Affirms
Emotional support
Encouragement
KNOWLEDGE OF STUDENTS
Concern for students
Developmentally appropriate
Social emotional growth of students
Student achievement
Student engagement
TEACHER SOCIALIZATION
Locus of Control
Learns Role
Relationship with co-workers
Responsibilities
School/district rules
Survival/pressure
Unexpected realities
TEACHER SUPPORTS
DRC group helpful
Peer
Resources_helpful
School/district
Seminars helpful
TFA

Sep

Oct

Nov

Jan

Feb Mar Apr

8
4
4
4

3
3
1
2

0
2
0
0

3
2
1
0

3
3
0
1

1
2
0
0

1
2
0
0

3
8
14

1
2
2

0
1
8

0
0
5

0
0
2

0
0
1

0
0
1

4
1
4

5
1
3

10
0
2

5
0
3

2
0
3

2
0
1

2
2
0

0
3
0
2
1

1
3
1
1
0

1
8
1
1
5

2
2
1
3
2

1
2
1
3
1

0
2
0
9
3

1
1
0
6
2

1
4
4
9
2
3
2

1
2
1
8
2
6
0

2
2
1
5
1
2
1

1
1
0
4
1
2
1

1
2
0
6
1
1
0

0
7
0
11
4
3
1

1
9
0
9
3
2
0

1
2
1
3
0
0

0
0
1
1
0
1

1
0
0
1
0
0

0
1
0
0
0
0

0
1
0
2
0
0

0
3
2
3
0
2

1
3
7
1
0
1
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When you look at the classroom culture subtheme of build/disrupt on Jean's
chart, it is a little misleading if you only look at the numbers. In the beginning of the
year Jean reflected about all the negative behavior and fights that were happening. At the
end of the year she talked about the positive behavior and culture her class was
demonstrating, like helping each other study for a test or reminding each other to use nice
words to each other. The feedback Penelope offered assisted Jean in developing her
classroom culture, which resulted in a positive outcome with her students.
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Table 8
Feedback Over Time_Jean
Jean-Feedback Over Time
CLASSROOM CULTURE
Build/disrupt
Classroom management
Suggests resources
Suggests specific actions to take
INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES
Provides alternative strategies
Suggests resources
Suggests specific actions to take
SUPPORT
Affirms
Emotional support
Encouragement
KNOWLEDGE OF STUDENTS
Concern for students
Developmentally appropriate
Social emotional growth of students
Student achievement
Student engagement
TEACHER SOCIALIZATION
Locus of Control
Learns role
Relationship with co-workers
Responsibilities
School/district rules
Survival/pressure
Unexpected realities
TEACHER SUPPORTS
DRC group helpful
Peer
Resources-helpful
School/district
Seminars helpful
TFA

Sep

Oct

Nov

Jan

Feb Mar Apr

19
4
8
9

7
1
0
1

13
2
3
5

4
1
1
1

7
3
0
0

6
1
0
0

6
1
2
0

1
8
11

0
2
4

0
1
5

0
0
5

4
0
5

0
0
0

0
0
1

7
5
13

0
0
0

1
3
4

5
0
3

5
0
1

1
1
1

1
0
1

4
5
3
5
1

4
4
1
5
3

5
3
2
3
1

2
2
4
5
2

0
3
4
8
6

2
3
0
9
4

5
4
1
6
4

0
0
4
11
1
7
10

0
2
0
2
0
0
1

0
1
0
6
0
2
5

1
1
0
4
0
2
1

2
2
1
6
0
3
2

2
5
1
4
1
4
2

1
4
0
2
0
6
2

1
1
1
0
1
0

0
2
0
1
0
0

1
1
0
0
0
0

0
1
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
1
0
0

0
5
3
1
0
0

1
1
5
0
1
0
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In examining the tables, all of the CMs talked about student achievement more
at the end of the school year. In looking back at their reflections and coaching visits, they
began noting successes, both academically and developmentally. Claudia reflected, "I
had my kids reading “at” words today as a group. This was awesome." (23:136; RMarch, 2012) Ellie shared, "...HE IS COMBINING COINS ACCURATELY!! He’s also
raising his hand to answer questions about coin values – and he even came to the
Promethean board and completed a coin counting exercise!" (52:43; R-February, 2012)
Jean reflected about student achievement more than the others throughout the year, but
she also showed an increase as the year went on.
All of the tables illustrate that the feedback continued to be relative to each CMs'
needs. It is interesting to note that they all continued to mention survival and pressure
throughout the year. It did not lessen significantly as they gained knowledge from their
courses, experience, and confidence in their abilities to teach.
Summary of Cross-Case Analysis
When examining the data, Claudia, Ellie, and Jean reflected about and requested
feedback in all of the major categories as shown in Table 5. They all needed and were
given support by Penelope. The resources Penelope offered helped CMs grow in their
knowledge and improve their teaching, understanding their children, and building culture
in their classrooms. This led to an increase in professionalism as they began to focus
more on their instruction, handle the myriad of responsibilities needed, and advocate for
their children's needs.
Two important findings emerged across the cases. One is that Penelope's
knowledge of the students in Claudia, Ellie, and Jean's classrooms was valued by each
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CM. She took the time to talk to them, to see what they were learning, and would then
ask the CMs about them outside of the classroom.
A second finding is that of authenticity. Penelope recognized the uniqueness of
each CM and the ways in which they were each navigating their individual teaching
identity and style. She encouraged them to continue to "be [their] authentic self" and not
to let others discourage them from being who they were, or to try to be someone they are
not. She admired their authenticity in keeping true to being educators who wanted to
provide students with meaningful instruction while working toward building positive
relationships. Penelope also demonstrated authenticity in her relationship with and her
feedback to them. Penelope was willing to share her own challenges and experiences as a
beginning teacher who had learned to teach in a similar environment. Penelope
empathized with them as well as supported them. She freely shared her knowledge and
experiences. This authenticity helped in fostering positive relationships. In addition, it
helped CMs stand up for what they believe in, to teach against the grain so that when
Ellie had to adhere to her SFA program, she still felt it necessary to advocate for more
time for writing workshop for her students. Jean advocated for her student with special
needs to get him the help and support he needed, and Claudia tried to be consistent in
using Love and Logic with her students because she did not want to yell at the kids the
way her co-teacher did. Claudia, Ellie, and Jean also recognized Penelope's authenticity
stating she gave them the most authentic feedback in the program, which they valued.
Claudia, Ellie, and Jean each stated that the coaching relationship and the
feedback Penelope provided was the most helpful aspect of Nicholson's program. Ellie
shared, "[Penelope] has been the single-most helpful person in my teaching experience
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thus far. She is observant, purposeful, and direct. I appreciate her feedback and highly
value her advice and general opinions." (64:19; I-February, 2013-email) Jean and
Claudia shared similar comments which are found in their individual cases.
Theoretical Framework Analyses and Interpretations
Experiential Learning Theory
As stated in chapter three, in my final stage of analysis I examined the data to
look for connections to my theoretical frameworks of Kolb (1984) and Mezirow (1991,
2000). Each of the CMs stated that teaching definitely involved learning on the job and
that they did consistently take note of things not working in their classrooms, what action
they needed to take, action taken, and assessment of the success of the action. Examples
in the data ranged from realizing the books they chose for a read-aloud were not
interesting to students to maximizing instructional time by creating weekly homework
packets and assigning a job to stuff weekly folders. To demonstrate the types of
reflections that represented the Experiential Learning Theory (Kolb, 1984), I chose one
salient example for each CM, yet there were several exemplars for each case.
Claudia reflected about the book she chose for a read aloud that did not interest
her students. As she experimented with reading different types of books, she made the
connection that the books she chooses can really make a difference in her lesson, thereby,
also in the behavior of her students. She began finding out what interested her students
and would choose books they could relate to, which also kept them active and listening as
they participated with the text. This is reflected in Figure 14.
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Concrete Experience
• I had a really horrible read aloud
today

Active Experimentation
• I realize that my choice of books really
affects how my lesson goes.
• I chose a book that was relevant to my
kids, because it was about losing teeth
and all my kids have lost some teeth!
• I worked to make sure my kids were
interacting with the story.
• Now What?What Happened? Next
Steps?

Reflective Observation
•I thought that I was planning with
my kids in mind. I chose to read
them a book on Africa, because I
know that they’re really into other
cultures and learning about how
other people.
•What? Goal stated?

Abstract Conceptualization
• They did not listen at all during the
lesson, and I found myself
scrambling just to get them to listen
to me. It was an awful lesson, and I
felt so terrible about my abilities as
a teacher.
• So What? What is the plan?

Figure 14. Experiential Learning Cycle (Kolb, 1984)-Claudia's Reflective Practices

Ellie's example was taken from her January reflective practices (see Figure 15).
Being an English major, Ellie found reading and writing to be important. She focused on
Writer's Workshop with her students. She was constantly reflecting on how she could
make her writing block more productive and a better learning experience for her students.
Through continuous revising and requesting a schedule change to create a larger writing
block, she was successful at acquiring more writing time for her students.
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Concrete Experience
•On 11/14, I said, “I will build time into each day
for students to write.” This turned out to be very
difficult. The schedule was broken into sporadic
chunks. Writing time was not routine for the kids.

Active Experimentation
•After proposing (and actually
receiving approval for!) a major
schedule change, I created a 50 minute
ELA/writing block...There is increased
structure in this new writing block.
•What Happened? Now What? Next
Steps?

Reflective Observation
• Have the children spend
more time actually writing.
• What? Goal stated?

Abstract Conceptualization
• I committed a thirty minute chunk of ELA to
writing. This includes a Read Aloud and minilesson on the concept to be used during Writers’
Workshop, but the students are writing for at least
18 minutes straight every single day.
• So What? What is the plan?

Figure 15. Experiential Learning Cycle (Kolb, 1984)-Ellie's Reflective Practices

Jean worked relentlessly to develop a classroom culture where students were
learning and working together. When she started making some progress, she was able to
focus on her lessons. As Jean got to know her students better she began understanding
their strengths and weaknesses and made a decision to be an advocate for them. She also
reflected about the many resources available to her that she could utilize. This illustrates
two examples of her decision to advocate for her students (see Figure 16). In addition,
she mentioned making a deal with Charles' SFA teacher so that when he was successful
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he could eat lunch with her. Jean was able to become an advocate and learn from her
experiences, yet these decisions manifested after she had that critical conversation with
Penelope about working to build classroom culture and to also build a relationship with
Charles.

Concrete Experience
I am not meeting the needs of all my
students.

Active Experimentation
•I have expressed my concerns and have
helped get him the support he needs in
the future
•I will let [Charles] go to the band room
to complete his work and talk to [band
teacher] as long as he completes work
•What Happened? Now What? Next
Steps?

Reflective Observation
•I need to work on taking full
advantage of the resources that are
available to me, including professors,
coaches, mentors, veteran teachers,
literacy specialists attending...etc.

•What? Goal stated?

Abstract Conceptualization
• I have gathered data and held an IEP meeting for
[student].
• .[Charles] works better with our band teacher.
He responds to him in a way that he does not
respond to me.
• So What? What is the plan?

Figure 16. Experiential Learning Cycle (Kolb, 1984)-Jean's Reflective Practices
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Transformational Learning Theory
Claudia, Ellie, and Jean all experienced challenges in the beginning of the year
with understanding their students and building classroom culture. Penelope provided
them with specific strategies, resources, and constructive feedback. Each of the CMs, as
well as Penelope noted transformation in their classroom culture, the way they related to
children, and themselves. These pivotal events have been mentioned in individual cases
or cross case analysis, but warrant mentioning again here because these are the instances
where CMs transformed their classrooms so that learning could take place and they could
focus on their students' academic needs.
Claudia began the school year without any experience working with young
children. She did not know what the expectations were for talking, movement, or
listening. She reflected about their social emotional growth, classroom management, and
what was developmentally appropriate more often during the first half of the year.
Penelope's discussions with her helped her grasp what was acceptable behavior for her
four year olds. She was getting frustrated when students were calling out when she was
reading a story and Penelope discussed how in addition to being appropriate behavior, her
students were learning. Claudia said,
We were doing a read aloud on the carpet and something that I was irritated by
was my kids calling out...[Penelope] pointed out that they were calling out parts
of the story, and...were really mastering...cause and effect relationship in
the story so she [said]...you should really point that out to them and they are
really understanding the content while giving them a vehicle a way in which to
do that appropriate to the story so that they're not interrupting you. So that was
really helpful for me. (31:23; I-June, 2012)
Penelope and Claudia both recognized Claudia's growth in understanding her children.
She took Penelope's feedback and used it, read the recommended books, and
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implemented appropriate strategies to help her make changes in her classroom and
teaching practices (see Figure 17).

• Grown so much
• Understanding 4 year olds
• Reading recommended books
• You are planning
developmentally appropriate
lessons

Active
ExperimentationReading Yardsticks...
helped me...
understand my kids
and change my
practices to be more
developmentally

appropriate

Abstract
ConceptualiztionIf I can plan engaging
lessons that are
developmentally
appropriate, my kids will
learn and be more
attentive

• Read Yardsticks...
• understand what is
developmentally appropriate
for 4 year olds
• Read Love and Logic to help
with management

Concrete
Experience-I don't
understand my
students...had a rough
time...felt that my kids
were never listening to
me...think that I was the
one having control issues. I
don’t know when it
evolved in me that little
things were not okay.

Reflective
ObservationLessons are not
engaging for
students...not
reaching
them...causing
behavior issues

•Penelope read
reflections,
recognized Claudia
was struggling
understanding her
students
•Observed

• Use neigborhood and
playground to teach shapes,
colors, etc...
• Teach conversational skills
• Use family relationships
• Think creatively how you
can use these things

Figure 17. Intersection of Kolb (1984) and Mezirow (1991, 2000) in Coaching FeedbackClaudia
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Claudia's changes in practice were more gradual, occurring over a few months
and continued to grow throughout the year. Ellie's made some immediate changes in her
practice in respect to her interactions with students. She continued to make changes in
her instructional practices throughout the year. Penelope observed Ellie and saw the
negative discipline she was using and the way she spoke with her students and provided
Ellie with verbatim notes that explicitly demonstrated the language she was using with
Penelope's comments alongside. She posed a question, asking Ellie how she would feel
if someone spoke like that to her. Ellie said the feedback she received was all she needed
to make changes in her classroom (see Figure 18).
•You transformed your classroom
overnight after...coaching
feedback
•Immediately started doing things
...movement, interesting lessons,
positive climate, conflict
management, etc. THAT"S
Active
HUGE!
Experimentationreading Concious
Discipline -has
honestly changed
the classroom
Abstract
ConceptualiztionI stress positive behaviorsbut I use negative
discipline-words, phrases
and gestures-negative-not
things I would like to see
my students using-not
words, phrases and
gestures that I would
appreciate having directed
toward me.

• Read Yardsticks...
• understand normal
behaviors...know what to
attend to...what to
ignore...should cut down on the
negative feedback...Conscious
Discipline also

Concrete
ExperienceDiscipline issues-I
asked [Penelope] to
observe +/- ratio
disciplinary
measures

Reflective
Observation-I
need to be more
cognizant of the
model I am
presenting to my
students.

•Penelope
observed took
verbatim notes
•Gave to CMtold her to call
to discuss

• 1 1/2 hhrs. sitting in their
chairs….not developmentally
appropriate pedagogically,
cognitively, behaviorally...
multiple ramifications...
working against you ...not
being able to absorb
information, getting
antsy/acting out, etc. Think
in 20-30 minute segments

Figure 18. Intersection of Kolb (1984) and Mezirow (1991, 2000) in Coaching Feedback
Ellie
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Jean implemented strategies and suggestions from Penelope which resulted in
changes in her classroom. She encountered frequent acting out by her students that Ellie
did not have (see Figure 19). Jean's growth and changes continued throughout the year as
a teacher and her instructional strategies. Both she and Penelope recognized that this
current year has seen a notable transformation. She is much more student-centered and
not so teacher-directed in her learning which she attributes to the feedback Penelope
imparted.

• It's so encouraging to see this
new space you are in with
your students
• I've enjoyed watching you
grow. Your commitment to
your students and classroom
community has been a joy to
watch. You did not give up on
Active
any of your students.
Experimentation-

Read recommended
books, worked with
Charles after school
and lunch, modeled
expected behavior...
big change in room
Abstract
Conceptualiztion-Positive classroom
culture...I envision for
my classroom and that
my students deserve.
• Read Conscious Discipline, -work at building
Teaching with Love and Logic
relationships
Yardsticks
-model expectations

• Be explicit with your
community building
techniques. Teach them
how/why to give and receive a
compliment.

•Penelope observed
took verbatim
notes
•Observed students
fighting
Concrete
ExperienceChallenged with
extreme behaviors
(fighting, yelling,
chronic disruption)

Reflective
Observation-Not
able to
teach...trying to
push through
content and have
ignored issues...not • Need to solve
conflicts before they
working

start...need to address
now
• Really play up your
team/teammate
concept

Figure 19. Intersection of Kolb (Kolb) and Mezirow (1991, 2000) in Coaching FeedbackJean
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I did not find any other studies which examined data using Kolb (1984) or
Mezirow (1991, 2000) in a theoretical analysis as applied to a coaching cycle. Claudia,
Ellie, and Jean learned from the feedback they received from Penelope as she challenged
their thinking and offered other points of view (Mezirow, 1991, 2001), but also stated
that they learned through their experiences in their individual classrooms as they
encountered daily events which caused them to reflect and enact (Kolb, 1984).
Conclusion
In this chapter I presented the findings of three coaching dyads and how they
perceived the purpose of feedback, expectations of feedback, the nature of feedback, and
the use and reaction to feedback. I discussed the similarities and differences of each CM
in the cross-case analysis. In addition, I presented a Theoretical Framework Analysis.
In Chapter Five, I will discuss how this confirms, disconfirms, and extends the literature.
Limitations of the study, as well as implications and recommendations for Nicholson,
teacher educators, school districts interested in hiring TFA CMs, and teacher education
are included.
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CHAPTER FIVE
DISCUSSION
In this qualitative multiple case study I examined how three coaching dyads
which included four participants, experienced the nature of feedback as part of a coaching
relationship in the context of their university coursework. Penelope, the UC is
experienced in coaching and was in her second year of working at Nicholson as a UC and
instructor at the time I began my study. Claudia, Ellie, and Jean, the TFA CMs are part
of Nicholson University's M.A.T. program as well as beginning teachers in their first year
of teaching in urban elementary schools. I investigated the following overarching
research questions as stated by the CM and UC: (1) What is the purpose of feedback?;
(2) What are the expectations of feedback?; (3) What is the nature of feedback?; and
(4) What is the use and reaction to feedback? The findings and interpretations are
detailed in Chapter Four. To answer these questions, I analyzed multiple data sources
including, (a) semi-structured interviews of participants, (b) artifacts (CM reflections,
pre-visit coaching questionnaire, written and transcribed feedback, UC evaluations), and
(d) researcher memos. I analyzed each case separately, beginning with Claudia, followed
by Ellie, then Jean. In the cross-case analysis I compared and contrasted, finding
similarities and differences among the three cases and completed a theoretical analysis.
In this chapter I will present a summary of the findings and four overarching outcomes
about feedback that emerged from both the with-in and cross-case analyses of the
coaching dyads. I will demonstrate how the findings confirm, disconfirm, or extend the
literature. I will also discuss the limitations of the study and include implications and
recommendations for major stakeholders.
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Summary of Findings
The within-case analyses answered the research questions and responses were
relevant to each individual case, revealing six salient themes: classroom culture,
instructional strategies, support, knowledge of students, teacher socialization, and teacher
supports. The cross-case analyses also helped to answer the research questions, but in
addition revealed across all themes and subthemes that feedback promoted: efficacy,
professionalism, teacher learning, and problemetizing practice by Claudia, Jean, and
Ellie. The themes are interconnected as the feedback given by Penelope about
instructional strategies was sometimes related to classroom culture, and supportive
feedback was often given simultaneously with feedback in one of the other themes such
as classroom culture or instructional strategies.
The theoretical analyses revealed that Claudia, Ellie, and Jean learned
experientially (Kolb, 1984) as they encountered a situation or problem in their
classrooms, reflected upon it and what effect it had on their classrooms, created a plan of
action, and then enacted the plan to determine if it was useful or needed to be revised.
They also learned through the interaction and critical conversations with Penelope and
the feedback she provided, thusly transforming their practice (Mezirow, 1991, 2000).
Sometimes the experiential learning occurred after they grew in their confidence after
those critical conversations.
These findings hold important implications for multiple stakeholders including:
(a) Nicholson University; (b) teacher preparation programs and teacher educators,
including coaches/supervisors, (c) school districts and administrators interested in hiring
TFA CMs; and (d) educational researchers. To illustrate how these findings could inform
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stakeholders, I connect the findings to the relevant literature, discuss implications,
provide recommendations, and suggest future research.
Purpose of Feedback. Penelope stated the purpose of feedback was to help
Claudia, Ellie, and Jean move forward in their practice, deconstruct misconceptions about
teaching, and should be relevant to their needs. Penelope's training in coaching and
supervision was based on Clinical Supervision (Goldhammer, 1969). When Claudia,
Ellie, and Jean turned in their pre-coaching visit questionnaire, they stated their goal, or
what they would like Penelope to look for in their teaching. Penelope said that contracted
goal was one of the purposes for her feedback. Each of the CMs said they felt the
purpose of feedback was to help them improve their teaching, offer suggestions to help
become a better teacher, and encourage self-reflection in order to change a behavior.
These beliefs in the purpose of feedback align with Christensen, (1988), Costa and
Garmston (1994), Gall and Acheson, (1997) and Goldhammer (1969) all positing that the
purpose is to share the data collected from an observation, provide instructional help for
improving teaching, and train teachers in techniques they may need for selfimprovement.
Expectations of feedback. Penelope discussed her expectations of feedback as
something she wanted the Claudia, Ellie, and Jean to consider. She understood they were
getting feedback from many people including peer teachers, their TFA MTLD (some of
whom had only two years teaching experience), and their county mentor. Penelope felt
they should sort through all the feedback they are given and figure out what works best in
their individual situations and contexts. They need to develop their reasoning for what
they do and why they do it so they can justify the choices they make in their practices.
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Therefore, she didn't think it was necessary that they enact all of her feedback, just to
consider it and how it might be relevant to them. It was interesting to note that when
specifically asked about the expectations of feedback Claudia, Ellie, and Jean were not
sure what to expect. Claudia thought it was going to be stressful, Ellie shared what she
did not expect, which was for it to be supportive or helpful, and Jean said she just wasn't
sure except that it would be about her strengths and weaknesses in teaching. In their
stated needs in reflections and observations, each had needs that were relevant to their
individual classrooms. In my search of the literature on feedback, I was unable to find
any studies related to the expectations of feedback by either the giver or the receiver.
However, Costa and Garmston (1994) said coaches need to be transparent about the goals
and intents of coaching conversations in order to establish an understanding of the
purposes and structure of the coaching cycle.
Nature of Feedback. The process and content of feedback were discussed by all
participants. Each described the process similarly. The content was relevant to
individual needs, but themes and subthemes were consistent across cases.
Process of feedback. All of the participants discussed the process of feedback
as part of the coaching cycle. Claudia, Ellie, and Jean received written feedback on
reflective practices, verbal and written feedback on classroom observations, and written
feedback on action plans. Later in the school year Penelope began giving digitally
recorded feedback in place of written feedback on classroom observations. Penelope
often took verbatim notes during the observation which were also given to Claudia, Ellie,
and Jean. They each said it was most helpful when Penelope was able to visit their
classrooms and they could discuss in the debrief session. Claudia said she did not really
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care for the digital feedback and preferred the written feedback from observations, but
classroom visits and debriefs were most useful for her. The literature on the process of
feedback is mixed. Garza (2009) focused on written feedback because it could provide a
permanent record which could be referred to as needed. However, he found that the
consistencies of the written feedback was varied and not all the AC beginning teachers
received the same amount or type of feedback. I only looked at Penelope's feedback;
therefore, it is possible that had I examined other UCs' feedback, there could have been
varying degrees of feedback. Brinko (1993) found that when feedback is communicated
in multiple modes it is more effective. She also noted that if given in the coachee's
preferred mode, it could affect her understanding, for example a visual learner might
understand written feedback better.
Frequency and timing were also considered in the process of feedback (Scheeler,
Ruhl, & McAfee, 2004; Thurlings, Vermeulen, Bastiaens, & Stijnen, 2012). Claudia,
Ellie, and Jean said their feedback was given in a timely manner, which Penelope said
she tried to do. This confirms the findings of both Brinko (1993) and Wilkins-Canter
(1997). Brinko (1993) found that timely feedback is valuable because teachers could use
recommended strategies in their classroom sooner. Wilkins-Canter (1997) reported that
student-teachers and cooperating teachers preferred oral feedback to written feedback
because it was immediate. At Nicholson, coaching visits were part of a cycle, but
Penelope did visit more if needed. Claudia, Ellie, and Jean each stated they wished it
could be more, but understood the constraints of time and the number of CMs Penelope
had to coach. This is consistent with the findings of Borko and Mayfield (1995) who
found that the student teachers felt the supervisors were not able to be in their classrooms
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enough and the supervisors said they did not have the time or resources to visit more.
However, Claudia, Ellie, and Jean did say feedback was ongoing as they would receive it
from the coaching visits, on reflective practices, and then had opportunities to email
Penelope or see her after an M.A.T. class. This finding adds to the literature regarding
ongoing feedback. In my study, I had the ability to examine feedback for an entire school
year and I could really study the feedback across the year to determine the changes (if
any) in feedback. Surprisingly I found no studies regarding teachers and ongoing
feedback. Christensen (1988) asked student teachers to reflect when feedback occurred
and found that it was given daily, but there was no other discussion about its importance.
Content of feedback. The content of feedback describes what type of feedback
was delivered. Claudia, Ellie, and Jean all stated feedback was relevant to their
individual needs. Similarly, Ponticell and Zepeda (2004) advocate when feedback is
specific and relevant to a teacher's individual needs, he/she will then use the feedback to
develop a plan for self-growth and self-improvement. Penelope shared that her feedback
was very specific to their needs and something Claudia, Ellie, and Jean could use
immediately in their individual classrooms. She said she went straight to the point and
gave them concrete and specific steps they could follow and implement.
Claudia stated that it was helpful when Penelope gave her specific strategies she
could use right away. Ellie said Penelope's feedback was concrete and something she
could enact quickly. Jean also said Penelope gave her specific actions to take, but also
used questioning strategies to get her to think of how she could improve things she didn't
think went well. Penelope also recommended resources to help them build their teaching
repertoire. The literature supports the content of feedback Penelope offered (Brinko,
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1993; Christensen; 1988; Scheeler, et.al., 2004; Thurlings, et. al., 2012). Brinko (1993)
found that feedback that includes concrete information is more meaningful because it can
help teachers understand what actions are needed to be more effective in the classroom.
Similarly, Scheeler, et. al. (2004) found that when specific feedback about instructional
practices was provided, specific teaching skills were quickly improved. Claudia, Ellie,
and Jean found that constructive and specific feedback supported them in their learning
process. This is supported by Christensen (1988) who found that the feedback
supervisors gave to student teachers during post-observation conferences facilitated their
learning and growth in their professional development. Christensen's (1988) feedback
was evaluative in nature 69% of the time, whereas Penelope's feedback was not
evaluative in nature. Penelope did need to give a grade for the coaching courses and
CMs did need to show growth. However, when giving feedback on Claudia, Ellie, and
Jean's reflective and teaching practices , Penelope's feedback was supportive,
encouraging, and provided CMs with strategies and resources to help them move forward
in their practice. My findings extend the literature as they demonstrate that nonevaluative feedback on both reflective practices and teaching practices discussed in the
debriefing session as part of the complete coaching cycle facilitated Claudia, Ellie, and
Jean's growth and learning.
When Penelope was providing feedback on CMs' reflective practices, she
sometimes asked them to add more details to the daily highs and lows so they could see
why things were happening at that time of day. Kitchen (2006) found that when she
needed preservice teachers to reflect more deeply and consider their practice, she used
questioning feedback to probe for higher thinking. Penelope also used affirming
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feedback when CMs were reflecting deeply. Similarly in the research, Kitchen (2006)
used what she called validating feedback when preservice teachers demonstrated deep
reflection. When Penelope asked CMs to add more details and analysis to help them see
patterns, the CMs did begin reflecting more deeply; however, Claudia did state that she
changed the way she reflected because she was asked to, even though she said she was
reflecting for Penelope, not for herself. Claudia was not motivated by the feedback
Penelope provided her to add more details to her reflections, just by the fact that she
thought she was "marked down" even though they were not given a grade for reflections.
While, her reflections were much more thoughtful and analytical after Penelope asked her
to add more context, she indicated that she knew what [Nicholson] wanted to hear so she
changed the way she reflected. These changes were motivated by grades and not by the
feedback Penelope provided. Otieneh (2010) also found that feedback did not motivate
teachers to reflect more deeply, which aligns with Claudia's case. Yet, Jean began adding
more context to her reflections and said it helped her recognize trends over time about
what was happening in her classroom, so Penelope's feedback to add more context and
details did encourage Jean to do so.
Reaction to and Use of Feedback. It was clearly evident in Claudia, Ellie, and
Jean's reflections and in observation and reflection feedback from Penelope that all three
used the feedback Penelope provided. They all made important changes in their
classrooms to build a culture that was conducive to learning, which Danielson (2006)
established in her framework for teaching, creating an environment of respect and rapport
between the teacher and the students and among the students (domain 2a) is an important
part of teaching. Each of them used the feedback Penelope offered, implemented
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strategies, read recommended books, and transformed their classrooms.
They also used feedback in other areas, including preparing lessons that were
more engaging for students, creating activities that were developmentally appropriate for
the age of students they taught, creating assessments, and gathering resources. The
coaching cycle gave Claudia, Ellie, and Jean the opportunity to state their needs for
feedback in their pre-coaching visit questionnaire and their reflections. These targeted
goals provided Penelope with the purpose for her feedback which she provided in the
form of pedagogical information, recommendations of resources, and instructional
strategies to improve their practice. Borko and Mayfield (1995) was the only study I
found that looked at student teachers' reaction to feedback and found that student teachers
were often disappointed in their conferences because they were usually rushed and often
not based on sufficient evidence of teaching. This was not my finding as Claudia, Ellie,
and Jean each shared they valued Penelope's feedback.
In this section I connected the literature to the findings from the with-in case
analyses. In the next section I connect the literature to the findings which emerged from
the with-in case and cross-case analyses: feedback to promote (a) efficacy, (b)
professionalism, (c) teacher learning, and (d) problemetizing practice.
Emerging Outcomes About Feedback
The feedback Penelope gave promoted efficacy as Claudia, Ellie, and Jean felt
more confident in their teaching and the workings of their classrooms. They also felt
more comfortable soliciting feedback from Penelope. Penelope's feedback to promote
professionalism revealed ways that Claudia, Ellie, and Jean implemented the feedback,
strengthened their teaching practices, and began making important decisions that affected
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their students. Feedback to promote teacher learning illustrated the ways Claudia, Ellie,
and Jean increased their knowledge of their students, classroom environments,
instruction, and what teaching entails. Finally, feedback to problematize practice
indicated that Penelope had to challenge Claudia, Ellie, and Jean's thinking and provide
them with alternative ideas to consider when they had misconceptions about teaching due
to entering into the M.A.T. program and the teaching profession with little knowledge. In
addition, when some of their knowledge was problematic, or when Claudia, Ellie, and
Jean held certain expectations about teaching Penelope also encouraged them to
challenge their thinking. .
Feedback to Promote Efficacy. Claudia, Ellie, and Jean each at one point in the
first few months of teaching expressed self-doubt in their ability to teach or to reach their
students. Penelope recognized the importance of providing affirming feedback of
Claudia, Ellie, and Jean's instructional decisions and encouraged them to celebrate the
things that were going well. Penelope also offered words of encouragement, was
empathetic, and provided emotional support. Teachers who are alternatively certified
like as Claudia, Ellie, and Jean are, (and like Penelope was) begin teaching with little
experience and they often need to focus on how to get through the daily routines to
survive (Simmons, 2005). Guidance and instructional and emotional support are often
needed (Garza, 2009). When Penelope provided supportive feedback it was usually
simultaneously given with feedback on instructional strategies and/or classroom culture,
or recognizing Claudia, Ellie, and Jean's growth in knowledge of their students. This
helped them develop a feeling of self-efficacy, or beliefs that one is capable of bringing
out desired outcomes of student engagement and learning (Bandura, 1977; Tschannen-
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Moran & Hoy, 2001). Wilkins, Shin, and Ainsworth (2009) also found that supportive
feedback from peer coaches helped some teachers feel more confident in their teaching.
Jean appreciated when Penelope started their debriefing session with a positive
of something that was going well in her classroom. Ellie said that it was helpful that
Penelope forced her to think of the positive changes she was making because she tended
to dwell on what she needed to improve. Claudia said she really needed someone to be
supportive as that was not something she received from her TFA MTLD. Supportive
feedback was valuable to each CM and was tailored to their individual needs and helped
them feel more confident in their teaching. This finding is supported by the research that
states that feedback is effective if it supportive, encouraging, (Ackan & Tatar, 2010;
Hyland, 2001), and the coach is empathetic, non-judgmental, and conscious of the
coachee's individual situation and context (Brinko, 1993). In examining the feedback
over time I found that as Claudia, Ellie, and Jean gained more confidence in their
teaching and became more efficacious, they did not need as much supportive feedback
unless they were trying a new teaching strategy. Similarly, Collet (2012) found that
literacy coaches were able to provide less supportive feedback as reading teachers grew
in their confidence and competence. However, she found that support advanced through
a five-stage process of, "modeling, making recommendations, posing questions,
providing affirmation, and offering praise" (p. 38). This differs from my findings in that
while Claudia, Ellie, and Jean needed less supportive feedback, Penelope continued to
provide emotional support for Claudia, affirm Ellie's teaching strategies, and give
encouragement to Jean based on their individual needs. In addition, Collet looked at
coaching over the period of 11 weeks, while I examined an entire school year.
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Feedback to Promote Professionalism. There are many aspects of
professionalism involved in teaching. Communicating with families, relationships with
co-workers, growing in content knowledge and pedagogy, advocating for students, and
keeping accurate records on student progress are all critical aspects of demonstrating
professionalism. Penelope provided feedback regarding all of these areas to help
Claudia, Ellie, and Jean grow in their professionalism. She recommended resources to
help them increase their knowledge and understanding of child development, managing
their classrooms, and building relationships with their students.
Claudia, Ellie, and Jean grew in their professionalism as they became more
familiar with the practice of teaching and when they learned to manage their classrooms
and build community. Communicating with families, relationships with co-workers,
growing in content knowledge and pedagogy, advocating for students, and keeping
accurate records on student progress were all areas they showed growth individually and
at different times in the year. Penelope provided feedback in the form of resources to
help them increase their knowledge and understanding of child development, managing
their classrooms, and building relationships with their students. Receiving and using
Penelope's feedback helped Claudia, Ellie, and Jean grow in pedagogical competence in
their teaching. They began experimenting with teaching strategies and ideas independent
of Penelope. They initiated the necessary steps to advocate for their students, address
issues with administrators, seek out their own resources, and take responsibility for their
professional development.
Findings indicate that feedback did promote growth in professionalism in these
three CMs. Tang and Chow (2007) found that feedback provided by supervisors to in-
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service teachers promoted professionalism, self-regulated learning, and growth in their
teaching practices by using a learning-oriented assessment tool. They felt the use of the
learning tool served as an aid to have more meaningful conversations about the
observation and teaching practice of the in-service teachers and allowed them to have a
shared understanding of what was being assessed. Similarly, when Claudia, Ellie, and
Jean sent Penelope their pre-coaching visit questionnaire, they let Penelope know what
they wanted her to observe and their needs for feedback, which is the contracted goal.
They too have a shared understanding of what Penelope will be looking for in their
classrooms. Tang and Chow (2007) did not examine if the teachers used the suggestions
or feedback offered by the supervisors, which leaves a gap in the literature. My study
specifically shows how CMs did or did not use Penelope's feedback and the changes in
classroom practice that resulted.
Feedback to Promote Teacher Learning. Claudia, Ellie, and Jean began the
practice of teaching with limited training. Each discussed in their reflections and/or
interviews that they were unprepared to teach when they first started. Risko, Roskos, and
Vukelich (2002) found teachers had preconceived notions about teaching and learning
which were very powerful. They also found that teachers need time to develop a change
in perceptions and understanding. Veltri (2008) also found that CMs received inadequate
training and were unprepared to teach. Similarly, Costelloe (2008) found that CMs had
difficulties in learning and acquiring all the instructional strategies and pedagogical
knowledge needed for teaching (Danielson, 1996; Darling-Hammond & Bransford,
2005), and balancing the demands of teaching and being a student at the university.
Risko et al. (2002) posit that teacher educators need to provide scaffolding to support
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teachers so that new knowledge can occur. In this study, the UC gave more directive
feedback, giving CMs specific strategies to use, concrete steps to take, and resources to
consider. Eventually she shifted to a more indirect approach to providing feedback.
Through Penelope's scaffolding and feedback, CMs were able to match instructional
strategies to the needs of their learners.
Penelope provided Claudia, Ellie, and Jean feedback on their instructional
practices, suggesting resources, recommending specific actions to take, and suggesting
alternative strategies. The two areas where Claudia, Ellie, and Jean showed the most
growth in their learning the most was, (1) knowledge of their students, especially their
social and emotional growth and what was developmentally appropriate for their
students, and (2) building a classroom culture which is conducive to learning. Through
verbal feedback in debriefing sessions she was able to bridge theory into practice (Collet,
2012; Danielson; 1996; Darling-Hammond & Bransford, 2005; Mills & Satterthwait,
2000; Morris, 2003) by clarifying meanings and information they were learning in their
M.A.T. classes with what they were doing in the classroom. For example, she
recommended strategies for teaching reading that they were also learning in their literacy
class. Feedback to promote teacher learning is supported in the literature (Christensen,
1988; Collet, 2012). Christensen (1988) found that student teachers and supervisors
stated that the most salient factor in the student teaching experience was feedback. They
attribute growth and learning to the feedback the supervisor provided the student teacher.
Collet (2012) also found that through scaffolded coaching literacy teachers demonstrated
an increase in learning about literacy instruction. It is important to note that her
participants were preservice or inservice teachers who had courses in teaching, which
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help to explain her results of teachers demonstrating teacher learning and teaching
transformation in 11 weeks. Claudia, Ellie, and Jean did not have teaching experiences
or teaching courses as a background when they entered the program to refer to when
Penelope was recommending specific actions to take and suggesting resources. This
demonstrates why coaching and feedback to scaffold teacher learning is imperative to
encourage alternatively certified teachers like Claudia, Ellie, and Jean to implement
effective teaching practices to meet the needs of all learners.
Feedback to Problematize Teaching Practices. Not only were Claudia, Ellie,
and Jean unprepared with the pedagogical or content knowledge necessary for teaching,
they were also unprepared for the realities of teaching in urban schools, which are very
different from the schools each CM described as having attended. Jean was not prepared
for the behaviors she had in her classroom and serving families who became homeless
and requested food and money. Ellie was astonished by the students who were defiant or
cursed at her, especially because they were first graders. Claudia was surprised that her
four year olds had more reality-based matters on their minds and did not engage in
imaginative play. Veltri (2008) also found that the CMs she studied were unprepared for
the realities of urban schools or the challenges students faced in their homes; however,
she noted that CMs began to blame “students, cultural mores, site-based factors, other
teachers, or all of the above for the problems they experienced” (p. 522). Unlike the CMs
Veltri examined, Claudia, Ellie, and Jean did not attribute blame to outside factors for the
challenges they faced in the classroom. Claudia reflected she was not going to blame
parents for challenges she was encountering. She did grapple with the relationship with
her co-teacher, but that was due to their differences in philosophies and teaching styles.
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Ellie and Jean did not place blame for the challenges in their classrooms on anything
other than their need to improve their teaching and build their classroom culture.
Understanding what it meant to be a teacher is another area CMs had some
misconceptions about that Penelope had to clarify. Claudia, Ellie, and Jean were not
aware of the many responsibilities, (attending meetings, paperwork...) required by a new
teacher, the hours they would work, or mandates put forth by their schools and districts
with which they were expected to comply. Each of them reflected about the amount of
work teaching entailed and it was not what they expected based on their own educational
experiences. Borko and Mayfield (1995) also found that paperwork was one of the most
prominent themes discussed in conferences between cooperating teachers and student
teachers. As Jean demonstrates, "Based on my own schooling experience, I expected
teaching to be the traditional, 'I give you the information, you practice it, and I assess you
on your knowledge' type of situation." (94:45; I-November, 2012) Lortie (1975)
attributes these misconceptions to what he calls apprenticeship-of-observation in that
what these CMs thought about teaching was based on their experiences of being students
and the observations of the teachers who taught them. This naive view point is limited
and does not allow students to see all of the behind-the-scene work teachers do to run a
classroom. Like the participants in Lortie's (1975) study who stated teaching was harder
than anticipated and clerical tasks were more strenuous and more difficult than they
perceived, Claudia, Ellie, and Jean shared these sentiments.
Another major theme which was a source of misconceptions about teaching was
knowledge of students. Claudia, Ellie, and Jean entered teaching with expectations of
what students should be able to accomplish. They were each surprised by what they
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thought students would be able to do and what they were actually able to accomplish.
They were also influenced by the TFA stance who teaches CMs that children should be
100% compliant 100% of the time which they soon discovered that this view was not
developmentally appropriate and students could not be expected to sit in their seats with
hands folded for an entire lesson. Penelope's feedback and recommendation of resources
helped to deconstruct these misconceptions and provided CMs with a tool to help them
learn more about their children so they could best meet their learning needs. An
expectation of teaching is to have knowledge of your students (Danielson, 1996; DarlingHammond and Bransford, 2005) which these CMs were able to gain by utilizing the
resources Penelope suggested, which led to planning more appropriate lessons.
Penelope provided Claudia, Ellie, and Jean feedback to challenge some of their
erroneous views about teaching in urban schools, how to build relationships with their
students, and what is developmentally appropriate for the students that each of them
taught. Through reading reflections, observing their classrooms, and providing them with
feedback she was able to scaffold their learning about teaching in order for them to
transform their practice. Darling-Hammond and Bransford (2005) designed a framework
for teaching (see Figure 20) that encompasses all that teachers need to know to develop
their professional practice. When examining the data, the areas CMs reflected about the
most and requested feedback are also categories on this representation. Across all three
cases they reflected and needed feedback on their lack of knowledge of their students,
especially their social emotional growth, and what was developmentally appropriate.
They requested help in their instructional strategies in teaching things like guided
reading, setting up centers, and read alouds. Teaching diverse learners, classroom culture
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which included classroom management were additional cause for reflection and needing
feedback. Penelope provided CMs with the feedback necessary to assist in preparing
them to teach in urban schools.

Figure 20. A Framework for Understanding Teaching and Learning (Darling-Hammond
& Bransford, 2005)

Limitations of the Study
In the fall of 2011, I interviewed five UCs to get their general views about
coaching, feedback, and expectations for the school year. Penelope did not know for sure
if she would be a selected coach; however, knowing that she might could have been a
factor in the feedback she gave. Even so, she would not have known which CMs would
be selected as part of the study, but I felt it necessary to mention here.
I also know Penelope as part of the graduate program at Nicholson and
completed my teaching internship in the Teacher Development course with Penelope.
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Currently we are working on a research team together, so we see each other regularly.
When I analyzed the data, I do not believe I allowed my knowledge of Penelope as a
coach, instructor, or researcher to hinder the process or bias my data analysis with
subsequent interpretations.
Penelope is responsible for giving CMs a grade for the coaching course.
Claudia, Ellie, and Jean did not know they were participants in my study until the end of
the spring semester. The summer interviews took place after all of their reflections and
assignments were turned in and coaching cycles were completed. However, Penelope did
coach them in this current school year. Claudia's second interview took place prior to
beginning the second year of coaching with Penelope. For Ellie and Jean, knowing they
were receiving a grade from Penelope for the 2012-2013 school year could have possibly
influenced what they said in their follow-up interviews.
My study examined one UC and three TFA CMs in three coaching dyads and
the feedback provided to CMs on their reflective practices and teaching observations. I
did not audiotape the debriefing session which was part of the coaching visit. Therefore,
I only have what Penelope, Claudia, Ellie, and Jean said what feedback was given during
the debriefing sessions.
Implications and Recommendations for Nicholson
Unlike other professions where colleagues and supervisors provide daily
feedback, teachers must most often rely on their students to provide them with feedback
and acknowledge their small, daily successes (Brock & Grady, 2001). Nicholson
implemented a coaching program that includes the supports of reflection, coaching, and
feedback. My study found that for these three CMs the coaching visit and feedback were
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the most valuable supports. Embedding more time for coaching and feedback into the
M.A.T. program would be valuable to CMs. Claudia, Ellie, and Jean each stated they
preferred when Penelope could visit their classroom and it was when they received the
most meaningful feedback. Therefore, reframing coaching loads so that coaches could
spend more time in classrooms would be worth examining.
Implications for Teacher Preparation Programs and Teacher Educators
If a goal of teacher education is to assist new teachers in developing expertise in
their practice (Bransford, Derry, Berliner, Hammerness, & Beckett, 2005; Danielson,
1996; Feiman-Nemser, 2001a), teacher preparation program faculty who are developing
coursework to train AC teachers such as TFA CMs who enter teaching with little
experience and limited coursework need to examine the importance of feedback in
coaching relationships. The findings in my study demonstrate that coaching and
feedback are supports to help CMs develop expertise in their practice, particularly to
promote efficacy, professionalism, teacher learning, and problemetizing practices.
Examining the reflection, coaching, and feedback cycle using the lens of ELT (1984) and
Transformative Learning (1999, 2001) is important for Teacher Education.
Typically in teacher education, a supervisor or coach can be full time or parttime faculty or graduate student (Borko & Mayfield, 1995; Wechsler & Hough, 2008).
They may or may not have been trained in supervision, coaching, or giving feedback.
Professional development (PD) programs for university coaches or supervisors need to
consider the challenges AC teachers face that are different than traditionally certified
teachers as they become teachers of record without pedagogical courses, method courses,
or practicum experiences. PD should also include awareness of the differences in
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teachers and the needs they have for the feedback they receive. CMs need individualized
feedback that is relevant to their needs. Sometimes Penelope had to use high direct
feedback (Blumberg, 1974) because of the immediate needs of CMs. They just wanted to
know what to do to solve a problem right away. Other times she was able to question and
encourage reflection and problem-solving. Penelope has also been trained on the many
tools available for data collection in the classroom (Goldhammer, 1969). These are
useful tools and all coaches should be trained in using them. Coaches should also be
trained in giving feedback. Based on her training and experience, Penelope was able to
tailor her feedback to individual circumstances. For example, Penelope knew that the
feedback for Ellie on her first coaching visit was difficult, so she gave Ellie the
opportunity to read it on her own and contact Penelope when she was ready to discuss it.
Claudia, Ellie, and Jean each reflected and spoke of the importance of Penelope
knowing their students. They realized that Penelope had read their reflections, spoke
with the children during classroom visits, and then would ask about specific children
when they would see her in their M.A.T. classes. This is valuable to address in coaching
training sessions; that coaches should get to know the students in the classroom to
develop a better understanding of the dynamics and make connections between teacher
reflections, their actual teaching, and their students. Reflection, coaching, and feedback
are supports that are recommended in assisting teachers in developing expertise in their
practice, thereby should be incorporated in any coaching program, especially one that
certifies teachers like TFA CMs entering through an alternative route.
Implications and Recommendations for Districts Interested in Hiring TFA CMs
TFA CMs enter district schools unprepared for the realities that will face them
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as they become teachers of record in urban schools. Claudia and Ellie clearly stated that
attending Nicholson while learning to teach was more than they could handle and took
time away from preparing for their students. Jean shared she was overwhelmed, but felt
the classes were important to help her learn what she needed to be a better teacher for her
students. Districts should consider the pressure these teachers are under and avoid
placing extra responsibilities on these teachers. For example, Ellie was a lead teacher,
served on the school council, and was assigned a student teacher in her first year of
teaching. Those extra responsibilities are cause for more stress and take away valuable
time teachers placed in these positions could be spending on preparing for their students.
Recommendations for Future Researchers
My study examined one UC and three TFA CMs in three coaching dyads and
the feedback provided to CMs on their reflective practices and teaching observations. To
address the limitation of the study, additional research is needed to compare feedback
provided by all the coaches within a program to determine if training, experience, and/or
style influence the findings. I also believe that obtaining permission to either video tape
or audio tape coaching debriefings from the beginning of the year and end of year might
provide additional insights.
Another key factor in the coaching dyads was the CMs themselves. These three
teachers were very dedicated to their students and worked extremely hard to learn what
they needed to support their students and their classrooms, which was evident in the way
they used the resources provided and enacted the feedback Penelope offered. Penelope
shared in her feedback to each of them how they put forth the effort to make the changes
necessary for their students. When I think of Claudia, Ellie, and Jean I think of the word
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resilience. I have not researched resilience in teachers, but it is something that I feel
warrants further investigation.
All CM participants were Caucasian females in their first year in urban settings.
The UC was also a Caucasian female in her second year as a coach in this program, but
also had experience supervising preservice teachers. Future research with diverse
participants from diverse settings (e.g. race, gender, years of experience) is warranted.
Finally, examining the predispositions of CMs who enter the AC program may
prove to be enlightening. Claudia, Ellie, and Jean were receptive to feedback and enacted
the feedback Penelope provided. Findings in this study indicate that having Penelope
visit their classrooms and the feedback she provided was helpful to CMs, but the
underlying factors as to why CMs may or may not have been receptive warrants further
investigation.
Conclusion
This study was first envisioned as I was working on the research team
investigating the reflective practices of TFA CMs in the first year of Nicholson's
partnership with TFA. We found that three CMs who reflected almost daily were
struggling with the same issues at the end of the year as the beginning of the year. I
wondered what the role of the coach was in those relationships. Having been trained as a
mentor twice and in peer coaching once, and having been a cooperating teacher numerous
times over 18 years, I began questioning what was taking place in the coaching
relationship. I wondered if the coach was modeling effective strategies, providing
feedback, and/or providing resources. I know in the coaching cycle, feedback is a major
element. Was this taking place? If so, was the CM simply not enacting the feedback? If
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not, why not? Did the coach and CM not have a trusting relationship? Building trust is
important in any coaching relationship if it is to be successful (Acheson & Gall, 1997;
Costa & Garmston, 1994; Goldhammer, 1969). As Ellie began working with Penelope,
she developed trust in her feedback which she valued because Penelope based it on
experience and research. Claudia trusted Penelope and knew she would support her in
the challenges she had. Jean found that as she trusted Penelope more, she began
soliciting Penelope's feedback, support, and suggestions instead of waiting for her to
come and observe her and give her feedback.
The findings of this study support that CMs did learn on their own from their
individual experiences (Kolb, 1985), but for all three independent insights occurred after
coaching conversations with Penelope. These critical conversations (1991, 2000)
empowered Claudia, Ellie, and Jean so they could make changes in their classrooms and
made progress towards developing expertise as a teacher (Darling-Hammond &
Bransford, 2005). This is an important finding to support coaching and feedback for all
beginning teachers, but especially CMs who enter the profession with limited knowledge
and experience.
This study adds to the literature on feedback provided to beginning teachers for
several reasons. First, using ATLAS.ti as a tool to systematically analyze my data to
examine my research questions regarding the nature of feedback has not been done in this
type of study. This allowed me to gain a deeper understanding of how a UC and three
CMs perceived feedback. Second, I was not able to find literature on the use of Kolb
(1984) or Mezirow (1991, 2000) to examine the data as applied to a coaching cycle which
contributes to the current literature. Third, there is a dearth of empirical studies regarding
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the nature of feedback, but especially if and how teachers use the feedback offered, in
addition to studies regarding feedback to alternatively certified teachers. Finally, I
examined the feedback offered across time to include an entire school year and feedback
that is ongoing to CMs. Penelope provided monthly feedback to CMs on reflective
practices and teaching practices. She would also meet with them after class and have
email conversations when needed. There is no previous literature that examines a
complete coaching cycle of reflective practices, classroom observations, and the feedback
provided to both across an entire academic year.
Learning to teach is a complex endeavor, especially for teachers who are
entering the profession through an alternative route with little coursework or classroom
experience. Reflection, coaching, and feedback are supports that aid teachers in the
development of expertise in their practice. Therefore, continuing to examine the giving
and receiving of feedback in a coaching dyad is imperative to the teaching profession.
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APPENDIXES
APPENDIX A
M.A.T. Program of Study
Program Degree Requirements
A. Professional Studies (9)
Required (9):
EPRS 7910 Action Research (3)
EPSF 7100 Critical Pedagogy (3)
EPY 7090 The Psychology of Learning and the Learner: The Young Child (3)
B. Content Courses of Teaching Certification In Early Childhood Education:
Required (23):
ECE 6360 Culturally Responsive Pedagogy (3)
ECE 6390 Foundations of Learning and Teaching Mathematics (2)
ECE 6576 Integrative and Iterative Curriculum Design (6)
ECE 6586 Advocating for Students through the Descriptive Review of the Child (3)
ECE 6587 Language and Literacy Development (3)
ECE 7393 Number and Operation in the Elementary Classroom (3)
ECE 7576 Teacher Inquiry for Critical Change (3)
C. Advanced Courses for Endorsement/Specialization (3)
Select three credit hours:
Courses should be selected from the list of recommended electives after consultation with
advisor. Acceptable Prefixes include: CPS, ECE, EPY, EPSF, EDRD, EDLA, TSLE,
EXC, EPEL, and EPRS. All courses elected must be at the 6000, 7000, or 8000 level.
Courses with other prefixes may be selected with consent of advisor.
D. Internships (9)
ECE 6575 Beginning Teachers of Record as Reflective Practitioners I (2)
ECE 6585 Beginning Teachers of Record as Reflective Practitioners II (2)
ECE 7575 Induction Teachers as Change Agents I (2)
ECE 7585 Induction Teachers as Change Agents II (3)
Students must complete all Professional Studies and Content courses with a grade of "C"
or higher. Student Teaching/Internship courses must be completed with a “B” or higher
continue with the cohort. All courses in the ECE M.A.T. must be taken in sequence.
Students must complete EXC 4020 Characteristics and Instructional Strategies for
Students with Disabilities (3) or its equivalent to be eligible for recommendation for
certification in addition to the program of study requirements.
Program Total: minimum of 44 semester hours
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APPENDIX B
Pre-Coaching Visit Questionnaire
Please meaningfully address each aspect of this questionnaire as it is a critical document
to enable us to support you and your instructional needs. The more context you can
provide your coach before the observation, the more he/she is able to support you;
please, provide a scholarly level of concise information here. Please submit it via email
to your coach at least 24 hours before your scheduled observation.
(a) What will be happening in your room?
(b) What do you plan to teach during the time the coach is present?
(c) What is your personal goal/ area of focus?
(d) To what would you like your coach to pay specific attention?
(e) Is there a specific student(s) you would like for the coach to observe and/or work with
during the visit? If so, what do you want the coach to think about and help you consider
related to this/these student(s)?
(f) What new aspect of your practice are you trying on which you would like feedback or
support?
(g) How is that topic or construct connected to your focus?
(h) What ideas from seminars might we look for in the context of this visit?
(i) Are there any particular ways that you would like your coach to participate in
tomorrow's lesson? (If co-teaching or modeling is hoped for, you must reach out to the
coach at least a week in advance so collaboration might occur).
(Course Syllabus, Fall, 2011 & Spring, 2012)
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APPENDIX C
Open-Ended Interview Protocol
1. Can you please start out by telling me about yourself?
Probe: personal, teaching, current position, experience, degree route, for CMswhy did you join TFA, class make up
2. Can you tell me about your coaching/mentoring experiences? (Probes will vary
for UC and CMs)
Probe: Classroom, in life, strengths, weaknesses,
3. For UC: How were you prepared for coaching?
4. What were your hopes for your coaching relationship? (probes: How would you
describe feedback? “What do you believe are the purposes of feedback? UC: Did
CM use feedback, how? CM: Did you use feedback, how?
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Appendix D
Daily High and Low Reflections

Date
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

High

Low
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APPENDIX E
Month in Review Chart

Month in Review Chart
DATE PRIORITY
LEVEL

WHAT?

High/Low
Goal stated
Impact;
Easy/Challen
ging to Enact
(HE/HC/LE/
LC)

SO WHAT is the plan?

SO
WHAT
happened?

Actions taken
(information gathered,
steps implemented)

Result

NOW
WHAT?
NEXT
STEPS –
roll these
over to
the next
month
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APPENDIX F
Celebrations Chart

September
October
November
December
January
February
March
April
May
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APPENDIX G
Three Paragraph Synthesis

Three Paragraph Synthesis (citing direct examples)
What growth and development are
evident in my pedagogical,
instructional, and relational practices
this month?
What growth and development are
evidenced through examination of
student learning data (both
qualitative and observational and
quantitative tracker based data)
across the month?
 Attach your evolving data
trackers as artifacts
What actions and next steps should I
take? What assistance and support
would benefit my progress toward
meeting these goals?
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Appendix H
Monthly Reflective Practice Rubric

Clarity (1, 16%)

Pre-Reflector

Novice
Reflector

Developing
Reflector

Advanced
Reflector

Exemplary
Reflector

Language is
unclear and
confusing
throughout.

There are
frequent lapses
in clarity and
accuracy.

Lapses in clarity
and accuracy
occur
occasionally.

Minor, infrequent
lapses in clarity
and accuracy.

The language is
clear and
expressive.
The reader can
create a mental
picture of the
situation being
described.

Concepts are
either not
discussed or are
presented
inaccurately.

Relevance (1, 16%)

Analysis (1, 16%)

Most of the
reflection is
irrelevant to
student and/or
course learning
goals.

Reflection does
not move
beyond
description of
the learning
experience(s).

Briefly
describes
learning
experience, but
the relevance is
unclear to the
reader.

Attempts at
applying the
learning
experience to
understanding
of self, others
and/or course
concepts.

The learning
experience being
reflected upon is
somewhat
meaningful and
relevant to
student and
course learning
goals.

The learning
experience being
reflected upon is
relevant and
meaningful to
student and
course learning
goals.

The reflection
includes
occasional
attempts to
analyze the
experience.

The reflection
demonstrates
student attempts
to analyze the
experience but
analysis lacks
depth.

Interpretation
of
experience(s) is
based on
recalling
experience(s).
Interconnections (1, 16%)

No attempt to
demonstrate
connections to
previous

Little attempt
to demonstrate
connections
between the

Supports
understanding of
relevance with
evidence.

Student attempts
to analyze
experience(s)
from more than
one perspective
(personal,
professional,
political,
philosophical).

Shows some
evidence of the
importance of
identifying root
causes of
teacher actions.

Limited
connections
between the
experience and

The learning
experience being
reflected upon is
relevant and
meaningful to
student and course
learning goals.

Some
connections
between the
experience and

The reflection
moves beyond
simple description
of the experience to
an analysis of how
the experience
contributed to
student
understanding of
self others, and/or
course concepts.
Student analyzes
experience(s) from
various
perspectives
(personal,
professional,
political,
philosophical).

Many connections
between the
experience and
material from other
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Self-Evaluation of teaching
practices (1, 16%)

learning,
readings, or
experience(s).

learning
experience and
previous
learning,
readings,
experience(s),
and/or personal
goals

material from
other courses,
readings, past
experience,
and/or personal
goals.

material from
other courses,
readings, past
experience,
and/or personal
goals.

courses, readings,
past experience,
and/or personal
goals.

Shows a lack of
attempt at
reflection of
teaching
practices.

Accurately
describes a
process for
considering
teacher actions.

Demonstrates
some ability of
student to
question his/her
own biases,
stereotypes,
preconceptions.

Demonstrates
ability of student
to question
his/her own
biases,
stereotypes,
preconceptions.

Begins to search
for rationale for
situations that
occur.

Considers the full
range of causes
that could
explain key
aspects of teacher
actions.

Demonstrates
ability of student to
question his/her
own biases,
stereotypes,
preconceptions,
and/or assumptions
to define new
modes of thinking
as a result.

Shows some
consideration
of teacher
actions in this
way, but fails
to demonstrate
a new
awareness of
personal biases,
stereotypes, or
professional
development as
a teacher.

Thinks about
goals and
strategies based
on
reflection/selfquestioning.

Begins to set
goals and
strategies based
on
reflection/selfquestioning.

Determines the
cause that explains
an identified
teacher action.
Supports
understanding with
data, nuanced
observation and
honest reflection.
Sets and prioritizes
goals and strategies
based on strong
evidence from
reflection/selfquestioning.

Engages in continual and
meaningful learning experiences
that directly transform teaching
practices (1, 16%)

No attempt to
discuss
transformation
of practice is
present.

Reflection
includes an
attempt to
discuss
learning
experience(s)
that may have
transforming
effects on
practice.

Explains the
importance of
engaging in
learning
experiences that
aids in
transforming
teaching
practices.

Reflection
includes
occasional
discussions of
transforming
practice.

Supports and
clarifies new
understandings
with evidence in
an attempt to
discuss
transformation of
practice.
Outlines the
process of
transformation of
teaching practice.
Reflection
includes frequent
discussions of
transforming
practice.

Critically evaluates
and utilizes
relevant
information from
learning
experiences
iteratively.
Outlines the
process of
transformation of
teaching practice
that builds upon
self identified
teacher and pupil
strengths.

Reflection includes
extensive
discussions of
transforming
practice.
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APPENDIX I
Monthly Coaching Rubric

In collaboration with your coach,
you were prepared, having thoughtfully crafted
a pre-visit questionnaire and contextualized
your coach in your practice. You scheduled time
for the debrief so that conversation about your
practice was possible. (1, 20%)
In your collaboration (debrief and written
communication) with your coach, you were
open and responsive to feedback. (1, 20%)
In the follow up visit you
obviously considered, weighed, and put in to
practice the recommendations, suggestions,
and strategies that came from your
conversations with and feedback from your
coach. (1, 20%)
Each visit (and the reflective
practices in between) demonstrated a
thoughtful and conscientious attempt to
concentrate on aspects of shared focus for
professional and personal growth and to build
upon successes. (1, 20%)
Action plans crafted from
feedback and discussions were obviously not
just documents created to meet a requirement,
but rather, were articulated goals and hopes
that you strove to embody. (1, 20%)

Consistently
Evidenced
(2pts)

Minimally
Evidenced
(1pt)

Not evidenced
/observed
(0 pt)
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APPENDIX J

Square, Triangle, Circle (STC) Assignment
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APPENDIX K
Retrospective Self-Reflection Rubric
Highly
Evident
(3 pts)

Evident
(2 pts)

Minimally
Evident
(1 pt)

Not Evident

Narrated Growth Trajectory (4,
40%)

Narrated and
thoughtfully
analyzed
growth
trajectory

Narrated
growth
trajectory-

Narrated
Experiences

Minimally
Narrated
Experiences

Increased Responsiveness (4,
40%)

Retrospective
Reflections
demonstrated
increased
responsiveness

Retrospective
Reflections
demonstrate
increased
responsiveness

Retrospective
Reflections
demonstrate
minimal
responsiveness

Retrospective
Reflections
demonstrate
instruction
based on
teacher need
rather than
students’
needs

Goals and growing edges (2,
20%)

Articulated
specific areas
for future
growth

Indicated need
for future
growth

Indicated
general
struggles but
no specific
goals

Growing
edges
minimally
articulated or
mostly
jargon
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APPEDIX L
Summative Coaching Rubric
Highly
Evident (3
pts)

Evident (2
pts)

Minimally
Evident (1 pt)

Not Evident

Reflective Practices Driving Growth
(7, 35%)

Consistent
critical selfreflection on
classroom
practice and
pedagogy --Consistently
developing
quality and depth
of reflection---Reflections have
driven classroom
practice

Consistent
reflection-Minimal
development in
quality of
reflection OR
Reflections
narrate
classroom
practice but do
not drive change

Inconsistent
reflection--Minimal
development in
quality of
reflection AND
Reflections
narrate
classroom
practice but do
not drive change

Minimal or no reflection--No growth in reflective
practice

Collaboration with Coach for
Personal/Pedagogical Growth (8,
40%)

Fully prepared
for all visits-Responsive and
open to
feedback--Setting and
enacting goals
and action plans
based on
coach’s
feedback--Feedback
evidenced in
subsequent
observations--Consistently
initiated
commitment to
growth

Fully Prepared
for most visits--Responsive and
open to
feedback--- Set
and enacted
some goals and
action items
based on
feedback--- OR
Some feedback
evidenced in
subsequent
observations.

Not fully
prepared for
visits OR Less
responsive and
open to feedback
OR Feedback
minimally
evidenced in
Action Plans and
subsequent
observations

Not prepared for visits AND
Not responsive or open to
feedback AND Feedback
not evidenced in Action
Plans and subsequent
observations

Collaborative Support with
Colleagues (3, 15%)

Consistently
enacted seminar
topics into
classroom
practice--Seminar topics
were consistently
evident in pre
visit forms, action
plans, and goal
setting

Enacted seminar
topics into
practice
sporadically--Seminar topics
were consistently
evident in 2 of
the following pre
visit forms, action
plans, and goal
setting
---All aspects of
the CLASS chart
were completed.
Video

Enacted some
ideas from
seminars into
practice--Seminar topics
were consistently
evident in 1 of
the following pre
visit forms, action
plans, and goal
setting

Did not connect seminar
topics to practice--Seminar topics were not
consistently evident in pre
visit
forms, action plans, and
goal setting

---Video and
CLASS chart
were analyzed
fully and
thoughtfully in an
effort to take
ownership in
one’s

---Video and
CLASS chart
were addressed
in general terms
but not with a
critical eye
towards
professional

---Video and CLASS chart
were not done
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Highly
Evident (3
pts)

Evident (2
pts)

professional
development and
the development
of a peer.
All aspects of the
Chart were
addressed
completely and
professionally.

Progress Toward Key Assessments
(2, 10%)

Narrated and
thoughtfully
analyzed growth
trajectory--Retrospective
Reflections
demonstrated
increased
responsiveness-- Articulated
specific areas for
future growth in
self reflection,
key
assessments,
and benchmark
conference
Thoughtfully
prepared for and
participated in
Midpoint
Benchmark
conference--Thoughtfully
documented
progress towards
key assessments
using
quantitative and
qualitative data

Minimally
Evident (1 pt)

Not Evident

development and
growth

Narrated growth
trajectory--Retrospective
Reflections
demonstrate
increased
responsiveness-Indicated need
for future growth
in self reflection,
key
assessments,
and benchmark
conference--Adequately
prepared for and
participated in
Midpoint
Benchmark
conference--Adequately
documented
progress towards
key assessments
using
quantitative and
qualitative data

Narrated
experiences--Retrospective
Reflections
demonstrate
minimal
responsiveness-- Indicated
struggles but no
specific goals--Minimally
prepared for and
participated in
Midpoint--Benchmark
conference--Minimally
documented
progress towards
key assessments
using some
quantitative and
qualitative data

Minimally Narrated
experiences--Retrospective Reflections
demonstrate instruction
based on teacher need
rather than students’ needs-Inadequately prepared for
and participated in Midpoint
Benchmark---conference
Unsatisfactorily documented
progress towards key
assessments
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APPENDIX M
Summary of UC Coaching Evaluations

My[coach's] was good at identifying
problems and suggesting alternative
strategies.
My[coach's] ideas were clearly
expressed.
My [coach] helped me develop a plan
of action for improving my
performance.
My [coach] provided an environment
which was conducive to open
communication.
My [coach] provided me with ongoing
feedback concerning my progress.
My [coach] had a thorough knowledge
of curriculum and child development.
My [coach] gave practical examples of
theoretical concepts.
My [coach] interacted professionally
with my school personnel.
My [coach] was available and
responded to questions and/or concerns
in a timely manner.
Overall, my [coach] was effective.

Strongly
Agree
3

Agree

7

1

3

5

5

3

3

5

6

2

6

2

4

4

6

2

7

1

5

Neutral

Disagree Strongly
Disagree
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APPENDIX N
ATLAS.ti Primary Document List
P 1: Claudia_September Reflection.rtf
P 2: Claudia_September_Reflective_practice_rubric.pdf
P 3: Claudia_Coaching Visit 1.rtf
P 4: Claudia_STC and feedback.rtf
P 5: Claudia_Extensions_September Seminar.rtf
P 6: Claudia_October reflections.rtf
P 7: Claudia_October_reflective practice rubric.pdf
P 8: Claudia_Coaching Visit 2.rtf
P 9: Claudia_Coaching Visit 2 rubric.pdf
P10: Claudia_October seminar session.rtf
P11: Claudia_November reflections.rtf
P12: Claudia_November_Reflective_Practices_rubric.pdf
P13: Claudia_Coaching Visit 3.rtf
P14: Claudia_Coaching_Visit 3_rubric.pdf
P15: Claudia_Fall Retrospective_Self_Reflection.rtf
P16: Claudia_January_Professional Reflections.rtf
P17: Claudia_January_Reflective_Practice,_rubric.pdf
P18: Claudia_Coaching Visit 4.rtf
P19: Claudia_Coaching_Visit_4_rubric.pdf
P20: Claudia_February_Reflections.rtf
P21: Claudia_Digital feedback_coaching visit 4_transcription
P22: Claudia_February reflective practice_rubric.pdf
P23: Claudia_March_Reflections.rtf
P24: Claudia_March reflective practice rubric.pdf
P25: Claudia_Coaching Visit 5.rtf
P26: Claudia_Coaching_Visit_5_rubric.pdf
P27: Claudia_April_Reflections.rtf
P28: Claudia_Spring_Retrospective_Self_Reflection.rtf
P29: Claudia_Spring_Retrospective_Self_Reflection_rubric.pdf
P30: Claudia_Coaching_Summative_Assessment_spring.pdf
P31: Claudia_Interview transcription.rtf
P32: Second interview with Claudia.rtf
P33: Penelope interview_fall_2011.rtf
P34: Penelope Interview with UC_6_22.rtf
P35: Penelope Interview_7_27.rtf
P36: Penelope_sp_coaching_evals_001.pdf
P37: A_Ellie_September reflections.rtf
P38: B_Ellie_September_reflection_ rubric.pdf
P39: C_Ellie_Coaching Visit 1.rtf
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P40: D_Ellie_October reflections.rtf
P41: E_Ellie_October_reflection_rubric.pdf
P42: F_Ellie_Coaching Visit 2.rtf {22}
P43: G_Ellie_Coaching_Visit_2_rubric.pdf
P44: H_Ellie_Novermber_Reflections.rtf
P45: I_Ellie_November_reflection_rubric.pdf
P46: J_Ellie_Fall_Retrospective.rtf
P47: K_Ellie_fall_summative coaching rubric.pdf
P48: L_Ellie_January_Reflections.rtf
P49: M_Monthly_Reflective_Practice,_January_rubric.pdf
P50: N_Ellie_Coaching Visit 3.rtf
P51: O_Ellie_Coaching_Visit_3_rubric.pdf
P52: P_Ellie_February_Reflections.rtf
P53: Q_Monthly_Reflective_Practice,_February_rubric.pdf
P54: R_Ellie_Coaching Visit 4.rtf
P55: S_Ellie_Coaching_Visit_4_rubric.pdf
P56: T_Ellie_March_Reflections.rtf
P57: U_Monthly_Reflective_Practice,_March_rubric.pdf
P58: V_Ellie_Coaching Visit 5.rtf
P59: W_Ellie_Coaching_Visit_5_rubric.pdf
P60: X_Ellie_April_Reflections.rtf
P61: Y_Ellie_Spring_Retrospective.rtf
P62: Z_Spring_Retrospective_Reflection_rubric.pdf
P63: ZA_Ellie_Interview_627.rtf
P64: ZB_Second Interview_Ellie.rtf
P65: A_Jean_September Reflections.rtf
P66: B_Jean_September_Reflection_rubric.pdf
P67: C_Jean_September Seminar.rtf
P68: D_Jean_Coaching Visit 1.rtf
P69: E_Jean_STC.rtf
P70: F_Jean_Oct_reflections.rtf
P71: G_Jean_October_Reflection rubric.pdf
P72: H_Jean_Oct_Seminar_extensions.rtf
P73: I_Jean_Coaching Visit 3.rtf
P74: J_Jean_Coaching_Visit_3_rubric.pdf
P75: K_Jean_Nov_reflections.rtf
P76: L_Jean_November_Reflection_rubric.pdf
P77: M_Jean_Fall_Retrospective Reflection.rtf
P78: N_Jean_Fall_Coaching_Summative_Rubric.pdf
P79: O_Jean_Jan_Reflections.rtf
P80: P_Jean_January_Reflections rubric.pdf
P81: Q_Jean_Coaching visit 4.rtf
P82: R_Jean_Coaching_Visit_4_rubric.pdf
P83: S_Jean_Feb_Reflections.rtf
P84: T_Jean_Feb_Reflections rubric.pdf
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P85: U_Jean_Coaching Visit 5.rtf
P86: V_Jean_Coaching_Visit_5_Rubric.pdf
P87: W_Jean_March_Reflections.rtf
P88: X_Jean_March Reflections rubric.pdf
P89: Y_Jean_April_Reflections.rtf
P90: Z_Jean_Spring Retrospective Reflection.rtf
P91: ZA_Jean_Spring Retrospective Self reflection_rubric.pdf
P92: ZB_Jean_spring Coaching_Summative_Assessment.pdf
P93: ZC_Interview with Jean.rtf
P94: ZD_Second interview with Jean at library.rtf
P95: A_Sept. Coaching needs doc compiled. 9.16.rtf
P96: B_Oct._Coaching_needs_doc_compiled..rtf
P97: C_Nov Coaching needs doc compiled 11.15.rtf
P98: D_December Coaching needs doc compiled. 12.6.rtf
P99: E_February_Coaching_needs_doc_compiled._2.22.rtf
P100: F_March_Coaching_needs_doc_compiled._3.15.rtf
P101: G_April Coaching needs doc compiled. 4.9.rtf
P102: Final Interview with Penelope.rtf
P103: Member Checking
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APPENDIX O
Sample Coding Manual
Codes
CLASSROOM CULTURE-

Build/disturb
Build-positive language, kids helping
each other, sharing, kindness, working
well with others, treating each other
with respect.
Disturb-negative language, hitting,
fighting, kicking, disrespectfulness

Classroom management-classroom
rules, routines, and procedures

Exemplar Quote
The characteristic spirit and belief of an organization (in
this case the classroom) that is demonstrated in the norms,
values, generally held how people should treat each other,
the nature of working relationships to be developed (WestBurham, 1994
(P25:12) I would like for my coach to pay attention to the
attitude of the class. I’m really noticing a negative atmosphere
in my classroom, and it could partly be because I’m constantly
exhausted so I don’t have as much time to feel on top of my
game as a teacher, but it is very discouraging and I want to see if
I’m the only one who notices it.
(P52:151) The class and I had a TERRIBLE MORNING before
[Penelope] came. Three students hit each other; hitting has
never been an issue in our classroom.
(P:89:12) Today is the math test. This morning my students got
into groups and were quizzing each other on their times tables,
etc. all by themselves. Yay for investment!
(P16:129) I felt myself talking louder and louder, and growing
more and more frustrated because my kids were not listening
and following our procedures.
(P44:53) We packed up and got out the door to music, ready for
dismissal! This is quite a feat for us.
(P79:24) Our classroom procedures and routines that usually go
somewhat smoothly at least were completely in a disarray today.
We all seem to be in slow motion on this first day back.

Suggests resources-When Penelope
suggests resources (books, videos,
internet sites, etc...) to assist CMs in
learning more about classroom culture,
discipline, classroom management...It
can also be when a CM uses a resource
Penelope suggested

(P10:26) I love the book. It has very much changed how I do
discipline in my classroom. This is sometimes hard to enact with
my co-teacher being there as well as myself, but I try to adhere
to the Love and Logic teaching whenever possible.
(P39:241) Please read section in book Yardsticks that deals
with ages of children in your room, so you can understand what
your children are supposed to be doing at this age. This will help
you understand their normal behaviors, so you know what to
attend to and what to ignore because it’s just them being normal
kids. This should cut down on the negative feedback. I would
also recommend Conscious Discipline.
(P68:33) Really play up your team/teammate concept with this
You can link this type of video to teaching/learning and being a
good teammate in the classroom
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o9uE9PbSrp4 .
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Suggests specific actions to take-When
Penelope gives CMs something they can
use right away to improve instruction or
management.

(P3:24) I would also talk to the boys separately to find out what
they are thinking, feeling, wanting, needing, etc. That might
help you.
(P42:19) Try the hold the thought in your head signal..it gives
your students a visual and kinesthetic cue to hold their idea
silently in their head.

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIESProvides alternative strategies-when
Penelope gives CMs other ways to look at
things. She usually begins with, what
about...maybe...it would be great if...

(P68:33)…girls in the back group---they need some conflict
resolution and community building exercises….try pulling the
three of them for lunch to get to know them and talk with them,
see what they have in common, try and get them to see each
other as allies, etc. They are keeping each other from learning.
Any discussion about teaching strategies
(P8:12) [CM wrote letter D d on board] What about asking for a
word that begins with d? (dad, Ms. [D,] doughnut, maybe role
play charades to help lead them with the d words if it is too
much or asking, does DAD have the letter d in it? Does Dog? Or
having a morning message to read to them that is on the board,
and they can pick out the Dds in the message….) Maybe talk
with your buzz partner and come up with a d word to share with
group or pick d words from pictures of dog, door, etc and have
them see and hear?
(P39:150) [CM was discussing basic needs of a cheetah] What
is their prior knowledge for this…perhaps reading a children’s
book, watching a short youtube of a cheetah in the wild would
help
(P85:26) [CM was discussing but not recording
anything]...whenever you're doing this type of unit, especially
like a science unit or social studies unit, it would be really great
to have a KWL chart and so that any time you're watching a
movie or your reading in a textbook or you're doing an
experiment, you all can add to the chart and see how you're
learning from each one of the pieces. It also lets you can see
what gaps you need to fill in.

Suggests resources- When Penelope
suggests resources (books, videos,
internet sites, etc...) to assist CMs in
learning more about instruction (reading,
math, SS, science, etc...)

(P3:18)-check out the university itunes selection of Podcasts
that were made for Bright from the Start pre-k…I think you will
get some great ideas in there… sounds like you have a long
enough commute to get a few in there each day. :)
http://itunes.apple.com/us/itunes-u/best-practices-learninglibrary/id405936014
(P39:171) http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oCW-dJyBrog
(Continent/oceans rap)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jgmZYslTBLk this one
shows how the globe stretches to a map…kind of boring, but I
think the concept is important when introducing because it is
hard to go back and forth from globe to flat map on paper.
(P102:32) I gave [Jean] resources, I sent her the things that
Florida Center for Reading I showed her how it could be how
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Suggests specific actions to take

you could bring it down by grade level and by activity the five
pillars of reading vocabulary or word work. I told her about
Words Their Way (this is in regards to Jean's stated needs about
creating centers in her classroom)
(P13:42) Another way to step up the read aloud participation,
engagement, and increase their level of literacy knowledge is to
get kids to look at and analyze the pictures… Ask them what
they see in the picture…they can turn to a buzz partner and tell
them what they see, emotions, actions, etc. Then you can take a
few hands to share…

(P50:152) make sure that you have a closing of some sort so
things are so important to kind of have the take away and to just
say what did you learn about summarizing tell us something that
you learned today

SUPPORT-

Affirms-when Penelope acknowledged
that a CM was using a strategy that was
best practices

(73:25)You could give them some ideas/prompts to choose from
or let them free write whatever they want. Definitely allow
CHOICE though: I would have a mini lesson on the journals.
Give them all a composition book. Have a system where they
write on Mon/Wed/Fri and you read and write back Tues Thurs
and weekend.
When Penelope used feedback that affirmed instructional
strategies, building classroom culture, understanding
students, behavior management practices, or provided
emotional support, or gave encouragement
(P13:51) You stopped..then I will and kids responded…do it
myself! (Awesome letting them finish the repetitive parts of
the story…)
(P42:46) Oh, good, you did sight word sponge activity with
clapping beating while waiting for music…nice job.!!!I love the
partner and group talk, your movement, singing, and videos
etc!!!

Emotional support-when Penelope was
empathetic, listened when CMs needed to
discuss items/events not related to
classroom teaching (e.g. personal issues,
family matters, et...), showing care and
concern

(68:23) Touches on arm, shoulder, walks around room (nice
calming gestures, good proximity control walking around)
(P17:125) I know you have been feeling stressed about your
work this semester in terms of the literacy class, etc It is tough
that you are living in Alpharetta, as that is quite the commute.
Are there ways to use that time to your benefit? Can you talk to
your sister or mom on the way home? Could you record yourself
on your iPhone or iPad brainstorming lessons or recording your
assessment ideas or highs and lows, so it is easier later? Just
some thoughts or listening to a fun book on tape to relax you. I
like your idea of trying to do more of the planning, etc. Let me
know how it goes...:)
(P62:110) you had so much on your plate with being a new
teacher, MAT, TFA, grade level chair, [personal changes in life]
I don't know many people that could have done half of that well
and yet you do! But to what extent. I get so worried about you
getting sick, losing your voice, etc. Think about what you can
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let go of and what you have to do, so you can take care of
yourself and your baby. :)

Encouragement-when Penelope said
something that inspired CMs, lifted their
spirits, or boosted their confidence

(P68:80) [Jean]_ I really enjoyed being in your classroom. I
know you feel a little frustrated right now, but please keep your
amazing disposition and teaching style... Keep your chin
up...this is all a process and you are in a good place. I know you
don't feel like it, but you are.
(P15:22) ...she really helped me through it, and during our
discussion said some really encouraging things to me, which she
repeated in the feedback by saying..."You are working at
developing your co teaching relationship while advocating for
your students and what you are learning are best practices.
Challenge the status quo, be your authentic self, be a positive
role model for your students."
(P46:116) Don't beat yourself up that you didn't have them yet,
you were working on other goals and working towards older and
new goals in chunks. I have faith that you will continue to strive
toward these goals and make them a reality. I can't wait to see
your centers and you as a facilitator. Breathe...pat yourself on
the back. It's well deserved. :)

KNOWLEDGE OF STUDENTS-

Concern for students-showing care or
expressing words of worry or care for
students

(P74:121) Keep smiling. Very thoughtful action plan. You
tweaked based on what you know about your students. I'm
rooting for you!
When either the CM or UC discussed students. It was
sometimes CMs lack of knowledge about student needs, and
sometimes when they did something that demonstrated
knowledge of students.
(P23:84) My low today was that one of my little boys has
ringworm again. He caught it earlier in the month, and he was
gone a while ago, but now it is clearly back. He has it above his
eye and on his elbow. When I asked him if his mom took him to
the doctor last time, he said no, and today he came in with like a
weird burn on his eyelid where the ringworm was, where he
says his mom put bleach
(P48:100) A new student joined our classroom today. The
transient nature of low income school districts’ populations
frustrates me. These children are already facing myriad
challenges. The education they are receiving is of a lower
quality than that offered to more affluent students, and moving
from under-performing school to under-performing school only
further exacerbates their deficiencies. There is nothing I can do
about the transient nature of many of my students, but I hate that
the students who most need consistency and structure are, by
circumstance, regularly subjected to inconsistency.
(P75:84) It was all I could do not to cry in SFA when my
students were writing about what they “needed” and their
responses were: a dad, a mom, a home.

Developmentally appropriate

(P3:16) I recommend the book Yardsticks to help you
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understand child development very quickly and easily. It will
help you understand your children better. You can get it pretty
cheap used (10c) it’s a great resource I think you will love and
very easy to read.
(P39:238) Note: from 12:30-2:03 they were sitting in their
chairs…. This is not developmentally appropriate
pedagogically, cognitively, behaviorally, etc and this has
multiple ramifications that are working against you including,
not being able to absorb information, getting antsy/acting out,
etc. Think in 20-30 minute segments. 2-5 minutes opening/mini
lesson/read aloud/video, 20 minute work time
(centers/partners/groups/moving around, doing a task related to
opening and unit etc) and 2-5 minute closing.

Social emotional growth of students

(P65:232) Now that I am more aware of my students’
developmental needs, I am implementing more movement in the
classroom- shaking it out, Simon says, exercise opportunities,
deep breathing, etc.
(P15:22) My kids were cooperating with each other during a
project, which was huge for me because social emotional goals
are a big part of what I want my kids to learn.
(P40:19) Some of my students really need coaching in socialemotional competence, and I am not always the best model for
them.

Student achievement

(83:43) I feel like [Charles] had a break through today. He
finally raised his hand and said “I need help” rather than
throwing his paper, screaming, punching the wall, or flipping
over his desk. I believe this “small thing” is actually a huge
thing for him.
(P23:48) I have done a lot of really high level literacy work with
my kids this month. From working with beginning sounds to
reading words that end in “-at”, I think that this month has been
more informative and challenging for my students than any one
has before. I’m celebrating this because they’re going above and
beyond what their peers at the center are doing, and they’re
really going to blow the Kindergarten teachers away.
(P48:33) The kids are really holding onto the idea of
capitalization at the beginnings of sentences being “green
lights” and end punctuation being “red lights.” They are able to
identify both and explain their significance to sentences! This is
so exciting for me – they are really learning something and are
able to explain it in their own language!

Student engagement

(P89:280) This month we have met our 80% mastery goal on
our science and math test. I strongly believe that our mastery is
due to the increase in inquiry opportunities and hands-on
activities. My students are also anxious to share their work, read
aloud, and do “extra work for extra ‘A’s” when they are
completed with independent work.
(P6:29) Not doing an engaging enough read-aloud to keep my
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kids interested. I need more practice with the method we were
taught this week!
(P44:73) My students are really into landforms! It’s one of the
first concepts I’ve seen them invest in and get excited about.

TEACHER SOCIALIZATION-

Locus of Control-events that occur that
are beyond the CM's control

(P83:14) I am struggling to teach social studies in an effective
and engaging way. My students are extremely bored and offtask during pretty much all of my ss lessons.
When CMs demonstrate they are learning about the norms,
values, behaviors, and social skills that are needed in the job
of a teacher.
(P20:51) Low today was having no heat in the classroom, and it
is getting progressively colder. For a couple days it was fine, but
now it is too cold. Last month we had to close because of heat
issues, and this month we are having the same issues
(P60:61) My home printer isn’t working; the copiers at school
are broken and the printer at school to which my computer is
mapped is out of ink. I went to FedEX Office to print
documents and make copies to find that FedEX Office devices
don’t open Apple Word documents. Argh – technology. For
the next three and a half weeks, I am going to be ready for the
school week BEFORE the school week starts so as to avoid
these frustrations!

Learns the Role-CMs are self-directed in
their role as a teacher, initiating
conferences, advocating for students,
seeking out resources, etc...

(79:64) I hate technology! I planned 2 lessons based on the
promethean board today and the board was not working… I’ve
learned my lesson about needing back up plans all the time.
(P27:272) In my relational practices, I went through some
setbacks with my co workers, but I really connected to a parent
of a child that I’ve struggled to reach in the past. Having my
conversation with [a] dad on the 12th was really good for both of
us, because I was able to turn a possible negative interaction
into a positive one, and connect with [the] dad. These aspects of
growth show that I’ve come a long way this semester.
(P48:102) I decided to talk to the principal today about my
colleague’s behavior. She returned yesterday without a word of
apology about lesson plans, did not turn in lesson plans for this
week and did not leave any plans for her substitute for the
duration of the week, although she has apparently been at
workshops, which required her to come into school in the
mornings, yet still didn’t do anything for her students to be
successful – for four days. It was hard for me to go and speak to
the principal, but I am immensely frustrated by the ways in
which her shrugging off her duties are affecting mine.
(P87:141) Today I had an IEP meeting about [a student]. It was
a great opportunity for me to express my concerns about his
needs. I was also able to have great conversation with his
mother and build a better relationship. As a team we decided
that he will be better served in an environment where he has
someone with him one-on-one. This makes me happy because I
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Relationship with co-workers-working
with others in the school...could be coteacher, team member, administrator,
etc...; could be positive or negative

am confident that I have advocated for [him], although I’ll miss
seeing him next year.
(P11:29) My co-teacher has been very demanding about our
work sampling online stuff done, but she is very unaccepting of
what I have to contribute to the process.
(P37:151) The teacher with whom I am supposed to be teaching
took her “planning period” today because her original
homeroom was at specials, despite the fact that when my kids
have specials, I am still in the classroom teaching the students
who were originally in her homeroom.

Responsibilities-any of the
responsibilities of a teacher: grading
papers, planning lessons, assessments,
meetings, data sheets for SIP goals, etc...

(P87:64) Once again, our grade level meeting seemed inefficient
and ineffective.
(P11:86) Start for Life program came to review us today, and
my co-teacher decided she was over it and disappeared, leaving
me to do the whole program by myself. IT takes two people to
set up and implement the program, so our class was written up
because we didn’t complete it in time.
(P37:71) I left school before 7 pm, but I worked at home until
11 pm – and I still didn’t finish what needed to be done. I need
to prioritize tasks and use my time more effectively!

School/district rules

(P89:76) Today I spent much of my day at my desk completing
webinars and getting SST stuff together instead of teaching my
students, because I was told JUST TODAY that much of these
logistical things were due. Ugh.
(P15:11) I’ve learned that a lot of being a teacher is dealing with
bureaucracy...the “other” aspects to being a teacher really hit
home for me in October and November. The Work Sampling
Online system, which is used for Pre-K to track our students,
had some things due, and my co-teacher and I spent a lot of time
catching up and re-doing our work sampling things. In addition,
because I work at a [federally funded program], there’s a lot
more paperwork involved than usual.
(52:76) Kindergarten and first grade were supposed to see The
Wizard of Oz downtown on Wednesday, March 7. I checked
the dates with the lead kindergarten teacher two months ago,
okayed them with the front office and completed the necessary
paperwork, etc. Today, we were informed that there is ITBS
testing for SOME first grade students that day – only the FIVE
students in first grade that are being tested for Gifted – so
NONE of us would be allowed to attend the show.

Survival/pressure

(P65:154) I had to give common assessments that my students
were not prepared for.
(P23:104) At the literacy meeting, we learned that we will be
completing an e-learning course for literacy training. The
training itself is fine, but I am so concerned that I’m just not
going to have any time to breathe in the next two months. This
is just one more thing on my plate, and I’m worried that all of
my work is going to suffer from it.
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(P48:49) Today felt strained from a professional standpoint:
report cards are due tomorrow, bulletin boards and information
alley are being observed tomorrow morning, the main office
wanted us to fill out supply orders by 4 pm and redo our lesson
plans by 5 pm.

Unexpected realities

(P69:3) In the article, “Phases of First Year Teaching”, I felt as
if it was describing my own life perfectly. As a new teacher, I
am most certainly in the survival phase, if not already entering
into the disillusionment phase.
(P32:51) Yes totally unexpected. I thought I would come into a
classroom with four and five-year-olds who like to make
princess wings and pretended they were racecar drivers, and all
of my kids did that, they absolutely, absolutely did. But they
were also just so much older in the way that they viewed me, in
the way they viewed the world, and in the way they viewed each
other.
(P46:10) I still unconsciously holding unrealistic expectations
for my first grade students’ memories, but this reading was the
first time I really grappled with the fact that my students were
not physically capable of some skills with which I was
becoming frustrated with them for lacking.

TEACHER SUPPORTS
DRC group helpful

(P94:39) Yes, I think I expected that when a teacher said
something, kids would listen. I knew it was going to be difficult,
I mean, you know at institute (TFA) that kind of gave me a peek
into what it was going to be like. But uum (pauses), but yeah, I
would say that I expected at least for the majority of for the
most part for them to follow directions because they were the
students and I was the teacher because when I grew up it would
never have crossed my mind to not listen to the teacher. Also
with like losing their homes not something most teachers go
through.
-Supports from sources other than the UC.(or lack of)
(P20:111) I did my DRC today, and I got a lot of strategies to
work with and reach [student]. I will try them out, but I think
they’re going to work really well, because my group is
awesome. They suggested giving her a lot of personal attention,
as well as some responsibilities, and I think these will work out
well for her.
(P60:98) I am so thankful to have had a DRC group with whom
I get along, for the most part. I’ve learned a lot from them –
time management from K., optimism and realistic but high
expectations from S. and the necessity of work-life balance from
A.!
(P77:30) My experience with has been challenging, yet
informative and beneficial to my teaching practice. Now that I
have observed and reflected on [Charles], and am now more
aware and observational of my other students. The DRC taught
me that really listening to my students does wonders for
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Peer

behavior management. The responses and feedback to my DRC
presentation has greatly helped me refocus my energy and
emotion on what goes on inside of my classroom. In other
words, I was putting much of my energy and emotions into
thinking and worrying about what is going on in my students’
lives outside of the classroom, which I cannot control or do
anything about.
(P10:34) One of my fellow teachers suggested the “Thirty
Seconds Move” rule… every thirty seconds, do some kind of
small movement to keep the kids engaged.
(P52:45) Three people helped me get my bulletin board up
today. One kindergarten paraprofessional just stopped by and
asked if she could help. She took down the old background, put
up a new one and, after enlisting another paraprofessional, put
up a border and hung the bulletin board’s title. During lunch,
my student teacher put up the students’ work that I had selected
and graded. This was so immensely helpful to me today! It was
wonderful to feel supported by my colleagues; that they even
offered to help was an affirmation that I didn’t realize I was
seeking.

Resources helpful

(P87:33) My students and I engaged in a fun and exciting lesson
on the promethean board today. The game was given to me by a
colleague (yay for sharing resources!). It was an ELA game,
which has been a struggle to teach in an exciting and engaging
way. Students were having fun and excited to learn.
(P6:31) Using the Lakeshore Learning sound-matching app on
my Ipad to see how developed my highest and lowest child’s
phonological awareness skills were. They did great and I found
a great new learning tool!
(P56:31) There is a wonderful storyteller who comes to our
school, it seems, every two months or so. The children love her,
and she is truly engaging. Usually, there is little or no notice
she’s coming, but I don’t mind a routine change when it’s done
for her.

School/district

(P87:68) I got a ton more resources today. I have been reaching
out to family members, and have gotten great support. Our
classroom library is has doubled in size and my students were
able to try out new math games today.
(P56:126) My [district] mentor dropped by today. She always
makes me feel overwhelmed; she never seems to come at the
same time, and always seems to bring more work than I feel I
have the energy to complete. Today, she brought three articles
on teaching gifted students – they are very long articles. I feel
the need to say, “I am doing the absolute most that I can right
now, ma’am. I will skim these articles, and if they seem really
great, I’ll dive in, but right now, they are too much!”
(P6:58) Training day—Excellent discussion about what types of
literature help the growth of vocabulary in 3 and 4 year olds
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Seminars helpful

(P87:28) My principle called me into her office today just to let
me know how “proud she was of me”..it helps to have a
supportive administrator who believes in what you are doing. I
am so thankful for [my principal] and all of her support.
Sometimes I just feel like I am putting all of this work into my
classroom, but I am not sure if I am even doing anything right.
Encouraging conversations from others mean the world right
now.
(P10:109) From this month’s sessions, I learned a lot. I very
much enjoy the monthly sessions we get, and these ones in
particular, because they were very age-appropriate for my Pre-K
students. From the words session, I learned a lot of small
phonological awareness activities that I can do with my kids.

(P89:124) In math we played the number chart “Mystery

TFA

Number” game on the hundreds charts. This activity was
introduced to me in the Feb or March seminar. It was a great
and fun experience for a small group of my students, and It
helped me to realize who is still having trouble with simple
adding and subtracting.
(P11:49) My TFA coach came to visit today, and I’ve been
having a pretty tough day when it came to how my kids were
responding to me. In addition, there is continued drama with my
co-teacher about Work Sampling Online. My TFA coach did not
give me any tools to solve this, nor did she help how I felt about
the situation, and I was very hurt by her lack of sensitivity.
(P56:118) I am meeting tomorrow with my Teach for America
MTLD. She seems to have been a bit swamped this year, but I
feel like she and I are planning some really positive things that
could increase my classroom’s efficiency over these next and
final seven weeks of school.

